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"A few first rate research papers are preferable
to a large number that are poorly conceived or

half-finished. The latter are no credit to their
writers and a waste of time to their readers"

Claude Shannon
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Abstract

SOFTWARE Defined Networking represented the starting point of my Ph.D. Al-
though it was proposed the first time in 2008 [281], when I started my Ph.D
(2014) there was not too much research effort around SDN, OpenFlow and so

on; the paradigm was still in its infancy. The paper “OpenFlow: enabling innovation
in campus networks” [281] was published in 2008 and in 2013 it counted around 1k
citations on Google Scholar. At the time of writing of this dissertation, it counted 7k
citations. Together with this, there was a white paper [139], a reference open source
implementation and nearly all the 1k citations reported about use case examples that
showcased the benefits brought by the SDN architecture or they were implementation
papers. However, a lot of scientific question still needed a response and nobody was
taking care of real/operational problems.

I started with a fundamental problem: taking the openness as the main driver for
moving to SDN, I proposed OSHI (Open Source Hybrid IP/SDN) networking architec-
ture as migration strategy for network operators and as response to the scientific and
technological question “What is the best way to introduce SDN in large-scale IP Service
Providers (ISP) networks?”; since it was still open. OSHI addressed the above ques-
tion, providing an open source reference implementation complemented with a rich set
of services.

During the development of OSHI architecture, I noticed another big problem around
the movement started by SDN. Essentially, besides Mininet ( [238] and [177]), there
was lack of tools supporting experimenters. For this reason, I have realized MANTOO
framework which offered an open source playground for experimentation. I started with
a simple topology designer for Mininet, then I integrated my SDN deployment tools for
Mininet and distributed testbeds, and I enabled the control of experiments. Finally, it
became an extensible framework able to control different technological domain not
only SDN but also NFV based experiments.

From an architectural point of view, SDN introduced a new element, the so called
network controller; a lot of works focused on developing new solutions for the con-
trol plane and fancy use cases. Most of the works considered SDN applications in
data center networks but few proposing effective solutions for IP WAN. In this context,
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ICONA was proposed a solution for controlling a WAN. ICONA implemented a south-
bound extension for ONOS completely transparent to the ONOS core, which offered
an east-west interface and a powerful abstraction layer allowing an ONOS cluster to be
interconnected with remote ONOS clusters.

Then, I spent part of the first year and of the second year doing experimental works
on SDN and realizing novel use cases of great interest for a ISP provider. In particular,
I used SDN as technology enabler for use cases like ICN [303] and Segment Routing.
The first use case realized a SDN based solution which allowed the deployment of the
ICN architecture without a clean slate approach. Instead, the latter realized a minimal-
ist implementation of Segment Routing [133] complemented by a Traffic Engineering
application using a SDN architecture. There was a lot of interest in these use cases
as witnessed by the research effort around ICN, and by the standardization effort be-
hind Segment Routing. Moreover, a lot of vendors were integrating Segment Routing
solutions in their devices.

Finally, at the end of the second year I started a collaboration with GÉANT service
provider which was aimed at renewing its network infrastructure introducing SDN,
open source software and open hardware. In parallel to this I spent 6 months as intern
at Open Networking Laboratory, where I had chance to work on ONOS, on the Intent
based networking paradigm and on bringing in production SDN solutions. The work
done in collaboration with GÉANT (which is still proceeding) naturally represented the
end of my Ph.D. Since several results and lessons learned from my previous works con-
verged in this effort: i) hybrid IP/SDN networking; ii) provisioning of layer 2 services
through SDN; iii) whitebox devices instead of expensive equipment; iv) Intent based
networking to built powerful abstractions; v) ICONA design. As I mentioned before, I
started from GÉANT requirements which aimed to redesign two network services us-
ing SDN, open hardware and open source software: GÉANT Open, GÉANT IP. After
two years of the development and experimentation on lab environments finally in this
year it has brought to the Pilot status, what I realized. Pilot is deployed in GÉANT
production network and GÉANT NOC is evaluating the outcome of this activity.

I think this is a very good result and represents the best ending I have ever imagined
for my Ph.D.
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Contributions

THIS dissertation contributes to the area of pure networking science. Specifically, it
introduces novel solutions to the fields of computer networking. SDN (Software
Defined Networking) has been proposed as new network paradigm that may

drastically change the way IP networks run today. Significant use cases include Data
Centers and corporate/campus scenarios. However, SDN applicability in wide area IP
networks of large providers has not being considered.

The OSHI (Open Source Hybrid IP/SDN) networking architecture, fills this gap
providing an open source reference implementation complemented with a rich set of
services. Chapter 2 describes the OSHI solution, provides an evaluation of some
performances aspects and reports on related works. The management of the emula-
tion platforms and the tools for setting up and controlling experiments are also non-
trivial problems, this is why I have proposed an open source set of tools called Mantoo
(Chapter 3 elaborates on Mantoo platform). The source code of all the components of
the OSHI node prototype and of the Mantoo suite is freely available at [328]. To fa-
cilitate the initial environment setup, the whole OSHI and Mantoo environments have
been packaged in a ready-to-go virtual machine, with pre-designed example topologies
up to 60 nodes. To the best of my knowledge, there is no such hybrid IP/SDN node
available as open source software, nor an emulation platform with a set of management
tools as rich as the Mantoo suite.

In Wide Area Network scenarios, it is necessary a further logical step in SDN and
I have proposed a solution that distributes the load between logical entities, each one
taking the control of a portion of the geographical network and enables the coupling
of these entities thanks an efficient east-west interface. ICONA (Inter Cluster ONOS
Network Application), is a southbound extension for ONOS that has the objective of
enabling programmable networks to span multiple clusters of controllers within either
a single or multiple administrative domains. The Chapter 4 describes the architecture
behind ICONA, provides an initial evaluation of its capabilities and finally elaborates
on related works. ICONA code is made available as open source software and it has
been integrated in ONOS network controller from the 1.7 release.

Information Centric Networking (ICN) is a paradigm in which the network layer
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provides users with access to content by names, instead of providing communication
channels between hosts. In this work of thesis, I have considered the deployment of ICN
by exploiting SDN architecture - ICNoSDN solution. SDN, thanks to its architecture,
represents a perfect fit for ICN, since it does not require a complex transition strategy
and the re-deployment of new ICN capable hardware. More in details, I have realized
a solution to support ICN by exploiting SDN, the so called ICNoSDN architecture.
Together with this I have designed and implemented an open reference environment
to deploy and test the ICN over SDN solutions over local and distributed testbeds.
In the Chapter 6, I describe ICNoSDN architecture, its experimental framework and
I provide a performance evaluation of the solution. At the end of the Chapter 6 I
report on related works. As far I know, there are no other similar solutions available
in open source, nor similar emulation platforms, including also a comprehensive set of
monitoring tools.

To the best of my knowledge, currently there are no open source implementations of
the IP control plane extensions needed to support the traditional full-fledged Segment
Routing architecture (i.e., the routing protocol enhancements). I have proposed a sim-
pler solution called PMSR (Poor Man’s Segment Routing), that does not require any
enhancement to the routing protocols. Moreover, I have enriched the PMSR architec-
ture with a compelling Traffic Engineering use case and with a Segment Routing path
assignment algorithm. Moreover, I have proved that the latter is optimal with respect
to the number of segments allocated to a flow. The Segment Routing architecture is
being standardized within the IETF by the SPRING working group [410]. The initia-
tive have been started by Cisco [94] and even more vendors are supporting it ( [195]
as an example). In the Chapter 5, I describe PMSR architecture, the Traffic Engi-
neering application and the assignment heuristic. An early performance evaluation of
the solution is provided at the end of the Chapter 5 together with the related efforts.
The source code of all the components of the PMSR architecture are freely available
at [342]. To facilitate the initial setup, the PMSR environment has been integrated in
the OSHI virtual machine.

In the last years, GÉANT has funded work oriented to apply SDN, open hardware
and open source software to its infrastructure in order to update already existing ser-
vices as well as developing new ones. Examples of this transition include GÉANT
Open; GÉANT L2-SDX is the SDNization of the aforementioned service, that I have
developed during the last year of my Ph.D. After two years of development and experi-
mentation, L2-SDX has been brought to the pilot status and GÉANT is now testing the
outcomes on its operational network. Chapter 7 describes the effort related to GÉANT
SDX, its architecture, the PoCs realized and finally the Pilot deployment. At the end
of the Chapter 7 related works are analyzed. GÉANT SDX code is made available as
open source software and it has been integrated in ONOS network controller from the
1.6 release. It can be download from the ONOS application samples repository at [319].
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CHAPTER1
Software Defined Networking

1.1 Towards the softwarization of the networks

Software Defined Networking (SDN) has been proposed the first time in 2008 as radical
change for networking architectures. SDN [139] can be seen as part of an even wider
trend towards the softwarization of networks ( [149] and [222]), which implies a com-
plete rethinking of how Service Provider networks are now structured. SDN envisages
the “physical separation of the network control plane from the data plane” [139] and the
first one controlling the forwarding of several devices (potentially different vendors and
technologies). Network intelligence is logically centralized in a software-based com-
ponent called controller, which acts as abstraction layer between infrastructure and its
users, maintains a global view of the network and makes it directly programmable. This
is made possible abstracting the underlying network infrastructure from the applications
and providing open and standardized APIs. The migration of control [139] greatly sim-
plifies the network devices themselves which become dumb forwarding hardware, since
they no longer need to run and understand thousands of protocols and standards. Con-
troller becomes responsible, with its global view, for instructing subordinate hardware
nodes on how to forward traffic. Figure 1.1 represents the SDN ecosystem and its
reference architecture.

With reference to the Figure 1.1, network devices are in the lowest layer and they
can be physical and/or virtual. A protocol, “spoken” both by the network devices and
by the SDN controller, enables the communication between the control plane and the
data plane (southbound APIs level). Then, in the middle layer there are the SDN con-
trollers enriched by their on-board control applications. Middle layer offers open and
standardized APIs (northbound API layer) enabling the realization of the Mangement
and Network Application (MNA) layer. Through the last level, the network can be
managed in all its aspects. The level MNA includes also extensible web management
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Chapter 1. Software Defined Networking

Figure 1.1: SDN reference architecture.

interfaces, off-platform applications, analytics engines, software libraries that help in
the development of the network applications.

Several reasons call for an architectural change in the Service Providers network
[139]. From one side there are big changes in the usage of the networks: novel traffic
patterns (client-server traffic versus server-server interactions); IT services are accessed
everywhere and from different devices; the rise (again) of the cloud services and of the
virtualization together with growing importance of the “Big data”. On the other side
there are also intrinsic limitations of the current network technologies due mainly to the
ossification of the infrastructures, to give some examples: current architecture allows
the innovation, but the changes are “easy” only at the edge; closed equipment with the
software heavily coupled with the hardware; no open interfaces; hundred of protocols
solving specific problems; standardization processes very slow and innovation really
a matter for few people. In today’s network, it is impossible to implement network
wide policies [139]. Network engineers have to configure thousands of devices and
mechanisms resulting in cumbersome and error prone procedures.

Key enabler of such SDN architectures is the southbound layer: it does not exist
a SDN controller without southbound protocols enabling the communication between
the control plane and the dataplane. OpenFlow (OF) [139] has been one of the first
open standard communications interface allowing the direct access and manipulation
of the data plane of network devices. The programmability of the device is enabled
abstracting the underlay hardware and introducing basic primitives that can be used
by the SDN Controller and the software applications running on it. OF, as the name
says, uses as fundamental primitive the concept of “flow” defined in terms of match
and rules (namely actions). The matches are used to select the network traffic and rules
are the actions to apply on it, they comprise forwarding, manipulation, drop actions and
many others. During the years, the protocol has evolved adding even more abstractions
that from one side has introduced new functionalities and on the other side has fixed
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1.1. Towards the softwarization of the networks

some flaws of the first design. OF 1.3 [141], the long-term stable version of OpenFlow,
overcomes the shortcomings of OF 1.0 [140] by defining multiple-forwarding tables
and port-groups for hashing, replication, failover etc.

Figure 1.2: Examples of OpenFlow rules.

The number of the protocols deployed and integrated in the SDN architecture is even
increasing, each one performing a different functionality. This demonstrates the impor-
tance of the southbound layer. OF is just an example of protocol providing program-
matic control of the forwarding in the devices, other examples are the “configuration”
southbounds like NETCONF [121] and RESTCONF [40], which are IETF standard
protocols designed for manipulating network configuration data in devices datastores
modeled with YANG [42] and many others exist (BGP, LISP and so on).

SDN is evolving fast and another trend which deserves to be mentioned is the Pro-
gramming protocol-independent packet processors (P4) [43], which introduce a new
way of interaction between the control plane and the data plane. P4 is a high-level
programming language for SDN networks meant to describe the behavior of the data
plane, i.e. the fixed functions supported by the device. While existing APIs (for ex-
ample OpenFlow) are meant to populate the forwarding tables in the fixed function
switches [43]. Fundamental to understand the revolution introduced by P4 is the con-
cept of forwarding pipelines and matches-actions. Forwarding of the packets in the
network devices can be represented as a series of table look-ups and actions associ-
ated (that span from simple forwarding actions to header manipulations). OpenFlow
switches are constrained to a fixed switch designs which specify exactly how these for-
warding pipelines and matches-actions are. P4 allows to a SDN controller to specify
how to reconfigure these abstractions, without any restriction at target level (hardware
device independence) and in a protocol independent way. P4 programs are designed to
be compiled against many different types of execution machines. The P4 programmer
can describe also the header formats and field names of the supported protocols.
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CHAPTER2
Hybrid IP/SDN networking

2.1 Introduction

When this work started there was a lot of research effort showcasing how much SDN
can be a disruptive technology. However a lot of scientific questions needed a response;
we started with a fundamental problem the migration of Internet Service Provider (ISP)
networks to SDN.

At present, these networks are operated with a combination of IP and MPLS tech-
nologies. IP/MPLS control and forwarding planes are capable to operate on large-scale
networks with carrier-grade quality, while SDN technology has not reached the same
maturity level. The advantage of introducing SDN technology in a carrier grade IP is
not related to performance improvements for current services on IP/MPLS backbones.
Data Plane forwarding performances, restoration times in case of failures, several con-
trol plane aspects (e.g. routing convergence time) have all been optimized for the IP/M-
PLS backbones by the major equipment vendors in the years. We rather believe that
the openness of the SDN approach simplifies the need of complex distributed control
plane architectures and avoids proprietary implementations and interoperability issues.
The new approach will facilitate the development of new services and foster innovation.
The importance of open source in SDN is highlighted in [363] and the rising interest on
open source control planes like ONOS [323] or OpenDayLight [314], Open Network-
ing Linux [318] and white box networking confirms its relevance in current and near
future for networking solutions.

Taking the openness as the main driver for moving to SDN, the scientific and techno-
logical question “what is the best way to introduce SDN in large-scale ISP networks?” is
definitely still open and different solutions have been proposed. The OSHI Open Source
Hybrid IP/SDN (OSHI) networking architecture [380] and [382], addresses the above
question, providing an open source reference implementation complemented with a
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Chapter 2. Hybrid IP/SDN networking

rich set of services and management tools. The solution is called OSHI as we have
fully implemented it combining and extending open source software.

Figure 2.1: Reference ISP scenario.

A reference scenario is reported in Figure 2.1: an IP provider interconnected with
other providers by means of BGP routing protocol; an intra-domain routing protocol
like OSPF is used inside the provider network. The provider offers Internet access to
its customers, as well as other transport services (e.g. layer 2 connectivity services or in
general Virtual Private Network-VPN). Using the terminology borrowed by IP/MPLS
networks, the provider network includes a set of Core Routers (CR). and Provider Edge
(PE) routers, interconnected either by point-to-point links (Packet Over Sonet, Gigabit
Ethernet, 10GBE...) or by legacy switched LANs (and VLANs). The Customer Edge
(CE) router is the node in the customer network connected to the provider network.
Most often, an ISP integrates the IP and MPLS technologies in its backbone. MPLS
creates tunnels (Label Switched Path-LSP) among routers. On one hand, this can be
used to improve the forwarding of regular IP traffic providing: i) traffic engineering,
ii) fault protection iii) no need to distribute the full BGP routing table to intra-domain
transit routers. On the other hand, MPLS tunnels are used to offer VPNs and layer 2
connectivity services to customers. In any case, the commercial MPLS implementa-
tions are based on traditional (vendor-locked) control plane architectures that do not
leave space for introducing innovation in an open manner. As a matter of fact, in case
of complex services involving the MPLS control plane, ISPs rely on single-vendor
solutions. The management of large-scale IP/MPLS network is typically based on pro-
prietary (and expensive) management tools, which, again, constitute a barrier to the
innovation.

Let us consider the migration of an IP/MPLS based Service Provider network to
SDN. CR and PE routers could be replaced by SDN capable switches, on top of which
the provider can realize advanced and innovative services. The introduction of SDN
in wide area ISP networks implies finding solutions to critical requirements and issues,
such as: i) how to provide the scalability and fault tolerance required in operators’
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2.2. Hybrid IP/SDN Architecture

environments; ii) how to cope with the high latency in the control plane (due to the
geographically distributed environment); iii) how to provide the connectivity in the
control plane between SDN controllers and the switches in the Wide Are Network-
WAN (i.e. in-band vs. out-of-band solution).

We advocate that the migration paths should foresee the coexistence of IP and SDN
based services, resembling the current coexistence of IP and MPLS. As stated in [446],
an hybrid SDN model that combines SDN and traditional architectures may “sum their
benefits while mitigating their respective challenges”. The literature presents some
preliminary architectures toward hybrid SDN networks (Google B4 WAN [202] can be
considered an example). We define as hybrid IP/SDN a node that can operate both at IP
level by keeping a traditional distributed routing intelligence and at SDN level, under
the instructions of a SDN controller. This is opposed to a pure SDN node in which all
routing logic is ran outside the node in the SDN controller. A hybrid IP/SDN network
is composed of hybrid IP/SDN nodes, as well as by traditional IP routers and legacy
layer 2 switches. According to the taxonomy defined in [446], this approach can be
classified as “Service-Based” or “Class-Based” Hybrid SDN (depending on how the IP
and SDN based services are combined). In this scenario the hybrid IP/SDN nodes are
capable of acting as plain IP routers (running the legacy IP routing protocols), as well
as SDN capable nodes, under the control of SDN controllers.

In the following sections, we present the design and the implementation of our solu-
tion: Section 2.2 defines the main concepts of the proposed hybrid IP/SDN networking
architecture; OSHI high level node architecture is presented in Section 2.3; we briefly
describes in Section 2.4 the first prototype we have realized. Subsequent sections elab-
orates on the final design of the OSHI nodes and how we realized it. In particular, we
describe in Section 2.6 the use of MPLS labels to realize the SDN Based Paths (SBPs)
and to support the coexistence between IP based forwarding and SBP forwarding; Sec-
tion 2.7 provides a detailed description of the OSHI nodes implementation and how the
services are realized; In 2.8 we show the design challenges of the MPLS based imple-
mentation, partly due to the inherent limitations of standards, partly to the shortcomings
of the open source tools that we have integrated. It also elaborates on how our frame-
work is being used to experiment on new services; evaluation of some performance
aspects are addressed in Section 2.9. Finally, Section 2.10 reports on related works;

The source code of all the components of the OSHI node prototypes is freely avail-
able at [328]. To facilitate the initial environment setup, the whole OSHI environment
have been packaged in a ready-to-go virtual machine. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no such hybrid IP/SDN node available as open source software.

2.2 Hybrid IP/SDN Architecture

In the IP/MPLS architecture there is a clear notion of the MPLS tunnels, called Label
Switched Paths (LSPs). Several types of tunnels or, more generically, network paths
can be created, leveraging the ability of SDN capable nodes to classify traffic based on
various fields such as MAC or IP addresses, VLAN tags and MPLS labels. Since there
is no standard established terminology for such concept, we will refer to these paths as
SDN Based Path (SBP). A SBP is a virtual circuit which is setup using SDN technology
to forward a specific packet flow between two end-points across a set of SDN capable
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Chapter 2. Hybrid IP/SDN networking

nodes. The notion of packet flow is very broad and it can range from a micro-flow i.e. a
specific TCP connection between two hosts, to a macro-flow e.g. all the traffic directed
towards a given IP subnet. As highlighted before, a flow can be classified looking at
the headers at different protocol levels. Considering the network architecture each node
has it own role in the ISP ecosystem, some nodes are at edges (PE routers) and their
main role is to classify the traffic and forwarding it according to the policies defined
by the operator. In general, less state is required in the core network since traffic is
multiplexed in macro-flows which are forwarded at high speed by the CR nodes. We
address the definition of the hybrid IP/SDN network by considering: i) architecture and
internal procedures of the nodes; ii) mechanisms for the coexistence of regular IP traffic
and SBPs; iii) the set of services that can be offered using the SBPs; iv) ingress traffic
classification mechanisms.

Let us consider the coexistence of regular IP traffic and SBP on the links among
hybrid IP/SDN nodes. A SDN approach offers a great flexibility, enabling the classifi-
cation of the packets through a “cross-layer” approach, by considering packet headers at
different protocol levels (MPLS, VLANs, Q-in-Q, Mac-in-Mac and so on). Therefore,
it is possible to specify a set of conditions to differentiate the packets to be delivered
to the IP forwarding engine from the ones that belong to SBPs. In general, these con-
ditions can refer to different protocol headers and can be in the form of whitelists or
blacklists, changing dynamically, interface by interface. This flexibility may turn into
high complexity and the risk of misconfigurations and routing errors should be properly
taken into account (see [445]). Without preventing the possibility to operate additional
mechanisms for the coexistence of IP and SDN services in a hybrid IP/SDN network,
we propose MPLS tagging as the preferred choice and have used it in our prototype
implementation. In fact, using MPLS as forwarding plane technology is known to be
scalable up to carrier-grade WANs. We have also considered simple VLAN tagging as
a sub-optimal choice and have used it in a simpler prototype (see Section 2.4). Sim-
ple VLAN tagging limits the number of SBPs on a link to 4096. Moreover, if legacy
VLAN services needs to be supported on the links among the OSHI nodes, the VLAN
label space needs to be partitioned, reducing the maximum number of SBPs and com-
plicating the service management process.

Different approaches have been proposed for the architecture of the nodes and its in-
ternal procedures. Some solutions require a minimal set of functions inside the nodes to
properly execute the bootstrap, others completely demand this functionality to the SDN
controller. As regards the internal architecture, the literature provides a large variety of
solutions: IP control plane running together with the SDN control plane; ii) IP and SDN
which coexist in the node; iii) IGP protocol used as fallback mechanism to avoid the
latency of the SDN control plane and many others. Another interesting problem in a
SDN solution for wide area networks is the connectivity between SDN controllers and
OF capable switches. This is usually solved with out-of-band communication channels,
as it is complicated to reliably “bootstrap” and maintain the connectivity using the data
plane links with a centralized control. A key advantage of the coexistence approach in
the proposed OSHI architecture is the possibility to use traditional IP routing and for-
warding for the control plane connectivity between SDN controllers and OF Capable
switches. This approach avoids the needs of out-of-band communication channels for
the control plane.

8
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2.3. OSHI - High Level Node Architecture

Regarding the services and the features that can be offered by a hybrid IP/SDN net-
work, we do believe a catalogue of functionality comparable to the current solutions
should be provided. For this work, as primary requirement we have focused on pro-
viding a minimal set of functionality in order to guarantee a good starting point for a
ISP willing to try out our solution. In particular, we are interested on the implementa-
tion of VPNs services (also multi-points) and on the support for best effort forwarding.
These solutions should be realized in a open way and the architecture should facilitate
the realization of new services and the development of new forwarding paradigms (for
example Segment Routing [133]) without the need of introducing complex and pro-
prietary control planes. Moreover, traffic engineering procedures and fast restoration
mechanisms should be easily included complementing what described above.

As for the traffic classification, the ingress PEs need to classify incoming packets
and decide if they need to be forwarded using regular IP routing or if they belong
to the SBPs. The egress edge router extracts the traffic from the SBPs and forwards
it to the appropriate destination. We considered (and implemented in our platform)
two approaches for the ingress classification: i) classification based on physical access
ports; ii) classification based on VLAN tags. Other traffic classifications, e.g. based on
MAC or IP source/destination addresses can be easily implemented without changing
the other components.

2.3 OSHI - High Level Node Architecture

The proposed OSHI node combines an OpenFlow Capable Switch (OFCS), an IP for-
warding engine and an IP routing daemon. The OFCS component is implemented using
Open vSwitch (OVS) [329], the IP forwarding engine is the Linux kernel IP network-
ing and Quagga acts as the routing daemon. The former is bridged with the set of
physical network interfaces belonging to the integrated IP/SDN network, while the IP
forwarding engine is connected to a set of virtual ports of the OFCS, as shown in Figure
2.2.

Figure 2.2: OSHI Hybrid IP/SDN node architecture.

The virtual ports that interconnect the OFCS with the IP forwarding engine are re-
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Chapter 2. Hybrid IP/SDN networking

alized using the internal port feature offered by OVS. Each virtual port is connected to
a physical port of the IP/SDN network, so that the IP routing engine can reason in term
of the virtual ports, ignoring the physical ones. The OFCS differentiates among regular
IP packets and packets belonging to SBP. By default, it forwards the regular IP packets
from the physical ports to the internal ports, so that they can be processed by the IP for-
warding engine, controlled by the IP routing daemon. This approach avoids the need
of translating the IP routing table into SDN rules to be pushed in the OFCS table, at the
price of a small performance degradation for the packets that needs to be forwarded at
IP level. In fact, these packets cross the OFCS switch twice. It is possible to extend our
implementation to consider the mirroring of the IP routing table into the OFCS table.
Mapping a static snapshot of the IP routing table into a set of SDN rules in the OFCS
is relatively easy (the rewriting of source and destination MAC addresses needs to be
included in the rules and the MAC addresses of the next hops needs to be discovered
beforehand). The difficult challenge is to take into account the dynamic aspects, as the
rules should be updated in a timely way following route additions, updates, deletions.
In [378] we described a prototype solution that mirrors the routes installed by OLSR in
real time (for a specific set of IP destinations), mapping them in OpenFlow rules.

An initial configuration of the OFCS tables is needed to connect the physical in-
terfaces and the internal interfaces, in order to support the OFCS-to-SDN-controller
communication. In each node we have a double forwarding: IP forwarding and the
SCS forwarding. The IP plane forwards towards a VIi (i-th virtual internal) interface
according to the routing decision, on the other hand the “second” forwarding takes the
packet that comes from a VIi interface and forwards towards the correspondence ETHi.
In the “reverse path” when the packet comes from ETHi interface (that is it arrives from
Network), the SCS forwards it towards the correspondence VIi, and finally the packet
will be processed from the IP plane. In this way, it is like we are “connecting” the
physical interfaces directly to the virtual interfaces. Using this initial configuration we
deploy only a simple IP service, note that these rules will be “overridden” by the rules
necessary to deploy coexistence mechanisms and ingress classifications. We report now
in Box 1 the internal procedure described above:

Algorithm 1 IP configuration
1: // OSHI IP configuration
2: for each couple of interfaces (ETHi, VIi) do
3: if in_port == ETHi then
4: // Forward the packet on the correspondent VIi interface with priority 300
5: ovs-ofctl add-flow br-one priority=300, in_port=ETHi_port, action=output:VIi_port
6: end if
7: if in_port == V Ii then
8: // Forward the packet on the correspondent ETHi interface with priority 300
9: ovs-ofctl add-flow br-one priority=300, in_port=VIi_port, action=output:ETHi_port

10: end if
11: end for

As regards the configuration of the routing component, this can be done in the con-
text of the provisioning procedure along the configuration of other components of the
network box running the OSHI node.

SDN controllers use topology discovery protocols to get a snapshot of the network
infrastructure. In particular, they send in the network special traffic (LLDP and BLDP),
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which has to cross the links and then must be sent back to the SDN controller. Trough
this procedure a SDN controller can state the existence of healthy links. In our in-
frastructure, the traffic generated by these protocols require special treatment otherwise
they will be forwarded according to the rules described in the Box 1. For this reason
we set special rules in the OFCS which override the IP configuration and guarantee the
proper working of the discovery protocols. Box 2 shows the configuration we push in
each OFCS deployed in the infrastructure.

Algorithm 2 Discovery protocols configuration
1: // LLDP and BLDP configuration
2: if ETH_TY PE == 0x8CC then
3: // Send to the controller with priority 301
4: ovs-ofctl add-flow br-one priority=301, dl_type=0x88cc, action=controller
5: end if
6: if ETH_TY PE == 0x8942 then
7: // Send to the controller with priority 301
8: ovs-ofctl add-flow br-one priority=301, dl_type=0x8942,action=controller
9: end if

A Local Management Entity (LME) in the OSHI node takes care of these tasks, the
configuration necessary to implement the coexistence mechanisms, and finally if the
node is an access node insert the rules needed to perform the ingress/egress classifica-
tion mechanisms. With the help of the LME, we complete other tasks directly related
to the provisioning of a new network node like the enabling of the IP forwarding be-
havior (this is necessary for the correct operation of the IP part) and the disabling of the
reverse path filter otherwise we risk the drop of the IP traffic.

According to the SDN architecture, an SDN Capable Switch (SCS) has to be con-
trolled by an external SDN controller and a TCP connection between the SCS and its
controller has to be established, this can happen “in-band” or “out-of-band”. The for-
mer means using the same network which is used for data traffic handled by the switch.
Instead, the latter envisages a control network separated (virtually or physically) from
the data plane network. A common solution in the production networks is to use a
separated VLAN for the control network. In our setup, it is possible both approaches
for SCS-to-SDN-controller, i.e. using the regular IP routing/forwarding, avoiding the
need of setting up a separate “out-of-band” network. If an “in-band” approach is used,
it is required a modification of the default behavior of most controllers, since typically
an SDN controller deletes all the flows installed in the switches but not stored in its
inventory.

2.4 Preliminary prototype

In [380] and [57], we described a preliminary prototype of the OSHI architecture, at
that time we took into account the capability of the available tools in terms of tunnels
handling and of compliance to OF protocol releases. Therefore, we decided to use
VLAN tags as IP/SDN coexistence mechanisms and designed two solutions: i) the IP
traffic travels in the network with a specific VLAN tag while SBPs use other VLAN
tags (Tagged coexistence); ii) the IP traffic travels “untagged” (layer 2 protocol field
<> 0x8100) and SBPs use VLAN tags (Untagged coexistence). The proposed VLAN
based mechanism can interwork with existing legacy VLANs, as long as a set of tags
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is reserved for our use on each VLAN (and this is needed only if the link between
two routers already runs on a VLAN). The VLAN mechanism used in our first imple-
mentation has been replaced by MPLS which results to be a more scalable tunneling
mechanisms (indeed a practical disadvantage is the number of the SBP that can be
supported by the aforementioned approaches which is limited by 4096 VLAN identi-
fiers). Section 2.6 describes how we have integrated MPLS labels without changes in
the proposed architecture.

Let us now consider the services, the first version of OSHI offered. We designed and
implemented an IP “Virtual Leased Line” (VLL). This service guarantees to the service
end-points to be directly interconnected as if they were in the same Ethernet LAN, a
practical limitation of a IP VLL is the interaction with legacy devices or middleboxes
which can alter the original packets. Our implementation offers services at an edge
OSHI, the end-point can be a physical port of the PE router or a logical port (i.e. a
specific VLAN). Two arbitrary end-points in edge OSHI can be bridged by the offered
IP VLL service. The interconnection is realized in our Hybrid IP/SDN network with a
SBP using VLAN tags. In the current implementation we adopt SBPs using MPLS la-
bels. Section 2.5 elaborates on the services implemented in the current implementation
of the OSHI solution.

As regards the ingress classification and egress functions, the ingress edge router
needs to classify incoming traffic as belonging to IP best effort or as traffic to be en-
capsulated in the SBPs considering the selected tunneling approach. The egress edge
router will extract the traffic from the SBPs and forward it to the appropriate desti-
nation. The ingress classification mechanisms in our first prototype took into account
the requirement of the IP VLL service. We could classify untagged traffic entering in
a port of an edge router as regular IP traffic or as belonging to the end-point of a IP
VLL depending on the input port; for VLAN tagged traffic, each VLAN tag could be
linked to a IP VLL end point and one of the VLAN tags could be assigned to regular
IP traffic. For the implementation of coexistence mechanisms between IP and SDN
traffic, services and ingress classification we leveraged the multiple tables functionality
introduced with OpenFlow v1.1 [138] and at that time recently implemented in OVS.

In this first prototype, the IP VLL service is implemented with a SBP that switches
VLAN tags between two end-points (in both directions). The creation of the SBP is
performed using a python script called VLLPusher. It uses the Topology REST API
of the Floodlight controller [134] in order to retrieve the route that interconnects the
IP VLL end-points. It allocates the VLAN tags and then uses the Static Flow Pusher
REST API to set the rules for packet forwarding and VLAN tag switching. In the VLL-
Pusher configuration, we provide information about customer edges, in this way the
SDN controller can take care also of the realization of the proper egress functions. This
results necessary to forward the expected packets to the customer edge routers. The
implementation of the ingress classification is realized within the SCS of PE OSHIs.
By configuring rules in the SCS it is possible to map the traffic on an ingress physical
port as follows: i) untagged traffic to a virtual port (for regular IP); ii) untagged traffic
to a SBP (for a IP VLL end-point); iii) VLAN tagged traffic to a virtual port (for regular
IP); iv) VLAN tagged traffic to a SBP.
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2.5 OSHI services: IP VLL, L2 PW and VSS

We have complemented the point-to-point services with an additional one, the so called
Pseudo Wire (PW in short), see Figure 2.3 for an high level view. They belong to the
class of Virtual Leased Line services [95], which are a fundamental part of the offering
of large-scale IP Service Providers. VLL services can be used to carry bandwidth
guaranteed applications (e.g. real time communications) or to support VPN solution
(e.g. interconnect different sites of a company through the ISP WAN). Both services are
offered between end-points in Provider Edge routers, the end-points can be a physical
or logical port (i.e. a VLAN on a physical port) of the PE router connected to a CE.
The interconnection is realized in the core hybrid IP/SDN network with an SBP using
MPLS labels.

Figure 2.3: IP VLL and PW services.

The proposed IP VLL service guarantees to the IP end-points to be directly intercon-
nected as if they were in the same Ethernet LAN and sending each other IP and ARP
packets. It is not meant to allow the served SBP end-points to send packets with arbi-
trary Ethertype (e.g. including VLAN packets). This is a tradeoff we have accepted in
order to have a better scalable service: MPLS labels from one side improve the scalabil-
ity allowing the establishment of more SBPs, on the other side the flexibility is limited
since labels do not carry information about the encapsulated protocol and are uniquely
associated to it. Otherwise the egress node would not to be able to restore the original
Ethertype in the Ethernet packet. The original source and destination MAC addresses,
shown as “C-ETH” (C stands for Customer) in the headers of the packets in Figure 2.3,
are preserved in the transit along the network core. This may cause problems if legacy
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L2 switches are used to interconnect OSHI nodes, therefore our implementation of IP
VLL service can only work if all edge and core nodes are OSHI capable and are directly
connected to each other, without legacy intermediate switches in between. As a solu-
tion to interwork with legacy switches, one could implement MAC address rewriting
replacing the customer addresses with the addresses of the ingress and egress PEs or on
a hop-by-hop case. This is rather complex to realize and to manage, because the egress
node should restore the original MAC addresses (using the tag as key). There is the
need to exchange and then maintain additional state information per each SBP in the
egress nodes, so we did not implement this solution. In our prototype and experiments,
if legacy switches are present in the network, the L2 PW service rather than the IP VLL
service should be used.

Figure 2.4: Transparent Virtual Switch service.

The L2 PW service is also known as “Pseudowire Emulation Edge to Edge”, de-
scribed in RFC 3985 [52]. It provides a fully transparent cable replacement service: the
endpoints can send packets with an arbitrary Ethertype (e.g. including VLAN, Q-in-Q).
As shown in Figure 2.3, the customer Ethernet packet is tunneled into a new Ethernet
packet (whose header is indicated as P-ETH) and then a MPLS header is added. This
approach solves the interworking issues with legacy L2 networks related to customer
MAC addresses exposure in the core. Leveraging the capabilities offered by the PW
service a new brand of services can be built on top of it, for example we have real-
ized the Virtual Switch Service (VSS), in which several end-points can be transparently
bridged by the Hybrid IP/SDN network, as shown in Figure 2.4. The VSS cannot be
realized using the simple VLL service, since the network would not be able to provide
a transparent forwarding of the packets (see the case of VLAN packets). The service
can be used to support different type of use cases: overlay virtual networks, multicast
communications and in general all the multi-point services. From a functional point of
view the most obvious difference is the greater number of entities that can be simul-
taneously interconnected. The VSS is built using SBPs that connect users to a one or
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more “bridging points” in the network where packets are duplicated and forwarded to
other users.

2.6 OSHI - MPLS based approach

In this section we illustrate the detailed aspects of the proposed solution based on
MPLS. The use of MPLS labels enables the establishment of up to 220 (more than 106)
SBPs on each link, providing the required scalability. The MPLS label space can be
partitioned in order to have an ordered coexistence with other MPLS based services in
the provider WAN. We describe the implementation of IP VLL, PW services and VSS
services addressing coexistence mechanisms, ingress classification and encapsulation
mechanisms. In all cases the MPLS solution does not interfere with VLANs that can
potentially be used in the links between OSHI nodes.

Figure 2.5: Packet processing in the OFCS flow tables.

Several solution are possible to guarantee coexistence between IP and SDN: i) “null”
label is used for IP traffic, the no “null” labels are potentially exploited by SDN; ii) IP
uses a specific MPLS label, SDN leverages the remaining; iii) IP traffic uses IP Ether-
type, SBPs use MPLS Ethertype. In our implementation, the coexistence of regular
IP service (best effort traffic) and SDN services (using SDN Based Paths) is assured
using the Ethertype field of the L2 protocol. This corresponds to the third mechanism
described above: regular IP traffic is carried with IP Ethertype (0x0800), while SBPs
are carried with MPLS Ethertypes (0x8847 and 0x8848). Using OpenFlow multi-table
functionality, our solution supports the coexistence of IP and MPLS traffic types, as
shown in 2.5. Table 0 is used for regular IP, ARP, LLDP, BLDP, etc., table 1 for the
SBPs. In particular, Table 0 contains: i) a rule that forwards the traffic with Ethertype
0x8847 (MPLS) to Table 1; ii) only for IP VLL a rule that forwards the traffic with
Ethertype 0x8848 (Multicast MPLS) to Table 1; iii) the set of rules that “bridge” the
physical interfaces with the internal ports and vice versa; iv) two rules that forward the
LLDP and BLDP traffic to the controller. Table 1 contains the set of rules that forward
the packets of the SBPs according to the associated IP VLL or PW service. The coex-
istence in Table 0 is assured through different levels of priority. The IP VLL service
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needs both the rules associated to unicast and multicast MPLS Ethertype (more details
below), while the PW service only needs a rule matching the unicast MPLS Ethertype.
Box 3 shows the configuration of the OFCS in a OSHI node.

As for the ingress classification functionality in a PE router, it can be either based on
the physical input port or on the incoming VLAN tag: i) the access traffic is classified
considering the physical access port of the PE OSHI; ii) The access traffic is classified
using the VLAN tag; iii) the virtual port of the PE OSHI is used to differentiate the
entering access traffic; We use the input port to classify untagged traffic as regular IP
traffic or as belonging to a SBP end-point (of an IP VLL or PW). For the VLAN tagged
traffic entering in a physical port of a PE router, each VLAN tag can be individually
mapped to a SBP end point or assigned to regular IP traffic. For the untagged traffic, the
implementation of the ingress classification is realized within the OFCS of the OSHI
Provider Edge nodes. In fact, by configuring rules in the OFCS, it is possible to map
the untagged traffic on an ingress physical port to an internal port (for regular IP) or to
a SBP. For the tagged traffic, the incoming classification relies on the VLAN handling
of the Linux networking: each VLAN tag x can be mapped to a virtual interface eth0.x
that will simply appear as an additional physical port of the OFCS.

Algorithm 3 MPLS approach configuration
1: // OSHI IP configuration
2: for each couple of interfaces (ETHi, VIi) do
3: if in_port == ETHi then
4: // Forward the packet on the correspondent VIi interface with priority 300
5: ovs-ofctl add-flow br-one priority=300, in_port=ETHi_port, action=output:VIi_port
6: end if
7: if in_port == V Ii then
8: // Forward the packet on the correspondent ETHi interface with priority 300
9: ovs-ofctl add-flow br-one priority=300, in_port=VIi_port, action=output:ETHi_port

10: end if
11: end for
12: // Forward the MPLS packets to table 1 with max priority
13: ovs-ofctl add-flow br-one priority=32768, dl_type=0x8847,actions=goto_table:1
14: ovs-ofctl add-flow br-one priority=32768, dl_type=0x8848,actions=goto_table:1
15: // LLDP and BLDP configuration
16: if ETH_TY PE == 0x8CC then
17: // Send to the controller with priority 301
18: ovs-ofctl add-flow br-one priority=301, dl_type=0x88cc, action=controller
19: end if
20: if ETH_TY PE == 0x8942 then
21: // Send to the controller with priority 301
22: ovs-ofctl add-flow br-one priority=301, dl_type=0x8942,action=controller
23: end if

We consider two MPLS based tunneling mechanisms: plain IP over MPLS ( [361],
here referred to as IPoMPLS) and Ethernet over MPLS (EoMPLS [52] and [280]).
The IPoMPLS tunneling is used for the IP VLL service. The EoMPLS tunneling can
support the relaying of arbitrary layer 2 packets, providing the L2 PW service [52].
Let us analyze the aforementioned encapsulation mechanisms. The left half of Figure
2.6 shows the encapsulation realized by the PE OSHI node for the IP VLL service. C
stands for Customer, the ingress direction is from customer to core, egress refers to the
opposite direction. This solution follows the IPoMPLS approach, in which a MPLS
label is pushed within an existing frame. In this case an input Ethernet frame carrying
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either an IP or an ARP packet, keeps its original Ethernet header, shown as C-ETH in
Figure 2.6. As we have already discussed, this solution has the problem of exposing the
customer source and destination MAC addresses in the core. Moreover, note that the
MPLS Ethertype (0x8847) overwrites the existing Ethertype of the customer packets.
This does not allow the distinction between IP and ARP packets at the egress node.
A solution would be to setup two different bidirectional SBPs: one for the IP and
one for the ARP packets. Another possible approach would be the implementation in
the control plane of a ARP handler (a kind of proxy ARP [48] running in the SDN
controller) which relays ARP packets between the CE routers. In order to save label
space, simplify the operation and provide more resilience to the SDN control plane
failures, we have preferred to carry IP packets with the MPLS Ethertype and to (ab)use
of MPLS Multicast Ethertype (0x8848) to carry the ARP packets. With this approach,
the same MPLS label can be reused for the two SBPs transporting IP and ARP packets
between the same end-points.

Figure 2.6: IP VLL and L2 PW tunneling operations at the Provider Edges. The EoMPLS
encapsulation format is shown as a reference.

The EoMPLS encapsulation [280] represents the most efficient approach to imple-
ment the PW service. As shown in the right side of Figure 2.6, EoMPLS encapsulates
the customer packet including its original Ethernet header in an MPLS packet to be
carried in a newly generated Ethernet header. Unfortunately, we require a solution
that can be implemented using an open source switch and we would like to have a
solution that can be fully controlled by OF. The OF protocol and most OF capable
switches (including OVS that we are using for our prototype) do not natively support
EoMPLS encapsulation and de-capsulation. For example, the vendor switches based
on the OFDPA abstractions supports EoMPLS encapsulation through extensions to the
OF protocol [49]. However, leveraging such solution would require the purchase of the
aforementioned switches and would mean also vendor lock-in since this functionality
is not widely supported. A similar issue has been identified in [282], in which the au-
thors propose to push an Ethernet header using a so called “input Packet Processing”
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(iPProc) function before handing the packet to a logical OpenFlow capable switch that
- in turn - will push the MPLS label. Obviously this requires a switch with an “input
Packet Processing” function capable of pushing an Ethernet header into an existing Eth-
ernet packet. Note that this process is not fully controlled with the OpenFlow protocol,
as OpenFlow does not support the pushing of an Ethernet header. We cannot directly
follow this approach, as Open vSwitch is not capable of pushing Ethernet headers. The
right half of 2.6 shows the approach that we have followed, relying on GRE encapsu-
lation. P stands for Provider and it indicates the headers added/removed by the PE. A
packet in the PE is processed in four steps (shown as i1 to i4 in the ingress direction
from the CE towards the core and as e1 to e4 in the egress direction from the core to-
ward a customer. The GRE encapsulation introduces an additional overhead (20 bytes
for P-IP and 4 bytes for GRE headers) to the standard EoMPLS, but it allowed us to
rely on Open Source off-the-shelf components.

The implementation of the proposed approach required a careful design, whose re-
sult is shown in Figure 2.7. A new entity called ACcess Encapsulator (ACE) is intro-
duced in order to deal with the GRE tunnel at the edges of the PW tunnel. The detailed
design is further analyzed in Section 2.7. With this approach it is possible to rewrite
the outer source and destination MAC addresses in the core OSHI network, so that they
can match the actual addresses of the source and destination interfaces on the OSHI
IP/SDN routers. This allows the support of legacy Ethernet switched networks among
the OSHI IP/SDN routers, which can be an important requirement for a smooth mi-
gration from existing networks. Both the IP VLL and PW services are realized with
SBPs that switch MPLS labels between two end-points (in both directions). We use the
RYU [372] controller, the SBPs are setup using a python script called VLLPusher. The
script uses the RYU topology REST API to retrieve the shortest path that interconnects
the SBP end-points. It allocates the MPLS labels and then uses the ofctl REST API to
setup the rules for packet forwarding and MPLS label switching. In the setup of a PW
service the MAC rewriting actions are added, using the addresses of the OSHI nodes
as the outer MAC addresses. This MPLS solution needs at least OpenFlow v1.1, which
makes possible to handle MPLS labels. Both the SDN controller and the SDN Capable
Switch need to support at least OF v1.1 (most controller and switches jumped from OF
v1.0 to v1.3). Considering our tools, an OVS version compliant with OF v1.3 has been
released in summer 2014, making it possible to start the implementation of the MPLS
based approach.

The PW service can be used as a building block for creating more complex services,
for example the VSS. While a PW instance bridges two layer 2 end-points, the VSS
service bridges a set of end-points into a virtual layer2 switch. The ports of a VSS
instance correspond to an arbitrary set of ports of the Provider Edge nodes. This service
is called Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) in RFC 4761 [225]. A VSS provides the
same VPLS service described in the RFC but its implementation is based on SDN and
does not exploit other control plane functionalities, therefore we renamed it. The VSS is
based on the L2 PW service, because the IP VLL service does not provide a transparent
forwarding of layer 2 packets. To implement the VSS service, a set of PWs connect the
end-points to branching points in the OSHI network. A virtual layer 2 switch instance,
called Virtual Bridging Point (VBP), is allocated in the branching points to bridge the
packets coming from the PWs.
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Figure 2.7: PW implementation in the OSHI node.

A VSS instance is deployed in three steps: i) branching points selection; ii) VBPs
deployment; iii) VBPs interconnection. In the first step, a python script called VSSe-
lector retrieves the topology from the controller and then chooses the branching points,
i.e. the OSHI nodes that will host the VBPs. In the second step according to the output
of VSSelector the VBP are deployed as additional instances of OVS in the selected
OSHI nodes (see Section 2.7 for implementation details). The final step is the deploy-
ment of the PWs that will interconnect the CEs to the VBPs and the VBPs among each
other. We provide two versions of the branching point selection (first step above): i)
un-optimized; ii) optimized. In the un-optimized version a single node is randomly se-
lected in the topology and used to deploy the virtual bridge. For the optimized version,
finding the optimal topology to implement a VSS corresponds to the minimal Steiner
tree problem [233]. Starting from the heuristic defined in [233] which allows to find an
approximate solution, we implement an optimized variant. First we get the topology
from the SDN controller and rebuild it considering the CE routers to be interconnected
with the VSS, which will be in their turn our Steiner nodes. As second step, we com-
pute the topology of all the possible shortest paths between the Steiner nodes. From
this (as third step), we compute the spanning tree of the shortest paths topology. Then,
we “explode” the remaining shortest paths and we calculate the spanning tree on the
exploded topology. Finally we remove all the non-Steiner nodes and we suppress not
useful branching points. Starting from the tree topology produced by the heuristic, a
VBP is deployed in each branching point of the tree. In both the un-optimized and
optimized version, the VBPs are connected each other and with end-points with direct
Pseudo Wires. In this way the packets enters the VBPs only in the branching points

2.7 OSHI detailed node architecture

In order to support the PW and VSS services, the architecture of an OSHI node needs
to be more complex with respect to the high level architecture shown in Figure 2.2.
Major architectural changes reside at the border of the OSHI networks, Figure 2.8 pro-
vides a representation of the proposed solution for the PE nodes. As discussed above,
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the difficult part is the support of encapsulation and de-capsulation in the OSHI PE
nodes, for which we resort to use GRE tunnels (see the right side of 2.6). The different
encapsulation steps in the ingress (i1-i4) and egress direction (e1-e4) are represented
using the same numbering of the Figure 2.6. The OFCS only handles the push/pop
of MPLS labels, while the ACE takes over of the GRE encapsulation. The ACE is
implemented with a separate instance of OVS, in particular we have an ACE instance
running in a separate Linux network namespace [265] for each customer. As regards
the PW, two ports are used for its implementation: a “local” port facing towards the CE
locally connected to the PE node and a “remote” one facing towards the remote side of
the PW. The remote port is a GRE port provided by OVS, therefore the ACE receives
the customer layer 2 packets on the local ports and sends GRE tunneled packets on the
remote port (and vice-versa). The interconnection of OFCS ports and ACE ports (the
endpoints of the yellow pipes in Figure 2.8) are realized using the concept of Virtual
Ethernet Pair [265] offered by the Linux Kernel.

Figure 2.8: OSHI-PE architectural details.

Differently from the internal ports (shown on the right side of Figure 2.8)), the Vir-
tual Ethernets are always associated in pairs. In our case, for each PW two Virtual
Ethernet pairs are needed, one pair is used to connect the CE port of OFCS with the
local port of ACE, another pair to connect the remote port of the ACE with the physical
ports towards the remote side of the PW. Three virtual Ethernet endpoints are used as
plain switch ports (two belong to the OFCS, one to the ACE), the last one, on the ACE,
is configured with an IP address and it is used as the endpoint of the GRE tunnel (Vir-
tual Tunnel Endpoint, i.e. VTEP). These IP addresses are not globally visible, but they
have a local scope within the network namespaces associated to the customer within
all the OSHI nodes. This approach greatly simplifies the management of the services,
as the same addresses for the GRE VTEP can be reused for different customers. As
a further simplification, static ARP entries are added on the Virtual Ethernet for each
remote tunnel end (remote VTEP). For each customer, a simple centralized database of
IP and MAC addresses (used for GRE tunnels) is needed. Proper OF rules needs to be
setup in the OF Capable Switch to ensure the transit of packets. On the access port (i1)
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these rules are provided by the LME at the time of the ACE creation, while in the i4
and e2 cases they are pushed by the OF Controller during the PW establishment. As
discussed above, an instance of ACE in the PE node is used to handle all the PWs of a
single customer and runs in a private network namespace. In addition we had to con-
figure a private folders tree for each ACE instance, as it is needed to guarantee proper
interworking of difference instances of OVS in the same PE node.

Figure 2.9: An OSHI node that hosts a bridging point for a VSS.

Coming to the implementation of the VSS, the internal design of an OSHI node that
hosts a VBP is shown in Figure 2.9. The design is quite similar to the one analyzed
before for the PW encapsulation. A VBP is implemented with an OVS instance that
does not have local ports, but only remote ones. A VBP instance represents a bridging
point for a single VSS instance and it cannot be shared among VSS instances.

Figure 2.10: OSHI design without ACE.

Considering that a single instance of OVS can support several independent switches,
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a simpler design would consists in implementing the ACEs shown in Figure 2.8 as sep-
arate switches within the same OVS instance that runs the OFCS. For N customers, this
solution would use one OVS instance instead of N and only the root network names-
pace instead of N additional namespaces, reducing the memory requirements versus the
number of customers. The drawback of this solution is that handling the GRE tunnels
of all customers in the same network namespace requires the management of disjoint IP
numbering spaces for the tunnel endpoints of different customers. In addition, the sep-
arate namespaces allow to turn the ACE in a “Virtual Router” by including an instance
of a routing daemon (Quagga) in its network namespace. Such a virtual router is the
basic component of Layer 3 VPN services that could complement the Layer 2 PW and
VSS services realized so far. With the choice of the more complex design we tradeoff
scalability with simplification of the service management and easier development of
new services. A second consideration is that the handling of GRE tunneling has been
recently introduced in Linux kernels. This can lead to a simpler design for tunneling
that does not require the ACE nor the use of the GRE module provided by OVS, as
shown in Figure 2.10. Anyway, this solution has the same drawbacks discussed above
in terms of management of IP addresses for the tunnel endpoints, because there are
not separate network namespaces for the customers, and cannot be easily extended to
support Layer 3 services. Finally, GRE tunneling could be replaced without any effort
by VXLAN tunneling [414], which is the standard de-facto for realizing overlay virtual
tenant networks in the modern data-centers and also for implementing service function
chaining. However, this solution would increase the overhead since VXLAN leverages
an Ethernet over UDP encapsulation.

2.8 OSHI: gap analysis and onboarding of new functionalities

The solution for PW encapsulation described in Section 2.7 is based on GRE tunnel-
ing performed by the ACE. It has been designed as a replacement of the more efficient
EoMPLS encapsulation specified in [52], which cannot be realized by the current ver-
sion of OVS. The GRE tunneling introduces a transport and a processing overhead.
The former is 20 (IP header) + 16 (GRE header) bytes for each packet, while the lat-
ter depends on the implementation architecture. Our solution (shown in Figure 2.8)
is not meant to be highly efficient but only to demonstrate the feasibility of the ap-
proach with a working component. We do not plan to improve the efficiency of the
solution, rather we believe that native EoMPLS encapsulation should be provided by
OF switches. Assuming that a switch supports EoMPLS, a second important gap to
be filled is the lack of support for such tunneling operations in the OF protocol. For
example, the vendor switches based on the OFDPA abstractions supports EoMPLS en-
capsulation through extensions to the OF protocol. However, leveraging this solution
requires the purchase of the aforementioned switches and it leads a provider towards
the lock-in since this functionality is not widely supported. Note that the lack of en-
capsulation support in OF does not only concern EoMPLS, but also other tunneling
solutions like GRE, VXLAN. The only tunneling solution currently supported by the
protocol is the PBB (Provider Backbone Bridges, also known as “mac-in-mac”), but
this solution is not supported by OVS. For GRE and VXLAN, using OF it is possible to
control packets already tunneled (and specific matches have been introduced in OF 1.4
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for VXLAN), but it is not possible to control the encapsulation (i.e. pushing the GRE,
VXLAN headers) and de-capsulation (i.e. popping the header) operations. Currently,
external tools are needed to manage the GRE or VXLAN tunnel end-points (e.g. using
the switch CLIs - Command Line Interfaces or switch specific protocols, like OVSDB
protocol [337] for OVS), with added complexity in the development, debug and opera-
tions. Extending “officially” the OF protocol (no by extensions) with the capability to
configure the tunneling end-points would be a great simplification in the management
of SDN based services.

OSHI solution has been meant to be generic, simple and an open framework for de-
veloping new ideas and functionalities. For example in Chapter 5 we show how OSHI
framework has been used to design and implement a traffic engineering mechanisms
based on the flow assignment heuristic for optimal mapping of VCs with required ca-
pacity on the core OSHI links. In Chapter 5 we describe also how an open source
implementation of Segment Routing [133] (SR) architecture has been realized on top
of OSHI. This last scenario is a good example of how the proposed framework facil-
itates the implementation of new services and forwarding paradigms. At the time of
writing we are extending the OSHI SR architecture with OAM (Operations, Admin-
istration and Maintenance) functionality to measure the link latency. Instead, as for
additional services, we are considering Layer 3 VPNs based on the PW service. Fol-
lowing the same approach used for the VSS service, the idea is to deploy virtual router
instances within the OSHI nodes that can exchange routing information with routers
in the CE nodes. We do believe that OSHI framework provides an open starting point
to design and implement additional “core” functionality and user oriented services. A
researcher/developer is able to design and deploy new services and to experiment on
SDN control plane solutions with a minimal effort.

2.9 Performance Evaluation Aspects

In this section we analyze some performance aspects of the OSHI prototype imple-
mentation over distributed SDN testbeds. The openness of the OSHI solution makes
it possible to design and implement new services based on the SDN paradigm and run
experiments to validate them and/or to compare different implementation options. In
our view the added value provided by OSHI will be the opportunity to get feedback on
control plane design issue from the implementation and the experiments. On the other
hand, in this section we focus on some data plane aspects of our prototype implemen-
tation. The rationale for this evaluation is to provide an indication on the scalability
of the approach in distributed testbeds made up of Linux virtual machines running on
typical virtualization servers. It is not our purpose to assess data plane forwarding per-
formance for a production ready solution working at line speed in the core of ISPs’
WANs. This type of evaluation will be needed if OSHI will be ported over the so called
white box switches, high performance forwarding equipment with an open OS that can
be customized by third-party developers, but this is left for future work. In this section
we analyze OSHI performance with 5 experiments:

• IP forwarding performance using OSHI, with reference to the data plane architec-
ture shown in Figure 2.2
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• IP forwarding performance (plain and OSHI) and SBP forwarding in an overlay
topology using tunneling mechanisms over a distributed SDN testbed

• IP forwarding and SBP performance over Mininet

• PW encapsulation and IP VLL encapsulation performance over a distributed SDN
testbed

• OVS internal mechanisms performance

2.9.1 IP forwarding evaluation

The first experiment has been performed over the OFELIA testbed. We used the iperf
tool as traffic source/sink in the CE routers and generate UDP packet flows from 500
to 2500 packet/s. In these experiments the UDP packet size was 1000 bytes (using
UDP packets ranging from 100 bytes to 1400 bytes, the performance has been only
influenced by the packet rate). We evaluated the CPU load in the PE routers with our
xentop based measurement tool. We executed periodic polling and gathered the CPU
load of the monitored VMs. In each run we collected 20 CPU load samples with polling
interval in the order of two seconds: the first 10 samples are discarded and the last 10
are averaged to get a single CPU load value. Then we evaluated the mean and the 95%
confidence intervals reported in the Figure 2.11 over 20 such runs.

Figure 2.11: Best Effort IP forwarding performance.

With reference to the architecture in Figure 2.2, we compared the forwarding per-
formance of IP Best Effort packets in OSHI (where each packet crosses the OVS two
times, marked as “OSHI IP” in Figure 2.11) with plain IP forwarding (the OVS is re-
moved and the OSHI node interfaces are directly connected to IP forwarding engine,
marked as “ROUTER IP”). This experiment cannot be easily deployed, and we setup a
limited topology with two CE nodes and two OSHI nodes. In the experiment results we
can appreciate a CPU load penalty for OSHI IP forwarding with respect to ROUTER IP
forwarding ranging from 11% to 19% at different rates. The theoretical CPU saturation
rate for plain ROUTER IP forwarding is in the order of 14000 p/s. OSHI IP forward-
ing reduces the theoretical CPU saturation rate to something in the order of 12500 p/s
(corresponding to 11% performance penalty).
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2.9.2 IP forwarding evaluation using overlay topologies

The experimental results reported in Figures 2.12 and 2.13 have been executed on the
NeST testbed. The above described methodology has been used, but the generated
packet rate ranged from 12.5 kp/s to 62.5 kp/s, with UDP packet size of 100 bytes,
we evaluated CPU load both in PE and CR OSHI nodes, using the virt-top tool, this
was necessary since NeST virtualization is based on KVM instead of XEN. In this ex-
periment we have evaluated the processing load of different forwarding approaches in
a overlay topology (based on VXLAN tunnels) composed by 4 CR OSHI nodes con-
nected by a full mesh of links, 2 PE devices connected in dual-homing to two different
CR OSHI, finally a SDN controller connected directly to the core and two CE routers
attached each one to a PE OSHI. For the OSHI solution, we considered IP forwarding
(OSHI IP) and SBP forwarding (OSHI VLL). Then we assumed plain IP forwarding
as a reference (ROUTER IP). We executed the performance tests of OSHI IP, OSHI
VLL and ROUTER IP using the VXLAN tunneling solution and collected the CPU
load both for the access PE node and the first CR node (see results in Figures 2.12 and
2.13). In case of plain IP forwarding (ROUTER IP) the packets have to cross the OVS
which handles the VXLAN tunneling, therefore as expected there is no advantage with
respect to OSHI IP. The OSHI VLL solution is the least CPU intensive as it exploits
MPLS label switching in the OVS. The CPU performance penalty of OSHI IP forward-
ing w.r.t. OSHI VLL is less than 10%. The CPU loads for PE and CR are different in
absolute values because the respective VMs are mapped in two different Virtualization
Servers with different processors. In the experiment, a physical core of the Virtual-
ization Servers was exclusively allocated to each VM. For the PE node the theoretical
CPU saturation rate is in the order of 320 kp/s for OSHI VLL, while for the CR node
hosted on the more performant server the theoretical CPU saturation rate is in the order
of 1 Mp/s.

Figure 2.12: OSHI-PE load with VXLAN tunneling.
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2.9.3 TCP throughput evaluation over Mininet

To confirm our results we have evaluated IP forwarding and SBP performance also
over Mininet where we have deployed a bigger topology composed by 5 CR nodes, 3
PE nodes and 5 CE nodes completed it. On this topology, we have analyzed the TCP
throughput between two CE hosts comparing the OSHI IP solution with the OSHI IP
VLL service. We have argued that the throughput will be limited by the CPU load,
here by the sum of CPU processing load on all nodes (the Mininet emulation is run
on a single machine that emulates the whole network). Therefore we expect that the
throughput using the OSHI VLL service will be higher than the throughput using the
OSHI IP routing. This is confirmed by the results which shows an average 1555 Mb/s
for SBP forwarding and 1150 for standard forwarding (the std. deviation is around 20
Mb/s in both cases), this means a 26% increase of the throughput using the VLL with
respect to using IP routing.

Figure 2.13: OSHI-CR load with VXLAN tunneling.

2.9.4 Encapsulation mechanisms evaluation

Fourth experiment evaluates the performance penalty introduced by the encapsulation
mechanism implemented for the PW service (Section 2.6). We have performed this
experiment over the GOFF testbed using the overlay topology shown in Figure 2.14.
As usual, the iperf tool has been used as traffic source/ sink in the CE routers and
generates UDP packet flows. We evaluated the CPU load in the OSHI-PE5, with a
periodic polling approach. A sample is provided by Zabbix every minute, representing
the average calculated in this period with 1-second-interval samples. For each load
level (packet rate) we executed a single run of 7 minutes and collected 7 CPU load
values, the first 2 are discarded and the last 5 are averaged to get a single CPU mean
load value. Then we evaluated the relative standard deviation (RSD) to ascertain the
reliability of the results. The RSD is always smaller that 5% in all runs.

In the PE nodes, the implementation of the IP VLL service is based on the IPoMPLS
encapsulation shown in the left part of the Figure 2.6, while the PW service considers
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Figure 2.14: Overlay network for the experiment on GOFF.

the architecture described in Figure 2.8. We wanted to estimate the overhead introduced
by the ACE and by the operations of the GRE tunnel. We generated UDP packet flows
with a rate ranging from 2000 to 18000 packet/s (datagram size is 1000 byte as usual).
In the experiment, 3 CEs, acting as traffic sources/sinks, were connected to each PE.
This was needed because the generation rate of a single CE in this specific testbed
setup was at most 6000 packet/s, to keep the CPU load of the CE VMs under a safety
threshold. In the experiment results (see Figure 2.15) we can appreciate a CPU load
penalty for OSHI PW forwarding with respect to OSHI VLL forwarding in the order of
15%-21%. Apparently, the CPU load penalty is decreasing in relative terms at higher
CPU load. These results shows the potential improvements that could be achieved by
natively supporting EoMPLS tunneling in the switches instead of using the developed
ACE and the GRE encapsulation.

Figure 2.15: CPU load for different OSHI VC services.

2.9.5 OVS internals evaluation

Finally, we shortly report about two experiments that concern the evaluation of OVS
internal mechanisms. These experiments do not directly concern OSHI, but they sup-
port the choice of OVS as the software based OpenFlow capable switch integrated in
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OSHI node. The first experiment investigates the impact of the kernel flow cache im-
plemented in OVS. In the OVS architecture, the first packet of a flow arriving at a node
is forwarded to a Linux user space process, while the following packets are using a flow
cache in the kernel. OVS performance is optimal as long as the packets are forwarded
using the kernel flow cache. For the same traffic pattern we measured 40% CPU utiliza-
tion for kernel cache processing and 94% utilization for user space processing. For the
OSHI solution, we gathered the design insight that the number of active SBPs should
remain within the limit of the kernel flow table. We evaluated (details in [375]) how
many flow table entries are needed for an IP VLL or L2 PW service, so that we relate
the dimension of the flow table with the maximum number of service instances. The
second experiment evaluated how the number of active flows in the flow tables influ-
ences the forwarding performance of OVS. The comforting result is that increasing the
number of active flows in the tables does not influence the forwarding performance.
This is obviously valid as long as the active flows are less than the size of the tables.
The results is a prove of the efficient implementation of flow lookup mechanisms, at
least for the traffic patterns that we have used in our experiments.

2.10 Related works

We could leverage few results when we started our research, because for most organi-
zations SDN remained a largely experimental technology. Instead, the recent literature
presents a lot of results related to hybrid SDN networks meaning that our ideas were
not completely wrong. Hereafter, we report a thorough analysis of works related to
OSHI which have been ordered by similarity or by sharing some design principles.

Pure SDN solutions based on SDN capable switches inter-connected with a cen-
tralized controller had been demonstrated both in data-centers and in geographically
distributed research networks, such as OFELIA [316] in EU, GENI [156] and Inter-
net2 [197] in US. Then, there had been several proposals considering SDN control plane
applicability in ISP networks [158], [182], [339], [426], [116], [47] and many others.
To the best of our knowledge, these solutions did not integrate L3 routing within the
SDN capable L2 switches. We argue that an ISP network requires a more sophisticated
approach that leverages also on distributed protocols and is interconnected with L2/L3
“standard” networks. Vissicchio et al [446] shed lights on the slow adoption of tradi-
tion SDN architectures and recognize that combining SDN and traditional architectures
may “sum their benefits while mitigating their respective challenges”. In [446], authors
propose several hybrid models and highlight their different trade-offs which make them
more suitable for different use cases and long-term network designs.

J.Kempf in [217] presents the so called OpenLSR project, an open-source Label
Switching Router (LSR) that generates OSPF and LDP packets using Quagga (the
open-source routing suite [349]) and thus computes the MPLS labels that are installed
in the switches using the OF protocol. This architecture provides a distributed “stan-
dard” control plane, while it uses OF only locally in a node has HAL and programming
interface of the data plane in order to synchronize the FIBs and to program the data
plane according the computed routes. RouteFlow [302] leverages Quagga to compute
the routing of the SDN network creating a simulated network, copy of the physical
one, in the OF controller machine, and exploits distributed protocols, such as OSPF,
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BGP, IS-IS between the virtual routers of the simulated network. The controller uses
the BGP protocol to interact with routers of neighbor domains and it simulates intra
domain protocols (OSPF, IS-IS) between the virtual routers. The traditional IP rout-
ing engine (Quagga) computes the routing tables that are eventually installed into the
physical nodes via the OF protocol. VANDERVECKEN [435] is a SDN based router
developed by Google, its code is based on RouteFlow project and OpenLSR project. It
provides an open source implementation of OF controlled LSR/Router that leverages
on hardware switch for the forwarding of the packets and can speak traditional routing
protocol like BGP, IS-IS and LDP. It provides a peering fabric based on SDN policies,
which has been designed to be multi-vendor. The Cardigan project [417] and [416] is
based on a fork of RouteFlow. Cardigan realizes a distributed router based on Route-
Flow concepts (IP control plane runs in the SDN controller). In particular, the data-
plane is powered by a distributed SDN fabric acting outside as single BGP Peer with
Route Server. Cardigan has been deployed in a public Internet eXchange Point (IXP),
showing the applicability of SDN/OF in a production context. SDN-IP [257] follows
same design principles and envisages the complete migration to SDN of a transit Au-
tonomous System (AS), it is based on the ONOS controller [323] and it interacts with
the neighbour domain using BGP. Differently from previous works, the controller does
not instantiate virtual routers to simulate the exchange of intra-domain routing proto-
cols, but it centralizes the routing logic deploying a number of internal BGP speakers
in the transit SDN network where the external BGP peers are also connected. The SDN
controller enables the communication between peers, it receives the learned routes from
the internal speaker and eventually program the SDN network for the transit traffic.

Similarly, Kotronis et al in [151], and [231] design a hybrid strategy for inter-domain
routing where key feature is the logical centralization of the inter-domain routing in the
SDN controller. Legacy devices are partially replaced by SDN enable devices while
a single BGP speaker is still needed to relay BGP routing decision to the SDN con-
troller. With an approach similar to RouteFlow, SYMPHONY [79] proposes an hy-
brid SDN controller architecture, where the control plane is composed by a Legacy
Routing Server (LRS) and by an SDN controller based packet forwarder. According
to the authors, this approach allows for the coexistence of legacy and SDN enabled
networks, where the LRS acts as legacy topology database and the SDN controller
enabling the communication between legacy and SDN domains. Atrium [18] is com-
posed by two projects: i) a standalone (single-switch) BGP speaking router (like VAN-
DERVECKEN) and ii) a data-center leaf-spine fabric. Both solutions are based on
ONOS controller (actually Atrium router works also on top of OpenDayLight) and
have been merged to create a distributed router, where the data-center leaf-spine fab-
ric is projected as a single router to the outside world ( [432]). In particular, Trellis
vRouter [450] shares some principles with Cardigan project. Although the name refers
to virtual router, it performs only control-plane functionality in software. It uses a
routing protocol stack (eg. Quagga) to speak BGP or OSPF with the external router.
The data plane functionality of vRouter is performed by the Trellis leaf-spine fabric it-
self. In other words, the entire leaf-spine fabric behaves as a single (distributed) router
data-plane and is viewed as such by the external world (like Cardigan project). SDX-
L3 [443] improves SDN-IP introducing the support for IXP scenario. Compared to
SDN-IP, [261] introduces BGP functionality in the SDN control logic rather than using
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a BGP router connected in the data-plane which acts as proxy and takes routing deci-
sions. BGP messages are captured at edge of the SDN network and forwarded directly
to the control plane by Packet-In messages. Compared with these works, our solution
assumes that the physical nodes still deal with basic IP routing, thus achieving resilience
for basic IP connectivity based on standard IP routing and easier interoperability with
non-OF devices in the core network. On top of the basic routing, the SDN/OpenFlow
controller can instruct the hybrid IP/SDN nodes to perform SDN based forwarding for
specific traffic flows.

Telekinesis [206] envisages an incremental deployment of SDN mixing legacy and
programmable devices in the same network. Authors demonstrate that even when only
20% of switches are SDN enabled, they can reroute 70% of the paths. OF is used on
the SDN devices and the network controller influences routing on the legacy path send-
ing special packet-out packets in the OF devices which allow to remotely manipulate
the forwarding of the MAC learning tables. Panopticon ( [247], [248], [249] and [58])
proposes an approach similar to Telekinesis where the hybrid networks combine both
traditional layer 2 and SDN switches. Moreover, a programmatic interfaces is exposed
on the northbound abstracting the network as if it were a full SDN deployment. The
idea, at the ground of Panopticon is the building of spanning trees, which interconnect
selected edge ports with at least one SDN switch (way-point enforcement through soli-
tary confinement tree). These overlay tree are built using VLANs and guarantee a safe
path through every SDN switch the port connects to. In [61] and [65], authors pro-
pose an hybrid SDN/OSPF architecture where the SDN nodes are used to partition an
OSPF domain into sub-domains. This implies that neighboring sub-domains are con-
nected only via SDN nodes and do not have any direct links. SDN enabled routers are
placed as subdomain border nodes, local routing remains unaffected at all time while
SDN controller can tune routing protocol updates for traffic engineering purposes op-
timizing the inter-domain routes. Same authors in [64] address IP traffic matrix and
related monitoring problems. While in [63] study how to dimension the links capacity
in hybrid SDN/OSPF networks. Finally in [62], they combine optical bypass and SDN
partitioning. The former connects the SDN border nodes and plays an important role
in the optimization of the inter-sub-domain routes as it is used to dynamically redirect
traffic in case of increased traffic demands. In [173] and [172], authors envisage an
hybrid scenario with legacy OSPF nodes and SDN/OSPF nodes. In the hybrid nodes,
OSPF weights and flow-splitting ratio can both be changed through the SDN controller
for traffic engineering purposes. The former work explores optimal migration strategy
of the legacy routers to SDN/OSPF nodes in terms how many routers to migrate firstly.
In the latter, traffic engineering applications are realized leveraging the aforementioned
hybrid infrastructure.Authors in [86] envisage a network where traditional IP routers
and SDN switches coexist. This work uses SDN switches as backup paths, as the traffic
is redirected through SDN segments when a failure happens. Authors explore also load-
balancing scenarios leveraging multiple backup paths which allows to avoid potential
congestion in the network.

Ke Hong et al [191], propose an hybrid architecture where IP and SDN nodes co-
exist in the same infrastructure. Moreover, the system is complemented with a: i)
deployment planner to decide which nodes to upgrade to SDN; ii) global topology built
using SDN link discovery protocols and IGP routing protocols; iii) and traffic engi-
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neering application. Lei et al [184] design an hybrid IP/SDN network to support space
information. They use traditional IP-based system in the ground network and deploy
SDN in satellite network. Integration is realized combining Quagga and the SDN con-
troller, which allows to expose the SDN segment as traditional distributed router. Thus,
the SDN controller can get routing tables from Quagga and according to them for-
ward packets over the network. At the same time, ground network sees just another
router which can be used to reach other subnets. SDxVPN [289] is a software-defined
networking platform for the provisioning BGP/MPLS IP VPN and VPLS services. It
envisages and hybrid deployment where OF enabled edge devices cooperate with an
non-SDN core. SDN control plane offers a platform for the on-boarding of customer
dedicated applications through which they can express service specification, define re-
striction rules and share their sites. [213] analyzes the economic aspects of the partially
deployed SDN networks where only some network nodes are SDN enabled. In par-
ticular, authors focus on the SDN “coverage” and “cost” issues: they analyze trade-off
between costs and coverage in terms of path coverage (paths with a least one SDN node)
and hop coverage (SDN nodes in a path). Our solution, considering nodes dealing with
basic IP routing, is naturally inter-operable with non-OF devices. We do not make any
assumption on the deployment of OSHI nodes and we can still support incremental de-
ployments, as OSHI is designed to be a generic solution for hybrid IP/SDN networks.
We do believe also that most of the results presented above still apply for OSHI or can
be easily integrated, since SDN is used only for realizing particular services while the
rest of traffic is supported by a traditional forwarding.

The Google B4 WAN [202] is an integrated hybrid IP SDN solution, and it has likely
been the first application of the SDN approach to a large-scale WAN scenario. In the
B4 solution the traditional distributed routing protocols coexist with a SDN/OpenFlow
approach. In particular, the B4 WAN sites are interconnected with traditional routing
and the SDN-based centralized Traffic Engineering solution is deployed as an overlay
on top of basic routing. Differently from the OSHI solution, the routing protocols are
processed by servers external to the switches. Google B4 solution is proprietary and it
is highly tailored to the needs of their specific scenario, composed of few large sites that
needs to be interconnected. As such, it does not represent a typical ISP WAN network,
made up by a large number of geographically distributed nodes. On the other hand,
OSHI is designed as a generic and open solution for hybrid IP/SDN networks.

With an approach similar to B4, DEFO [180] proposes a two-layers architecture
separating connectivity and optimization tasks. The former is carried out by legacy
network nodes which run IGP protocols. The latter is implemented by centralized op-
timizer which translates high-level goals into network configurations able to overwrite
the decisions taken by IGP protocols. Authors state, comparing different realization
approaches, that the combination of IGP and segment routing currently provides the
best results in terms of robustness and scalability. Fibbing [447] and [448] succeeds
in making legacy networks programmable and centrally managed without sacrifying
the benefits of distributed routing protocols. The latter are influenced generating fake
updates which lead the network nodes to build an augmented topology of not-really
existent nodes through which slice of traffic or single flows can be re-routed achiev-
ing load-balancing, traffic engineering, and backup routes. In [396], interoperability
problems between legacy architectures and SDN architecture are considered. Hybrid
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networking solutions are proposed as migration strategy in the form of the IETF Path
Computation Element (PCE) or introducing a common interface between IP/MPLS
control plane and SDN controller. OpenRouteFlow ( [130] and [129]) opens to SDN
the legacy routing and exports routing information and flow sampling as routing service
to a SDN controller. In this way, the architecture can realize the decoupling of network
database and network control. Based on the topological database, network control ap-
plications running on a SDN controller can acquire the control of the network while
maintaining the existing router hardware. Indeed, OpenRouteFlow provides specific
forwarding control abilities by mapping OF instructions into entries of the FIB of the
existing routers. All these works share a basic design principle: enable the programma-
bility of legacy networks and leave unchanged most of the solutions realized in the past.
We rather believe that the programmability of the networks is just one of possible ben-
efits, while the openness is the main driver for moving to SDN since reduce the need of
complex distributed control plane architectures and avoids proprietary implementations
and interoperability issues. Moreover, facilitate the development of new services and
foster innovation.

The works described hereafter are the ones with most similarities to our work. Some
of them are based on OSHI solution, other considers same hybrid approach but study
different aspects with respect to our work where we concentrate on the architecture of
the hybrid nodes and services provided to the customers. In [378], authors describe
an hybrid architecture for Wireless Mesh networks where a network intelligence in the
node mirrors the routes installed by OLSR in real time (for a specific set of IP des-
tinations), mapping them in OF rules. Authors in [278] consider hybrid networking
scenario and recognize the great success of this approach. However, they deal only
with the management aspects of an hybrid IP/SDN network applying technologies of
the semantic web, like Ontology Web Language (OWL), for the configuration of the
network devices. They aim to complement also the capabilities of the configurations
protocols like OF-CONFIG and NETCONF. [424] describes and evaluates a hybrid
IP/SDN architecture that leverages distributed protocols as fallback mechanism to net-
work failures. Primary paths are directly installed in the forwarding tables by SDN/OF
controller, while routing decisions are kept in the local agent software memory. In
each node, a control rule is applied if a next-hop is not reachable and a second rule
is used to forward the packets through IGP computed path. [445] and [449] study the
safe-update of hybrid networks where multiple control planes are deployed in the same
network. In particular, IP and SDN coexist in the network nodes. SDN controller inter-
acts with SDN component using protocols like OF and with IP part by configuring IGP
protocol or static routes. In [449], authors demonstrate the goodness of their approach
in ensuring absence of anomalies and no connectivity interruptions with a theoreti-
cal demonstration. Based on this work, they realize machinery which guarantees an
anomaly-free order of updates of the network in [445]. RAU2 testbed [166] leverages
an hybrid SDN-legacy approach where routers are built using COTS x86 hardware aug-
mented with NetFPGA networking cards. Quagga routing is used for the legacy routing
protocols and Open vSwitch to turn the nodes ins SDN capable devices. Hybrid deploy-
ments are realized in [293], where some of the network nodes run simultaneously OF
and OSPF.

This idea of supporting such hybrid nodes is already included in the OpenFlow
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specifications since the first version of the protocol [140]. Two types of devices are
considered: OF-only and OF-hybrid which can support both OF processing and stan-
dard L2/L3 functionalities. Currently, many vendors [94], [50], [210] embrace the
hybrid approach and a lot of commercial routers and switches can be managed by a
SDN controller. To give some examples Cisco devices are fully integrated with Open-
DayLight SDN controller [314], and Juniper equipment can be controlled by the open
source OpenContrail controller [324]. Some even allow their proprietary stacks to run
on bare-metal hardware from Original design manufacturers (ODMs), and there are
similar initiatives to create traditional L2/L3 switch software stacks on bare-metal hard-
ware [406], [104] and [288]. In addition, Facebook [125] and LinkedIn [260] have also
created BGP based L3 fabrics that run on bare-metal hardware with their own propri-
etary switch software. They rely on traditional networking protocols working in tandem
with a SDN controller to create hybrid datacenter fabrics. Instead, OSHI represents a
fully Open Source OF-hybrid solution designed to be flexible and scalable, so as to
facilitate experimentation on hybrid IP/SDN networks at large scale.
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CHAPTER3
Improving SDN experimentation ecosystem

3.1 Introduction

The introduction of SDN in ISP networks implies finding solutions to critical require-
ments and issues, such as: i) how to provide the scalability and fault tolerance required
in operators’ environments; ii) how to cope with the high latency in the control plane
(due to the geographically distributed environment); iii) how to provide the connec-
tivity in the control plane between SDN controllers and the switches in the WAN (i.e.
in-band vs. out-of-band solution). With respect to the aforementioned issues, it is im-
portant not only design and implement new solutions but also having tools which allows
for testing/evaluation of a solution, and finally comparison of different ones.

As for the development and testing aspects, it ideally requires the availability of a
large-scale test network with real hardware nodes on which to deploy the solution. This
is clearly an expensive approach which is typically not feasible for a researcher or re-
search entity. The evaluation of a solution (and the comparison among different ones)
is a rather complex task. First of all the functional properties of the solution needs to
be assessed: which services can be offered to the customers and which management
tools will be available to the service provider itself. Then, several non-functional prop-
erties need to be evaluated (and this is by far the most difficult part). These properties
range from quantitative properties like node performance in processing packets/flows,
to qualitative properties which are more difficult to assess, like “network scalability”
or “easiness to deploy new services”. In order to support both the development/test-
ing aspects and the evaluation/comparison it is fundamental to have a realistic emu-
lator platform. The platform should be capable to scale up to hundreds of nodes and
links, representing an IP carrier network at a reasonably large scale. Translating an
application for testing environment should be ideally zero, user applications or control
applications should be run un-modified. Performing experiments should be affordable
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Chapter 3. Improving SDN experimentation ecosystem

also for research and academic teams, not only for corporate developers, therefore we
advocate the need of open source emulation platform. On top of the platform the re-
searcher/developer should be able to design and deploy services with a minimal effort.
The management of these emulation platforms and the tools for setting up and control-
ling experiments are also non-trivial problems, for which we propose an open source
set of tools called Mantoo (Management tools - [381]).

Figure 3.1: Mantoo evolution over the years.

The Mininet emulator ( [238] and [177]) is widely used by the SDN community,
but its fidelity cannot be taken for granted especially for large scale topologies. When
we have started working on OSHI, we have noticed the lack of tools supporting ex-
perimenters which allowed to asses both data-plane and control-plane aspects. Our
objective with Mantoo has been building a complete set of tools (augmenting also the
existing ones) for designing and controlling experiments using both local emulator and
distributed testbeds. The emulation over distributed SDN testbeds is in general more
scalable and can allow to gather more realistic details on specific performance aspects.
Mantoo is able to support both cases with a unified design and modeling approach.
Figure 3.1 shows the evolution of the Mantoo platform over the years. We have started
in the end of 2013 with a simple topology designer, which allowed the design of the ex-
periments. Then, we have integrated our deployment tools for Mininet and distributed
testbeds in this platform and we have enabled the control of experiments (2015-2016).
In its last version, it has been integrated in an extensible framework, the so called
RDCL3D [384], able to control different technological domains not only SDN but also
NFV based experiments.

Following sections elaborate on the design and the implementation of the Mantoo
suite: we defines the main concepts of the proposed platform in Section 3.2. Mantoo
suite allows to design (Section 3.3), deploy and control experimental topologies (Sec-
tion 3.4) in a local emulator like Mininet or on distributed testbeds. At the time of
writing we support: OFELIA, GOFF, GTS, NEST testbeds and whatever Cloud plat-
form providing an Infrastructure As A Service. The control of experiments includes the
creation of tests and the collection of performance measurements. Section 3.6 briefly
describes RDCL3D platform and how we have integrated our Management Tools. We
elaborate on the use of VXLAN tunnels for the emulation over distributed testbeds in
Section 3.7. Finally, Section 3.8 reports on related works.
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3.2. Mantoo: Management Tools for SDN/NFV experiments on Mininet and Distributed
SDN testbeds

The source code of all the components of the Mantoo suite is freely available at
[328]. To facilitate the initial environment setup, the whole Mantoo environments have
been packaged in a ready-to-go virtual machine, with pre-designed example topologies
up to 60 nodes. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such emulation platform with
a set of management tools as rich as the Mantoo suite.

3.2 Mantoo: Management Tools for SDN/NFV experiments on Mininet
and Distributed SDN testbeds

Mantoo is a set of open source tools meant to support SDN experiments over emulators
and distributed testbeds. Mantoo is able to drive and help the experimenters in the three
phases that compose an experiment: design, deployment and control. It includes: i) the
Topology 3D (3D stands for Design, Deploy and Direct), a web based GUI shown in
Figure 3.1; ii) a set of dev-ops scripts to configure and control emulators or distributed
testbeds; iii) measurement tools for performance assessment. The design of Mantoo
and of its components is modular and it can be easily extended to support scenarios
that goes beyond the use cases of our interest, for example it is possible to deploy IP
scenarios rather than OF scenarios. At the time of writing we have realized a new
extension to support the deployment of IPv6 Segment Routing networks.

Figure 3.2: Mantoo workflow.

The overall Mantoo workflow is represented in Figure 3.2. The workflow starts with
the Topology 3D. Using this tool the user can design its experiment in terms of physical
topology and services. Ended with the design, the topology can be exported as JSON
file for future works or the experiment can be deployed using one of the platforms
available. At this point the deployment phase can start, according to the chosen plat-
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Chapter 3. Improving SDN experimentation ecosystem

form a different procedure is performed. Mininet sub-workflows is the straightforward
one since it takes as input the topology and deploys it using Mininet APIs. As regards
the deployment over a distributed testbed, this results more complex since it requires
a set of VMs where to deploy the SDN nodes and then requires the access in order to
perform the necessary setup steps. Finally, the measurement tools can be used to design
and run the experiments, this component is closely related to the used testbed since it
relies on the facilities offered by it to monitor nodes performance.

3.3 Design Phase

The Topology 3D offers a web GUI to design a network topology and configure the ser-
vices for an experiment. It consists in a JavaScript client and a Python back-end. A link
to a public instance of the Topology 3D can be accessed from [427]. The Topology 3D
is meant to be an extensible framework, that can support different models of topology
and services. A model corresponds to a technological domain to be emulated and is
characterized by the set of allowed node types (e.g. routers, switches, end-hosts), link
types, service relationships and related constraints. As shown in Figure 3.2 the Topol-
ogy 3D takes in input a textual description of the model. The model description is used
to configure the topology designer page, to enforce the constraints when the user is
building the topology and/or during the validation of the topology. We have introduced
two phase checking of the topology: on-line during the creation of the topologies and
at the export time through a validation process of the topology. The former is simple
and lightweight (in terms of computation time) constraints ensure and it is performed
by the Topology3D itself. Instead, the latter is done by a component called Topology
Validator an HTTP server written in Python.

So far, we have provided three models: 1) the OSHI topology domain, including
two types of OSHI nodes (Core Routers, Provider Edge routers), the Customer Edge
routers which are also used as traffic source/sinks and the SDN controllers; 2) a generic
layer 2 network with OpenFlow capable switches, end-nodes and SDN controllers;
3) a legacy layer 3 network with IP routers. Each model is decomposed in a set of
views. A view is a perspective on a model, which focuses on some aspects hiding the
unnecessary details. For example the OSHI model is decomposed in 5 views: data
plane, control plane and 3 views for the 3 services (IP VLLs, Pseudo Wires and Virtual
Switches). In the data plane view the user can design the physical topology in terms
of nodes (OSHI CR and PE, Controllers, and CEs) and links; in the control plane view
the user defines the association of OSHI nodes with controllers, we support a generic
model which comprises multiple-controllers support, clusters abstraction and so on.
This means that an OSHI node can be connected to a number of controllers and it is
possible to create separated SDN islands where a subset of OSHI nodes is controlled by
a subset of controllers. Finally, the user can design the services and can define their end
points in the service views. Once the design phase is ended, the Topology 3D exports
the representation of the views (topology, services, control and so on) in a JSON format,
which is the input to the deployment phase described in the next section.

In addition to these manual functionality, the Topology 3D integrates also Net-
workx [452], a pre-existing Python package for the creation/manipulation of complex
networks, making it also possible to randomly generate a data plane topology with
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given characteristics. Since the topologies are generated using random models, it is not
generally true they are well-formed and most of the times require corrections (above all
if the parameters of the model are not well chosen). The project integrates also a mod-
ule able to convert the graphs of the Topology ZOO data set. In this way, topologies
written using GraphML format are automatically converted in the Topology3D JSON,
this results a very hand functionality as it allows to reduce the time to design an exper-
iment above all if it is necessary to replicate a real topology (it can be a slow process
and an error prone procedure).

3.4 Deployment and control phase

The deployment phase translates the designed topology into the set of commands that
instantiate and configure the nodes and the services for a given experiment. This phase
can target different execution environments for the experiments, by means of a specific
“deployer”. At the time being, we support Mininet emulator and several distributed
testbeds. For the latter we do not have any particular restriction, the only requirements
are a number VMs able to support the designed experiment, and connectivity between
them. Technically for each environment exists a specific “deployer” which parses the
JSON file with the representation of the views and produce a further output. The latter
depends on the target environment: if we are targeting Mininet the output will be a
topology already setup and ready for the experiments; as regards the deployment over
distributed testbeds we will obtain further scripts (mostly shell scripts) necessary to
setup the remote VMs. The Testbed Deployer and Mininet Extensions projects are
Python libraries, that are used by the actual deployment scripts. The Mininet Extensions
library is tailored for Mininet emulator, while the Testbed Deployer currently supports
several distributed testbeds but it can be easily extended to support other use cases.

3.4.1 Mininet extensions

By default, Mininet only provides the emulation of hosts and OF switches. Mininet
extension has been built with the objective of realizing a Mininet wrapper and to pro-
vide a complete extensible framework. As for the software design we have followed a
Mininet oriented design, instead of a big python script that uses the core functionality
of Mininet. First we have extended the nodes hierarchy of the Mininet project with the
addition of the PrivateHost, a simple Mininet Host with a private copy of the filesys-
tem. IPHost and InBandController are Mininet Hosts with a default IP route, this is
necessary if the emulation of other scenarios has to be supported because by default
all the hosts in Mininet are in the same layer 2 network (this is in general not true).
Additionally for the InBandController we can specify the IP and TCP port of the con-
troller, these information are used in the setup of an OF network. As next step we have
extended Mininet introducing an host, that inherits from PrivateHost, capable to run as
a router and managed to run the Quagga and OSPF daemons on it. This approach is
necessary because we need a separated network stack for each router, otherwise we are
not able to emulated the forwarding of routers (all routers would be seen local). Once
we have resolved this problem, the next step is the launch of the routing software. We
have to start in each host the Zebra daemon and the OSPF daemon. The architecture
of the Quagga software is a client/server, the routing daemons are the client while the
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Zebra daemon is the server; the latter is the component designed to “talk” with the ker-
nel and to update the routing table of the host. With our approach each Zebra daemon
uses its private Routing Table. Then both daemons have to be properly configured, and
this can do using different configuration file for each host. The routing daemons can
communicate with the Zebra one using a Unix socket, thus we need to have different
sockets for each couple OSPF-Zebra. As we have mentioned earlier, Mininet uses a
shared file system by default, and for our purposes we have to run different Zebra and
OSPF daemons in the same machine. Having an host with private directories solves our
problems.

Figure 3.3: Mininet design.

Then we have added OVS to it, as needed to realize the OSHI node. However,
this addition requires special “cares” since we cannot have the switches in their private
namespace and the ovsdb-server/ovs-vswitchd in the root namespace. The default be-
haviour of Mininet is to execute all the switches in the root namespace having a single
OVS daemon, but this breaks our needed of separation. Every VIi interfaces can see
the other VIi interface, if we want to emulate a Layer 3 network, we also need to enable
the IP forwarding. Hereupon we cannot emulate properly this behaviour because every
VIi can directly forward the packet instead to respect the designed topology. Thus, the
solution is to launch each user space component of OVS, that is the ovsdb-server and
the ovs-vswitchd, in each host emulating an OSHI node. However, there is still a prob-
lem to be solved: the communication between the user components. The software OVS
in order to enable this communication uses two Unix sockets. One is the control socket
on which ovsdb-server listens for runtime management commands (for example sent
by ovs-appctl or vlog). Instead the other is necessary for the communication between
ovs-vswitchd and ovsdb-server. Using the same approach described above for Quagga
we have solved also this issue. Router and OSHI encapsulate inside the setup proce-
dure: all the configuration aspects related to the Routing daemons, IP engine and the
SCS. We report in the Figure 3.3 the architecture, hoping that it will clarify the design.

Finally, we have created in Mininet a legacy l2 switch which inherits from OVSKer-
nelSwitch and acts like a simple Ethernet switch, running also the STP to avoid infinite
loop in mesh networks. Subsequently, we have extended the hierarchy of the Mininet
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classes. First we have introduced two new objects MininetOSHI and MininetRouter,
that respectively allow to simulate an OSHI network and IP network (composed by
Routers, L2Switches and Hosts). Then, we have added new methods to implement the
new use cases, and when it was necessary we have overridden the existing one to insert
in the Mininet workflow our configuration code. The results is a programming interface
very similar to the one introduced by Mininet project, little changes are necessary to
manage the addition of new nodes and new mechanisms. This approach guarantees a
more manageable, extensible and flexible project. Another enhancement to the default
Mininet setup depends on our requirement to reach the emulated nodes via SSH from an
external “non-emulated” process. To this purpose, we introduce a fictitious node in the
root namespace of the hosting machine, that is connected to the emulated network and
works as relay between the emulated world of Mininet and the “real” world of the host-
ing machine. The Mininet Extensions library is able to relieve the experimenter from a
huge configuration effort and to prepare a ready to go local testbed automating all the
aspects of an experiment. This includes the automatic configuration of IP addresses and
of dynamic routing (OSPF daemons) in all nodes, SCS bootstrap configuration, hosts
configuration, service configuration and environment setup.

3.4.2 Testbed deployer

We implemented and tested a Deployer for each of the four distributed SDN testbeds
listed above. The OFELIA and GOFF testbeds share a similar architecture as they are
based on the OCF (OFELIA Control Framework [316]. These two testbeds manage
differently the out-of-band connectivity. Specifically, in the OFELIA testbed there is
a management network with private IP addresses, while in the GOFF testbed all the
virtual machines use a public IP address. The OFELIA testbed slice we have used
is hosted in the CREATE-NET island, composed by 8 OpenFlow capable switches
and 3 Xen [461] virtualization servers for the experimental VMs. The GOFF testbed
offers five sites, each one hosting two servers, which respectively run the OF equipment
(based on OVS) and Xen, for hosting the VMs. The GOFF testbed supports all the
OSHI services. Instead, in the OFELIA testbed the PW and VSS services cannot be
deployed due to old Linux kernels which do not support network namespaces. The
GTS testbed is distributed on a number of locations interconnected by the GÉANT
core network [126]. It is managed by OpenStack [325], each site includes a KVM
virtualization server and a physical OpenFlow capable switch. Finally, NeST is a small
private testbed located at University of Rome “Tor Vergata”, composed by three servers,
each one running both a KVM virtualization server and a switch based on OVS.

With reference to the Figure 3.2, after the initial testbed setup, where we create
new VMs in the testbed, the Management Scripts automate and facilitate the setup,
configuration and the deployment of an experiment. They relieve the experimenter
from tedious and error prone activities. Instead, the Testbeds Deployer library auto-
matically produce the input of the Management Scripts. Testbed Deployer is a object
oriented Python project that offers high level API through which it is possible to write
the so called “deployer” programs. In this way it is possible to literally “program” the
configuration file used by the machines to realize the desired experimental topology.
APIs resemble Mininet APIs and the Testbed Deployer design is very similar to the
Mininet approach. Instead of the network object (the so called Mininet object) we have
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a Testbed object. As it happens in Mininet, the Testbed is basically a collection of
nodes and links. Like in Mininet Extensions, we have implemented a large library of
virtual nodes which can be used in the experiments to work with different scenarios:
OSHI, IP router, OF switch, Layer 2 switch and CE router. While in Mininet the setup
procedure actually creates the testbed, Testbed generates the configuration files that are
given in input to the Management Scripts for emulating a given topology, composed
for example of access and core OSHI nodes (OSHI-PE and OSHI-CR) and end points
(CEs and SDN controllers). This includes the automatic configuration of IP addresses
and of dynamic routing daemons (OSPF) on all nodes, saving a significant time for the
node configuration.

Assuming we have K OSHI nodes to be deployed over the OFELIA testbed. Each
OSHI node i (1 ≤ I ≤ K) has Mi Ethernet interfaces (it depends on which virtualiza-
tion server it is mapped) and Ni virtual interfaces (one for each link in the topology).
Given this constraints and an experimental topology to be realized, the “OFELIA De-
ployer” tool can produce as output the set of configuration files for each VM. Running
the configuration script with the provided configuration file in each VM will deploy
our experimental topology over the testbed. Each node is mapped into a different VM
running in a virtualization server of a given testbed. Two mechanisms can be used to
map an emulated node on a VM: 1) a resource file (called “topology-to-testbed”) with
a list of IP addresses of available VMs can be given to the Deployer, which automati-
cally chooses the VMs for the emulated nodes; 2) it is possible to manually assign the
target VM (identified by its IP address) for an emulated node, either editing a map-
ping file or graphically using the Topology3D GUI. A management host coordinates
the deployment process, usually also executing the Deployer scripts. The management
host and the VMs communicate over a management network. The configuration files
generated by the Deployers scripts are uploaded on a repository reachable by the VMs
(e.g. a webserver running on the management host). During the deployment process
these files are downloaded by each VM belonging to the experiment. The Manage-
ment Scripts are logically decomposed in Remote Control Scripts, Setup Scripts and
Configuration Scripts. The Remote Control Scripts, based on Distributed SHell (DSH),
are used by the management host for distributing and executing remote scripts and
commands. They enable root login without password, avoid initial SSH paring and
configure the DSH in the management VM. Once DSH has been properly configured
with the IP of the VMs belonging to the experiment, it can run commands on a sin-
gle machine, on a subset, or on all the deployed VMs. It is also possible to execute
parallel commands speeding up the deployment. The Setup Scripts turn a generic VM
provided by the testbed into an emulated node (CR, PE, CE, L2 switch, router or con-
troller), installing and configuring the needed software modules. The Configuration
Scripts configure a specific experiment and its topology, setting up the link (tunnels)
among the VMs.

Considering our goal to experiment with different type of nodes and topologies, we
would need to operate at testbed level to create exactly the links of the experimental
topology or modify the network devices at the core of the testbeds, replacing them with
OSHI nodes or integrating the OSHI features in the existing switches. Such operations
are not permitted in the existing testbeds and in general it is not easy re-create the
physical links of a given experimental topology. Therefore we have resorted to an
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overlay approach. In order to replicate an experimental topology emulating the network
links among CRs, PEs and CEs an overlay of Ethernet over UDP tunnels is created
among the VMs, as shown in Figure 3.4 for the OFELIA and GOFF testbeds. Then
we use the VMs to deploy the nodes of the experimental topology. Taking as example
OSHI, the tunnels corresponds to virtual interfaces that are bridged into OVS.

Figure 3.4: Deploying an overlay topology over the OFELIA/GOFF testbeds.

In the distributed SDN testbeds, we can identify two different networking levels:
the first level provides the connectivity among VMs across the testbed OF switches (we
call it “testbed level”), and the “overlay level” in which the emulated nodes operate.
Within each level an SDN controller provides the logic to control the switches of the
given level. A target overlay topology is shown in the higher part of the Figure 3.4,
while the physical testbed is shown in the bottom part, in this example it is constituted
by two virtualization servers connected by a number of OF switches. Each element
of the overlay topology (node, host or SDN controller) is mapped on a different VM
that can be run in one of the virtualization servers, as shown in the middle part of the
figure. The red thick lines represent the UDP tunnels among the VMs that are setup in
order to map the links of the overlay topology. The underlying connectivity among the
VMs has to be managed by the Testbed SDN Controller. Note that the latter in general
does not need an IP address in the experimental range, as it is reachable over a different
network and a specific Ethernet interface is reserved in each VM for the management
traffic. In case of a more standard IaaS testbed like GTS and NeST, the deployment
results to be simplified since the underlay network providing connectivity among the
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VMs is automatically provisioned by the testbed management infrastructure.

Figure 3.5: Implementing VXLAN tunnels using Open vSwitch (OVS).

A first option to build the tunnels is to use the user space OpenVPN [326] tool (with
no encryption). The performance is poor, as performing encapsulation in user space is
very CPU intensive. A possible approach to enhance performance is to rely on specific
hardware and/or on software modules on optimized I/O library like Intel DPDK [119].
We prefer a solution that is applicable on generic Linux devices, so we consider an
approach based on the VXLAN tunnels [414] provided by Open vSwitch. OVS im-
plements VXLAN tunnels in kernel space, dramatically improving performance with
respect to OpenVPN. The design of the VXLAN tunneling solution for OSHI over a
distributed testbed is reported in Figure 3.5. The interfaces in light blue represent the
physical interfaces of the VM which have assigned IP addresses related to the underlay
network. Several VXLAN ports (gray ports) are multiplexed over these physical inter-
faces. We only use VXLAN as a point-to-point tunneling mechanism (the VXLAN VNI
identifies a single link between two nodes) and we do not need underlying IP multicast
support, as in the full VXLAN model. The OF capable OVS is also used to perform
encapsulation and de-capsulation of VXLAN tunnels. Each tunnel corresponds to a
port in the switch.

3.4.3 Control phase (running the experiments)

After the deployment, it is possible to control the experiments by opening consoles
on the different nodes fully integrated in the web GUI of the Topology 3D. The con-
soles show the output generated by SSH processes connected to the emulated nodes
(deployed in the Mininet emulator or in a virtual machine hosted in the distributed
testbeds). The generated output is conveyed to the terminal shell running in the exper-
imenter browser, leveraging the WebSocket API, where each terminal has a separate
WebSocket channel.

3.5 Measurement tools

In order to automate as much as possible the process of running the experiments and
collecting the performance data over distributed testbeds we have developed an exper-
iments orchestrator written in Python the so called Measurement Tools. The library
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offers an intuitive API that allows the experimenter to “program” his/her tests. Us-
ing the library we can create remotely (through SSH) synthetic traffic in the network
leveraging the iperf tool [198] and gather load information (CPU utilization) on all
nodes (VMs). As for the load monitoring, taking CPU measurements from within the
VMs (e.g. using the top tool) does not provide reliable measurements. The correct
information about the resource usage of each single VM can be gathered from the vir-
tualization environment, for example on Xen based systems we relied on the xentop
tool [461], which must be run as root in the Xen based virtualization server. The Mea-
surement Tools are composed by a server module that gathers CPU load information
for each VM leveraging the tools made available by the hypervisor. This module makes
available the relevant result through a simple TCP socket that returns in JSON format
the needed information for each VM, it accepts as input the name of the VMs that need
to be monitored. Then, there is the client counterpart to consume these information.
Its interface is very simple, it requires just the interval with which makes the request
and the set of VMs to be monitored. The traffic generating nodes iperfClient and iperf-
Server are two python modules that can run respectively iperf client and iperf server
commands in a remote VM over a SSH connection. Their interface closely resembles
node interface of Mininet but the major difference is that instead of creating a terminal
locally in the system, they create a remote “terminal” through which run commands
over a remote node. Finally, everything is orchestrated in the context of an Experiment
which defines its length, sources and sinks of the traffic, virtualization servers to be
queried (and with which interval) and VMs to be monitored.

Since each testbed can use different virtualization technologies, we have tailored
some component of the Measurement Tools to a specific testbed. For example in the
OFELIA environment, we have developed a python module that collects CPU load
information for each VM of our interest in the Xen server using xentop. In the GOFF
environment the measurement data are provided through the Zabbix interface [476] and
we have developed a python module which gathers the data from the Zabbix API. In the
KVM based NeST testbed, we relied on the virt-top tool and so on. The applicability of
the Measurement Tools is not restricted only to the distributed SDN testbeds, but we can
use this tool also in Mininet Environment, we have realized a complete framework that
allows to program, manage and execute experiments on local and distributed testbed.
The project provide a general framework that can be easily adapted to different needs,
an experimenter can easily extend this framework to run his/her tests and collect the
measures of interest.

3.6 RDCL3D and integration of the Mantoo platform

Most of the code related to the Mantoo project has been integrated in a “model agnos-
tic” web framework the so called RDCL3D [384]. It is an extensible framework able to
control different technological domain not only SDN but also NFV based experiments.
RDCL3D is a web application with a backend and a frontend component. The backend
component running on a web server is based on the Python Django [117] framework. It
includes a pluggable (the underlying database can be easily replaced by an equivalent
component) persistence layer based on SQLite database [413]. The frontend compo-
nent running in the web browser is developed in Javascript and exploits the D3.js [106]
library. RDCL3D offers a Web GUI that allows visualizing and editing the descriptors
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of components and network services both textually and graphically. The platform is
designed with a modular approach both in the backend and in the frontend, so that it
can be easily extended to support new project types. Each project type can be seen as a
“plugin” for the RDCL3D framework, composed by a backend plugin (in Python) and
a frontend plugin (in Javascript). The backend plugin is split into a Project Handler plu-
gin (mandatory) and a Deployment Handler plugin which is needed for the interaction
with an Agent that talks to an external orchestrator (Mininet or the Management VM in
the case of a distributed SDN testbed) or a Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM). Each
user (e.g. a service designer or network administrator) can instantiate projects of the
supported project types. The descriptor files for the projects are stored in the persis-
tence layer in the backend. In the integration of Mantoo platform, we have leveraged
this architecture and we have basically redesigned the use cases supported by Mantoo
platform as different project types in RDCL3D. In particular we have introduced new
project descriptor files for each use case. In this way a Data model for our projects can
be created, modified and then deployed by the users of RDCL3D.

The RDCL3D backend can also deploy the designed network services through an
RDCL3D Agent. An RDCL3D Agent can instantiate the designed network services
by either interacting directly with the APIs of an orchestrator or a VIM or by pushing
the network service data model to a git repository to which the orchestrator/VIM has
access. Moreover, to allow the interaction with specific VIMs, the RDCL3D Agent
can also perform online translation between descriptor formats. The RDCL3D Agent
exposes REST APIs, which are invoked by the Deployment Handler plugin. Our
RDCL3D Agent implementations are based on node.js [312], but any technology which
allows to expose HTTP REST APIs can be employed. In order to allow the deployment
of our use cases we have modified the deployment handler and extended the RDCL3D
Agent to allow the direct deployment of Mantoo use cases. In this specific interaction,
the extended agent integrate our deployment and control tools.

In order to simplify the integration of new project types, the RDCL3D framework
includes a script that creates the skeletons of the Python and Javascript plugins (respec-
tively for the backend and the frontend) and of the description model. Starting from
these skeletons, a developer adding support for a new project needs to: i) include the
parser to translate the descriptor files into the Data model representation in the Python
plugin (backend); ii) customize the description model, capturing all the relevant prop-
erties of the project type and identifying the operations that need to be processes in
a specific way for the project type by the Javascript plugin; iii) develop the project
type specific processing operation in the Javascript plugin (frontend); iv) optionally,
develop a deployment handler and an RDCL3D Agent to allow the direct deployment
of network services. The source code [354] of RDCL3D has been released under the
Apache 2.0 Open Source license to facilitate the uptake by the research and industrial
communities. An alpha release of the system is on line at [353]

3.7 Performance evaluation of tunneling mechanisms

In this experiment we have evaluated the processing overhead introduced by the tun-
neling mechanisms (OpenVPN and VXLAN) used to deploy the overlay experimental
topologies over distributed SDN testbeds. Indeed, thanks to the Mantoo suite, an exper-
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imenter can deploy a large scale network over a distributed testbed. The rationale for
this evaluation is to provide an indication on the scalability of the emulation approach in
distributed testbeds made up of Linux VMs running on typical Virtualization Servers.
On the other side, it is not our purpose to assess data plane forwarding performance
for a production ready solution working at line speed in the core of ISPs’ WANs. The
experiments have been performed over an OFELIA testbed. We used the iperf tool as
traffic source/sink in the CE routers and generate UDP packet flows from 500 to 2500
packet/s. In these experiments the UDP packet size was 1000 bytes (using UDP pack-
ets ranging from 100 bytes to 1400 bytes, the performance has been only influenced by
the packet rate). We evaluated the CPU load in the PE routers with our xentop based
Measurement Tools. We executed periodic polling and gathered the CPU load of the
monitored VMs. In each run we collected 20 CPU load samples with polling interval in
the order of two seconds: the first 10 samples are discarded and the last 10 are averaged
to get a single CPU load value. We have used a topology composed by 2 core nodes,
3 provider edge nodes and 3 users. The provider edge routers are connected in dual
homing with the core network.

Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 report respectively the CPU load for OSHI VLL, OSHI IP
and Router IP using OpenVPN as tunneling mechanisms. At low packet rates (500 and
1000 p/s) it can be appreciated that plain IP router is less CPU demanding, then we have
OSHI VLL and then OSHI IP. The differences among the three solutions are not big
because the CPU load is dominated by the OpenVPN tunneling, since the encapsulation
is entirely performed in user space. At higher rates the standard deviation increases and
it is not possible to confirm the results (longer experiments with a higher number of
runs are needed to reduce the variability of the evaluated CPU load average). Figures
3.6 show the experiment results in a chart, adding the linear regression lines. The
theoretical CPU saturation rate turns out to be very low for the OpenVPN solution.

500 p/s 1000 p/s 1500 p/s 2000 p/s 2500 p/s
AVG 26.73 41.82 60.86 67.17 79.49
DEV 0.79 4.36 2.71 14.63 8.19

Table 3.1: CPU load (%) for OSHI IP (OpenVPN)

500 p/s 1000 p/s 1500 p/s 2000 p/s 2500 p/s
AVG 25.83 43.54 56.62 72.9 73.98
DEV 0.64 1.85 4.49 2.94 10.71

Table 3.2: CPU load (%) for OSHI VLL (OpenVPN)

500 p/s 1000 p/s 1500 p/s 2000 p/s 2500 p/s
AVG 25.11 39.23 55.15 72.69 75.30
DEV 0.84 10.07 8.39 5.09 17.42

Table 3.3: CPU load (%) for Router IP (OpenVPN)

Tables 3.4 and 3.5 report the experiments using plain VLAN networking as tun-
neling mechanism. Considering the OFELIA testbeds, VLAN represents the target
technology since it is the more ligthweight scenario for building an overlay network
once excluded the case of plain links between VMs. Of course, in this case it is not
possible to deploy the VLL service as the QinQ encapsulation or VLAN over MPLS
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(a) CPU load vs. packet rate (OpenVPN).

(b) CPU load forecast with OpenVPN.

Figure 3.6: CPU load with OpenVPN tunneling.

are not supported by the OF switches deployed in the testbed. For this reason we report
only the results related to plain IP router and OSHI IP. It is possible to appreciate a CPU
load penalty for OSHI IP forwarding with respect to plain IP forwarding in the order
of 10%-20%. Note that the theoretical CPU saturation rate (see regression lines in the
Figure 3.7b) for plain IP router is in the order of 14000 p/s, that is 20 times higher with
respect to the OpenVPN tunneling case. Adding OSHI-IP forwarding would reduce the
theoretical CPU saturation rate to something in the order of 12500 p/s. We report in the
Figures 3.7a and 3.7b the results of the Tables 3.4 and 3.5 in the form of charts and we
show also the regression lines of the considered solutions:

500 p/s 1000 p/s 1500 p/s 2000 p/s 2500 p/s
AVG 6.92 12.19 14.71 17.2 19.02
DEV 0.26 0.36 0.71 1.49 3.72

Table 3.4: CPU load (%) for OSHI IP (VLAN)
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500 p/s 1000 p/s 1500 p/s 2000 p/s 2500 p/s
AVG 5.98 10.36 12.89 15.56 17.59
DEV 0.21 0.73 0.87 1.48 3.04

Table 3.5: CPU load (%) for Router IP (VLAN)

(a) CPU load vs. packet rate (VLAN).

(b) CPU load forecast with VLAN.

Figure 3.7: CPU load with VLAN tunneling.

We have repeated the performance tests with VXLAN as tunneling mechanism. This
has been introduced to overcome the limitations of OpenVPN. Tables 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8
reports the experimental results, while Figure 3.8a and 3.8b provides the chart with the
regression line. In the VXLAN based solution the plain IP router has to go through
OVS in any case, therefore as expected it has no advantage with respect to OSHI IP.
The OSHI VLL solution is the less CPU intensive and its theoretical CPU saturation
rate is in the order of 13000 p/s. The OSHI IP solution increases CPU load of less than
10%, and its theoretical CPU saturation rate is in the order of 12000 p/s. In any case,
it is possible to appreciate results very close to the VLAN tunneling, which represents
the best tunneling solutions.
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500 p/s 1000 p/s 1500 p/s 2000 p/s 2500 p/s
AVG 8.51 14.4 17.92 20.04 23.37
DEV 0.55 0.68 0.99 2.1 3.26

Table 3.6: CPU load (%) for OSHI IP (VXLAN)

500 p/s 1000 p/s 1500 p/s 2000 p/s 2500 p/s
AVG 8.19 13.36 14 16.95 22.88
DEV 0.4 1.67 4.15 4.13 5.48

Table 3.7: CPU load (%) for OSHI VLL (VXLAN)

500 p/s 1000 p/s 1500 p/s 2000 p/s 2500 p/s
AVG 8.45 14.03 17.43 20.74 24.59
DEV 0.35 1.04 0.61 1.96 2.09

Table 3.8: CPU load (%) for Router IP (VXLAN)

Following figures (3.9a and 3.9b) compare the CPU load for the IP forwarding
(OSHI and Router) in the OpenVPN, VXLAN and VLAN scenarios. It can be ap-
preciated that VXLAN tunneling adds a reasonably low processing overhead, while
OpenVPN tunneling would dramatically reduce the forwarding capability of the con-
sidered nodes in the testbeds. The theoretical CPU saturation rate for OpenVPN tun-
neling is in the order of 3500 p/s, which is 4 times lower than in the no tunneling case.
The theoretical CPU saturation rate for VXLAN tunneling is only 8% lower than the
no tunneling case, showing that VXLAN is an efficient mechanism to deploy overlay
topologies.

3.8 Related works

The requirements described in Section 3.1 have been our starting point, and considering
those requirements we have evaluated what the state of art offered in the 2014. We
basically noticed that a lot of results were presents in literature but each one addressing
some specific aspects. At the same time a complete platform supporting experimenters
was missing. The objective of this section is to elaborate on the solutions related to
Mantoo, we include also recent results that have been evaluated at time writing of
this work of thesis. In order to simplify the analysis of this section, related solutions
have been classified in three big categories: i) Mininet and its extensions; ii) Hybrid
tools and iii) Distributed testbeds. Our solutions can be considered an hybrid solution
since from one side provides powerful extensions for Mininet and from the other side
it is a valuable tool supporting emulation on distributed testbeds. We advocate the
uniqueness of our solution and to the best of our knowledge, there is no such emulation
platform with a set of management tools as rich as the Mantoo suite. Moreover, we do
believe that most of promising results for improving Mininet fidelity and for extending
its functionality can be easily ported in our work.

Special mention goes to vEmulab [189] and CORE [8], which can be considered a
kind of Mininet precursors. [189] virtualizes hosts, routers and networks using similar
techniques like Jails and virtual Ethernet interfaces. Respect to Mininet each emu-
lated host has also a private file system and some degree of superuser privilege. Au-
thors address also the challenge related to the placement problem of the virtual testbed
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(a) CPU load vs. packet rate (VXLAN).

(b) CPU load forecast with VXLAN.

Figure 3.8: CPU load with VXLAN tunneling.

on several physical machines. In particular, vEmulab finds an approximate solution
through a combinatorial optimization: it uses a randomized heuristic to explore the so-
lution space (problem is NP-hard), for each suitable mapping provides a score based
on experimenter requests and avoids the overloading of nodes and links. CORE [8]
emulator provides lightweight containers for the emulation of the network nodes. Like
in Mininet, only a part of the virtualization techniques are used, CORE employs the
isolation of processes and network stacks. CORE provides high-fidelity emulation for
the network layer and above, since the containers provide a run-time system to execute
un-modified applications (like Mininet). However, it uses a simplified simulation of
the link and physical layers. Indeed these virtual containers are interconnected using
FreeBSD’s Netgraph kernel subsystem.

CORE, like other emulation/simulation projects, has been extended to support also
SDN scenarios, for example [378] introduces the support in CORE for Wireless Mesh
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(a) OSHI IP CPU load.

(b) Router IP CPU load.

Figure 3.9: CPU Load for different tunneling mechanisms.

SDN routers, hybrid devices where OLSR and OVS coexist on the same network node.
[32] aims to provide an experimental framework in the area of Cloud and data-center
networking to support experiments related to Cloud applications executed in data-
centers. It integrates an OpenStack physical deployment, running on several servers,
with a SDN network emulated with CORE and controlled by OpenDayLight controller.
Finally, authors provide measurement tools based on DCT2Gen [458] which allows to
perform controlled experiments to study the effect of new algorithms and protocols on
cloud applications running inside VMs.

At the time of writing Mininet ( [238] and [177]) is the most popular SDN emulator
which bases its operation on the virtualization techniques available in the Linux oper-
ating system to provide a lightweight and inexpensive “testbeds”. Mininet is a Linux
container-based emulation platform, it deploys containers (actually processes with their
own private network namespace and interfaces) to virtualize network hosts. This de-
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sign does not allow to run multiple OS kernels like happen for Kernel virtualization
technique. Applications in their turn are “encapsulated” in these containers, they can
execute unmodified and see only the network resources of the containers where they
run: virtual network interfaces, along with their associated data, including ARP caches
and routing tables. The containers are connected to the software switches by means
of virtual interfaces and the links are emulated using the Virtual Ethernet Pairs con-
struct. Mininet-Hifi [177] aims to improve the fidelity of the Mininet experiments and
to guarantee repeatable, realistic network experiments. Original Mininet [238] is ex-
tended by adding mechanisms for performance isolation, resource provisioning, and
monitoring. Cluster mode for Mininet [239] adds the capability of deploying a virtual
testbed of lightweight containers on an ad hoc cluster, or a dedicated hardware testbed
(like a collection of laptops). The tool provides automatic node placement and tunnel
creation between nodes. Moreover, the placement routine can be easily extended in-
troducing new algorithms. Mininet is shipped with MiniEdit, an application developed
in Python that provides a GUI based control center for Mininet. Our solution builds
on Mininet and extends its functionality adding new nodes like Routers and Layer 2
Switches. Moreover, we add the support for more complex design like OSHI and we
provide also a WEB GUI interface through which is possible to design an experiment,
deploy it on Mininet and control directly. We do believe our Topology3D components
is a better solution than MiniEdit for several reason: i) our solution is WEB based while
MiniEdit is standalone Python application; ii) Topology3D is not tightly depended on
Mininet and generates topologies in JSON format; iii) its design is generic since it is
applicable also to a distributed testbeds.

An open source framework based on Mininet is proposed in [151] which allows
to experiment with the inter-domain routing and with hybrid SDN/BGP scenarios.
Topologies can be built using the iPlane datasets or built artificially using Mininet
APIs. The tool support zero touch configuration assigning IP addresses and configur-
ing network devices. Moreover, authors implements several BGP related commands in
Mininet for announcing new prefixes, withdraw prefixes and many others. Instead with
a broader scope, MiniNExT [388] introduces the support inside Mininet for legacy rout-
ing engines such as Quagga. As consequence of this, MiniNExT can emulate legacy
networks or emulate hybrid networks that involve both legacy IGP protocols and SDN
technologies. Moreover, MiniNExT can interconnect emulated networks with the real
Internet including the ability to exchange routes and traffic with neighboring domains.
In order to protect real networks from failure coming from an experiment, authors im-
plement restrictions to isolate all traffic and routing announcements from emulated net-
works. These works have a lot of things in common with our platform and share with
us a lot of design principles. Just to give an example, we have also added the support
for legacy devices and routing engines in Mininet. We find very interesting MiniNExT
ability of interconnecting the emulated network in a safe way with the real Internet, we
do believe that this solution can be easily ported in the Mantoo project. At the same
time, we have noticed that these works do not consider other forms of emulation beside
Mininet.

[465] and [466] face the challenges of the emulation fidelity in Mininet with larger
networks and high loads. Authors recognize the importance of network emulators be-
cause they offer functional fidelity through the direct execution of unmodified end-user
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applications or SDN applications. However, emulators like Mininet do not take into
consideration the issue of temporal fidelity, especially with high workloads. Since, it
uses “the system clock across all the containers even if a container is not being sched-
uled to run”. Their key idea is to scale the time of interactions between containers and
physical devices by making an emulated network appear to be n times faster from the
viewpoints of applications in the container. Thus, authors develop a lightweight virtual
time system for Linux containers complemented with an adaptive time dilation mod-
ule to find right compromise between speed and accuracy. They integrate the system
with Mininet and make a comparison with stock version of Mininet showing the effec-
tiveness of their approach. Our platform can easily integrate this work since Mantoo
is generic, builds upon Mininet and does not modify Mininet internals. However our
major concern regards the approach itself, as this solution try to address the problem
of Mininet fidelity with the dilatation factor and with the use of a virtual time for con-
tainers. This approach has a major side-effect since “using time dilation, the amount of
wall-clock time required for the experiment is multiplied by the dilation factor” [459],
we do believe in such situation scaling the emulation on several machines can provide
more effective results.

Similarly to Mininet CE [239], Roy et al propose DOT testbed ( [368] and [367])
in order to overcome Mininet limitations with larger networks [366]. It is an highly
scalable and low cost emulator for SDN. It can emulate large SDN deployments by dis-
tributing the workload over a cluster of compute nodes. Thanks to the virtual network
embedding algorithm, which considers the resource capacity, it is able to find an embed-
ding that minimizes physical bandwidth usage and the number of physical machines.
Pair-wise GRE tunnels are used to connect the physical machines running different par-
titions of the emulated network. Moreover, DOT can emulate a wider range of network
services, it can be used to experiment with hybrid networks and physical switches can
be included in an emulated network. The problem of the emulation of large networks
is also addressed in [459]. We have seen the introduction of techniques like dilation
time factor in order to improve the fidelity of the Mininet emulations. However, this
approach requires longer emulation since the emulation time is slowed down accord-
ing to the dilatation factor. Distributing the load on several machines can be a good
compromise since the required dilation factor can be reduced. Maxinet [459] has been
developed with objective of simplifying this time-consuming and error-prone process.
Maxinet is Mininet user friendly as the whole process of mapping and deploying the
network is transparent to the user and the APIs are very similar to the stock version of
the tool. GRE tunnels are used to interconnect nodes emulating different parts of the
network. MaxiNet works as a front end for Mininet that sets up all Mininet instances,
it invokes Mininet commands through RPC calls at the nodes (workers) and sets up
the tunnels required for proper connectivity. The partition heuristic tries to co-locate
“most of the emulated traffic locally to the workers”. The optimization criteria used
by the authors for partitioning is the minimal edge cut. [116] proposes an elastic dis-
tributed controller architecture. In order to experiment with larger networks, authors
modify Mininet to enable the deployment of several instances on different hosts. Like
other solutions, GRE tunnels are established between the hosts running OVS instances
to emulate links of the data center network. All solutions are very interesting, since
they provide a missing functionality in our platform which can be considered an hybrid
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between the local emulation and the emulation over distributed testbeds. We plan to
investigate better the aforementioned solutions (in particular DOT and Maxinet) and to
integrate the most completed one in our Mantoo platform.

Following works ( [137], [81], [422], and [284]) provide very specific contribu-
tions; the first two result to be very interesting since the first proposes WIFI support for
Mininet and the second one implements a nice to have mechanism in OVS to emulate
the behavior of different vendor switches. Going into the details, [137] has been real-
ized to emulate wireless OF/SDN scenarios, it introduces with simple and lightweight
extensions virtual wireless stations and access points. They are based on the most com-
mon Linux wireless device driver, like mac80211/SoftMac. Mininet hosts are equipped
also with Wireless interfaces through which are able to connect to an access point. The
latter is equipped with WLAN interfaces which are bridged to an OF switch. The ac-
cess points operations are replicated through the Hostpad [192] daemon. As regards
OF protocol, emulators like Mininet do not allow to capture the different behavior of
the OF switches [81] and [194]. Since vendor switches behave differently from each
other, authors of [81] design a configurable emulator to improve the fidelity of the OF
protocol behavior during Mininet experiments. In [194], authors use same framework
to validate their approach with a number of vendor switches. Since, the first [137]
has been developed as an extension of the Mininet emulator and the second one [81]
improves OVS implementation we do not need other effort for the integration in our
platform. [422] provides a ready-to-go virtual machine with everything packaged for
the development and testing of SDN controllers for data-center infrastructures. In par-
ticular, author proposes a framework which enhances both Mininet and POX [343] with
all the extensions necessary to experiment with Cloud infrastructure like VM requester,
VM Manager handler, traffic generators, DC topologies and many others. This frame-
work allows experimenter to evaluate novel control and management strategies jointly
considering both IT and network resources. [405] designs and implements an open ref-
erence environment to deploy and test the ICN over SDN solution using both local and
distributed testbeds. In particular, authors support Mininet as local emulator and the
OFELIA distributed testbed [316].

[169] introduces an automatic generator of Mininet topologies which are created us-
ing the Internet Topology Zoo catalogue. In particular, authors develop a parser for the
GraphML format (an XML extension) which is able to generate a network generation
script according to the Mininet syntax. Additionally, authors open SSH access to all
hosts and create a distributed test suite leveraging the D-ITG tool [22]. In [299], another
topology generator framework has been proposed for Mininet which is able to generate
an infinite set of topologies. It uses Erdos-Reńyi model to randomly generate a topology
or can replicate real one using the SNAP dataset, a large store which collects topologies
of social networks, web graphs, road networks, Internet networks, citation networks,
collaboration networks, and communication networks. Similarly EACRF [403] pro-
vides a topology generator and an automated configuration framework for RouteFlow,
which allows to automatically generate custom Mininet topologies and configure rout-
ing protocols like BGP and OSPF for the RouteFlow architecture. Beside, the automatic
topology generation and the use of catalogue of topologies we do not see other contri-
butions from this work. Experimental support for these features are already present in
our platform. [136] proposes Visual Network Description tool for the creation of Open-
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Flow scenarios. Authors recognizes the difficulty of the management of the OpenFlow
experiments. The paper addresses such difficulty proposing a tool supported by a GUI
which allows the design of experiments via graphic interface, the automatic creation of
Mininet and NS-3 scripts and finally the automatic generation of OpenFlow controllers
modules (at the time of writing only few controllers are supported).

For most of the subsequent works we do not know details because the implemen-
tation is not clear, nor we are aware if an open source implementation is public avail-
able. We list briefly hereafter just because they are work published in conferences and
present in literature. In [30], authors extend Mininet introducing new IoT network
nodes Docker based. Authors of [160] present a study on the impact of using SDN for
smart grid, when the SDN controller fails due to malicious attacks or faults. They de-
velop a realistic emulation extending the Mininet tool with hardware sensors and bridg-
ing Mininet with PowerWorld (a high-fidelity power grid simulator). Instead in [178],
OpenDSS replaces PowerWorld and a virtual time system is introduced to control the
execution of the emulated system. [108], [107], [144], [203], [204] and [145] provides
experimental frameworks based on Mininet respectively for software defined storage
systems, data-centers, data caching, IoT, smart grids and security systems. In [460],
authors describe their prototype architecture of resilient servers, which bases its oper-
ation on SDN to mitigate and prevent attack to the server. However the code is not
public available, as far as we know the PoC can be replicated through Mininet, POX
controller and other external tools.

Let us analyze now the second category (hybrid tools). Estinet [456] is an hybrid
emulator/simulator. According to the authors, it can combine the advantages of the
simulation and emulation approaches without their respective shortcomings: in EstiNet
a real OF controller can run without modification to control simulated OF switches,
real applications can run on hosts to generate realistic network traffic and repeatable
performance results. All network related actions and behaviors are all scheduled by the
EstiNet simulation engine based on its simulation clock. Network is simulated using
tunneling technologies which redirects packets from the hosts to the simulation engine
and then back from the egress tunnel to the hosts on the other side. OF switches are
simulated in a similar way redirecting the egress tunnel to an OF switch socket. A com-
parison between Estinet simulator and Mininet emulator is reported in [455], where au-
thors evaluate the correctness, performance, and scalability of the aforementioned tools
over a set of NxN grid networks. [438] proposes an inter data-center network for SDN,
which allows to create, destroy and migrate VMs and provision connections between
data-centers leveraging ABNO controllers. In order to evaluate their architecture, au-
thors implemented a testing scenario which uses the OpenNebula emulator to mimic
data-centers operations and OMNET++ [436] to simulate the inter data-center WAN.
In particular, the simulator implements the SDN controller and the flex-grid network
with an ABNO controller on the top. Simulation based tools are an attractive choice
for the evaluation of network applications including control applications. However, it
is rather complex use these tools for the evaluation of data-plane designs because it re-
quires to write accurate models for the simulation environment. Estinet has also another
major drawback, it is a commercial product and its code is not open source.

Similarly to Estinet. S3F-SDN proposes an hybrid approach between the emula-
tion and the simulation. S3F-SDN [207] is built on top of the S3F [311] tool and the
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S3F based network simulation framework (also called S3FNet). Respect to the original
tool, it integrates the necessary extensions to support SDN based experiments. S3F
is an event discrete simulation tool which combines simulation and the use of virtual
clocks with OpenVZ based emulation experiments. In this way, S3F simulates the sce-
nario and a special controller reflects the simulated events over the emulation realized
with OpenVZ. The latter is a virtualization technology which allows the creation of
Linux containers. S3FNet is a network simulator built on top of the S3F simulation
which simulates the network environment. Each OpenVZ container is represented with
an host model in the S3FNet. The extensions needed for SDN are built on top of this
ecosystem: un-modified OF switch and SDN controllers are executed in OpenVZ con-
tainers, and the network environment (such as wireless or wireline media) is simulated
by S3FNet. Authors of OpenNet [72] “bridge” Mininet emulator with NS-3 simulator
in order to experiment with Softwared Defined Wireless Local Area Network. In partic-
ular, they leverage the functionality of the SDN devices supported in Mininet and their
OF capabilities. Then, they complement these capabilities with the modeling of wire-
less channel and mobility in the NS-3 tool. The connection between the tools is realized
by means of tap devices which bridge the OF switch of Mininet with the WIFI device
of NS-3. OpenNet is public available with a free license. These hybrid approaches
seem to be very promising because they allow to run un-modified network applications
and test real data-plane designs (there is no need to write a model to simulate switches
behavior). Finally, implement link behavior through a model that can be considered
an advantage because it allows to experiment easily with different link conditions. For
these reasons, we plan to evaluate deeply these tools and eventually integrate in our
Mantoo suite the most promising one.

SDNetkit [293] is an enhanced release of the widely used Netkit [341] emulator.
The latter has been improved adding the needed software to run OF based networks
(e.g. OVS and the RYU framework). SDNetkit has been meant to enable the exper-
imentation of hybrid scenarios where OF and standard distributed routing protocols
simultaneously run in the same infrastructure. In particular, authors address two use
cases where OF and OSPF run on the same node and hybrid networks where only
a part of nodes are SDN enabled. Netkit is a great tool for experimentation since it
leverage User-mode Linux functionality to provide an emulation which is an halfway
between Mininet approach a full system virtualization. However, this has been also ma-
jor barrier for its adoption: until all the functionalities it provides are enough it results
a good choice but when it is necessary to add new modules or new code it becomes a
challenging task since most of the times require to re-compile Kernel modules against
User-mode Linux target.

Finally, there is the category of the remote testbeds ( [316], [393], [335], [126], [29],
[355], [156], [153] and many others), which can be still considered valuable emulation
tools, since they offer VMs interconnected through an underlay network which can be
used to run VMs based emulations. Moreover, the underlay network in some cases (see
OFELIA [316] and GTS [126] for example) is composed by SDN based devices, which
can be controlled also by the experimenters. GÉANT Testbed Service (GTS) [126] is
a new GÉANT service which provides virtual testbeds powered by several facilities
co-located within GÉANT point of presences. In these virtual testbeds, the researchers
can set up their own experimental environment and test designs in networking or the
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deployment of new applications. GTS provides users with different type of resources
like VMs, SDN hardware devices, SDN virtual devices, virtual circuits. With the in-
troduction of the external domain ports and the support for multi-domain, GTS is able
to act also as federated testbed. PlanetLab [335] is a geographically distributed net-
work testbed, which provides machines in time-sharing. In order to guarantee resource
isolation, Planetlab uses Linux vServer [451] construct enhanced with a custom kernel
module. Node virtualization is limited by the capabilities of the nodes that are subject
to the restrictions of the site. Experiments on Planetlab can run on real devices, but
these testbeds are not available to everyone. Planetlab does not offer natively support
for SDN based hardware devices but experiments can use a modified version of OVS to
run limited experiments. OFELIA and ToMaTo ( [316] and [393]) offer the possibility
of creating custom networks in which OF devices run. OFELIA [316] is a federated in-
frastructure built on top of several OF testbeds, which are based on the OFELIA Control
Framework. The testbed is composed by a number OF capable switches and number
of virtualization servers that can host experimental VMs controlled by the testbed ex-
perimenters. Using Flowvisor [401] network virtualization tool, the OF resources can
be “sliced” among different experiments and each experiment can be controlled by a
different OF controller. EmuCloud [253] provides virtual testebeds composed by VMs
and virtual OF switches leveraging the resources of an IaaS cloud. VMs are span on
several physical servers which are interconnected by means of GRE tunnels established
between the virtualization server switches. The aforementioned switches belong to the
infrastructure and are controlled by an external RYU controller and they implement
also the traffic isolation in the Cloud. Then, there are the data-plane switches which are
controlled by the controller of the experimental topology and are used for testing SDN
use cases.

If from one side remote testbeds provide reliable playgrounds for the experiments,
on the other side there are major barriers for their adoption: most of them are not open
to all; they require major effort in the management and control of the experiment respect
to a local emulator; there are constraints in the usage of the resources which limit the
experiment itself. Our approach with the remote testbed is slightly different since we
do not propose another distributed SDN testbed rather a framework to build repeatable
distributed SDN experiments on top of a IaaS provider. It comprises means to deploy
these virtual testbeds and a set of tools to simplify the though task of managing these
experiments. We just need VMs, a connectivity between them and then using these
tools we are able to create whatever experiment we need on top of this infrastructure.
[29] and [31] propose solutions similar to our approach which allow to build overlay
experiments on top of an infrastructure. VINI [29] has been designed to run multiple,
simultaneous experiments with arbitrary network topologies on top of a shared physical
network infrastructure. Specifically, PL-VINI builds on top of PlanetLab vServers,
adding virtual routers connected by virtual point-to-point links along with the ability
to peer with border ISPs and to direct production traffic through the resulting virtual
network. Vino [31] is an orchestration service that can be used to create arbitrary
network topologies with OVS (Open vSwitch) switches and VMs over an Infrastructure
As A Service. Vino uses OVS and VXLAN encapsulation to build overlay networks
composed by switches and VMs. It leverages an application specific language to model
the overlay network topologies. In this way user can specify their desire using high
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level API instead of dealing with the underlying complexity.
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CHAPTER4
Tackling SDN shortcomings in WAN scenarios

4.1 Introduction

The control plane non-functional properties have been among the major concerns ex-
pressed by ISPs since the beginning of the revolution started by SDN. Decoupling the
data plane from the control plane, from one side simplifies and speeds up the intro-
duction of new services, by moving the intelligence and most of network state from
the physical devices to a logically centralized Network Operating System (NOS), also
known as controller, in charge of all the forwarding decisions. On the other side, it in-
troduces new ways of failures, other potential bottlenecks, require additional expertise
at time being leveraged only in the Cloud architectures. Moreover, in WAN scenar-
ios, a centralized control plane limits the speed of responsiveness in reaction to time-
constrained network events due to unavoidable latencies caused by physical distances.
As witness of this is that important applications of SDN have been found in data centers
and in corporate/campus scenarios, while there have been several proposals considering
SDN applicability in wide area IP networks of large providers.

Control plane needs to be carefully designed, and this should start from the correct
placement of the controllers ( [205], [186], [193] and [306]). As explained in [186],
a single controller is often sufficient to meet existing reaction time requirements to
guarantee round-trip latencies on the scale of typical mesh restoration target delays
(200 msec). However, the correct design depends on the topology to be controlled.
How we partition our network also influences the control plane performance, [205]
proposes an algorithm called k-Critical which discovers the minimum number of con-
trollers and their location to create a control plane that deals robustly with failures and
balances the load among the selected controllers. [306] evaluates the latencies between
controllers and switches. The results show that the switch-over time depends on the
latencies between networking devices and a controller. In any case, an adequate level
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of fault tolerance (i.e., avoiding excessive packet loss and session termination) can be
guaranteed only if multiple controllers are deployed and placed in different locations
of the network [6]: a single controller solution may result in a single point of failure
and performance bottleneck problems in a WAN. The entire network will collapse if
the controller fails. On the other side, if the controller will be farther away from some
switches, these will experience higher flow setup latency. For this reason, we advocate
that a logical step towards robustness in SDN is to distribute the load of the control
plane between entities, each taking care of a portion of the entire geographical network
and each providing an east-west communication interface to enable programmability
of the entire network. Trade-offs are necessary ( [246]) and cannot be avoided: for
example consistency relaxation vs application complexity. Moreover, a key objective
of an SDN control plane targeting the ISP networks is the east-west interface with ex-
ternal domains under the control of other providers. Unfortunately all the efforts trying
to standardize an east-west interface for SDN controller did not bring any valuable re-
sult [472]. This stasis had as a result a substantial fragmentation of the solution and
ad-hoc implementations (see Section 4.8 for a thorough analysis of related works)

Several distributed NOS architectures have been proposed in the last years to guar-
antee the proper levels of redundancy and scalability in the control plane: ONIX [227],
Kandoo [182], HyperFlow [426] and ONOS [323] just to name a few. The latter is
one of the most promising solutions to properly deal with control plane robustness in
SDN. ONOS (Open Networking Operating System) offers a stable implementation of a
distributed NOS and it is distributed under a liberal open-source license. In ONOS ar-
chitecture, a cluster of controllers shares a logically centralized network view: network
resources are partitioned and controlled by different ONOS instances in the cluster
and resilience to faults is guaranteed by design. Despite the distributed architecture,
ONOS is designed to control the data plane from a single location, even in case of
large WAN scenarios. Coming back to the WAN use case, two critical open issues can
be identified: i) how to provide the scalability and fault tolerance required in opera-
tors’ environments and ii) how to cope with the high latency in the control plane (due
to a geographically distributed deployment). A complete and definitive answer to this
question needs to consider data plane and control plane aspects. The OSHI networking
architecture, addresses the above question from the point of view of data plane. The
ICONA (Inter Cluster ONOS Network Application) ( [158] and [159]) solution repre-
sents an answer for the control plane aspects: it provides a geographically distributed
multi-cluster architecture, which works on top of ONOS and whose purpose is to both
increase the robustness to network faults by redounding ONOS clusters in several loca-
tions but also to decrease event-to-response delays in large scale networks. Moreover,
it has the objective of enabling programmable networks to span multiple clusters of
controllers within either a single or multiple administrative domains. ICONA is cur-
rently available under the Apache 2.0 open source license and it has been integrated
in the cutting-edge network controller ONOS, from the Hummingbird release. In this
chapter, we describe the architecture behind ICONA and provides an initial evaluation
obtained on a preliminary version of the tool.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 elaborates briefly on the
network scenario and ICONA role in ISP networks. Section 4.3 provides an overview of
ONOS. Sections 4.4, 4.5.1, 4.5.2 and 4.5.3 describes respectively the ICONA high level
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architecture and its main components. Some preliminary results are then discussed in
Section 4.7. Finally Section 4.8 discusses the state-of-the-art in the SDN control plane
field.

4.2 ICONA role in ISP networks

SDN applicability to ISP networks is the starting point of this work. In particular, we
consider a large scale WAN use-case under the same administrative domain (e.g. single
service provider), managed by a single logical control plane. Typically, such service
provider networks do not have as many switches/routers as data center networks; how-
ever, nodes in such networks are usually geographically distributed. In addition to high
latencies, service provider networks usually have larger numbers of forwarding entries
than other networks. As a result, devices resource limits are also of concern here. Ag-
gregation of flows is the simple solution, which does not come for free, since we have
to sacrify the granularity in control. Within the provider network, an intra-domain rout-
ing protocol and an inter-domain routing protocol like OSPF and BGP are used. Most
often, an ISP integrates the IP and MPLS technologies in its backbone. Existing de-
ployments show that standard IP/MPLS networks natively offer fast recovery in case of
failures. Their main limitation lies in the complexity of the distributed control plane,
implemented in the forwarding devices. IP/MPLS networks fall short when it comes
for designing and implementing new services that require changes to the distributed
control protocols and service logic. One of the fundamentals of SDN is the logical
centralization of the control plane. It fosters flexibility and innovation thanks to the
centralized network state view and common management interface with the network
devices. On the other hand, this approach introduces some drawbacks and requires a
specific design in terms of control network performance, scalability and fault tolerance.

The migration paths towards SDN should consider more complex architectures in
order to have a control plane able to meet ISP requirements. The large diameter of these
networks contribute in worsening controller scalability concerns, flow setup and state
convergence latencies, and consistency requirements. Over the years, we have seen the
proposal of several designs for SDN, but the key idea of all solutions is to take advan-
tage of the physical distribution of the network to partition it into separate regions; each
partition can be controlled by an independent SDN controller, and these controllers can
exchange only the required state changing events, effectively hiding most events from
external controllers. Another reason for such distributed control planes is the reduction
in the latency between switches and controllers, and in keeping the control traffic local
(e.g., Heller et al. [186]). Given the intrinsic delay in such networks, all the global con-
trol applications should be latency tolerant and have weak consistency requirements.
Mainly, these architectures fall into two categories: i) hierarchy of controllers and ii)
peer-to-peer interconnections between controllers. While the former gives adequate
scalability for resources under the control of the same domain, since organize the con-
trollers in several levels where the controllers of the i-1 level delegate the control to
the controllers of the level i. In general only a part of the controllers is affected by the
changes and local changes can be hidden by the bottom levels. A peer-to-peer approach
clusterises the SDN control plane between entities, each one taking care of a portion
of the entire geographical network. It requires an east-west communication interface
to enable programmability of the entire network. This approach offers more benefits
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in case of a multi administrative domain solution: i) different economical players own
different parts of the network and manage them more or less independently [390]; ii) re-
move the necessity of a top-level entity, possibly managed by a third party, controlling
the interconnections between networks belonging to different providers. This approach
resembles the current architecture of Internet where BGP domains peer with neighbour
domains enabling the global connectivity; or the OSPF areas in the context of a single
administrative domain.

ICONA is a tool designed for ONOS that has the objective of enabling programmable
networks to span multiple clusters of controllers within either a single or multiple ad-
ministrative domains. It is designed to work in a single administrative WAN network
scenario, increasing the robustness to network faults by redounding ONOS clusters in
several geographical locations and decreasing event-to-response delays, as well as in
a multi administrative domain scenario. To better support the latter use-case, ICONA
is based on a peer-to-peer architecture, and implements configuration policies between
clusters (i.e., domains belonging to different owners), that ensure the full control of
services and events between domains.

4.3 Background: an overview of ONOS

ONOS [323] is an open-source SDN control plane platform, meeting Service Provider
requirements, released in 2014 as an open-source project by ON.Lab. ONOS aims
at transforming Service Provider networks through the adoption of open-source SDN
software. The architecture is based on three key tenets: i) high availability, scalability
and performance; ii) powerful abstractions; iii) separation of concerns and modularity.
The overall system has been conceived as a distributed system in the form of a clus-
ter, composed of multiple instances, all functionally identical. The architecture (shown
in Figure 4.1) can be structured as three tiers: a protocol-aware southbound layer, a
protocol-agnostic distributed core layer, and an application layer. Each tier is a collec-
tion of pluggable modules/subsystems realizing specific functionalities that make up
the ONOS platform. An API is exposed at each tier, providing isolation and modular-
ity. ONOS is based on software modules managed by the Apache Karaf suite [214],
a set of Java OSGi based runtime and applications. It provides a container abstrac-
tion into which various components can be deployed, installed, upgraded, started and
stopped at runtime, without interfering other components.

The distributed core is responsible for synchronizing and coordinating between
the instances in the cluster, building a global network view based on the information
learned from the providers and offering services to the application layer. In order to
achieve scalability and provide resiliency, various distribution mechanisms are avail-
able through a set of primitives which offer different levels of consistency. Each core
subsystem uses these primitives in different ways, according to the consistency require-
ments of the state it is managing. On top of the distributed state, a logically centralized
network view is constructed and presented to applications. In addition, the workload is
partitioned amongst the instances in the cluster. For example, each instance is elected to
be responsible for managing a subset of the devices in the network, while the other in-
stances are ready to step in if the primary instance fails. The southbound layer consists
of a collection of software modules called ‘providers’, which interact with data plane
devices using different southbound protocols. Providers are designed to be stateless.
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Their responsibility is to collect information about network state and pass it to the dis-
tributed core, as well as to receive instructions from the core and program the devices
appropriately. ONOS has a well-defined southbound provider API, which ensures that
the system is modular and can support different southbound protocols through the use
of different providers.

Figure 4.1: ONOS high level architecture.

On the northbound side, ONOS presents powerful abstractions to the applications,
including Network Topology, Flow Objectives and Intents. Intents provide applications
with a network-centric programming abstraction that allows developers to program the
network through the usage of high-level policies that capture what needs to be done,
rather than how to do it. The Intent framework determines how to implement an intent
and abstracts low-level details of this implementation. Intents make network policies
configuration easier, speed up management procedures and tend to reduce the occur-
rence of configuration errors. Intents are backed by a dedicated subsystem that: i)
translates intents into device instructions; ii) coordinates and ensures the installation of
the generated instructions; iii) reacts to network changes and modifies paths accord-
ingly; iv) permits optimization across intents translations. Flow Objectives provide
flow-like abstractions and are used to manage the diversity introduced by the multiple
table framework and groups defined by the OF protocol. In other words, they represent
the internal ONOS pipeline through which applications can describe their directives
without knowing the implementation details of the device. Currently, three Flow Objec-
tives have been implemented in ONOS: i) Filtering Objective to identify what incoming
traffic should be allowed or blocked; ii) Forwarding Objective to define how to forward
the traffic in the switch’s pipeline; iii) Next Objective to specify the actions performed
on the packets at the egress of the pipeline (for example, MAC address rewriting). The
ONOS project is supported by a large open-source community which has improved the
platform and has introduced new compelling applications.
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4.4 ICONA architecture

ICONA is a new southbound ONOS provider, that offers an east-west interface and
a powerful abstraction layer to allow a single ONOS cluster to be interconnected with
several other clusters, both in the same and in different administrative domains. ICONA
is completely transparent to the ONOS core systems and to other applications, thus of-
fering the same functionalities of ONOS, but extended to a geographically distributed
environment, including multiple administrative domains. From an application perspec-
tive, all the features offered by ONOS are then available in an multi domain composed
of several ICONA clusters. The main architectural goals of ICONA are to: i) enable
east-west communication between ONOS clusters; ii) provide powerful abstractions to
the ONOS core; iii) minimize the inter-cluster traffic; iv) optimize ONOS performance;

Figure 4.2: ICONA as a peering provider.

As regards the former, in a single-domain this implies partitioning the ISPs network
into several geographical regions, each one managed by a different cluster of ONOS
instances (this is one of the differences with the works available in literature). While
the management of the network is still under the same administrative domain, a peer-
to-peer approach allows a more flexible design. Having this abstraction in place, the
network architect can select the number of clusters and their geographical dimension
depending on requirements, e.g. leveraging on some of the tools being suggested in lit-
erature ( [205], [186], [193] and [306], just to name fews), and without losing any fea-
tures offered by ONOS, neither worsening the system performance. In a multi-domain
scenario, several ONOS clusters, belonging to different administrative domains, can
establish network services based on respective policies and network abstractions which
can be influenced by the choices done by the administrator.

Abstractions are important because allows to feed the ONOS core with useful infor-
mation which enable to: i) abstract and communicate external topologies (i.e., devices,
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links and ports not directly managed by the local cluster), ii) configure these external
devices from local applications, leveraging on the Intent Framework and, iii) enforcing
policies between clusters. Control traffic has to be minimized since in a geographical
architecture, covering thousands of square kilometers, a key element is the type and
amount of information that the different segments of the control plane have to share.
Performances are also important in order to offer an up-to-date view of the network, in-
cluding status of the nodes, to configure properly the network devices, to react promptly
to failures both in data and control plane without disrupting the customer’s traffic.

Figure 4.3: Topology exchange.

Clusters, policies and topology abstractions can be easily injected in ICONA through
the ONOS network configuration service. ICONA extracts the local topology from the
ONOS core, abstracts it based on the configuration and finally exposes it to remote clus-
ters; likewise, it receives the external topologies from the remote clusters and notifies
them to ONOS. In case of a multi domains, this external topology is exposed as a single
big switch. Moreover, it takes care of reporting relevant updates to the remote clusters
about changes affecting the abstracted topology by listening to events reported by the
ONOS subsystems (e.g., devices, links, ports and edge hosts). The east-west communi-
cation between clusters is not bounded to a single peer-to-peer mechanism, but it allows
for different implementations, leveraging on the ICONA southbound interface.

With reference to Figure 4.2, we depict two clusters A and B which shares their
topologies through ICONA. Instead in Figure 4.3, we show the policies in actions:
cluster A exposes its 4 switches topology as a single big switch, that is abstracted and
communicated to the local ONOS core by the ICONA provider of cluster B. The com-
munication between clusters relies on the ONOS southbound interfaces, and it can be
implemented using different mechanisms. In order to relax the coupling as much as
possible and to make ICONA as flexible as possible, we have structured the ICONA
architecture in two logical layers. Main component is the ICONA Provider which con-
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tains the main logic and lays between the ONOS core and the southbound protocols.
Second components are the southbound drivers, each one tied to a specific technology
for a communication mechanism. For each remote cluster, it’s possible to specify a dif-
ferent mechanism, thus allowing several east-west implementations to be used simul-
taneously. This architecture allows to integrate several communication mechanisms,
just by implementing the southbound logic, without any modifications in the ICONA
provider.

4.5 ICONA Provider

The provider contains the main logic behind ICONA, and performs various functional-
ities. Architecturally is composed by three components: i) TopologyManager (TM); ii)
ServicesManager (SM) and iii) PolicyManager (PM). According to its internal design,
ICONA does not directly interact with local network elements. In fact local topology
events are sensed through the ONOS core. Local events include all topological changes
that are relevant to the other clusters and need to be transmitted to the remote peers.
The TopologyManager (see Section 4.5.1 for further details) builds an abstraction of
the local topology which will be exposed to the remote peers. Currently, we support in
ICONA the so called big switch abstraction, a single switch representing the entire net-
work with edge ports, and full mesh. The latter represents a network topology in which
there is a direct link between all pairs of edge nodes. While the former shrinks the entire
topology in a single switch, the latter builds a full virtual mesh topology between all
the edge switches (e.g. the ones with edge ports) of the network. The provider, after re-
ceiving remote topologies from the southbound mechanisms, abstracts them to the local
ONOS core, and reacts to network events which could reflect a change in the topology
exposed to/from the remotes. The ServiceManager (see Section 4.5.2) manages service
requests coming from the local applications to remote clusters and vice versa. At the
time of writing only services requests coming from the Intent framework are managed,
in future we plan to extend the support to the general FlowRule and FlowObjective ab-
stractions. The main difference with a single domain scenario consists in the fact that
there is no trust among different authorities. For instance a domain would not expose
everything to another domain who does not trust, it might instead want to hide some
topology details such as hosts or links. This is why the provider is policy-oriented and
it has also a PolicyManager (see Section 4.5.3) to guarantee, through policies configu-
ration, the compliance to the agreements between different authorities.

4.5.1 TopologyManager

The TM is responsible to analyze the remote topologies and install them in ONOS
with the relevant metrics and annotations, in this way ONOS will be able to distinguish
between remote and local elements since remote ones are properly annotated before
being notified to the ONOS core (we insert information related to the domain). Sec-
ond important task is the management of network events, both local and remote. Then,
leveraging the southbound mechanisms, it shares with the other clusters an abstraction
of the local topology, that may vary from cluster to cluster, based on the policy configu-
ration. The topology is composed of: i) inter-links, links belonging to different ONOS
clusters. Each inter-link is provided trough the ONOS configuration subsystem and
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Figure 4.4: Learning a remote device.

it is tagged by some metrics, such as the link delay, available bandwidth and number
of flows crossing the link; ii) virtual devices and intra-links, i.e links within the local
cluster/domain; iii) end-points, interconnection ports between the customer’s gateway
router/switch and the ONOS network. Each cluster shares the list of its end-points and
the metrics (bandwidth, delay) between these end-points and all the clusters inter-links.
The connection depends on the abstraction chosen by the administrator (big switch
rather than full mesh).

According to the ONOS architecture, internally the TM implements respectively
three providers components: ICONADeviceProvider, ICONALinkProvider and ICONA-
HostProvider which are responsible to feed the ONOS core with remote devices, links
and hosts (end-points in ICONA jargon). To this aim, they export the corresponding
ICONASouthBoundService interface (Device, Link and Host) which are consumed by
the southbound mechanisms in order to notify the provider. For example, the south-
bound that receives a big switch topology from a remote cluster will call the method ad-
dRemoteDevice of ICONASouthBoundDeviceService implemented by the ICONADe-
viceProvider. Figure 4.4 shows the interactions of these components. ICONA provider
maintains a channel towards clusters using the same communication mechanism. A
mechanism X receives for example a new remote device event from a cluster. At this
point, it advertises the TM leveraging the appropriate southbound service interface im-
plemented by the ICONADeviceProvider. Finally, the provider exposes the new device
to the core adding before all the necessary annotations. Let us consider the reverse
mechanism, an ICONA provider advertising a change in its local topology to a remote
cluster, Figure 4.5 shows the interactions occurring in this scenario.

A new host has been added by the core, at this point a new event is forwarded to all
listeners in ONOS. ICONAHostListener of the TM implements this interface and it will
be notified by the ONOS core, then the event is processed according to policies and it
can be exposed to the other peers or hidden. Let us consider the case of empty policies
(host is exposed in this case), the TM notifies the interested mechanisms through the
ICONASBListernerService sending an host event. Finally Mechanism X, one of the
interested mechanism, will advertise the remote cluster leveraging the communication
channel in place.
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Figure 4.5: Advertising a local host.

4.5.2 ServicesManager

The SM is the ICONA component, that provides inter-cluster path computation when-
ever a northbound application, on-top of ONOS, requires connectivity between two or
more EPs crossing multiple clusters. An Intent is submitted by an application which is
compiled into low level levels Intents which are basically installable forwarding con-
structs. If they belong to the same cluster, it directly asks ONOS to install the flow
rules in the physical devices. Instead, if they belong to two different clusters, ONOS
installs the flow rules into the local switches while ICONA intercepts the flow rule for
the remote abstract device and sends it to the target remote clusters. It contacts all the
involved clusters (e.g. the ones that are crossed by this service request) asking to reserve
the local portion of the path. As soon as all the clusters have replied to the reservation
event (if at least one does has a negative reply, the SM releases the path and computes
an alternative ones), it requests to switch from the reservation status to the installation.
The recipients translate the remote intent request into a local intent request and submits
it to the ONOS Core. The translation consists in resolving the mapping between the
abstract ingress and egress points of the original request into local ingress and egress
points of the underlying network. The check of the feasibility of the Intent installation
is also performed, both in terms of policy and capabilities. If the request is accepted,
the SM waits for the ONOS core to accomplish the task of installing the Intent and then
notifies the requester of the outcome. If this intermediate step is successful too, the SM
ends the procedure, otherwise it asks all the clusters to release the resources, computes
an alternative route and restarts the procedure. Finally, the SM updates all the ICONA
clusters with the new installed service and the relevant information. While this path
installation procedure is slower than the original implemented by ONOS (around three
times), ICONA cannot assume a strong consistency between the remote databases. In
the aforementioned ISP scenarios, the amount of time required for a service installation
is not a relevant metric, but the procedure has to be robust enough to tolerate substantial
delays.

Let us consider the management of the failures involving the installed service. If
a failure happens within the same cluster, ONOS takes care of rerouting all the paths
involved in the failure. After receiving a PORT STATUS or LINK DOWN OpenFlow
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message, ONOS detects all the flows crossing the failed element and computes an al-
ternative path to the destination. Finally, it installs the new flows in the network and
removes the old ones. Instead, if the failure happens between two different clusters
(e.g. it involves an inter-link or one of the two nodes that sits at the edge of the IL)
then the SM will handle the failure. In particular, a backup Intent completely decou-
pled from the primary one, is computed and pre-installed in the data plane. The backup
is selected among all the available paths between the source and destination ICONA
clusters, taking into account composite metrics, such as the delay, available bandwidth
and numbers of flows. When the failure happens, all the traffic crossing is rerouted by
the ICONA, without the need to wait for remote instances to share any information.
Once the rerouting is completed, the new path is notified to all the remote clusters, in
order to share the same network status. The amount of time required for the rerouting
is particularly relevant in an ISP network because it is most directly related to SLAs
guaranteed by network operators.

4.5.3 PolicyManager

A multi-administrative domain scenario is characterized by the presence of networks
under control of different authorities. Usually, the mutual trust between these domains
is limited to specific agreements, which identify a list of constraints to be applied at the
edge of the network. To support such use-case, ICONA is policy-oriented and enforces,
through configuration, the compliance to those agreements. Currently ICONA allows to
set at runtime several parameters, such as (i) the external peering clusters information,
(ii) the topology abstraction exposed to each domain, (iii) the list of end-points, (iv) the
type and number of Intents installable by a remote cluster, (v) the inter-links and their
metrics (i.e., bandwidth, delay and type), (vi) the preferred path for specific classes
of traffic (based on L2 and L3 fields). However, at the time of writing the work is
still in progress and we are currently analyzing the common design patterns of BGP
policies, that are typically used by ISPs, to implement innovative policy mechanisms in
the future releases.

4.6 ICONA Southbound Mechanisms

A southbound mechanism is an implementation of the communication system between
clusters. According to the ONOS architecture, it is a software component in charge of
translating the provider’s requests into protocol specific network operations and the
remote clusters messages into abstracted notifications via the southbound interface.
These mechanisms adapt the ICONA provider logic to different specific communica-
tion mechanisms, such that the provider will be able to choose the right southbound
mechanism when communicating with another cluster. Another important design prin-
ciple is that the provider can communicate with other clusters exploiting, at the same
time, different southbound mechanisms. These components perform the exchange of
the information with message encoding and decoding, and do not retain any system
state except the status of the remote clusters. Currently, ICONA supports two different
mechanisms: i) BGP based southbound; ii) REST based channel. The former is an
extension of the BGP protocol which adds a new Type-Length-Value field to offload
the communication system to an external router (e.g. Quagga based) and to use BGP as
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a pure transport protocol for data exchange. The REST interface implements a REST
client/server architecture between clusters. The client is in charge of sending local
topology elements and to request service installation, while the server is responsible to
receive remote topology elements and service requests from the other clusters. We have
implemented a distributed architecture, in which every ICONA instance is responsible
to interconnect the local cluster with a set of remote clusters and the communication is
balanced among multiple end-points providing resiliency. In future, we plan to evaluate
the addition of a southbound based on a publish/subscribe architecture.

4.7 Evaluation

The purpose of the experimental tests described in this section is to compare ICONA
with a standard ONOS setup, and evaluate the performances of the two solutions in
an emulated environment. It is important to highlight that these evaluation has been
achieved with a preliminary version of ICONA, working on an old version of ONOS
(Blackbird). For these reasons, the results presented in this section should not be con-
sidered as benchmark, but they can offer a comparison between the fully centralized
solution versus the peer-to-peer architecture offered by ICONA. The control plane is
composed of several virtual machines, each configured to use 4 Intel Core i7-2600
CPUs @ 3.40GHz and 8GB of RAM. For the ONOS tests we used 8 instances, while
with ICONA we created 2, 4 and 8 clusters, respectively with 8, 5 and 3 instances each.
The data plane is emulated by Mininet and Netem [187]: the former creates and man-
ages the network based on OpenFlow 1.3, while the latter emulates the properties of
wide area networks, introducing variable delays, throughput and packet loss.

(a) Grid network. (b) GÉANT Topology.

Figure 4.6: Topologies of the experiment.

4.7.1 Reaction to Network Events

The first measured performance metric is the overall latency of the system for updating
the network state in response to events; examples include rerouting traffic in response
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to link failure or moving traffic in response to congestion. Both solutions (ONOS and
ICONA) have been tested on top of ”grid” networks (Figure 4.6a) and of the GÉANT
[154] topology.

4.7.2 Grid network

To evaluate how the system performs when the forwarding plane scales-out, few stan-
dard grid topologies (from 4x4 to 10x10) have been chosen, with a fixed link delay of 5
ms (one-way). We evaluate the latency needed to reroute a certain number of installed
paths when an inter-cluster link fails and we compare ONOS and ICONA with various
clustering settings. The total latency is defined as the amount of time that ONOS or
ICONA requires to react to the failure. It is computed as the sum of: (i) the amount
of time taken by the OpenFlow messages (PORT_STATUS and FLOW_MOD) to tra-
verse the control network, (ii) the alternative path computation, (iii) the installation of
new flows in the network devices and (iv) the deletion of the pre-existing flows. With
this workload in place is easy to evaluate the aforementioned metric simply sniffing the
traffic on the Mininet machine and then parsing the OF connections. In particular, we
have run several simulations by installing 103 paths in the network and then causing
failure of an inter-cluster link carrying at least 102 flows.

Figure 4.7a shows the average, maximum and minimum latency in case of link fail-
ure for ONOS and ICONA (2, 4 and 8 clusters) required for the different cases to
execute the four tasks previously mentioned. Each test has been repeated 103 times.
Despite the same mechanism used by ICONA to compute and install the new paths, the
difference is mainly due to the following reasons: (i) each ICONA cluster is closer to
the devices, thus reducing the amount of time required for OF messages to cross the
control channel and (ii) the ICONA clusters are smaller, with fewer links and devices,
thus decreasing the time used for computation and the overall numbers of flows to be
installed and removed from the data plane.

4.7.3 GÉANT network

The same metrics have been evaluated on the GÉANT topology (see Figure 4.6b).
Circuits have various one-way delays (from 10 to 50ms) and throughputs (from 1 to
100Gbps). Figure 4.7b show similar results as the previous test. While the GÉANT
network is smaller than the 10x10 grid topology, with 41 switches and 58 bidirectional
links, the higher delay in the data plane adds an additional time before convergence to
a stable state.

4.7.4 Startup convergence interval

This second experiment measures the overall amount of time required for both solu-
tions (ICONA4 has been used) to re-converge after a complete disconnection between
the control and data planes. Also in this case, it is possible to evaluate the aforemen-
tioned metric simply sniffing the traffic on the Mininet machine and then parsing the OF
connections. The tests have been performed over the GÉANT topology, and replicated
103 times. Table 4.1 shows the average, maximum and minimum values in seconds.

The result shows that ICONA and ONOS require comparable time intervals to return
to a stable state, in case of a complete shutdown or a failure of the control plane.
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(a) Grid network: latency to reroute 100 paths in case of link failure.

(b) GÉANT Topology: latency to reroute 100 paths in case of link failure.

Figure 4.7: Latency results.

Control plane Average time [s] Minimum time [s] Maximum time [s]
ONOS 6.98 6.95 7.06

ICONA4 6.96 6.88 7.02

Table 4.1: Convergence interval

4.8 Related Work

The logical centralization of the control plane advocated by the SDN architecture re-
quires a specific design in terms of control network performance, scalability and fault
tolerance. Most of the open source controllers currently available are focused on func-
tionalities more than on scalability and fault tolerance, some of them do not even con-
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sider the distribution of the state between several instances. As we have already ex-
plained in Section 4.1, an ISP, controlling a WAN, considers the non-functional prop-
erties and the resilience of the control plane mandatory requirements for SDN. This
section provides a review about distributed architectures for the SDN control plane,
that address the scalability, fault tolerance issues and have been designed to meet ISP
requirements. Related solutions have been classified using the taxonomy presented in
Section 4.2: i) hierarchical architecture; ii) flat architecture (also known as peer-to-
peer); iii) then it is possible to identify a class of solutions not included in the previous
ones. In this class we include also solution moving part of the intelligence in the device.
ICONA design proposes a federation of ONOS clusters interconnected through an east-
west interface. Obviously, this approach is inspired by the second type of architecture.

Let us start considering hierarchical architectures, key design principle is to structure
the control plane in several layers with the lowest ones close to devices and having a
local scope. On the top level is possible to find the global layer which has a wide view
of the infrastructure. For example, FlowBroker ( [277]) envisages a scenario where
the global connectivity is provided by the interconnection of several domains each one
managed by a different controller. FlowBroker [277] is proposed as hierarchical bro-
kering agent layer which manages and coordinates among the aforementioned domains
since the controllers are charged only with the flow-rule maintenance of the switches
in its managed domain. A broker is a physically distinct software process which ag-
gregates network state information and exchange the global network state, as well as
compute efficient inter-domain forwarding paths and offers policy-based forwarding
modifications (flow table updates) for the controllers of the SDN domains which results
in disjoint inter-domain paths (for load balancing purposes). FlowBroker introduces
distributed machine learning agents to allow controllers to evaluate which brokers are
more advantageous than others, from a performance-based reputation perspective. Ac-
cording to the author, this architecture significantly increases the network performance
of a multi-domain software-defined network, it can yield significant reductions in traf-
fic loss, end-to-end delay and maximum link utilization when cooperative brokering
and reputation are utilized. Machine learning based selection of the paths and disjoint
inter-domain path computation are interesting features to be explored for our ICONA.
However, major concerns regard the availability of the code which seems not to be
open source and hierarchical architecture itself: it requires a third party managing the
brokers and it is not clear who should manage them. IRIS ( [244] and [85]) is a hierar-
chical SDN control platform, whose goal is to provide high availability and scalability
targeting large carrier-grade networks. The network is splitted in SDN domains each
one controlled by a cluster of SDN controllers. A “router-equivalent” able to IP rout-
ing and forwarding is introduced for facilitating the inter-operation with IP networks.
The IRIS SDN controllers expose a simplified view of the network at the northbound.
On top of this, several layers of super controllers can be deployed. Then an OF-based
middleware is used to provide high availability and scalability, the so called HiSA. In
particular, the latter is a specialized IRIS controller that handles OF packets to IRIS
controller cluster. It manages load balancing and crashes among physical IRIS servers.
The deployment envisages an additional OF switch (HiSA switch) which connects the
HiSA controller, the IRIS servers, and all the data-plane OF switches. However, it is
not clear who should manage this switch and how it is controlled. Another point that
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needs to be clarified is how a super-controller interacts with a cluster of leaf-controllers
and if the super controllers support clustering.

[1] proposes the design of an elastic distributed SDN controller tailored for mobile
cloud computing. The SDN controller is organized in a two-level hierarchical archi-
tecture composed by a global controller and multiple local controllers. Thanks to their
control plane framework and virtualization technology, the local ones are deployed on-
demand, where and when needed, depending on the global system load. Each local
SDN controller manages a PMIPv6 domain, the SDN control plane is expanded and
shrunk according to the variation of the mobile domains. At the beginning, the sys-
tem starts with one global controller which is responsible of generating, managing and
installing OF rules on all PMIPv6 domains’ OF-enabled devices. To the best of our
knowledge, an open source implementation is not available and authors propose just
the design of this control plane and numerical results coming from a mathematical
analysis. [152] proposes a scalable area-based hierarchical architecture for controllers
deployment in a SDN-ICN architecture, organized in two levels: i) global level and ii)
area level. In such architecture, the root-controller at top layer has global abstracted
view and area controllers at bottom layer only know local area view. ICN routing and
forwarding are implemented thanks the cooperation among root-controller and area
controllers. As far as we know practical implementation is not available, which makes
harder further comparisons. Moreover, there are no details about the design of the con-
trollers and if they are resilient to failure. Aeroflux ( [391] and [392]) implements a
2-tier control plane architecture composed by local controllers and global controllers.
The former handles frequent, localized events close to where they originate, i.e., close
to the data plane. The latter manages global events, which are not time-critical and re-
quire a broader picture of the network state. These are the logically centralized part of
the control plane, a set of redundant controllers deployed in a data center. Aeroflux is
based also on the concept that local controllers are spawn at run time. Indeed the global
ones also instantiate and control them by offloading selected control plane functions
to the local controllers while monitoring their load. Current implementation does not
focus on the distribution/replication of the root controller. Indeed this layer is imple-
mented using a modified version of Floodlight. Fault tolerance management either in
the data and control plane seem not considered at the time of writing.

A scalable inter-AS routing architecture for SDN based networks is proposed in
[215]. Solution is based on the idea of a control plane organized in two levels: the
regional controller (domain control plane) and the main controller, which works like a
broker, is on top of the regional ones and keeps updated the global network state and
view. This comprises reachable addresses, border switches and inter-connecting links.
In this architecture, the regional controllers are independent from each other and do
not have any direct relation since each peering is managed through the broker level.
An inter-domain request has to go to the broker which will provide the end to end path.
Each calculation considers also the QoS. The architecture is quite similar to approaches
described above and inherits same issues: distribution/replication of the root controller
not considered and slow reaction to the faults. B4 [202] is the private WAN that inter-
connects Google’s data centers around the planet, using the OF protocol to control the
forwarding devices. The latter are inexpensive devices built from merchant silicon.
The large geographical dimension is addressed through a hierarchical architecture in
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which multiple sites are considered as logical AS. Within each site, white box devices
forward traffic and they are managed by a control layer hosting both OF controllers
and network applications. The control plane runs a modified version of the ONIX plat-
form and on top of this an architecture which closely resembles RouteFlow is deployed.
Each site’s controller is managed by a gateway. The different gateways communicate
with a logically centralized TrafficEngineering (TE) service to decide inter-site path
computations. BGP is used between border network elements to exchange routes, pos-
sibly with external service providers or operators. Proprietary interfaces and protocols
are used between all the software pieces (gateways, controller, TE engine). This high
level design is similar to our ICONA solution, but ICONA is not tailored to a specific
use case, providing a reusable framework on top of which it is possible to build spe-
cific applications (for example TE). A multi domain hierarchical architecture has been
proposed in [444]. The MSO controller is in charge of provisioning end-to-end connec-
tivity by orchestrating different domains which can be based on different technologies:
SDN/OF or GMPLS/PCE. The MSO takes into account the heterogeneous underlying
network resources in the provisioning of the connectivity. As regards SDN domains,
it does minimal assumptions: it just assumes that that the underlying SDN controllers
are able to provide topological information and flow programming functions. Since
the NB interfaces are vendor specific, the MSO implements different plugins for each
supported controller.

Also in [229] a hierarchical architecture is proposed. Control Exchange Point is an
external entity to the ISPs, which orchestrates the brokering of the end-to-end paths
inside the ISPs networks. It operate on slices of ISP networks built on SDN principles.
A slice is defined by a flows-space (associated with a specific service) and a virtual
topology. Control Exchange Point main goal is to provide services with QoS constraints
across domains. This is achieved stitching the so called pathlets which are partial paths
advertised by the domains. An ISP abstracts its network as a set of pathlets connecting
the network edges and then advertises these on the northbound. More specifically, this
abstraction could be realized with tunnels instantiated with OpenFlow, MPLS, optical
path and so on. Slices are connected via inter-domain links e.g., over IXPs, to other ISP
domains to form an inter-domain virtual topology. The pathlet abstraction is bundled
with properties that the ISP provides like latency, costs, available bandwidth and so on.
The general idea seems to be inline with other solutions presented so far. Phan et. al. (
[338]) propose a collaborative multi domain architecture, the so called RMOF. The goal
of the RMOF architecture is to create a distributed system in which domain controllers
can efficiently route inter-domain flow packets using the assistance of a global RMOF
collaborator instance (two layers architecture). The global controller maintains a view
of the entire network by capturing routing information from the individual domains
from each controller, and computing the inter-domain routes. Moreover, it maintains
also a global link table of all cross-domain links, including the source controller/switch
and the destination controller/switch and a routing cost table to track the cost of the
shortest path to traverse each domain (at the time of writing the cost is expressed as the
number of hops in that path). In this architecture, controllers are responsible for local
intra-domain routing, whereas the RMOF collaborator is responsible for global routing.
While the division of forwarding responsibilities between controller (intra-domain) and
RMOF collaborator (inter-domain) makes sense from a scaling perspective, eliminating
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the need to flood the entire network with LLDP packets, this approach seems to suffer
of the same drawbacks we have identified for similar solutions. Firstly, the RMOF
approach does not take into account network performance in its path cost computation.
Another potential issue with this approach is the lack of scale at the global controller
level. As the number of domains increases, the single RMOF instance remains fixed in
computational capabilities and creates a single point of failure.

SP–SDN [218] envisages an extended SDN architecture with the introduction of a
new layer called “Services layer”. A service orchestration layer runs at this level and
spans several administrative domains supporting both network and cloud services. On
top of the service layer, the multi-domain applications run. The SP–SDN architecture
does not make any assumption on the SDN controllers that run in the domains. Each
domain can have its own controller. The only requirement is the exposure at services
layer of well document Web accessible APIs. These APIs abstract network details,
suppressing those irrelevant for the service layer, and expose network functionalities at
the service layer for the creation, deployment and management of network services. In
turn, the orchestration layer provides multi–domain applications with APIs for service
creation and management including also the service composition. Several application
examples are showed in [218], among which authors include: elastic WAN, network
slices on demand and VPN circuits on demand. Similarly, LSO from MEF [283] pro-
poses an orchestration layer on top of the SDN control layer, which spans different
administrative domains. Compared to SP–SDN, LSO envisages a hierarchical orches-
tration layer. The lower layer has narrow scope, in fact the LSO components run on
top of the single SDN controllers in the different domains. On top of this layer there
is a global LSO that orchestrates the intra–domain LSOs. LSO has not been designed
only for the inter–domain use case but can be applied also to the single domain sce-
nario. In general, LSO targets all the use cases that require end–to–end management
and control of connectivity services. Within the domains, each provider can run the
own SDN architecture. Moreover, in [283], the authors show the application of LSO
architecture to three use cases: i) LSO for wholesale providers; ii) LSO for enterprises;
iii) LSO for cloud providers. [6] presents a hierarchical SDN orchestration solutions
for a single administrative WANs. From an architectural point of view, it has two major
components: a global network manager and a number of local zone managers. Logi-
cally the architecture has three layers: i) the forwarding layer; ii) the adaptation layer;
and iii) the management layer. The network is partitioned into zones, each one is con-
trolled by a native controller. The adaptation layer sitting on top of each zone controller
makes the architecture independent of the switch API and controller implementation.
The zone managers get commands from the global network manager using a standard
Control API, and translates them in controller commands. The connectivity tracker and
flow tracker components in the zone managers collect topology and flow information
from the controller, and then forward this information to the network manager period-
ically. The network manager provides the essential management services and a global
(abstract) view of the network for management applications which can deal with the
end-to-end network operations transparently to the zones. The Configurator module
in the zone managers receives switch configurations from the network manager and
translates them into appropriate operations performed on the controller.

Orion [148] adopts a similar design and focus on the intra-domain scenarios as well.
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Along with this, it proposes also a routing method for large-scale networks which con-
sists in the calculation of all possible shortest paths inside the zones and then the com-
putation of the global shortest path leveraging the sum of the inner paths, sent by the
area controller, and the inter-area paths length. The Kandoo [182] architecture faces the
scalability issue by creating hierarchical controllers architecture: the so-called root con-
troller is logically centralized and maintains the global network state; the bottom layer
is composed by local controllers in charge of managing a restricted number of switches
and actions that do not require the network-wide state. Applications, which require a
global network view, are managed by the root controller that consequently delegates
the requests (e.g., flow installation in the devices) to the local controllers. Applications
with a local scope (i.e., applications that can operate using the local state of a switch)
are managed directly by the local controller and are deployed close to the data path in
order to process frequent requests “shielding” other parts of the control plane from the
load. Key insight is to move the control functionality as close as possible to the data
plane, without modifying the switches and to classify events in order to process fre-
quent events in applications that do not require the global network view. The Kandoo
architecture does not focus on the distribution/replication of the root controllers. Fault
tolerance management either in the data and control plane are not considered. A local
controller cannot always manage a fault (e.g., link failure between two switches con-
trolled by different local controllers). The consequence is that local controllers should
notify the root one and wait before reacting.

The following architecture adopts a flat design and leverages an east-west interface
to enable the communication between SDN domains. DISCO ( [339], [340] and [313])
has been specifically designed to control a WAN environment, composed of different
geographical controllers each one managing a SDN domain separated by the others.
Inside a domain the Extended Database stores all the intra-domain and inter-domain
state related to the network topology, the monitoring and the ongoing flows. Then,
the controller keeps tacks of variations inside the domain and updates accordingly the
database and notifies leveraging the inter-domain modules the neighbour domains. Fi-
nally, a path computation module computes routes for flows from source to destination
using a variation of the Dijkstra algorithm, which is QoS and reservations aware. A
DISCO controller exchanges summary information about the local network topology
and events. Architecturally, this is realized by two key elements: a messenger mod-
ule implemented through RabbitMQ [350] which discovers neighboring controllers
and maintain a distributed publish/subscribe communication channel and then differ-
ent agents that use this channel to exchange network wide information with the neigh-
bor domains like event related to the inter-links, reachability information of neighbor
domains and so on. DISCO design closely resembles our approach, however current
implementation does not provide local redundancy since it is based on Floodlight con-
troller [134]. In the case of a controller failure, a remote instance takes control of the
switches, increasing the latency between the devices and their primary controller. The
inter-domain communication is implemented using the AMQP protocol and it is not
based on IETF standardized mechanisms like our east-west interface. In [96] and [120],
authors propose a multi-domain SDN design, where each domain has at least one con-
troller and many SDN switches forming the data plane. The SDN control plane shares
with other domains a summarized view of its network graph, which is essentially an
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equivalent virtual network with its border devices, and the associated service capabil-
ities (like available bandwidth, packet loss, link delay, price and many others). In this
way, all controllers can have the chance of making autonomous decision for end-to-end
flow-path selection. This works shares some ideas with our work, however a deeper
comparison is not possible at the time being for the lack of further details.

West-East Bridge ( [259] and [258]) designs a mechanism to enable the cooperation
of different SDN islands in a multi–domain environment. The project is compatible
with several third party SDN controllers and introduces a peer–to–peer architecture
for the control plane. The cooperation layer founds its operations on three main com-
ponents: i) network view learning mechanism; ii) network view representation; iii)
east-west interface to exchange network information. The learning mechanism uses an
extension of the Link Layer Discovery Protocol to discover the border switches and
to have a coarse view of the topology. In this way, the peer relationships are also es-
tablished. Network view component stores the physical network with all components
and provides this information to the applications. An important element of the above
component is the network virtualization that allows to expose the network topology at
different levels of detail. For example, to share only parts of the domain rather that the
entire network view due to policy and scalability concerns. As regards the east-west in-
terface, it provides the means for the exchange topological information using the JSON
as representation language. The authors realize on top of the platform two use cases: i)
source address based multi-path routing; ii) inter–domain path computation. The plat-
form has been validated by building an international testbed which involved four SDN
networks. The design and the implementation are very similar to our work, however
at the time of writing ONOS is not supported as SDN controller meaning that each
domains cannot guarantee internal resilience. Our solution can provide fast re-routing
mechanisms to face inter-domain failure. Finally, as far as we know an open source
implementation is not public available. HyperFlow [426] focuses on both scalability
and fault tolerance. Each HyperFlow instance manages a group of devices without los-
ing the centralized network view: i) the network state is propagated to all the instances
through a publish/subscribe mechanism; ii) WheelFS [415] distributed file system is
leveraged to provide wide-area storage for the network events on each controller in-
stance. Each controller builds its local state solely from the network events and three
publish/subscribe channels are deployed among the controller instances: data, control
and controller. Network and applications related events are broadcasted into the data
channel. Events and SDN commands pertaining to a specific controller are published
to that controller’s channel. Each controller periodically advertises itself on the con-
trol channel for discovery and failure detection purposes. A control plane failure is
managed by redirecting the switches to another HyperFlow instance. Such a solution
is suited to a data-center scenario, when latencies in the control plane are very short
(roughly under 10 ms). In a WAN scenario, where the physical distance, and thus the
delay, between the different instances can easily exceed that threshold, this architecture
is unable to react fast to network events.

Multi-domain scenarios are also addressed by [479]. Authors proposes an inter-
domain protocol to enable SDN controllers in different domains to operate cooper-
atively for multi-domain routing and spectrum assignment. Furthermore, the inter-
domain protocol can hide the intra-domain resource utilization to other domains, intra-
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domain privacy can be maintained when the domains are operated by independent do-
main managers. Even if the technological domain is not the same, it could be interesting
to investigate if there is the chance to integrate this protocol in our architecture for the
creation of the end-to-end paths. In [279], a distributed cluster based on NOX controller
is proposed. Key idea is similar to other works, the network is partitioned in different
domains, each one controlled by a NOX controller. Among domains, architecture ex-
ploits GMPLS/PCEP distributed protocols to enable the interconnection among NOX
controllers. In particular, several east-west interfaces are leveraged: i) OSPF-TE is used
to exchange of either full or selected segments information and to populate the traffic
engineering database; ii) PCE/PCEP computes routes stitching multiple segments; iii)
RSVP-TE is finally used in the coordination of the flows set up. OF is used as south-
bound in each domain to configure the flow tables of the devices. As happened in
other works, the east-west interface shares a lot of design principles with our approach.
However, the intra-domain architecture is based on NOX and does not focus on the
availability and the scalability of the control plane inside the domain.

Zebra [474] provides a general framework for enabling cooperation between differ-
ent SDN islands. Zebra does not make any assumption on the underline control plane
which can be composed also by heterogeneous and uncooperative controllers. Its ap-
plicability covers both the intra–domain and inter–domain scenario. Zebra designs a
four–layer architecture for SDN with the introduction of decision layer between the
control plane and the application. At this level, Zebra framework runs and establishes
a communication protocol between the controllers (east-west interface). Zebra is com-
posed by two main modules: i) Heterogeneous Controller Management; ii) Domain
Relationships Management. The former collects network information from a set of
not–collaborative controllers with no connections and generates a wide network view.
The latter exchanges the network information with other domains and provides applica-
tions with a global network view. Heterogeneous Controller Management supports dif-
ferent SDN controllers, like Floodlight, Maestro and can be extended to support many
others. Finally, it is responsible for routing decision inside an SDN island, Domain
Relationships Management controls the routing between various domains. Similarly,
SDNi proposes a coordination framework between different SDN domains. SDNi pro-
tocol has been proposed in IETF [472] as east/west interface between heterogeneous
controllers in a distributed control environment. Unfortunately any effort trying stan-
dardize the interface did not bring any result. Its main purpose is the coordination be-
tween controllers for exchanging control and application state across multiple domains.
In particular, it defines common interfaces to coordinate flow setup and exchange reach-
ability information across multiple domains. Its functionality are very similar to the
ones we have developed in ICONA, main difference is that SDNi targets several SDN
controllers while ICONA just supports ONOS. An application has been developed for
OpenDayLight [395]. However, it is not clear the status of the development nor the
support for other controllers. [385] proposes an alternative implementation of an east-
west interface, in which the different actions/functions to be executed by each SDN
domain are described in a generic Flow Processing Route object. This is exchanged
among the SDN controllers along the end-to-end network service path and contains
information on routing rules and local flow processing actions to be instantiated at the
different platforms. Although we can leverage more generic transport solutions, the
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key contribution of this work is very similar to our east-west interface. An active syn-
chronization protocol is proposed in [481] for multi-domain/multi-controller DCNs in
SDN, which is triggered by event when the load of specific server exceeds the average
load of its domain. According to the authors, the load balance performance of net-
work gets improved and it can also eliminate the forwarding loop and guarantees better
packet arrival rate. We do believe that this synchronization protocol could provide an
alternative as transport technology for our east-west communication interface.

Let us consider some hybrid solutions which re-introduces part of the intelligence in
the dataplane. DevoFlow [105] proposes a modification of the OpenFlow model dele-
gating part of the control to the dataplane in order to address scalability issues faced by
the SDN controller. Namely the data plane prevents the control plane to be involved in
every flow setup process and has the responsibility over most of the flows (short-lived
flows), while the elephant flows are managed by the SDN controller effectively reduc-
ing the load on the controller and improving scalability. Moreover, switches have ele-
gant mechanisms to identify these flows and efficient statistics collection mechanisms.
Although this solution seems to be scalable, requires modifications in the ASICs and
more complex features need to be supported by the OpenFlow switches. In any case,
it does not provide a solution for resiliency of the control plane, nor consider the issue
of multi-administrative domains scenario. Similarly, DIFANE [475] offloads part of
the control logic functions between the controllers and specialized data plane devices,
the so called authority switches. The key idea is to have wild-card rules that direct
packets to these specialized switches where the necessary rules are stored. In DIFANE
architecture, controllers run the application, generate the forwarding rules and then just
partition these rules over the authority switches. The latter are responsible for installing
rules on the remaining switches acting like a in-network cache. Using this approach,
it is possible to guarantee a better scale of the overall system, reduce the load on the
controller and the latencies of rule installation. However, DIFANE does not address
the issue of the global network visibility and requires modification in the devices which
could not be possible on the hardware switches.

Also [251] architects the control plane in a two levels design composed by local and
global controllers. For the local one, it leverages SDN and NFV concepts to deploy
controller and switch functions into one machine. The device is capable of executing
the respective functions according to its current role. The global controller orchestrates
the deployment using a global rank algorithm which is able to compute the best de-
ployment for the local controller. The algorithm finds a candidate with both optimal
position and the least latency considering metrics as end-to-end delay and packet loss.
ez-Segway [307] is another solution which demands part of the control plane computa-
tion to the devices. With the respect to the other solutions described so far, the project
is more focused in the realization of consistent network updates. In particular, authors
implement a decentralized mechanism to consistently and quickly update the network
state while preventing loops, black-holes and avoiding links congestion. The SDN con-
troller pre-computes information needed by the switches during the update execution,
this information is distributed to the switches, which use local knowledge and direct
message passing to efficiently realize the update. ez-Segway delegates the responsi-
bility of the updates to the switches. Respect to the other solutions described above,
authors provide also an implementation in P4 which allows to overcome the barrier to
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the adoption of the other approaches.

Additionally, we can distinguish a specific category of proposals that addresses the
problem of the elasticity in SDN controllers. Elastic approaches aim to implements
dynamic adaptation of the controllers number and dynamic alteration of their locations.
Pratyaastha ( [234]) and Elasticon ( [116] and [115]) provide the implementation of
an elastic and efficient distributed SDN control plane to address the load imbalances
due to static mapping between switches-controllers and spatial/temporal variations in
the traffic patterns. Thanks to its architecture, Elasticon ( [116] and [115]) controllers
cluster can expand or shrink dynamically if the load conditions change during the time.
Complements the architecture a switch migration protocol for enabling the sharing of
the load during the time. In particular, ElastiCon periodically monitors the load of
the control plane and try to detect imbalance scenarios. If these happen, automati-
cally the migration procedure is activated. This is a new 4-phase migration protocol
OF standard compliant which ensures minimal disruption to ongoing creation of flows.
Elasticon ideas are very interesting and we plan to investigate how the architecture can
be integrated in our solution. As regards the migration protocol, there are major con-
cerns about its implementation, since it requires minor modifications in the OF state
machine implemented in the devices. Pratyaastha [234] deals both with controller-
switches assignment and partitioning of SDN application state to distributed controller
instances. As happens in Elasticon, it provides elasticity to the control plane in the case
of changing controller load: first partitions the SDN application state using the lowest
granularity possible so that it can be distributed across the controllers. At run time, as-
signment/reassignment algorithm is executed to adapt the system to dynamic changes
and to decide the proper controllers reassignment. This is modeled as an integer linear
program (ILP) and solved via a heuristic approach. In this way, based on the controller
load, it decides the placement (in this case, reassignment) policy that maps the switches
and application state to controller instance while minimizing both inter-controller com-
munication and resources consumption. [272] proposes a distributed SDN control plane
for the 4G/LTE networks, which can dynamically expand and shrink according to the
load. Unfortunately, further details about the internal design are not available and nor
an open source implementation is provided. At the time of writing a comparison with
our solution is not possible.

In [27], authors propose a management framework for dynamically deploying mul-
tiple controllers that allows to optimize the controllers’ numbers and locations accord-
ing to the flow setup time and messaging overhead between controllers. In particular,
the framework dynamically adjusts the number of active controllers and partition each
controller with a subset of OF switches according to network conditions while ensuring
minimal flow setup time and communication overhead. Authors propose two heuris-
tics to solve this optimal controller provisioning problem. At the time of writing, all
numerical results come from simulation run and field trial results are not available. In
any case this work results very promising, since it could provide a nice addition for
ICONA in the context of an intra-domain scenario. Work described in [478] just fo-
cuses on providing a flexible mechanism to balance load among distributed controllers.
In particular, the paper describes a dynamic and adaptive algorithm totally based on
a distributed architecture with the algorithm running as a module of SDN controller.
Also this component could be a nice addition for ONOS architecture.
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Finally, we have several works addressing control plane issues from different per-
spectives. SMaRtLight ( [45], [46] and [47]) considers a distributed SDN controller
aiming at a fault-tolerant control plane and targeting small to medium-sized scale net-
works. It only focuses on control plane state replication and control plane failures,
assuming that data plane failures are dealt by SDN applications on top of the control
platform. Central pillar of its design is replicated shared database that stores all net-
work state. An active replication protocol (also known as Replicated State Machine) is
used to keep constantly updated all the replicas of the store. In this approach, the clients
(where the modification happens) issue commands to all replicas that execute them in a
coordinated, deterministic way. Authors implement both the fault detection and leader
election algorithms using the Replicated State Machine data store to avoid the use of an
additional coordination service. SMaRtLight design in some extent is very similar to
ONOS design, both provide the implementation of a distributed SDN control platform
based on active replication protocols (actually ONOS uses also other consistency tech-
niques). Despite the distributed architecture, they are designed to control the data plane
from a single location, even in case of large WAN scenarios since all instances must be
close enough to have negligible communication delays, which means they are typically
installed within a single datacenter or a LAN network. In [135] a resilient SDN archi-
tecture is presented where several NOSes run independently and receive updates from
the network or from components running in other NOSes. In particular, authors develop
the CPRecovery component which implements a primary-backup protocol for the state
replication. This component mainly works in two states: i) replication and ii) recover.
During the former phase, the primary controller of the network receives updates from
the network and its CPRecovery updates the backups actively using an east-west inter-
face. Backup controller discards each kind of update coming from the network. An
internal intelligence in the switches probes constantly the primary and the backup in-
stances. If a failure is discovered (recover state), switches contact next backup in the
list which will become the new primary. A similar primary-backup approach has been
implemented for optical networks in [80]. Control plane resilience is also addressed by
HAC [332] which provides a high available control plane for enterprise networks. It
bases its operations on active/standby protocol where replicas of the primary controller
constantly monitor it and pull from it the updates on the network state. Leader elec-
tion in case of controller failure is realized using the nodes id: the controller with the
highest IP is elected as new leader. Most of the features described before are already
provided by ONOS, but at the same time these works do not consider scalability issues
of the control plane and the inter-domain scenarios are not even taken into account.
Moreover, a major drawback of [135] is that most of them require modification in the
OF devices.

Fleet [297], PANE [131] and STN ( [60] and [59]) design robust and distributed SDN
control planes, which consider the problem of conflicting network-policy updates, each
one from a different point-of-view. Fleet aims to resolve the “malicious administrator
problem” that arises in a multi-domain administrative environment. PANE considers as
scenario the participatory networks, in which the control plane provides a configuration
API to its users, applications and end-hosts. Finally STN ( [60] and [59]) does not deal
only with the problem of conflicting network-policy updates, but also with availability
and performance issues. In particular, it “focuses on how to solve concurrency issues
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that arise from the concurrent execution of control modules on different physical nodes”
and proposes a transactional approach to address the issue of conflicting policy updates.
Then, authors formulate the problem of consistent composition of concurrent network
policy updates and discussed different protocols to solve this problem. Ravana [216]
realizes a fault-tolerant SDN controller platform which provides transaction oriented
semantic at both the controllers and the switches. The control messages are processed
transactionally, totally ordered across replicas and executed exactly once across the en-
tire system. Instead of just keeping the controller state consistent, the key idea is that
replicated state machines running in the control plane are extended with lightweight
switch-side mechanisms to guarantee correctness, without involving the switches in an
elaborate consensus protocol. Since it builds a distributed protocol for reliable control
of software defined networks, Ravana allows to execute stock controller applications in
a fault-tolerant fashion. Baseline ideas of Ravana are very interesting, we plan to inves-
tigate better the integration in our architecture. However, from an initial analysis is clear
that modifications on switch side are necessary which could not be possible with the
vendor switches. Similarly, Beehive [471] implements a distributed control platform
with a simple application framework: control applications are centralized asynchronous
message handlers that optionally store their state in dictionaries. The control platform
automatically infers the keys required to process a message, and guarantees that each
key is only handled by one context of execution among all controllers in the platform.
In this way, an application can maintain its original behavior, but at the same time it
is turn into a distributed system with strong guarantees. Indeed Beehive replicates the
dictionaries of control applications consistently through partitioned replicated state ma-
chines. Moreover, it instruments applications at runtime, and dynamically changes the
placement of control applications to optimize the control plane. From an initial analy-
sis, it is clear that ONOS is more focused on scalability and performance while Beehive
on the application framework and programming model. In any case, Beehive solution
is very promising and we leave for future work a deep evaluation of the project since
authors offer also an open source implementation of the control platform.

[387] just focuses on providing an atomic transactions framework for SDN con-
trol plane updates, which is implemented directly on the data plane switches using
the switch configuration space as a transactional shared memory. Even if the idea
looks interesting because avoids the need of complex control plane mechanisms and
an east-west interfaces between controllers. The implementation path seems to be
quite though because requires modifications in the switches which could not be fea-
sible in the vendor solutions. [386] builds upon the results of [387] and realizes an
autonomic distributed control plane, where from any initial configuration, controllers
self-organize, and quickly establish a communication channel among themselves and
the switches (inband communication). Authors implement a plug & play data/con-
trol networks which supports automatic topology discovery and management (by the
use of two types of spanning trees), as well as flexible dynamic addition and removal
of controllers and switches. The work results very interesting, however it is still in
infancy and not ready for production testing since once up the control plane, network
services, state management still need to be implemented on top. A similar idea has been
proposed in [9], where in the resulting SDN fabric switch-to-controller and controller-
to-controller communication mechanisms rely on strong primitives such as consensus
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protocols, consistent snapshot and reliable flooding. SDN controllers are replicated to
offer high availability. The work is very interesting, however major showstopper is the
lack of support for most of the above functionalities in the SDN switches.

In OpenDaylight [314], an initial work on clustering has been provided in the last
release of the project (Helium), basic building blocks are the distributed data store and
the remote RPC calls. In particular the datastore has been implemented as synchro-
nized data tree and based its operations on RAFT consensus protocol. The remote RPC
provides a synchronized RPC registry and gossiping techniques are used for data dis-
tribution. Both data store and remote RPC have been implemented leveraging the Akka
framework [10]. ONOS stock and OpenDayLight share a lot of design principles and
techniques in the clustering implementation, thus we do not expect great differences
in a WAN scenario. [470] has been designed to work with all the existing OF con-
trollers with minimal or no modifications. it proposes a distributed OF controller and
an associated coordination framework which guarantees scalability and reliability even
under heavy data center loads. A messaging infrastructure is used to achieve coordi-
nation in the cluster. In this setting, the controllers elect a master node amongst them
which conducts and maintains the global controller-switch mapping in the network.
The master node is periodically monitored by all other nodes, and if it is found to be
inaccessible, it is immediately replaced by one of the other nodes. The project targets
the data center scenario, with a general framework focusing on load balancing (with ad-
dition and removal of controllers), dynamic switch-to-controller mapping and instance
coordination. A prototype implementation is available and it is based on the Beacon
controller [122]. SOX ( [267] and [268]) proposes a scalable cluster approach which is
organized in two layers: i) proxy nodes and ii) controller servers. The main functions of
the former is to establish TCP channel with the switches, prioritize the packets coming
from the switches in different input queues depending on the type of packets and send
to the switches commands coming from the control nodes. The latter are responsible
for processing the received packets, finding the proper path by invoking routing and
resource allocation optimization algorithms, transforming the optimized routing deci-
sions into flow table entries, and sending them back to the proxy nodes. An adaptive
mechanism is incorporated in the control cluster which allows to optimize the number
of the controller instances under the varying operating conditions. While some func-
tionalities are inline with the ones implemented in ONOS, other internal mechanisms
are not clearly described. It is not clear how the proxy layer can help with performance
and resilience rather we do believe this adds further complexity in the architecture. To
the best of our knowledge an open source implementation is not available.

Yanc [291] is a SDN control platform built around Linux operating system technol-
ogy. In particular, it exposes the network configuration and state using the abstractions
of a file system. It allows user and system applications to interact through standard
file I/O, and to easily take advantage of the tools available on the host operating sys-
tem. With this design, network applications become separate processes, can provided
by multiple sources, and may be written in any language. Virtualization is intrinsically
provided by namespace functionalities provided by Linux. In order to enable the dis-
tribution of the state, authors envisage the presence of any compatible distributed file
system on top of Yanc file system. An initial prototype has been built with the FUSE
file system and has been demonstrated with a simple static flow pusher application.
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However, most of the functionalities described in the paper are not implemented in the
current prototype precluding a deep comparison with ICONA. Consistency guarantees
are just mentioned and it is not clear how a distribute file system can meet the require-
ments of a distributed SDN control plane. [250] implements a Byzantine resilient secure
SDN architecture which guarantees that each switch can correctly update its flow ta-
bles even some compromised controllers send wrong instructions. Authors implements
also an heuristic which is able to minimize the number of employed controllers while
satisfying the security requirements of a given set of switches. Besides, mechanisms
preventing Byzantine failures, the paper does not address other type of fails nor con-
siders scalability problems. CORONET [219] proposes an SDN fault-tolerant system
that recovers from multiple link failures in the data plane. However at the time of writ-
ing, it only supports fault-tolerance for data plane failures; control plane and controller
reliability and scalability are scheduled for future works. Instead [26] leverages ICN
concepts of Named Networking Objects, routing by ICN id and ICN database to realize
a scalable OF network. Supports the distribution and the replication of the network state
between networks managed by different controllers. Main objective is the reduction of
the number packet exchanges between switches and controllers. Even if the approach
can improve the scalability of a single controller, the high number of interactions in-
troduced by the east-west interface seem not suitable for WAN scenarios. Instead of a
single controller, [420] investigates the use of multiple independent controllers. Each
one looking at a portion of the network, but together able to cover the entire network.
They together act as a logical centralized controller but none of them have the complete
information of the whole network. Authors propose two heuristic algorithms to limit
the size of each domain. The contribution of this work is not negligible, since allows
to estimate an optimal number of controllers for each SDN domain. However, its ap-
plicability cannot be extended easily to geographical scenarios where other constraints
should be considered in the calculation of the optimal number of SDN controllers. An-
other drawback is related to the lack of resiliency of the single controllers.

[66] is a work datacenter focused, which uses IP addresses solely for identifying
VMs and provides a scalable, load-balanced packet forwarding service based “on en-
coding (randomly chosen) source routes into a 96-bit in-packet bloom filter carried in
the L2 fields”. The flow mappings are dynamically installed at the top of the rack
switch by each rack’s OF controller, the so called rack manager. Intermediate switches
remain stateless and only need to forward the packets towards neighboring switches
leveraging the source routes in the packets. The rack managers (one for each rack, and
more for failover mechanisms) exchange global state using a globally available NoSQL
database, in which are stored the link states, topology info, and other event informa-
tion. The rack managers are a modified version of the NOX controller, which run an
application implementing the mechanisms described so far. Also Asic [256] targets the
scalability and resilience of the control plane in a data center scenario. The main idea
behind Asic is to load balance all the data flow initialization requests among several
SDN controller, and then, process those requests in parallel leveraging a shared global
network view built by Asic. A control plane failure is automatically managed since
each controller is totally independent from the others. However, the implementation of
the global network view is suited to a data-center scenario, when latencies in the control
plane are very short (roughly under 10 ms) while hardly can scale in a WAN scenario.
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ONIX [227] provides an environment on top of which a distributed NOS can be imple-
mented with a logically centralized view. The distributed Network Information Base
(NIB) stores the state of network in the form of a graph; the platform is responsible for
managing the replication and distribution of the NIB. In this approach, the applications
are implemented by reading and writing over the aforementioned data structure and
they have to detect and resolve conflicts in the network state. Scalability is provided
through network partitioning and aggregation (hiding the details), and giving control
over the consistency of the state. Partition allows applications to divide the workload
among controller instances. Aggregation allows the exposure of one subset of elements
as an instance of another ONIX instance. The platform provides a general API for con-
trol applications, while allowing them to make their own trade-offs among consistency,
durability, and scalability. In regard to the fault tolerance, the platform provides the
basic functions, while the control logic implemented on top of ONIX needs to properly
handle the failures.
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SDN as technology enabler: PMSR use case

5.1 Introduction

The Segment Routing (SR) paradigm [133] aims at providing enhanced packet forward-
ing behavior without requiring per-flow state maintenance within the network, leading
to a reduction of the complexity for both control and user planes. SR is based on the
source routing approach: border nodes can control the edge-to-edge routing of pack-
ets at the level of single flows by adding proper information in packet headers. These
information in the SR’s jargon are called segments and their scope can be global or lo-
cal. This way, it offers advanced traffic steering capabilities in IP networks maintaining
scalability both in the data and control Planes. In fact, internal nodes do not need to
store any per-flow state and the traffic steering decisions have a configuration impact
only on border nodes. Segment Routing lends itself to support different applications:
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), protection/restoration, Traffic Engineering (TE), Ser-
vice Function Chaining, Operation And Management. The standardization activity on
the SR architecture is relatively recent. The status of the draft is mature and differ-
ent independent implementations are now available (see [94] and [195]). Real world
deployments are ongoing, as Segment Routing has captured the interest of network
providers and of “Over the Top” Providers. On the data Plane, the SR architecture can
be implemented in different ways; in particular MPLS and IPv6 are the two data plane
technologies that have been considered in the standardization. In the latter case, a new
extension header has been introduced for transporting the segments list, a list of IPv6
addresses of the nodes that have to “receive” the packets, and plus other information.
Instead, in the former case, a list of segments is encoded as a stack of MPLS labels. In
this work we restrict our attention to MPLS-based Segment Routing.

The current specification of the SR architecture (a brief description is provided in
Section 5.2) requires enhancements to the intra-domain routing protocols (e.g. OSPF
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and IS-IS) so that the nodes can advertise the Segment Identifiers (SIDs). In this chap-
ter, we propose a simpler solution called PMSR (Poor Man’s Segment Routing), that
does not need to explicitly distribute information among nodes and hence does not
require enhancements to the routing protocols. In Section 5.3, we compare the pro-
cedures of PMSR with traditional SR, showing that PMSR can reduce the operation
and management complexity. We analyze the set of use cases in the current SR drafts
( [345], [132] and [142]) and we claim that PMSR can support the large majority of
them. The control plane for SR can be managed either in a distributed or in a central-
ized way. This comprises the computation of the source routed paths and the configu-
ration of the border nodes. In the legacy architectures, the control logic of border nodes
needs to be further enhanced. The SDN architecture represents a perfect fit for central-
ized solution: a SDN approach can be used to properly configure the SR services in the
border nodes, with minimal or no increase of the complexity of the border node. The
PMSR approach is in line with the SDN philosophy of removing complexity from the
forwarding nodes.

To the best of our knowledge, currently there are no open source implementations
of the IP Control Plane extensions needed to support the traditional full-fledged SR-
MPLS architecture (i.e., the aforementioned routing protocol enhancements). On the
other hand, we have been able to fully implement the control plane and the data plane
of PMSR starting from OSHI framework (Section 5.4). Traffic Engineering (TE) is
an example application of SR. In the context of a TE application, SR allows the set-up,
modification, and tear-down of TE paths within a network domain, operating only at the
border of the network. This approach minimizes the state information needed within the
network (since only ingress/egress nodes should maintain per-flow state) and the rate of
table update requests. In Section 5.5 we focus on Traffic Engineering aspects. We start
from a traditional flow assignment optimization procedure which allocates hop-by-hop
paths to flows. Then in Section 5.6. we propose a SR path assignment algorithm both
for the traditional SR architecture and for the proposed PMSR. We prove that, starting
from an arbitrary hop-by-hop path, it can evaluate the optimal SR path (i.e., the one
with the minimum number of segments). A preliminary performance analysis of the
proposed solutions is provided in Section 5.8. Concludes this chapter the Section 5.9,
which elaborates on related works.

5.2 Segment Routing Architecture

In the Segment Routing architecture [133] the route of a packet is enforced through
an ordered list of processing/forwarding functions, called segments, that is inserted in
the packet header by a border node. A segment may consist in a logical or physical
element, for example a network node, a network link, or a packet filter. Each segment
is identified by a Segment ID (SID). The scope of a SID can be global or local. Global
SIDs are defined globally in a SR domain and are recognized by all network nodes
of the domain. Instead, Local SIDs are defined locally within a node. The use of
local SIDs by other nodes requires an explicit distribution mechanism or some form of
centralized coordination. In Figure 5.1 we show a simple example for Segment Routing
architecture. An IP/MPLS data-plane is considered in this example, SR is based on
segment/label switching, pushing, and popping and requires simple extensions to the
IGP deployed. Moreover, it leverages the functionality offered by the LDP protocol.
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Two types of segments are considered in this example: i) nodal segments identifying
exactly the nodes and ii) adjacency segment representing a local segment for example
an interface.

Figure 5.1: Explanatory example for SR

Node C and F advertise their global labels: “69” and “90” with their loopbacks; the
other nodes, leveraging the information carried with IGRP protocols, learn these labels
and update the MPLS data-plane with forwarding rules. For example in the node B, a
packet, with the label 69 on top of the stack, is modified (the label “69” is removed) and
finally it is forwarded in the link B-C. E advertises “23” as adjacency segment and C
installs a forwarding rule for it in the MPLS data- plane. A want to send a packet to F,
it creates a list of segments that contains 90, 23 and 69 (we assume that the MPLS stack
grows from right to left). Then, it uses the link A-B for the forwarding of the packet.
At node B, the label “69” is stripped (it corresponds to C loopback), and the packet
is forwarded on the link B-C. C enforces the packet to D with the adjacency segment
23 (it pops also the label 23). Finally, E strips the label 90 and forwards the packet
on the interfaces connected to F. From A-to-C and E-to-F the nodes basically use the
IGRP shortest paths in order to reach the destination. Nodal and adjacency segments
correspond to Node and IGP adjacency segments (Node-SIDs and Adj-SIDs) described
in [133]. Together with this, we consider also another type of segments described in
the draft, the so called Prefix segments (Prefix-SIDs).

The Prefix-SIDs represent IGP prefixes, i.e. blocks of IP addresses that are adver-
tised, by the routing protocol, through the nodes composing the network. The routing
algorithm (Shortest Path First) is used by each node to evaluate the shortest path to-
wards the prefix and to add a corresponding entry in its routing table. With SR, a node
can associate a Prefix-SID to its attached prefix and advertise it. To clarify with an
example in the MPLS architecture (with absolute SIDs), a node that has the network
10.10.1.0/24 attached can associate the MPLS label 10001 as Prefix-SID and advertise
this association using the routing protocol. All nodes will forward the MPLS label
10001 using the routing information available for the network 10.0.1.0/24. A particular
case of Prefix-SID is the Node-SID, which considers a /32 prefix, i.e. a single node.
“From anywhere in the network, a Node-SID enforces the ECMP (Equal Cost Multi
Path) aware shortest-path forwarding of the packet towards the related node.” ( [133]).
In particular, the “loopback interface” address that is used to univocally refer to a router
is associated to a Node-SID and advertised by each router. Even if a Node-SID is a par-
ticular type of Prefix-SID, from now on we will denote as Prefix-SIDs only the SIDs
that are not Node-SIDs, i.e. those that effectively represent a range of IP addresses with
a netmask different from /32. The Node-SIDs, corresponding to the loopback interface
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of a node, are advertised by the node itself, while the Prefix-SIDs are advertised by
the nodes that inject the routes into the IGP domain. The SID values cannot be arbi-
trarily chosen by the nodes, but a global coordination mechanism is needed. Indeed,
a SID (e.g., a MPLS label) cannot correspond to different prefixes or nodes. Quoting
from [133]: “A Prefix-SID/Node-SID is allocated [...] according to a process similar
to IP address allocation. Typically the Prefix-SID/Node-SID is allocated by policy by
the operator (or Network Management System) and the SID very rarely changes.”. The
global coordination procedure needs: i) to contact all nodes that can advertise the SIDs;
ii) to configure the mapping of prefixes and loopback interface addresses to SIDs in a
coordinated manner. The logical scalability of this management procedure is O(p+n),
where p is the number of prefixes and n is the number of nodes that will advertise their
loopback interface. Note that the routing protocol extensions are used to automatically
disseminate the mapping between SIDs and prefixes/nodes, otherwise the scalability of
the configuration would become O(n ∗ (p + n)). The third type of segment defined
in [133] is the Adjacency segment. It corresponds to a unidirectional adjacency of the
routing protocol, that is a specific outgoing link from a source node towards a desti-
nation node. The Adjacency segments are represented by Adj-SIDs and, usually, they
are local SIDs, that can be processed only by the node that has advertised it. For ex-
ample, assume that node n advertises its global Node-SID GNn and one local Adj-SID
LAnm for the outgoing interface from node n to node m. A packet carrying the list of
segments GNn, LAnm will be forwarded first to node n, then by the node n towards
the node m. The local Adj-SID needs to be advertised by the node n to all the other
nodes, so that the ingress border node that evaluates SR path can include it in the seg-
ment list, but this has no impact on the routing state of the crossed nodes. It is also
possible to advertise an Adjacency segment as a global segment, in the example above
a global Adj-SID GAnm can be advertised by node n. The segment list to obtain the
same behavior will be reduced to a single segment GAnm, but the routing state of all
nodes of the network should be dynamically updated following the distribution of the
global Adj-SID. In fact, all network nodes should be capable to process the SID GAnm,
by forwarding the packet towards node n, while the node n will be the only one that
will forward the packet on its outgoing interface toward m. Global Adj-SIDs greatly
increase the amount of routing state that needs to be maintained by nodes.

The Adj-SIDs are interesting for Traffic Engineering purposes because they allow
to map an arbitrary path, composed by a sequence of links, into a list of segments. Us-
ing only Node-SIDs in SR paths, it is not possible to use links that are not chosen by
the IGP protocol, such as a backup link with high assigned cost. In fact, Node-SIDs
always forward packets on paths selected by the IGP protocol. In the MPLS SR Data
Plane the use of indexes has been proposed for SIDs: the MPLS label, that represents a
segment is generated by combining the index value with the information related to the
sets of MPLS labels made available by a given node for SR (called Segment Routing
Global Block - SRGB). This approach requires the distribution of the SRGB infor-
mation through extensions to the routing protocols. As mentioned in [132] “Several
operators have indicated that they would deploy the SR technology in this way: with
a single consistent SRGB across all the nodes. They motivated their choice based on
operational simplicity...”. We also rule out the possibility of having different SRGBs
advertised by the nodes and we only use “absolute” SIDs.
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5.3 Poor Man’s Segment Routing (PMSR)

Coming back to our implementation (described in [109] and [383]), we want to avoid
the distribution of SIDs (Segment IDs) by the SR nodes in PMSR, as this implies sig-
nificant extensions to the routing protocols and to the routing daemons implementing
the protocols. For this reason, we only use global segments types whose SIDs can be
automatically generated by each node in a distributed fashion, with no need of explicit
advertising (and no extensions to routing protocols). The automatic generation avoids
the need of node management procedures for SID assignment. We advocate that a sig-
nificant coverage of the SR use cases can be achieved by only using global segments
that can be automatically generated. In case of Node-SIDs, it is relatively easy to define
an automatic mapping between the IP addresses of the node loopback interface and the
SID. For the IPv6 SR architecture, the mapping is just the identity function: the global
IPv6 address of the loopback interface of a node correspond to the SID of the node it-
self. For the MPLS SR architecture, a deterministic mapping from the IP address of the
loopback interface used as router ID into a subset of the MPLS label space is needed.
Assuming that the IP addresses of the loopback interfaces of the nodes belong to a con-
tiguous range of IP addresses, this mapping is typically as simple as extracting the N
rightmost bits of the IP address and then offsetting the resulting value in a specifically
allocated portion of the MPLS label space (e.g., N = 16, if we want to allow for 65536
different nodes in the IGP routing domain, while the whole available MPLS label space
is of 20 bits).

Mapping arbitrary prefixes into SIDs with an automatic procedure is not so easy.
Therefore, we simply consider not to use Prefix-SIDs in our simplified architecture.
We will show that we do not lose too much functionality with this choice. On the other
hand, we cannot get rid of Adj-SIDs, for the reasons explained in the previous section.
Hence, in order to avoid the use of local Adj-SIDs, we propose the introduction of a
new type of global segment called direct-link segment. A direct-link segment identifies
a target destination node to be reached (this is similar to a Node segment). If a node has
a direct link toward the destination node, the direct-link segment forces the node to use
the direct link rather than the shortest path dictated by the routing protocol. Conversely,
if a node does not have a direct link toward the target node, it will process the segment in
the same way it processes a Node segment toward the same destination node. We define
a class of SIDs with global significance and corresponding to the direct-link segments,
called direct-link SID or DL-SID. A DL-SID needs to identify the target node, like the
Node-SID, and to carry further information that identifies it as direct-link SID. When
using MPLS as Data Plane, the DL-SID can be obtained by the Node-SID adding a bit
to distinguish between DL-SID and Node-SID. When using IPv6 as Data Plane, DL-
SIDs are IPv6 addresses globally valid in the network domain. They need to be derived
in a deterministic way from the loopback interfaces addresses used as Node-SIDs. As
an example, Node-SIDs can be restricted to have an odd numbered Device address part
of the IPv6 address, so that the DL-SIDs will be even numbered, obtained by adding
one to the Device address part of the IPv6 address of the localhost interface.

A limitation of the proposed DL-SID approach is that it does not allow the handling
of multiple parallel links between two routers at layer 3, i.e. with different IP addresses.
If present, such multi-links must be handled at layer 2 and seen at IP level as a single
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link. Having multiple parallel links bonded at layer 2 is anyway a typical solution
for operators, so we believe that it is not a critical limitation. There are advantages in
using the automatically generated global DL-SIDs rather than the local Adj-SIDs or the
global Adj-SID. Consider the strict source routing case, that is enforcing a path through
a set of links. Let n be the number of nodes, k be the number of unidirectional links
and λ the number of links for a path. Using local Adj-SIDs, the segment list will have
a length equal to the double of the number of links (2λ). In fact, for each link to be
crossed, first the source node needs to be addressed, then the local segment will indicate
the outgoing link. Using global Adj-SIDs, the list will be equal to the number of links,
but the global Adj-SIDs need to be advertised and one entry for each advertised Adj-
SIDs needs to be added in the routing state of all nodes. In PMSR, with automatically
generated global DL-SIDs we save the configuration of O(n) nodes. The length of a
segment list to enforce a path through a set of links also equals the number of links (like
with the global Adj-SID), but there is no need to advertise SIDs, and in each node it is
only needed to add an additional entry for each node instead that for each link. This
requires in the worst case an additional k = O(n2).

Local Adj-SID (SR) Global Adj-SID (SR) Autom. DL-SID (PMSR)
Configuration Yes Yes No
Advertisement Yes Yes No
Routing state O(n) O(n+ k), O(n+ n2) O(2n)

SR path length LLoc−Adj−SID ≤ 2λ LGlob−Adj−SID ≤ λ LDL−SID ≤ LGlob−Adj−SID

Table 5.1: Traditional SR vs. PMSR

Note that, in case of strict source routing, a list of local Adj-SIDs corresponding to
the number of the links would actually be enough. However, we do not consider this
solution for two reasons. First, because it is critical in case of failures of nodes/links
in the path: intermediate nodes cannot reroute the packets and protection should be
enforced edge-to-edge. Second, we are interested to the case of loose source routing
(i.e. the segment list only includes a subset of the nodes in the path), because we want to
use a small number of segments to create paths in SR. If loose source routing is used, we
will see that in some cases a DL-SID could be not enough to uniquely identify a specific
path and a couple of Node-SID + DL-SID will be needed. Table 5.1 summarizes the
comparison between using PMSR (with global DL-SIDs) and the traditional SR with
Local and Global Adj-SIDs.

5.3.1 Node tables update procedures

The SR-capable forwarding nodes need to populate their forwarding tables with entries
related to the SIDs. In the traditional SR architecture, besides the IP control plane en-
hancements to distribute the SIDs, proper mechanisms to insert/update the forwarding
table entries are needed. As an example, when receiving an announcement for a prefix-
SID, the node will add an entry for the SID. If the forwarding architecture of the node
allows it, the entry will be a “pointer” to the existing routing entry for the prefix. In this
way, the routing toward the prefix can change, but the entry for the SID does not need to
be updated. If it is not possible to add the “pointer”, the entry for the SID needs to ex-
plicitly specify the next hop/outgoing interface and, in this case, it needs to be updated
later if the routing towards the prefix will change. In the MPLS-based architecture, the
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SID is a MPLS label, therefore an entry will be added to the label forwarding tables,
either specifying a logical link between the label and the IP forwarding information of
the prefix or providing the indication of the next hop/output interface.

In the proposed PMSR architecture, the procedures for populating the forwarding
tables are very simple and they do not rely on the processing of extensions to routing
protocols. The entries for Node-SIDs and DL-SIDs are added following the routing
information for the loopback addresses of the network nodes in the domain. For each
entry related to a node loopback address there will be one entry for the corresponding
Node-SID and one for the corresponding DL-SID. As discussed above, if it is possible
to have a “pointer” to the routing entry for the remote loopback address, the entry will
not need to be updated later on, otherwise the entry will contain the next hop/outgoing
interface towards the remote loopback address and it will need to be updated if the
routing changes.

For each remote loopback address to be added, the following steps are needed: 1)
evaluate the Node-SID and the DL-SID for the remote node IP loopback address; 2)
add(update) the entry for the Node-SID, pointing to the routing entry or extracting the
next hop/outgoing interface from the routing entry; 3) if the node does not have a direct
link toward the remote node, add(update) the entry for the DL-SID in the same way as
described in step 2) for the Node-SID; if the node has a direct link toward the remote
node, add the entry for the DL-SID pointing to the direct outgoing link, irrespective of
the routing information. The evaluation of the Node-SID and DL-SID for the remote
node depends on the data plane technology: for MPLS a label will be evaluated, for
IPv6 an IP address will be considered. The addition of the entries will be performed in
the label forwarding tables for MPLS or in the IP forwarding tables for IPv6.

5.3.2 Analysis of the use cases

In this paragraph, we elaborate on which uses cases, among those presented in [345],
[132] and [142] are supported by the PMSR architecture. In general, as rule of thumb all
use cases which do not require the Prefix-SIDs are well supported or can be supported
with small addition in the architecture described so far. IGP based MPLS tunneling (
[345] and [132]), Fast Reroute with Managed Free Local and Managed Local Protection
( [345], [132] and [142]) and Path Protection are well supported by PMSR architecture.
Load balancing among non-parallel links ( [132]) requires the advertising of a special
adjacency segment that represents multiple outgoing links. In PMSR, this is use case is
not supported, and it could be solved with workarounds which leverages the logically
centralized SDN architecture.

Capacity Planning Process ( [345] and [132]), SDN/SR use case ( [345], [132]), Ser-
vice Chaining ( [132]) and OAM ( [132]) are also supported. In order to support these
last two use cases new locally scoped SIDs have to be introduced. This can be easily
achieved in PMSR thanks to the SDN approach that avoids the need for advertising the
local SIDs using routing protocols. Inter-operability with non-Spring nodes (( [345])
is easily achieved since we are not removing the IP control plane from the nodes. As
regards Disjointness in dual-plane networks ( [345] and [132]) and CoS-based Traffic
Engineering ( [132]), they are supported even if these use cases include Anycast seg-
ments. To be noted that does not exist substantial difference between these segments
and the Node segments used in PMSR. Instead, Egress Peering Traffic Engineering
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( [345] and [132]) is not supported since this use case includes BGP peering segments,
which are local segments distributed using BGP protocol. PMSR behaves exactly like
traditional SR here: it can support this use case, but it does not avoid the need of dis-
tributing information with BGP. Finally , Distributed CSPF-based Traffic Engineering
( [132]) and Deterministic non-ECMP Path ( [132]) can be easily supported

From the analysis of the use cases, we have that most of the use cases only require
the Node-SIDs. In these cases, PMSR directly applies bringing the clear advantage of
automatic generation of SIDs with no need to enhance routing protocols. Some TE
related use cases require the use of Adj-SID, which in PMSR are mapped into DL-
SIDs. Therefore, in the Section 5.5 we identify a TE use case that requires Adj-SID in
the traditional SR architecture, and analyze the implications of using DL-SIDs in the
PMSR architecture.

5.4 PMSR Reference architecture

We consider an ISP network managed by a (logically) centralized SDN controller, as
shown in Figure 5.2. Network nodes are classified in PE routers and CR routers, both
types are assumed to be MPLS capable nodes. As in a traditional MPLS network, PE
nodes are capable to originate and terminate connections (Label Switched Paths), while
both PE and CR nodes are capable of switching labels, i.e. they can be in the middle
of a path. The PE nodes are connected to the CE routers, which are the external traffic
sources and destinations. The PE and CR nodes are hybrid IP/SDN nodes according to
the OSHI architecture proposed in the Chapter 2. According to the OSHI architecture,
no MPLS control plane needs to be implemented within these nodes: a SDN approach
is used to program the flow tables of the switching component in a node, here denoted
as OFCS (OpenFlow Capable Switch), to stress its capability to be programmed via the
OpenFlow (OF) protocol.

Figure 5.2: PMSR reference architecture

We have implemented PMSR leveraging the MPLS data-plane functionality pro-
vided by OSHI and its SDN control-plane. In such as scenario, the flow tables are
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managed in combination by the external SDN controller and by a local entity called
“SR daemon”, according to the node architecture depicted in Figure 5.3. We provide
further details on its implementation in Section 5.4.1. With the SR daemon the nodes
are able to forward the packets in the network, but they cannot perform the ingress and
the egress operations. As we have showed in the example described in Section 5.2, the
node A has to create a self contained packet with the list of the segments and the egress
node has to be properly instructed to forward towards the right access interface (and
vice-versa in the opposite direction of the flow). The SDN controller is in charge of
setting up the edge-to-edge services, by configuring the ingress and egress PE nodes
to support a given flow (Section 5.4.2). Thanks to the SR approach, no configuration
of the transit nodes is needed to support a specific flow. The local SR daemon is in
charge of configuring the flow tables to support the MPLS labels representing the SIDs.
The SR daemon locally interacts with the routing daemon for obtaining routing table
updates and consequently programming the switch flow tables. In this way, the SR so-
lution relies on the functionality of the interior routing protocol (OSPF in our case), but
as a requirement we want to minimize the enhancements of the routing protocol to sup-
port SR. As a further requirement, we want that SR-based forwarding can coexist with
traditional hop-by-hop MPLS-based Label Switched Paths. This way, we can offer IP
VLL and PW services based either on hop-by-hop LSP or on SR forwarding.

Hereafter we summarize the main design choices for our implementation for PMSR:
i) MPLS labels are used as segments; ii) local segments are not currently supported; iii)
the 15 rightmost bits of the nodes loopback addresses are encoded in the label; iv) there
is a common MAC address for all interfaces in an OSHI node (like in a switch) and
a static mapping exists between SR nodes and their MAC addresses, globally known
from each node; v) the inmost level of the MPLS stack is used to identify a specific
CE, thus it is exploited to forward the packets towards the correct access interface; vi)
the pop action of the inmost MPLS label happens only in the destination node and not
in the penultimate hop; vii) the range of MPLS labels is divided in classes (see Section
5.4.3).

5.4.1 SR daemon

The SR daemon manages the flow tables of the local OFCS, providing the initial config-
uration and inserting the information coming from IP routing. The flow tables need to
be configured to handle Node-SIDs and DL-SIDs coded in MPLS labels. The SIDs can
represent the node itself or a remote node. Let us first consider how the node handles
the SIDs that represents the node itself (one node SID and one direct-link SID). When
the node starts, the SR daemon initializes the OF tables to handle these SIDs with this
rule: pop out the outer MPLS label and resubmit to the OF tables so that the next label
is processed. All the other SIDs representing the remote nodes are managed after this
initialization phase, where the SR daemon interacts with IP routing using the “FIB push
interface” offered by Quagga. The interface is based on the so-called Forwarding Plane
Manager (FPM) protocol. This allows an external process (local or remote) to learn the
FIB manipulations realized by Quagga and it is based on netlink. In particular, FPM is
a TCP protocol and it is used as wrapper to transport the netlink messages carrying the
routing updates (addition of routes, deletion, updates and so on), the protocol stacks
contains three levels: i) FPM header; ii) netlink message; and iii) and a number of
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rt_netlink messages (the protocol supports also the concatenation of several rt_netlink
messages).

Figure 5.3: PMSR node architecture

The SR daemon listens for connection on the well-defined FPM TCP port (2620)
and then receives the update messages from Quagga. Initially, Quagga sends a com-
plete copy of the forwarding table, including static routes that it may have picked up
from the kernel. Then according to the routing updates, it starts sending FPM mes-
sages. When the SR daemon receives a packet, first it checks the type, because only the
types RTM_NEWROUTE and RTM_DELROUTE carry an update of the forwarding
table. It starts an add-SID-destination procedure for the node SID if the packet is a
RTM_NEWROUTE message for a loopback address (i.e. the identifier of one of the
PE or CR nodes). During this procedure, the daemon generates the MPLS labels of
the SR-based IP VLL and PW services from the loopback address, then it retrieves the
MAC address of the next-hop node, finally it installs the needed rules in the OF table.
The direct-link SID is also added with the following approach. If the node has a direct
link for the destination node, a rule is added that forwards over the direct link. If the
node does not have a direct link towards the destination node, a rule is added using the
same output link derived from the routing protocol. When the SR daemon receives a
route delete message (RTM_DELETEROUTE) for a loopback address, it will delete all
the rules added for this destination.

5.4.2 Remote programming of the OF tables

A SR path is characterized by the input port in the ingress PE, the list of segments (i.e.
MPLS nodes to be crossed) and the output port in the egress PE. The SR path is unidi-
rectional: in case of bidirectional paths, the lists of segments in the two directions do
not need to be symmetric. The following operations are needed to setup a unidirectional
SR path; we note that they will act only on the ingress and egress PE, as no operation
is needed in the core to install the SR path. Firstly, the SDN control plane allocates
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the MPLS label associated to the destination output port toward the CEs, as needed to
perform the egress operation in the PE (it will be the inmost label); it verifies the MPLS
labels associated to the nodes in the list of segments and if they are associated to nodes
in the network. At this point, it starts the programming of the ingress PE: it inserts
an OF rule that pushes first the MPLS label associated to the output CE and then the
MPLS labels of the crossed nodes in the correct order. Then, in the egress PE it inserts
the rule that strips the last MPLS label (the one associated to the CE) and forwards on
the port connected to the output CE.

As consequence of this, the ingress PE will add the proper stack of MPLS labels
to the packets coming from the CE, the internal nodes will forward using traditional
MPLS forwarding programmed in the network by the SR daemon, and the egress PE
will strip the inmost label and forward a plain IP packet toward the destination CE. At
time of writing, there is a maximum number of 4 MPLS labels in a packet that can be
handled by Open vSwitch (OVS). We have realized a custom version of OVS where
this limit has been increased to 6, meaning that we can leverage on 5 labels to steer the
traffic in the network. We have implemented these operations using a Python script on
top of the RYU controller that leverages its REST APIs to retrieve information related
to the OSHI nodes. It needs a configuration file where the SR path are described. The
script is called VLL Pusher and extends the one we described in 2.

5.4.3 Allocation of the MPLS label space

To allocate the MPLS label space, we have considered these requirements: i) to support
both hop-by-hop MPLS LSP and SR-based paths; ii) to support both IP VLL and PW
services. The MPLS label is 20 bit long and we use the leftmost bits to identify dif-
ferent service types. Table 5.2 reports the MPLS allocation we have realized in PMSR
architecture.

Leftmost bits Used for
000xx Hop-by-hop LSP for IP VLL service
001xx Hop-by-hop LSP for PW service
010xx Endpoint of a SR-based IP VLL
011xx Endpoint of a SR-based PW
10000 SR based IP VLL service (Node-SID)
10001 SR-based IP VLL service (DL-SID)
10010 SR based PW service (Node-SID)
10011 SR-based PW service (DL-SID)
101xx OAM traffic

Table 5.2: Allocation of MPLS label space

With the assignment described in Table 5.2, we use 17 bits to identify the endpoint of
a SR path (e.g. the output port of the egress PE corresponding to the destination CE).
As it happens for the standard services they do not have a particular meaning and in
general are allocated sequentially. While, we use 15 bits to identify the different MPLS
nodes, extracting the 15 rightmost bits from the node loopback address distributed using
OSPF, and we use one bit to differentiate between node SIDs and direct-link SIDs for
the same target node. The blocks “110” and “111” are unused and they are reserved for
future implementations.
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5.5 Traffic Engineering Use Case

With reference to Figure 5.2, we enhance a SDN controller with TE/SR modules. The
TE/SR features could be offered to applications through a proper northbound Interface,
however the specification of the latter is out of scope of this paper. On the southbound
interface, we considered the OF protocol for our implementation. We assume that the
SDN controller is requested to allocate a set of traffic flows with a specified bit rate,
knowing the link capacity. This information is provided by the Monitoring module
implemented in the SDN controller (Section 5.5.1). The TE/SR modules will first allo-
cate hop-by-hop TE paths solving a classical flow assignment problem (Section 5.5.2).
Then for each TE path it will compute a corresponding SR path (Section 5.5.3 explains
the SR assignment problem) for instructing the flow packets through the assigned TE
path. Our assumption is to execute flow assignment and SR assignment algorithm in se-
quence without interaction. A combined procedure could achieve further optimization
of some parameters, but it is out of the scope of this paper.

5.5.1 Traffic Monitoring

The traffic Monitoring is an important component for most of the TE solutions, because
it provides the observations about the network state like unused capacity, historical data
and so on, which are used by the TE process. In PMSR, we have augmented the SDN
controller used in OSHI (RYU) with an on-board app the so called Monitoring appli-
cation. It uses directly the python API of the controller and with a period T (T can be
set through a configuration file or can be modified dynamically through REST APIs), it
requests the traffic statistics of the OF switches, in particular for each switch it retrieves
the statistics of its ports. Then the OF statistics are stored in-memory and are used to
calculate the instantaneous unused capacity of the links and the averages values with
different time scales. In future, these information could be further stored in external
databases in order to make them persistent. Together with this, we have extended also
the Topology API of the controller to provide an augmented Topology graph which con-
tains also these traffic information thus allowing an external component, like the TE/SR
modules we have developed, to use the traffic information coming from the network.

5.5.2 Traffic Engineering heuristic

The flow assignment problem consists in assigning a path to a set of flows. In a SR
context, two types of flow assignment problems can be addressed: 1) ECMP-aware SR
path assignment; 2) traditional hop-by-hop path assignment. The former is based on
the identification of a set of nodes to be crossed, assuming that the flow will be evenly
spread between the set of equal-cost paths towards the next segment by each node in
the path. Under this assumption of even load distribution, it is still possible to evaluate
the resulting load on each link, given the bandwidth requirement of the flow and the
routing tables of all nodes. The traditional hop-by-hop path assignment does not rely
on load sharing performed by nodes, because a single path for a flow is assigned in a
deterministic way. The resulting load on each crossed link simply corresponds to the
bandwidth requirement of the flow.

In general, the capacity of exploiting TE based on the ECMP-aware path assignment
is one key advantage of SR, with respect to traditional TE architectures (e.g., based on
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MPLS) that are only capable of working with hop-by-hop paths. Anyway, there can be
use cases that advocate the use of deterministic hop-by-hop paths. As an example sce-
nario, consider flows corresponding to single TCP connections. The ECMP output link
selection is performed hashing the TCP ports and it will select in a deterministic way a
single output link for each crossed node. The assumption of even load sharing across
the different ECMP paths is not verified in this case, leading to a mismatch between the
planned and the actual resource allocation. Another scenario that calls for deterministic
hop-by-hop paths is that of network topologies which do not present enough multiple
equal-cost paths among source and destination nodes. Considering these scenarios, we
think that the traditional hop-by-hop flow assignment problem represents a Traffic En-
gineering use case worth considering in a SR architecture. In the following paragraph
we present the TE problem along with a known formulation and heuristic resolution
taken from the literature. In Section 5.5.3 we introduce the issue of mapping the hop
by-hop path into a list of segments. Section 5.6 describes the proposed SR path allo-
cation mechanism and proves its optimality. As regards the TE procedure and SR path
allocation we have performed some evaluation and the results are discussed in Section
5.8. The analysis, proposals and results presented in these sections are not limited to
PMSR but are fully applicable to traditional SR architecture.

Let F be a set of unidirectional flows fi(si, di, ri), where s is the source node, d the
destination node and r the nominal bandwidth requirement (b/s); let T (N,E) be a di-
rected graph representing the topology, N is the set of nodes andE is the set of directed
edges. An edge ej can be represented as ej(uj, vj, cj), where uj is the source node, vj
the destination node and cj the edge capacity (b/s). An edge can also be denoted simply
as e(u, v), where u is the source and v the destination. Each flow fi needs to be mapped
into an hop-by-hop path Pi that can be represented as the set of intermediate nodes from
source s to destination d (denoted as Pni), or equivalently by the set of links (Pei):
Pni = {ni0 = s, ni1, ni2, .., niN−1, niN = d}; Pei = {ei1, ei2, .., eiN−1, eiN} where
ei1 = e(s, ni1), ..., eiN = e(niN−1, d)

We consider a classical flow assignment problem: given a set of (unidirectional)
flows between nodes with their expected rate (b/s) and given the link capacities (b/s),
find the “optimal” paths for all the flows. We assume that there can be more than one
flow between the same (source, destination) node pair, and that each of those flows
can be individually routed through a different hop-by-hop path, without the possibility
to split a single flow into multiple paths. We include a feasibility/admission control
check: a solution is admissible only if on each link the sum of the rates of the allocated
flows does not exceed the link capacity. Therefore the “optimal” solution could also
include only a subset of the input flows Pi, i.e. a set chosen according to an optimality
criterion. Let us define the flow mapping variables aij , which tells if flow fi is mapped
over link ej: aij = 1 if ej ∈ Pei, aij = 0 if ej /∈ Pei. In our formulation we also
include a feasibility check: the sum of the nominal flow rates of the flows crossing a
link needs to be smaller than the link capacity. In symbols:

∀ link j :
∑
i

aij ∗ rj < cj (5.1)

For the optimality criteria, we follow the approach identified in [143] and [157]. We
consider an hypothetical network scenario in which the traffic flows are characterized
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with Poisson arrivals, distribution of packet length exponentially negative, and indepen-
dence between arrivals and departures. In these conditions each link can be modeled
as M/M/1 queue, and the queuing time can be easily evaluated knowing the load on
the link. For a given allocation of flow paths, it is therefore possible to evaluate the
global average crossing time Tavg experienced by packets. In fact, thanks to the Jack-
son result [199] the average delay on a path can be expressed as the sum of the delays
encountered on the links of the path and then a weighted sum based on the flow rate
is used to evaluate the global average crossing time. We define the flow allocation as
an optimization problem trying to minimize Tavg. This is a NP-complete problem that
we face with the heuristic proposed in [143] and [157]. Even if the hypothesis on the
traffic flows are not realistic, this approach is very effective in equalizing the load on
links and tries to spread traffic evenly on the network, avoiding critical bottlenecks. In
addition, the heuristic provides a good trade-off between computation time and opti-
mality of results. The input of the heuristic consists in the topology, the capacity of
the links, and the traffic flows, represented as triples (source, destination, bit rate). The
heuristic is divided in three phase: i) initialization phase; ii) a Constrained Shortest
Path First (CSPF) phase; iii) a heuristic re-assignment phase. During the first phase,
the algorithm retrieves the inputs necessary for its proper execution and interacts with
the control plane of the network to get a snapshot of the network topology. In the CSPF
phase, links are weighted using the function Wij described in the Formula 5.2.

Wij =
BIGK

Cij − Fij

(5.2)

For each flow we calculate a constrained shortest path using weights that are in-
versely proportional to the available capacity. BIGK is the biggest capacity available
among the links. Instead Cij and Fij are respectively the capacity and the load of the
links that connects nodes i and j, expressed in b/s. A first allocation of the flows is real-
ized and flows are rejected if they cannot be allocated in this phase. Before the heuristic
reassignment, the Tavg is evaluated for a first time using the Formula 5.3:

Tavg =
1

γ

∑
ij

Fij

Cij − Fij

(5.3)

γ is the total load introduced by the traffic relations. At this point, the last step can
start which tries to re-assign all admitted flows one-by-one, in order to minimize the
global network crossing time Tavg. During the heuristic re-assignment the links are
weighted using the function Iij described in the Formula 5.4

Iij =
1

γ

Cij

(Cij − Fij)2
(5.4)

Iij is defined as the increase of delay on the link between the nodes i and j brought
by an infinitesimal amount of traffic on the same link. Each time the heuristic find a new
assignment the crossing time is compared with the old one and if there are improve-
ments the new assignment become effective. The second phase is executed multiple
times until no improvement is achieved. Note that we are not interested in digging deep
into the quality of the heuristic rather to build an effective use case for SR: we just
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take as input the set of hop-by-hop path allocated by the TE algorithm, consider their
mapping into SR paths and then their implementation in the SR network.

5.5.3 Mapping hop-by-hop paths into SR paths

Let us now consider the mapping of the hop-by-hop paths, computed for example by
the TE modules, into SR paths. A Segment Routing path (SR path) will be denoted as
Si and represented as a sequence of SIDs Sni = {ni0 = s, ni1, ni2, .., niN−1, niN = d}.
In PMSR, each SID can be a Node-SID or a DL-SID (in the traditional SR architecture,
a SID can also be a local or global Adj-SID, corresponding to an outgoing adjacency).
A Node-SID is simply represented by the node name n1, while the corresponding DL-
SID is represented as n∗

1. In both cases, the SID corresponds to a node that needs to
be crossed before reaching the destination node. Two consecutive nodes in a SR path
Sni do not need to be adjacent as it is for Pni. When two consecutive nodes are not
adjacent, the links that will be crossed depend on the underlying IP routing. If all the
shortest paths from a given node toward the next node in the SR path insist on the same
output link, then the output link is univocally determined. If there are multiple shortest
paths and they insist on different output links, then the output link is not univocally
determined. In this case, two options are possible, depending on the configuration
of the router. If ECMP is enabled, all the “candidate” output links that are part of a
shortest path towards the next node in the SR path are considered (typically they are
selected based on a hash function over the port numbers of the transport protocol, in
order to balance the traffic). If ECMP is not enabled, one of the candidate output links
is arbitrarily selected by the node. In both cases, such type of segment is not applicable
to the classical TE approach, in which the network operator wants to deterministically
route a flow over a given path. A SR path is congruent to a hop-by-hop path if the
route enforced by the SR path is deterministically equivalent to the one enforced by the
hop-by-hop path. To provide examples of hop-by-hop paths, of congruent SR paths,
and of the use of DL-SIDs, let us consider the network topology depicted in Figure 5.4
and the two hop-by-hop paths P1 and P2 that are represented using Pn notation as: i)
Pn1 = {n1, n3, n5, n7}; ii) Pn2 = {n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7}

Figure 5.4: A network topology and two hop-by-hop paths

The only SR path congruent to the hop-by-hop path P1 is Sn1 = {n1, n3, n
∗
5, n

∗
7}

in which three segments are needed, and the direct-link segment IDs n∗
5 and n∗

7 are
respectively used to select the links 3→ 5 and 5→ 7. There are multiple SR paths that
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are congruent to the hop-by-hop path P2; a subset of them is listed hereafter (they only
contain Node SIDs): i) Sn2−a = {n1, n2, n4, n7}; ii) Sn2−b = {n1, n2, n3, n4, n7}; iii)
Sn2−c = {n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7}. Among them, Sn2−a is the optimal SR path, in
the sense that it has the minimum number of segments.

5.6 Optimal SR assignment procedure

In the SR assignment problem, given a hop-by-hop path P , we want to find a congruent
SR path S composed of the minimum number of segments. In this section we propose
an efficient algorithm for the SR assignment, both for traditional SR and for the pro-
posed PMSR. We prove that the algorithm finds the optimal solution, i.e. the shortest
list of SIDs that allows the packets to follow the assigned hop-by-hop path, according
to the default IP routing tables of the nodes. Let us define the following notation:

• f : a single traffic flow from node s to node d, characterized by its hop-by-hop
path Pn = {n0 = s, n1, n2, .., nN−1, nN = d};

• tep(x, y): portion of the hop-by-hop path starting from node x and ending with
node y. As particular case, tep(s, d) is the complete hop-by-hop path from s to d;

• SPN(x, y): the number of equal-cost shortest paths from x to y, based on the cur-
rent routing tables that are considered to be already set-up by a link-state routing
protocol (e.g. OSPF), using Shortest Path First algorithm;

• sp(x, y): the set of the shortest paths from x to y; if SPN(x, y) ≡ 1, it is the
shortest path from x to y;

• prec(p, x): the preceding node of x along a path p

• succ(p, x): the succeeding node of x along a path p;

• srp: the SR path containing the list of assigned SIDs;

• sp∗(x, y∗): the set of direct-links biased shortest paths from x to y∗; a direct-links
biased shortest path is built heading from x to y on a shortest path, unless there is
a direct link from an intermediate node to y, which is always followed

• SPN∗(x, y∗): number of direct-links biased shortest paths sp∗(x, y∗).

A pseudo-code representation of the SR assignment algorithm for the traditional SR
architecture is reported in Algorithm 4 (T_SRP stands for Traditional SR Path). The
algorithm takes as input the topology and the assigned hop-by-hop path, and returns as
output a congruent “optimal” SR path. At each step, a hop-by-hop sub-path between
two nodes x and y is compared with the shortest path between the same pair of nodes.
At the beginning x = s and y = d. If there is only one shortest path and it matches
the hop-by-hop sub-path, y is added to the SR path. Otherwise (i.e., if there is more
than one shortest path or the shortest path does not match the hop-by-hop sub-path),
if the sub-path tep(x, y) between x and y is just one link, then it means that there is a
direct link between x and y different from the shortest path; in this case the Adj-SID
corresponding to the link e(x, y) is added to the SR path. If tep(x, y) is more than one
link, the procedure repeats with y set to the node that precedes the old y. If a segment
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has been added, it is checked if y ≡ d, in which case the procedure ends and the SR
path is returned; otherwise, if y 6≡ d, the algorithm considers the remaining part of the
path, from y to d. For each direct link different from the shortest path, this algorithm
will add two segments in the SR path: the preceding node and the Adj-SID representing
the outgoing link.

Algorithm 4 Pseudo-code of SR path assignment for traditional SR

1: function T_SRP : (tep(s, d))→ srp
2: x = s; y = d; srp = {}
3: START:
4: p = tep(x, y)
5: // check if the sub-path p is the only shortest path
6: if ((SPN(x, y) == 1) AND (sp(x, y) == p)) then
7: ADD y to srp; goto ADDED
8: else
9: // check if the sub-path p is just one link

10: if (prec(p, y) == x) then
11: ADD Adj-SID of e(x, y) to srp; goto ADDED
12: else
13: // no segment added, try with a shorter path
14: (from x to the node that precedes y)
15: y = prec(p, y); goto START
16: end if
17: end if
18: ADDED:
19: if (y 6= d) then
20: // consider the remaining part of the path
21: x = y; y = d; goto START
22: end if
23: return srp

Algorithm 5 Replacement of adjacency SIDs with direct-link SID
1: function DL_SRP : srp→ dlsrp
2: dlsrp = {}
3: for (i = 0; i < srp.length; i++) do
4: if (srp[i] is an Adj-SID) then
5: d = destination of srp[i]
6: ADD d∗ to dlsrp
7: else
8: if (srp[i+ 1] is not an Adj-SID) then
9: ADD srp[i] to dlsrp

10: else
11: if (SPN∗(srp[i− 1], srp[i+ 1]) > 1 OR
12: sp∗(srp[i− 1], srp[i+ 1]∗) 6= tep(srp[i− 1], srp[i+ 1])) then
13: ADD srp[i] to dlsrp
14: end if
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
18: return dlsrp

TheDL_SRP algorithm reported in Algorithm 5 takes as input the SR path (that in-
cludes Adj-SIDs) computed by T_SRP and returns, as output, a SR path that includes
only Node-SIDs and DL-SIDs. When possible, it replaces a couple of Node-SID and
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Adj-SID with a single DL-SID. When a single DL-SID is not enough to enforce the
required hop-by-hop path, the algorithm will leave a couple Node-SID and DL-SID.
The algorithm inspects step-by-step the SR path and replaces any Adj-SID with the
corresponding DL-SID. The Node-SID that precedes the Adj-SID is kept only when
required, that is when there is more than one direct-links biased shortest path from
the node that precedes the current Node-SID and the successive DL-SID, or if such a
direct-links biased shortest path differs from the hop-by-hop path.

5.7 Optimality of the SR path assignment

In order to demonstrate the optimality of the SR path assignment, we need the following
lemmas.

Lemma 5.7.1. If there is a unique shortest path from s to d, then there is a unique
shortest path from s towards all intermediate links in the path from s to d (it can be
easily proven by contradiction).

Lemma 5.7.2. If it does not exist a unique shortest path from y to d, then it does not
exist a unique shortest path from a node x to d that passes through y (it can be easily
proven by contradiction).

We start by focusing on the T_SRP algorithm. Let us consider the hop-by-hop path
Pn = {n0 = s, n1, n2, ..., nN−1, nN = d}. Assume that the directed edge from nk−1 to
nk is not the shortest path from nk−1 to nk (or it is one of a set of equal-cost shortest
paths), then an Adj-SID is needed to enforce the use of the link e(nk−1, nk). Under this
hypothesis, starting from s the T_SRP algorithm can find one or more segments up to
nk−1 (the last segment being nk−1 itself), but then it will identify the link that requires
the Adj-SID (the first check “if the sub-path p is the only shortest path” fails and the
second check “if the sub-path p is just one link” is verified) and add it. This happens for
all the links that are not the shortest path between their source and destination. In the
end, the SR path will be composed at least by all the Adj-SIDs, needed in order to route
the packets on links that are, by definition, off the shortest path dictated by the routing
protocol. Each Adj-SID will be preceded in the SR path by the Node-SID of the node
that originates the link that requires the Adj-SID. Now we need to demonstrate that the
number of segments, selected by the algorithms in any portion of the hop-by-hop path
that does not need to include Adj-SIDs, is the minimum possible. Assume from now
on that we are in a portion of the hop-by-hop that does not need to include Adj-SIDs
(i.e. all links correspond to the only shortest path between source and destination of
the link). The T_SRP algorithm starts from the source s and tries to find the longest
portion of the hop-by-hop path P = tep(s, d) that corresponds to a shortest path. If it
arrives to the destination d, then the solution is optimal. If it stops at an intermediate
node x, this means that tep(s, x) is a unique shortest path, while tep(s, succ(P, x))
is not a unique shortest path. The algorithm tries to find segments from x to d. If
there is a unique shortest path from x to d, then the algorithm has found a SR path
with two segments: {s,x,d}. This is optimal, as a solution with one segment does not
exist (we know that tep(s, succ(P, x)) is not a unique shortest path and, by Lemma
5.7.1, there cannot be a unique shortest path from s to d). If the algorithm finds that
an intermediate node y is needed from x to d, then we have a three segments solution:
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{s,x,y,d}, and we prove that we cannot find a two segments solution {s,z,d} for any
z in P. In fact, the segment z cannot be after x by construction. It cannot be before x
because by Lemma 5.7.2 there cannot be a unique shortest path from z to d passing
through x. This reasoning can be extended to any number of segments: each time that
the algorithm introduces a segment, it is not possible to find a solution with a smaller
number of segments.

It is easy to prove that theDL_SRP algorithm is optimal as well. In fact, it includes
one DL-SID for each Adj-SID (they correspond to the minimum number of segments).
In each portion of the path without Adj-SID, the algorithm verifies if it is possible to
reduce the segments eliminating the last Node-SID and using only the DL-SID.

5.8 Evaluation

The proposed architecture and the algorithms described so fare have been implemented
and tested. Figure 5.5 shows the developed software components and their interactions.
The topology parser can acquire topology information from the REST API of RYU
controller, from the GraphML representation used in the Topology Zoo project [428],
or from our Mantoo tools (see Chapter 3). A random demand generator can be used
to create a list of traffic flows between PE nodes. Two Java modules implement the
flow assignment heuristic and the SR assignment algorithm. Their output is a list of
SR paths. Both the input of the flow assignment heuristic and the output of the SR
assignment algorithm are represented as JSON files. The SR paths list is processed
by the VLLPusher python script. Using the RYU REST API, this script configures the
ingress and egress operations in PE OSHI nodes, as discussed in Section 5.4.2. The data
plane is emulated in Mininet, with OSHI nodes extended by the OSHI-SR-dataplane -
i.e. the extension module implementing the SR daemon described in section 5.4.1.

Figure 5.5: A network topology and two hop-by-hop paths

Based on our implementation, we carried out an experimental analysis of the pro-
posed architecture and algorithms, with the following main goals: i) Validating the TE
heuristic reassignment; ii) Testing the SR assignment algorithm.

5.8.1 Validation of the TE algorithm

To accomplish the first goal, we have considered a small scale topology with 8 nodes
and 13 links represented in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. Controller like Floodlight or our cus-
tom version of the RYU controller, given two endpoints, are able to calculate the short-
est path that interconnects them leveraging the information provided by the Topology
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module. However such approach suffers of a big problem: the shortest path service is
very simple and not aware of the available capacity of the links. The results is a bad
allocation of the virtual circuits and a poor use of the available resources. Figure 5.6a
shows the behavior of this component. From the Figure 5.6b we can observe that our
heuristic can perform a better allocation, while the shortest paths calculated by the OF
controllers route the flows on the same path overloading the links (1,2), (2,5) and (5,8).

(a) SPF assignment. (b) TE assignment.

Figure 5.6: SPF vs TE

(a) CSPF assignment. (b) TE assignment.

Figure 5.7: CSPF vs TE.

The CPSF is an improved version of the SPF, that is aware of the available capacity
of the links, before the calculation of a shortest path, prunes all the links that do not
have enough capacity to support the flow. Moreover, when the flow is allocated, the
available capacity on the links is decreased. In Figures 5.7a and 5.7b, we compare
the allocation realized by our heuristic with a simple CSPF. It is possible to observe
a better utilization of all the available resource with the heuristic re-assignment: with
the CSPF the links (1,3), (3,5), (3,7) and (4,6) are idle, while links (1,2) and (2,5) are
too “stressed”. We have measured also the average crossing time of the network and
the highest utilization in both cases. They are respectively 77.30 ms and 84.20 Kb/s
for CSPF; 52.95 ms and 67.05 Kb/s for our heuristic. The latter allows to obtain a
reduction of about 30% for the average crossing time T and a reduction of about the
20% for the highest (we compare the links with the highest load) utilization.

In the second experiment we have considered a relatively large scale topology with
153 nodes and 354 unidirectional links, the “Colt Telecom” topology included in the
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Figure 5.8: Colt Telecom (08/2010) topology from Topology Zoo.

Topology zoo dataset (represented in Figure 5.8); we have assumed that all links have
the same capacity. We have developed a random demand generator as follows. We
have randomly selected 40% of the nodes to be PE (e.g. ingress/egress), then we have
randomly selected 20% of the PE couples to be active source/destination of traffic flows.
For each active couple of PEs, in each direction we have an average of 3.5 flows (the
number of flows has a geometrical distribution) with the sum of the flow rates equal
to 10% of the capacity of a link and the size of each flow has a negative exponential
distribution. With these parameters we have generated a list of 2460 flows with their
bitrate. As reported in Figure 5.9a, we have run a set of allocation experiments by
selecting an increasing number of flows out of the full demand of 2460 flows and we
have collected the number of allocated flows (the flows are selected following the same
order). The straight line show the ideal case with infinite link capacity. This demand
has been generated to largely overcome the network capacity, so that only a subset of
the flows can be allocated. In this condition we stress the flow allocation algorithm and
we can have TE paths that diverge from the shortest path.

The full set of requested flows (2460) has been considered, resulting in the allocation
of 940 flows. For each allocated flow, the TE path has been computed according to the
flow assignment heuristic. Figure 5.9b reports the distribution of path lengths for the
TE paths and for the natural paths. With natural path of a flow we refer to the shortest
path from ingress PE to the egress PE (with no capacity constraints). As expected, TE
paths are longer than natural paths (in this experiment the mean length is 8.17 vs 6.63).

5.8.2 Testing the SR assignment algorithm

We have validated the SR assignment procedure analyzing the SR path length and its
processing time. For the first experiment, we have used the same topology and the
demand of the previous test. The full set of requested flows (2460) is considered,
resulting in the allocation of 940 flows. We have selected only the accepted flows,
obtaining a traffic demand that closely matches the full network capacity, being able to
have hop-by-hop paths that diverge from the shortest path, but keeping the acceptance
ratio of the flow close to 1. For each allocated flow, the SR path has been computed
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(a) Allocated flows vs. requested flows.

(b) Distribution of path length for TE and natural paths

Figure 5.9: Validation of TE algorithm.

according to the SR assignment algorithm. The result of the SR assignment algorithm
is shown in Figure 5.10a, which provides the distribution of SR path lengths. It is
interesting to note that for more than 50% of the flows the SR path has only 1 SID, i.e.
the egress node (this means that the flow is surely allocated on a natural path). When
the SR path has more than one SID, it can be a natural path in which it was needed to
differentiate among multiple equal cost shortest path, or a TE path different from the
natural path. It is interesting to note that the mean number of hops in a SR path is low:
∼ 1.7 and the maximum number is 6.

The flow assignment and SR assignment algorithms have been also tested varying
the number of allocated flows. In Figure 5.10b we show the mean length of TE paths,
natural paths, and SR paths for different number of allocated flows. Increasing the
number of flows (i.e. the traffic load), the mean length of the TE paths increases from
∼ 8.2 to ∼ 9.7. When the number of allocated flows further increases, the mean
length starts to decrease. This depends on how we have selected the sets of allocated
flows starting from the full list of requested flows (2460). According to our workflow
we extract larger subsets from the full list according (at the end of TE operations)
and select the admitted flows from this subset to be passed as input to SR assignment
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(a) Distribution of SR path length (number of SIDs in the path).

(b) Mean lengths of TE paths, natural paths, and SR paths vs. the number of allocated TE flows

Figure 5.10: Testing the SR assignment algorithm.

procedure. This creates a bias in the selected flows: when we have already admitted
several flows and loaded the network, the flows with distant ingress and egress PEs can
hardly be allocated, therefore the flows that are accepted are on average shorter. The
mean number of SR-hops starts from ∼ 1.3 when the network is not loaded and TE
paths correspond to natural paths, because of the segments used to differentiate among
multiple equal-cost shortest paths.

As last test, we have done a simple experimental evaluation of the processing time of
the proposed TE/SR algorithms. Figure 5.11 reports the time spent for the computation
of TE paths (flow assignment heuristic) and of SR paths (SR assignment algorithm). We
have used a PC with an Intel Core i7 2Ghz and 6GB RAM. Note that processing time of
the flow assignment heuristic has a step-wise dependence on the number of iterations
of the heuristic optimization cycle, which tends to increase with the number of flows.
Therefore a set of seemingly parallel lines can be appreciated in the Figure 5.11 (each
one corresponds to a given number of cycles). As it is possible to see, the processing
time of the SR assignment algorithm is negligible with respect to the flow assignment
heuristic. In the considered range (up to 900 admitted flows) it has been possible to
run both algorithms and allocate the flows in less than 8 seconds. This performance
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Figure 5.11: Execution time of the algorithms.

seems adequate for periodic (e.g., nightly) reallocation procedures that aim to evenly
redistribute the load on the network links.

5.9 Related Work

The Segment Routing architecture is being standardized within the IETF by the SPRING
working group [410]. In Sections 5.1 and 5.2 we have introduced SR technology and
provided references to the active draft specifications. Even though standardization is
rapidly evolving and the main network equipment vendors are currently involved in the
implementation phase ( [94] and [195], just to names the few), there has been a limited
research work on SR within the academic community.

[330] proposes a novel monitoring system enabled by Segment Routing for pro-
visioning of delay aware multi-domain services. Based on SR principles, it enables
the delay measurements over multiple candidate routes without requiring related LSP
signalling sessions. The system relies on external monitoring component which injects
and receives timestamped probes routed according to the enforced SR segment list.
The project shares with us the objective of the reduction of the control plane complex-
ity through SR. However from the paper is not clear the implementation used for SR
and if the authors rely on vendor solutions.

[245] proposes TE algorithm which builds path with bandwidth guarantees and
minimizes at the same time the possibility of rejecting traffic demands. Respect to
our algorithm, it takes into account the link “criticality” and not only link residual
bandwidth. Citing [245]: “Link criticality is based on the concept of the minimal
interference routing method”. It allows to minimize the possibility of rejecting requests
when the network becomes overloaded. The proposed algorithm not only achieves the
goal of balancing the network traffic load, but it also promises to reduce the network
costs. Since it is based on SR principles, the proposed solution also considers the
extra network overhead caused by the segment labels in the packet headers. The path
length has been modeled as a constraint to save network resources. According to the
authors, the time complexity of the algorithm can meet the requirements of dynamic
online routing, however there are no open source implementations available and only
simulation results are provided by the authors.

In [241], SR enabled optical networks are considered to overcome the current GM-
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PLS architecture and SR is proposed as solution to simplify GMPLS hierarchical con-
trol plane. A TE algorithm for SR is proposed in this work as well, which evaluates an
optimal path for a flow, according to an IGP metric and taking into account multiple
constraints like bandwidth and delay. Then, authors propose a segment list-encoding
algorithm to express a given path, which minimizes (or enforces a give threshold) the
segment list depth in SR-based networks. It considers ECMP forwarding by default, but
can also introduce constraints to support a deterministic hop-by-hop path. Respect to
our effort, the solution is not able to support arbitrary hop-by-hop paths when arbitrary
IGP link costs are used.

The traffic steering capabilities of SR have been used in SCMon [21], a new solution
for continuous monitoring of the data-plane. It allows to track the health of all routers
and links: i) forcing “monitoring probes to travel over cycles” [21]; and (ii) testing “par-
allel links and bundles at a per-link granularity” [21]. The key insight is that network
nodes compute routes on a monitoring topology, a second one maintained by routers
which spans all network links. Then, nodes carefully select ECMP paths and enforce
packet forwarding through SR in order to detect/localize failures and overloading of
single/multiple links. Author proposes interesting algorithms which allows to cover all
network links with a limited number of SR segments. A prototype implementation has
been evaluated on publicly available topologies and emulated networks. The work re-
sults are very interesting, above all the algorithms which compute the spanning cycles.
However, at the time of writing an open-source implementation is not available.

In [35], the authors deal with SR-based ECMP-aware TE, proposing solutions for
the optimal allocation of traffic demands using an ECMP-aware approach. The authors
deal with the problem of determining the optimal parameters in terms of traffic split
for SR in offline and online optimization. Two different solutions are proposed for the
aforementioned cases: i) traffic matrix oblivious SR; and ii) online SR. In the former
case the traffic matrix is not known in advance but the traffic is forwarded in a such way
to even distribute the traffic, covering a wide range of use cases. As regards the latter
case, the work adopts a competitive approach and assumes that connection requests
arrive into the system one at a time and the segments are picked in order to keep the
load balanced across the network. Key idea of this work is to minimize the worst-case
link utilization by considering ECMP forwarding in the offline case. While, the traffic
split values are properly computed also to minimize rejections of requests in online
cases. Also in [67], authors deal with SR-based TE. In particular, authors design an
online SR-based energy-efficient traffic engineering method. Key idea is to use SDN
controller to selectively switch off a subset of links and to adapt the number of the
powered-on links to the traffic load. SR is used to dynamically re-route the traffic. First
a least-congested link technique is run to identify the eligible links that can be switched-
off. At this point new routes are calculated solving via heuristics the “Multicommodity
Flow Problem”. Finally, SDN controller enforces through SR the new paths or IGP
forwarding is leveraged if the route corresponds to the shortest path. At this point the
links not necessary are turned off. As regards the comparison with our work, the TE
problem we analyze is different, as we start from hop-by-hop paths and try to optimize
their mapping into SR paths, keeping the constraint of the fixed routing over the given
hop-by-hop path. Authors of these works provide an interesting analysis of SR-based
ECMP-aware TE problem, however only numerical results are showed and as far as we
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know an open source implementation is not available.

[39], [37] and [38] propose an implementation of SR architecture through Om-
nipresent Ethernet; a modification of Carrier Ethernet which is based on source-routed,
binary-routed labels embedded in an Ethernet frame. Authors address scalability is-
sues of SR in the context of multi-domain scenarios from two different point of views:
packet header size and the number of look-up table entries required at the edge nodes.
In particular, they propose two schemes for SR implementation: i) hierarchical based
solution and ii) flat domain based solution. The first solution requires partitioning of the
network into sub-domains and selecting a higher level node within every cluster that is
capable of label-swap operations. This results necessary to implement the inter-cluster
routing. According to the authors, this scheme can reduce the size of the routing-table
at the edge nodes but can lead to non-shortest-path forwarding. This limitation is over-
come by the second framework proposed by the authors, that assumes all nodes can be
label-swap and the nodes belong to a single network-wide SR domain. The framework
achieves shortest-path routing at the cost of increasing the routing-table maintenance at
intermediate nodes. Since the selection of the stitching nodes results to be important in
both schemes, two Integer Linear Programs are defined for the aforementioned schemes
and solved. Authors realizes also a testbed to validate the implementation of the pro-
posed schemes. However, further analysis are not possible since the solution builds
upon Carrier Ethernet hardware. Also [56] proposes a further advance of Carrier Ether-
net architecture and envisages the coupling of the SR and SDN technologies. It results
to be trade-off between fully-distributed control planes and centralized approaches: an
inventory database is maintained into the SDN controller with the configuration for
each device. The SDN controller provides the IP configuration and SR configuration
like the loopback address, node label, label range, gateway label information via south-
bound API like NETCONF/Yang for each new device deployed in the network. For any
communication inside the domain, by the design the network will use the IGP based
forwarding without the need of the SDN controller. Instead, in a multi-domain scenario
multiple controllers are deployed and exchange reachability information in order to
properly program the edge nodes. In this way an inter-domain path can be established
simply with a label stack that includes local and remote border router labels, plus the
end node label. The network node does not need to keep the label or prefix outside
of its domain. Only the SDN control plane has the information for all network nodes.
Finally, authors envisage the introduction of Service-SID for SR to redirect flows to a
particular network service, Virtual Network Function or an application into the Cloud
DC.

Incremental deployments of SR are analyzed in [92], where authors propose a mi-
gration strategy where only a subset of nodes are SR-capable “to address the challenge
of managing the transition between a pure IP network to a full SR one while optimizing
the network performances” [92]. Authors design the so called SR domain solution. The
problem of identifying the subset of SR nodes is solved in two steps first defining the
maximum number of SR nodes and then identifying which nodes are the best candidates
through a mixed integer linear programming formulation. Once the maximum number
has been fixed, the nodes and the routing are calculated minimizing the maximum link
utilization. Together with this, authors propose two strategies for path encoding of the
routing: i) path aware solution and ii) path unaware solution. In the latter case, they
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introduce also an utilization for each segment list to keep the utilization of the different
SR paths comparable. According to the authors, an hybrid solution based on the incre-
mental deployment of SR offers optimization alternatives comparable to the one of a
full SR network. The work shares a lot of design principles with our work, for example
both consider incremental deployments of SR and deal with path aware encoding of the
segments list to guarantee the same hop by hop path decided by TE heuristics. Respect
to our work, authors propose also a solution for path unaware forwarding where the
packets belonging to the same flow can cross the network using different paths. As far
we know the proposed solution has been validated only numerically and an open source
implementation is not available.

Similarly to our work, [91] deals with the segments encoding problem. Respect to
our approach the problem is resolved in two steps: i) creation of a graph representing
the paths defined between the couple of source and destination nodes (potentially gen-
erated by a TE procedure) and ii) the solution of a multi commodity flow problem over
the aforementioned graph. Instead, we start with a TE problem and according to this
we calculate the explicit hop-by-hop paths optimizing an objective function. From hop-
by-hop paths, we try to optimize their mapping into SR paths, keeping the constraint of
the fixed routing over the given hop-by-hop path. Authors of this work provides only
numerical results, while an open source implementation is not available.

DEFO ( [180] [181]) proposes a two-layers architecture separating connectivity and
optimization tasks. The former is carried out by legacy network nodes which run IGP
protocols and ensure best-effort connectivity. The second task is implemented by a cen-
tralized optimizer which translates high-level goals into network configurations able to
overwrite the decisions taken by IGP protocols. In particular, authors leverage SR to
implement the forwarding path in the network and override decisions taken by IGP
protocols. As regards the path computation, DEFO relies on the Middlepoint Routing
(represents the forwarding paths as a concatenation of way-points) and on the Con-
straint Programming. Internal algorithms, data structures of DEFO together with the
proof that the problem solved by DEFO is NP-Hard are included in [181]. Authors
state, comparing different realization approaches, that the combination of IGP and SR
currently provides the best results in terms of robustness and scalability. According to
the authors, their approach can compute, in few seconds, excellent solutions. Instead,
the performance of our TE module seems adequate for periodic (e.g., nightly) real-
location procedures. To be noted, we mainly concentrate on a different optimization
problem: we start from TE paths and try to optimize their mapping into SR paths.

[161] proposes two algorithms for the computation of segments list which result
to be optimal in terms of stack depth. The algorithms are very similar, key insight
is how to vary the breadth of sub-paths until consider the original hop-by-hop path.
The first algorithm navigates the target path starting from the source node toward the
destination, while the second one leverages the opposite direction. Our solution has the
same objective but respect to these solution it starts from the original hop-by-hop path
and then evaluate the sub-paths reducing at the each iteration the breadth.

Also in [170], two algorithms for an efficient path-label encoding, the so called SR-
LEAs, are proposed. The algorithms take as input an explicit shortest path, and they
are composed by two main steps: i) computation of successive shortest paths; ii) labels
replacing. Specifically, the first computes the subpaths of the original shortest path and
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takes into account the limitation of the hardware to reduce the number of the subpaths.
In the second step, the subpaths composed of three or more nodes are replaced by the
Node-SID of their tail node. While, two nodes subpaths are replaced by the Adj-SID.
The variant SR-LEA-A is very similar to the above algorithm and takes advantage of
the global Adj-SID to further reduce the depth of the labels stack. Of course, it requires
the advertisement of these SIDs to properly work.

In [179], Hao et al. propose a linear programming model to optimize the restoration
in face of failures in SR based networks. Key idea of the optimized restoration is
to share properly the remaining bandwidth when several failures happen, and this is
addressed in the paper through an optimal configuration of the initial segments knowing
in advance the traffic matrix and the network topology. In particular, authors develop an
efficient primal-dual algorithm which can handle single link failures and multiple link
failures at the same time (node failures). Moreover, with a simple randomized rounding
scheme it can take into account also ECMP forwarding in the network.

A hierarchical multi-domain control plane for SDN based on SR has been also show-
cased in [235]. The control plane is composed by an orchestrator application which
runs on top of multiple open source SDN controllers and leverages their NB APIs to
create multi-domain SR based services. BGP-LS and PCEP are used as southbound
in the SDN controllers and provide respectively network topology and the creation of
MPLS SR tunnels. The data plane is emulated using Cisco virtual routers and Open-
DayLight has been deployed as SDN controller in each domain. Authors implement
an ECMP use case leveraging Prefix-SIDs and also a TE module which is application
aware: bandwidth and delay constraints can be specified by the applications and the or-
chestrator finds suitable paths composed by links that meet the specified requirements.
Even if the architecture and the use cases are interesting, authors mainly use vendor
solutions and implement on top of the SDN controllers applications leveraging vendors
specific functionality.

SR-IPv6 ( [243] and [242]) provides an open source implementation of IPv6 data
plane for SR. This implementation of IPv6/SR (and the corresponding SR header) start-
ing from version 4.10 has been integrated in the Linux kernel. In particular, it is pos-
sible to turn a Linux node into an IPv6/SR router capable of processing the IPv6 SR
header and of forwarding the IPv6 packets with SR header to the next segment. The
Linux kernel implementation can support a scenario in which the VNFs (Virtual Net-
work Functions) are SR-aware and directly run as IPv6/SR nodes [242]. In particular,
authors extend notion of segments introducing the so called Service-SID which repre-
sents “a service that the packets have to traverse”. Kernel offers APIs through which
application can register as service and can specify the kind of processing they need:
synchronous or asynchronous. In the first case the kernel defers the forwarding of the
packets waiting for the end of the processing from the application. In the latter case, a
copy of the packet is sent to the user space while the original one is forwarded towards
the next segment (if present).

Authors of [2] implement a solution for VNF chaining which leverages SR forward-
ing to transport traffic between Linux based nodes. Work adopts SR-IPv6 data-plane
to realize the service function chaining and it has been meant to support SR-unaware
VNFs, e.g not capable to understand the SR header for IPv6 since they can only process
traditional IP packets. In particular, work builds upon results of [243] and implements
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a Kernel module for Linux servers, where VNFs run as container, able to adapt the
behavior of SR-unaware VNFs to the needs of the SRv6-based processing chain. An
open-source implementation is available online.

Traffic duplication though SR-IPv6 is explored in [20]. In particular, authors lever-
age SR-IPv6 to realize a traffic duplication service which can guarantee a 1+1 protec-
tion through the use of disjoint paths. Main difference with other protection mecha-
nisms is that with 1+1 protection both channels are active and data is sent over both
paths. Authors use mirroring behavior in the Linux Kernel to realize the traffic du-
plication. Then, they propose an algorithm that is able to compute disjoint paths with
least latency and with guarantees they can be implemented as a feasible sequence of
segments (upper bound limit on their number).

IPv6 SR has been used in [110] to implement a load balancing solution application
and protocols agnostic, the so called SRLB. Applications are identified by special IP
addresses (VIPs) and the SRLB advertises routes for these addresses. Each time a first
packet of a new flow arrive at SRLB, the load balancer selects a set of candidate servers
which host an instance of the application, and inserts a SR header into the IPv6 data
packet with a list of segments which identify the servers and has the VIP as the last
segment. When the packet arrives to a physical server a local decision leveraging on
some metrics is performed. Packet can be accepted or passed to the next server. Once
the packet is accepted by a server, it creates a reply for the packet and inserts a special
SR header which allows to signal the acceptance to the SRLB. This is done by creating
an header containing its own physical address, the IP address of the load-balancer, and
as last segment the VIP.

A centralized implementation of SR (SDN based) is leveraged in [164], [163] and
[162] to dynamically recover the network from link or node failures. The central con-
troller is involved only initially to compute the segments list and program properly the
network through an algorithm which is able to minimize the list depth. Instead, the con-
troller is not involved when a failure occurs since the traffic is locally recovered. The
failover mechanism envisages a failover table for each interface of the node and when
a port goes down automatically the related failover table is used. Authors provides an
implementation based on the OF protocol leveraging the Group tables feature for mon-
itoring and backup actions. In [162], the proposed method for SR path encoding can
lead to longer segment lists than the one proposed in [163].

In [397] and [164] two solutions for multi-domain and multi-layer SR are proposed:
end-to-end Segment Routing and per-domain Segment Routing. Both methods lever-
age a non-standard east/west interface between peer controllers for SIDs-list exchange
among the domains, thus relying on a flat control-plane architecture. In the first ap-
proach, the segment list contains already the end-to-end path crossing several domains.
While, the second approach stitches several SR paths, one for each domain: the seg-
ment list is modified at each ingress border node traversed. There is no global view of
the network, and controllers do not know the domain sequence to reach destination.

[398] implements SR in a multi-layer packet-optical network. The RYU SDN con-
troller has been extended to control the label stacking configuration at source nodes
(OVS). The SR-controller utilizes OF 1.3 to program the OVS, while commercial
ROADMs have bee used to provide an optical bypass between nodes and provide al-
ternative paths during path computation. Authors mainly deal with the implementation
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and demonstration of SDN-based SR. However, they do not discuss the routing algo-
rithm for the SDN controller to configure the route in edge nodes. Later in [399], SR has
been implemented in IP/MPLS networks using a PCE architecture. Extensions to the
PCE protocol allow a centralized PCE to control the label stacking configuration. Both
SR implementations using SDN and PCE are able to perform dynamic packet rerouting
(with optical bypass capabilities), by enforcing different segment-lists at source node,
without any signalling protocol and with no packet loss. In [400], two SR testbeds
are described, one based on a SDN scenario ( [398]) and another one based on a PCE
scenario ( [399]). Both testbeds share a common SR Path computation engine, that
performs the hop-by-hop path computation and SR path assignment. The proposed SR
path assignment algorithm provides the shortest segment list, but the solution only con-
siders global Node-SID, therefore it cannot be applied to topologies with arbitrary IGP
link costs.

The SPRING-OPEN project [411] is an ONOS use case, which provides an SDN-
based implementation of SR. Its architecture is based on a logically centralized control
plane, built on top of ONOS, and it drastically eliminates the IP/MPLS Control Plane
from the network. Compared to SPRING-OPEN, our solution still considers a tradi-
tional IP control plane (e.g., based on routing protocols like OSPF or IS-IS). Part of
this work converged in the Trellis project [432], the leaf-spine fabric based on SR. As
regards the latter, it does not implement the full fledged SR architecture, it just uses
global significant Node-SIDs and its implementation leverages OF enabled switches.

Even if [229] does not explicitly leverage SR, it proposes the concept of Path-
lets [165] which closely resembles the segments of SR architecture. Control Exchange
Point main goal is to provide services with QoS constraints across domains. This is
achieved stitching the so called Pathlets which are partial paths advertised by the do-
mains. An ISP abstracts its network as a set of Pathlets connecting the network edges
and then advertises these on the northbound. More specifically, this abstraction is re-
alized with tunnels instantiated with OF, MPLS, optical path and so on. The Pathlet
abstraction is bundled with properties that the ISP provides like latency, costs, avail-
able bandwidth and so on. The general idea seems to be inline with SR architecture
presented so far.

Multicast and SR are studied in [402], authors propose a routing solution for Multi-
cast based on SR and an heuristic for Multicast tree calculation. In particular, the SDN
controller computes an explicit Multicast tree using the aforementioned heuristic and
then programs the source node of the tree and its branching points: each time a packet
reaches a branching point needs to be duplicated and forwarded on different paths and
a modification of the segment lists is performed. As regards the routing algorithm, it
computes Multicast tree combining several conflictual objectives: link residual band-
width, node’s flow entry and between centrality. The first objective avoids the over-
loading of the links, the second in somehow takes into account the load on the network
nodes. High between centrality means that nodes or links have the high opportunity
for traffic to go through. Simulation results show that the method outperforms other
routing algorithms, however an open source implementation is not available.
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SDN as technology enabler: ICNoSDN use case

6.1 Introduction

Information Centric Networking (ICN) is a paradigm emerged to overcome some in-
trinsic limitations of the IP protocol [226] and [201]. In ICN, the network provides
users with access to content by names, instead of providing communication channels
between hosts. The idea is to provide “access to named data” as the fundamental net-
work service. This means that all content (e.g. a document, a picture) is given a name;
then, users request for the named content, the network forwards the requests toward
the “closest” copy of such a content, which is delivered to the requesting user. With
ICN, the communication network becomes aware of the name of the content that it
provides and the routing decisions are made based on the content name. The ICN
paradigm promises to offer a set of advantages with respect to existing (IP) networks
for the support of the large majority of current traffic and according to [285], ICN : i)
improves network efficiency; ii) naturally supports mobility of users and servers and
Multicast communications; iii) eases the operation of fragmented networks, or sets of
devices disconnected from the rest of the network; iv) offers simpler application pro-
gramming interfaces; v) provides a content-oriented security and access control model.
The capabilities of ICN are particularly valuable as we move to an increasingly mobile
connected world, where information, end-points and people are continually connecting
to a different point, requiring in-built mobility support from the network. The Inter-
net’s coupling of the IP address for both identifying a device (and related content) and
for determining where it is topologically located in the network resulted in conflicting
goals. On one hand, for routing to be efficient, the address must be assigned topolog-
ically; on the other hand in order to manage collections of devices, without the need
for renumbering in response to topological change or mobility events, the address must
not be explicitly tied to the topology [127]. ICN offers a clean solution, by logically
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separating network locators from identifiers, not only of devices but also of content and
potentially of users and functions.

Despite the widespread attention that ICN has received from researchers in the past
decade, both in terms of papers and research projects (see the Section 6.9 on related
work), the area is still facing significant research and innovation challenges, including
innovative applications, interplay with cloud and virtualization concepts, name to lo-
cation resolution, routing/forwarding table scalability. One of the open issues is the
deployment of an ICN infrastructure in the current networks, based on the IP protocol,
as it may require the replacement or update of existing running equipment.

We consider the deployment of ICN by exploiting the Software Defined Networking
(SDN) architecture. In this regard, we believe that SDN can be an important enabler of
ICN, as it promises to facilitate the continuous evolution of networking architectures.
The SDN architecture is characterized by a logically centralized control plane and a
well-defined separation between data and control planes. An SDN-enabled network
could facilitate the introduction of ICN functionality, without requiring a complex tran-
sition strategy and the re-deployment of new ICN capable hardware. In this chapter, the
ICN over SDN network architecture to deploy ICN in IP networks is introduced, it is
characterized by a SDN forwarding mechanism able to support a large variety of topolo-
gies and to scale with the size of the topology. We have also designed and implemented
an open reference environment to deploy and test the ICN over SDN infrastructure and
the related network service over local and distributed testbeds. We have improved the
SDN forwarding with a set of caching policies that leverage the aforementioned infras-
tructure. In [377] we introduced an ICN over SDN network architecture to deploy ICN
in IP networks. Here we build on and extend that work, providing the following main
novel contributions (described also in [405]:

• Enhancements in the design of the ICN over SDN forwarding mechanisms to sup-
port mesh topology and to scale with the size of the topology.

• Design and implementation of an open reference environment to deploy and test
the ICN over SDN infrastructure and the related network service over local and
distributed testbeds.

• Design and implementation of a set of Caching policies that leverage on the ICN
over SDN approach.

• Performance evaluation of key aspects of the ICN over SDN architecture and of
the designed caching policies.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 provides background informa-
tion on the basic ICN solution we use, the so called CONET [111] framework and we
present the ICN over SDN architecture in Section 6.3. The details description of the
operations of the first PoC (not illustrated in [377]) are presented in Section 6.4. This is
needed to understand the motivations and operation advances of the new ICNoSDN v2
PoC, which is described in Section 6.5. The caching policies we have implemented as
SDN controller logic are presented in Section 6.6. We illustrate the emulation platform
including the monitoring GUI, fully supported and tested in the OpenFlow v1.0 testbed
provided by the OFELIA project [316] and in the Mininet emulation tool in Section
6.7. The framework and the tools are open source and available at [100]. The described
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environment can be used to test new mechanisms in the ICN over SDN architectural
scenario. Section 6.7 provides the needed indications and references for reusing the
ICNoSDN PoC. In order to ease the initial setup of the solutions, we have also pack-
aged everything in a ready-to-go virtual machine. To the best of our knowledge, there
is no such effort readily available in open source, nor such an emulation platform with
a comprehensive set of monitoring tools. Section 6.8 provides the performance evalua-
tion of the architecture and of the caching strategies implemented in the ICN over SDN
architecture. Finally, the related works are discussed in Section 6.9;

6.2 The CONET approach

COntent NETwork ( [111] and [112]) is based on the concepts introduced in Con-
tent Centric Networking/Named Data Networking (CCN/NDN) architectures ( [201]
and [303]). It extends the approach proposed by CCN/NDN in several aspects, includ-
ing integration with IP, routing scalability, transport mechanisms, inter-domain routing.
For the reader’s convenience, the basics of the CONET (COntent NETwork) solution
are reported hereafter, please refer to [111] and [112] for a detailed description. The
“terminals” are called ICN clients and ICN servers in analogy with a client/server ar-
chitecture or a publish/subscribe scheme. ICN clients request content using CONET
protocols as transport solution, leveraging the unique name of the content to be re-
ceived, while the ICN servers are the originators/providers of the content. In general,
a terminal can act as both ICN client and ICN server if needed. As for the naming
schemes, there is a full support of the approaches proposed by CCN/NDN; names could
be human-readable or self-certifying.

Figure 6.1: CONET high level architecture.

The Forward-By-Name operation, performed by ICN nodes, consists in a name-
based lookup table and on a prefix matching algorithm. The association between name
prefixes and next hop is performed by using a table called Forwarding Information
Base (FIB), this table must be accessed at line speed. Moreover, another table, called
Routing Information Base (RIB), is used to exchange routing information with other
nodes and it does not need to be accessed at line speed. The RIB and FIB could have
tens of billions of entries in order to include all the possible content names, making it
infeasible to implement both in router hardware. In CONET, the FIB is used as a cache
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of currently needed routes, while the full routing table is managed by a centralized
routing logic (Name Routing System). The Name Routing System (NRS) has some
similarity with the Domain Name System, as it provides the resolution of a content
name into a next-hop, while the DNS provides the resolution of a domain name into an
IP address. The content requests are called interests and the related packets are called
interest packets. The interest packets are forwarded over the ICN network, taking into
account the requested content-name for the “routing” of the request. The request trav-
els in the network until it reaches a node that contains the content. This node receives
the interest packet and replies with the data packets that are sent back towards the re-
questing node. The latter ones follow back the path towards the requester. Intermediate
nodes can store the content, performing transparent “in-network” caching, following
the CCN approach. In order to fit the transfer units of under-CONET technologies (e.g.
Ethernet), CONET handles the segmentation of content using two levels: at the first
level the content is segmented into chunks, at the second level chunks are segmented
into smaller data units (called Carrier-Packets). The transfer of Carrier Packets is regu-
lated by a receiver-driven transport protocol based on the well-known TCP congestion
control mechanism [376]. This approach avoids the fragmentation at IP level, which
is faced by chunks greater than 1500 bytes in the earliest implementations of CCN.
Moreover, it helps in the SDN solution as the CONET carrier packets can be properly
managed by SDN capable switches thanks to the information contained in the head-
ers, while IP fragments resulting from the fragmentation of a chunk would lose all the
needed information.

6.3 ICN over SDN architecture

The architectural concepts for the deployment of the CONET architecture over a Soft-
ware Defined Network are introduced in [377]. Here we briefly recall them. Fol-
lowing the SDN approach, an OpenFlow-based ICN design is considered, where the
intelligence of the ICN architecture is de-coupled from the forwarding (of interest and
data packets) and caching functions. As shown in Figure 6.2, this architecture is com-
posed of two different planes: i) a data plane containing ICN servers, ICN clients and
ICN nodes; ii) a control plane that includes the Name Routing System (composed by
NRS Nodes), SDN controllers and an orchestrator node. The two planes communi-
cate through an extended OF interface, used by the controllers/NRS nodes to control
one or more ICN nodes. In the control plane, the controllers/NRS nodes offer also a
northbound API towards the orchestrator node that orchestrates the overall behavior of
a domain. Note that the role of NRS nodes in CONET is fully aligned with the SDN
approach of using a controller to drive the forwarding behavior of switches/routers and
to enforce an explicit separation between a data forwarding plane and a control plane

Coming to reality, let us consider a realistic implementation of the aforementioned
architecture, which considers the intrinsic limitations of the current technology. Firstly,
we consider an OF based domain. ICN border nodes, acting as Inter Working Elements
(IWE) with external domains, are introduced. These are necessary to overcome an
intrinsic limitation of the current hardware which cannot do arbitrary match on the
ICN packets. Such nodes translate the information contained in the carrier-packets
header to something that can be processed by the OpenFlow-capable equipment. In
particular, this adaptation corresponds to pushing (then popping) a tag to the carrier-
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Figure 6.2: ICN over SDN reference architecture.

packets header, this approach is in-line with other solutions present in literature (see
Section 6.9 for further details) and in general corresponds to a mapping through an
hashing function which can produce a 32, 64 or 128 bits value which can be then
mapped in the TCP/IP protocol headers. The scenario is depicted in Figure 6.3, there
are no ICN clients and servers directly connected to the OF domain. In this case,
the ICN “ingress/egress” nodes act as relay for the ICN clients/servers and execute
the IWE functions on the ICN packets before forwarding them. More in general, it
is also possible that ICN clients/servers integrate the IWE functions and are directly
connected to the OF-capable nodes in the OF domain. The functionality of an ICN
node is split between an OF capable switch and an external cache server paired with
the switch, which act as ICN in-network cache. The NRS nodes, realized as set of SDN
controllers, instruct the forwarding nodes in order to realize the forwarding-by-name
and the in-network caching operation.

6.4 PoC version 1 operations

The ICN clients (border nodes) send the interest requests in the OF network, which
are forwarded using a MAC based forwarding co-assisted by the SDN controller. The
request is initially served by ICN servers, which send back the data towards the ICN
clients. While the data are forwarded on the reverse path, the SDN controller can in-
struct the OF switches to forward a copy of the data towards cache servers distributed in
the network. Once a cache server completes a “chunk” of data, it informs the controller
about the possibility to serve new contents with its cache. At this point the controller
proactively “pushes” rules in the OF switches, instructing them to redirect further re-
quests of these contents towards the cache server, instead of the ICN servers. This
behavior has been called as Tag Based Forwarding (TBF), as it is based on the tags in-
serted by the border node of the OF domain. The forwarding of regular (e.g. non-ICN)
IP traffic is supported; we distinguish the regular IP traffic from the ICN traffic using a
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Figure 6.3: ICN over SDN testbed deployment.

disjoint set of addresses, so the controller and the switches can recognize them. Clearly,
this is meant to work in a single-provider scenario, in which the provider can assign a
subset of the private IP address space to support the ICN services. From the point of
view of the regular IP traffic, the OF domain is seen as a layer 2 network. It is a specific
design goal of the ICN over SDN architecture to support in parallel the operation of
the ICN and of the regular IP traffic, in order to show the flexibility of the SDN based
approach. Hereafter, we present in details the operations and forwarding mechanism of
the first version of our first PoC, which were not described in [377]. This is also needed
to understand the advances of the new version 2, described in Section 6.4.

A detailed view of the ICN over SDN v1 PoC operations is given in Figure 6.4
(where the logical steps are numbered from A0 to A13). The ICN over SDN v1 PoC
uses a static approach to configure the controller with the information about the experi-
mental topology. For each experimental topology, we need to prepare two configuration
files. The first configuration file includes the list of IP addresses of all CONET hosts
in the network, separated in ICN clients and servers (A0 – client/server config). If a
host needs to play both roles, it is assigned two IP addresses. The second configuration
file lists the DPID and MAC address of all the switches equipped with a cache (A0
– cache server config) and the port to which a cache server is connected. The MAC
address of the switch is needed because the data packets redirected towards the cache
server cannot keep the ICN server MAC address. This configuration procedure is er-
ror prone and does not facilitate experiments with different arbitrary topologies. When
the client transmits an interest request for the first time (A1), the OF switch forwards
the interest packet to the controller (A2) through an OF Packet-In message. Taking
into account the information contained in the configuration file, the controller is able to
identify that the request is coming from an ICN client and to retrieve the information
needed to setup the forwarding rules for data packets the switch (A3). Then it “pushes”
the forwarding rules for the client and the duplication rule towards the cache server in
the proper switches (A4): i) if the packets come from the ICN server, redirect the data
towards the ICN client and the ICN cache server; ii) if the packets come from the ICN
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cache server, send the packets only to the ICN client. The request is forwarded in the
network (A5) and it can be received by the server (A6). When the ICN server sends
the response (data packet) in the network (A7-8), the first packet is forwarded to the
OF controller (A9). Leveraging on the information contained in the configuration file,
the controller is able to properly identify the server (A10) and install the forwarding
rule for it in the switches (A11): if the packets come from the ICN client forwards the
packets on the port towards the ICN server. Finally, the response packet is forwarded
both to the cache server (A12) and to the ICN client (A13). Once the controller is in-
formed by the cache server about the completion of a chunk, it “pushes” the deflecting
rule to the switch: if the packets come from the ICN client, it is for the ICN server and
contains the Tag X, redirects the request to the cache server. Another request for the
same content will be served by the cache server. For the forwarding of regular IP traffic,
the classical MAC learning approach is used (with a procedure driven by the controller,
implemented in the Learning Switch of Floodlight). If the MAC destination address is
unknown, the packet is sent on all ports but the receiving one. For the ICN traffic, the
Learning Switch module is extended to support the installation of the rules described
so far. This approach inherits the limitation of the Learning Switch forwarding logic
and it is able to work only in loop-free topologies.

Figure 6.4: ICN over SDN v1 PoC.

The scalability of this solution is very poor. In fact, let C, S, T be respectively the
number of ICN clients, ICN servers and different content chunks (Tags). The number
of rules supporting the communication between client and server is proportional to
C ∗ S, while the number of the redirection rules is proportional to C ∗ S ∗ T . In order
to transport CONET carrier packets inside an OpenFlow domain, we have used the
solution #1 in Figure 6.7 in which the ICN ID is carried inside the IP Option field and
the TAG is carried using the source and destination ports of the UDP header.

6.5 PoC version 2 - new features

The second version of the PoC, referred to as ICN over SDN v2 PoC aims at realizing an
open source framework for the testing of different caching policies inside an ICN over
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SDN network. It can run on arbitrary topologies, therefore it introduces an automatic
topology handling mechanism (Section 6.5.1) and a new more general flow forward-
ing system (Section 6.5.2), capable to deal with mesh topologies. Dealing with larger
topologies in the experimental OFELIA testbed also meant dealing with different types
of network equipment; thus we had the chance to test and improve the compatibility of
the packet format on different switches (Section 6.5.3). We have introduced a modular
and extensible controller software architecture (Section 6.5.4), a key element to sup-
port different caching policies. The caching policies, supported by this framework, are
described in Section 6.6.

6.5.1 Automatic topology handling

In the ICN over SDN v2 we have drastically simplified the configuration procedure of
the SDN controller (see Figure 6.5, in which the steps are numbered from B0 to B14).
Rather than listing all the single IP addresses of the node, we reduce the configuration
information to four ranges of IP addresses, respectively identifying: 1) the set of the
ICN clients; 2) the set of the ICN servers; 3) the set of the cache servers; 4) the local
region range (used by more advanced caching policies, see Section 6.6 for more de-
tails). Using this information, the controller can identify the different types of entities
when receiving Packet-In messages as needed to react appropriately. Thanks to the use
of IP address ranges, we do not need specific forwarding rules for each (client, server)
couple as in the v1 of the PoC. A single rule can cover all possible clients and server
addresses. The scalability of the system is much improved: the number of rules sup-
porting client-server communication becomes respectively proportional to the numbers
of clients C and the number of servers S (like in the regular MAC learning approach).
While the number of the redirection rules is now proportional to the number of different
tags T , in the ICN over SDN v1 PoC it was proportional to C ∗ S ∗ T .

In order to further simply the configuration procedure, we have added some auto-
matic discovery procedures for gathering information related to the cache servers. With
this approach, the same static configuration information is reused for different arbitrary
topologies (in the limit of the IPv4 address ranges that have been specified for the dif-
ferent node types) achieving scalability from the management point of view. While
we have used IPv4 in our testbed, this idea of associating a “semantic” to ranges of IP
addresses can be actually implemented in real networks with IPv6, thanks to the huge
available address space. In facts, ICN solutions have been proposed that even map the
content name in the IPv6 address, see for example hICN [290] (while in our proposed
solution we only need to map the class of node in the IPv4 address).

The automatic discovery procedure collects the addresses of cache servers and the
dpid of the switches to which they are connected and will be referred to as cache server
scouting procedure. It is needed because the OF rules, used to forward traffic towards
cache servers, have to be installed in proactive way in the switches, before that the
cache servers send any data. The cache server scouting procedure avoids the needs
of a static configuration file. At their start up and whenever the TCP connection with
the controller goes down, the cache servers send a scouting packet in the data plane
(B1). This packet arrives at the first OF switch, i.e. the attachment point of the cache
server, and then goes to the controller through a Packet-In message (B2). The controller
receives the Packet-In message and if it is a scouting packet stores the configuration info
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for the cache server, i.e. the connected switch (the one that sends the Packet-In), input
port, the MAC address of the OF switch and cache server addresses (IP and MAC).
After performing the scouting procedure, the cache server establishes a TCP connection
with the controller. At this point, the operations follow the same procedure of the v1
PoC. The cache server operations in ICN over SDN v2 PoC also include a keep alive
procedure, based on sending periodic hello messages towards the controller. After the
cache server has established the TCP connection to the controller, it sends periodic
hello messages on the connection. This procedure allows detecting any communication
problem. If the connection goes down, the cache server enters in emergency mode and
re-activates the periodic scouting procedure until a new pairing can be realized with the
controller.

Figure 6.5: Automatic handling of node types in ICNoSDN v2 PoC.

The procedures to configure the ICN clients and servers in the controller are simpler
because we can install the forwarding rules in reactive way and not in a proactive way
as needed for the cache servers. In fact, the controller relies on the traffic generated
from the ICN clients and servers in order to infer their attachment ports, the IP and the
MAC addresses that are needed to install the proper rules for the forwarding of the data
packets. The first time that a switch sees a packet from an ICN client or server, it sends
a Packet-In towards the controller. Then, the controller with a comparison between the
IP address and the IP address ranges stored in the configuration file checks if the host
is an ICN client or server, finally it does the necessary processing for the packet and
“learns” the information needed by our modules.

6.5.2 Forwarding mechanism based on reverse path forwarding check

In traditional layer-2 switched networks (i.e. not based on OF), topologies with re-
dundant links and loops can be used thanks to the Spanning Tree Protocol protocol
(SPT) [412]. Using SPT, the switches build the spanning tree that connects all the
switches, disabling the ports that are not necessary and can create loops. This approach
is not efficient in OF based networks, where it is preferable to keep all links enabled.
In fact, the SDN controller can allocate the flows to the links, leverage the available
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multi-paths and optimize the load in the network. The most efficient solution is to keep
all links active and let the controller choose which links to use. For example, the Flood-
light controller activates by default the Forwarding module that evaluates the shortest
path towards a destination using Dijkstra’s algorithm (no automatic learning, the con-
troller uses the knowledge of the whole topology). The routing of broadcast packet
is also decided centrally by building a tree for broadcasts. The v1 PoC implements a
straightforward extension of the Learning Switch forwarding logic and it is only able
to support loop-free topologies. One property of the MAC learning approach interest-
ing for our purpose is that response packets always follow back the path of the request
packets. In our case this is needed, as in our ICN scenario, the data packets must follow
the same path of the interest packets. If this does not happen, the in-network caching
mechanism can become much less effective: a content chunk can be cached in a cache
server during the forwarding of the data, but if the interest packets follow a different
route it will never be requested to the cache server. Therefore, we are interested in de-
signing a solution with symmetric routing as provided by MAC learning. On the other
hand, we want to support arbitrary mesh topologies and leave all the links active so the
SDN controller can choose all links.

Figure 6.6: RPF check in action.

To support arbitrary topologies with redundant links and loops, we have extended the
Learning Switch solution implementing the RPF (Reverse Path Forwarding). The RPF
check is a simple solution used for example in multicast protocol like PIM–DM [310],
while a variant of this algorithm is used in DVMRP [453]. It consists in a check done
on all incoming packets that needs to be broadcast (including the unicast packets to-
wards a destination that is not in the forwarding table). The RPF check discards all
packets that the switches receive on ports that are not on the shortest path towards the
source (when there are multiple shortest paths, one of them is arbitrarily chosen). Our
solution is simpler than the algorithms realized in PIM-DM and DVMRP, as we do not
have any “pruning” or “re-grafting” messages. We virtually build a spanning tree com-
bining the Learning Switch approach with the RPF check. When a packet is received
on a given port px and px is on the shortest path towards the source, the controller
understands that the source is reachable through px and installs the appropriate rules.
Subsequently, when the switch receives a packet for the source, it uses px to forward
the packet. Moreover, one must consider that this choice in a scenario with asymmet-
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ric links represents the best solution, when compared with a solution that forwards the
packet using a direct (no reverse) spanning tree. In fact using a direct tree the switch
could learn that the source is reachable through a port that is not on the shortest path
from its point of view.

Figure 6.6 shows the RPF check in action on a topology that presents some loops. In
particular, we show an example of a controlled broadcast communication started from
the red node. The SPT links (continuous line) identify the branches of the spanning tree.
The dashed lines represent the links that are not part of the spanning tree. Similarly,
the arrows with the continuous lines show the packets that are accepted as broadcast
packets and copied on all interfaces (except the incoming one). The arrows with the
dashed line show the broadcast packets that are discarded by the RPF check. The RPF
check has been implemented in the control plane as a simple check performed on the
Packet-In, the controller discards all the packets that the switches receive on ports that
are not on the shortest path towards the source. The combination of Learning Switch
and RPF check represents a unified solution used for both ICN traffic and regular IP, but
the ICN packets (recognized by their IP source and destination addressed) are further
processed in order to setup the rules for the duplication of data towards the cache server.

Figure 6.7: CONET packet over SDN.

6.5.3 Encoding of CONET packets

We have designed two different solutions to transport CONET carrier packets inside an
OF domain (Figure 6.7). In the first solution (#1 in Figure 6.7) the ICN ID is carried
inside the IP Option field, the TAG is carried using the source and destination ports of
the UDP header and the CONET payload is carried inside the remaining part of the
UDP header (length and checksum) and inside the UDP payload. In the second solu-
tion (#2 in Figure 6.7) the TAG is carried in the UDP header, as in the first solution,
but the ICN ID has been shifted from the IP header to the UDP payload. Both solu-
tions leverage the fields of existing protocols in order to carry CONET information, as
needed to be processed by legacy OF switches. In both cases, the TAG carries the ICN
information (a function of the ICN name) in a section of the packet that can be matched
with the OF rules. The IP header Protocol field is set to UDP so the packets are seen
by network elements (including OF switches) as UDP packets. The ICN traffic can be
distinguished from “regular” UDP traffic by the IP address. In the simple experiment
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reported in [377] we have implemented and used the first solution based on the IP op-
tion. We have then extended the experiments on the OFELIA testbed deploying larger
topologies across multiple OFELIA islands, as will be detailed in Section 6.7. In these
multi-island experiments, we have encountered issues, as some ICN clients systemati-
cally could not establish any communication with an ICN server. This happened when
the ICN server was located behind an Open vSwitch instead of a hardware switch. We
have discovered that the switch has problems in forwarding the packets with the IP Op-
tion. Therefore, we have implemented and used the second solution (#2 in Figure 6.7),
avoiding potential issues with IP Options. It has to consider that this fix was also a key
enabler for the deployment and the experimentations over Mininet environment.

6.5.4 Software Architecture of SDN Controller modules

The SDN controller implementation is based on Floodlight 0.9 [134]. The v1 PoC de-
scribed in [377] is based on a rough implementation, with the introduction of a new
monolithic Floodlight module, managing all the aspects of the ICN over SDN control
plane. The software implementation for v2 PoC improves the modularity of the control
plane, easing the development of new application logic and caching policies. Figure
6.8 shows the new software architecture. The ConetModule class acts as an abstraction
layer between the switches and the other parts of the module, and offers methods that
permit to easily push tag based rules on the OF equipment (i.e. using the Southbound
API). The ConetListener class manages the incoming packets from the switches. If
they belong to ICN traffic, the ConetListener dispatches them to the appropriate Han-
dler. In the class hierarchy of the Handler we have encapsulated the application logic
and the caching policies. The Handler super class provides the simple Layer 2 For-
warding of the packets, while the caching policies are implemented in the sub-classes,
for example the MultiCSHandler realizes the Tag Based Forwarding (TBF). This archi-
tecture is directly inspired from the Netfilter framework [305], new improvements can
be introduced easily and their impact on the remaining code is minimized. As regards
the northbound API, we introduce a set of classes that extend the REST API of the
Floodlight controller and provide many interesting functionalities, the most important
are: i) activation of a specific policy; ii) customization of the policies; iii) account-
ing of cached items. These classes have not been reported in Figure 6.8 in order to
provide a more clear representation of the core architecture of the ICN over SDN v2
implementation.

6.6 Caching Policies

The Tag Based Forwarding (TBF) mechanism is the basic caching policy implemented
in the ICN over SDN architecture. It simply tries to cache every content that crosses
an ICN capable node. The limitation of the storage capacity and of the other network
resources (e.g. size of the OF switch tables) is not taken into account. More complex
caching policies are needed to maximize the cache effectiveness taking into account
the resource constraints. The ICN over SDN v2 PoC offers an environment to deploy
and test different solutions. We have designed and implemented four caching policies
described hereafter, that are available in the last release of the PoC . The policies have
been implemented by changing the logic in the SDN controller, i.e. providing additional
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Figure 6.8: Software architecture of the SDN controller.

extensions to the Handler class (see Figure 6.8). Note that the same policies could be
implemented without SDN, by putting the control logic in the ICN nodes. The advan-
tage of using the SDN infrastructure is the flexibility and the facility of implementing
new policies operating in the logically centralized SDN control infrastructure.

6.6.1 TBFF

TBFF stands for Tag Based Forwarding Filter. It is based on “filtering”, i.e. not caching
a subset of the contents. The idea is that from the perspective of an ICN node, the
contents can be divided in local and remote ones. This requires the partitioning of
ICN servers and ICN nodes in different regions. A content that is originated from
an ICN server in the same region of the node is local; a content that is originated
from an ICN server in a different region is remote. Local contents are not cached,
so that cache resources are saved for remote contents. When caching resources are
limited, TBFF ensures that they are used to reduce the inter-region traffic. Caching
of local content is less effective, because they cross a smaller numbers of links, and
the benefit of being served from the cache server are smaller than in the case of content
coming from a remote server and crossing the inter-region links. In TBFF, the controller
only installs rules that duplicate contents coming from remote servers, while the local
contents are simply forwarded towards the clients. This behavior is realized configuring
(with the controller configuration file, or using the appropriate REST APIs) the local
region range, i.e. the subset of the IP addresses that belongs to the same region of
a particular switch. The algorithms for the partitioning of a domain into regions are
beyond the scope of this works. In our experiments on the ICN over SDN v2 PoC we
have manually partitioned the network. Section 6.8 reports some experimental results
of the TBFF implementation.
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6.6.2 DTBF and DTBFF

DTBF and DTBFF respectively stand for Dynamic TBF and Dynamic TBFF. These
mechanisms introduce a timeout for the rules that replicate the data packets towards
the cache servers. With DTBF and DTBFF, each rule has an associated soft-timeout of
duration To: if a rule has not been matched for To seconds it is deleted (making room
for new requests). This policy, taking advantage of what has been realized previously, is
implemented with simple modifications that have minimal impact on the work already
done. The DTBF and DTBFF caching policies have been validated and we show their
benefits with dynamic patterns of requests (see Section 6.8). The timeout To can be
set using the configuration file or by exploiting a specific REST API that we have
implemented in order to control this behavior in real time during the experiment.

6.6.3 FIX(p)

FIX(p) is a caching policy proposed and discussed in [362] and [15]. The idea is that
each chunk of the content received by an ICN node has a probability p of getting in-
dexed and cached. It is simple to be implemented as it does not need the cooperation
among the in-network caches. On the other hand, as it is stated in [454] an explicit
cache coordination policy would likely violate the CCN line speed constraint. In the
implementation described in [362] and [15] the receiving node implements the policy
and decides whether to cache a chunk or not. We have implemented FIX(p) leveraging
the SDN control plane. In particular we have added the FIX(p) logic in the controller,
when it processes the messages coming from the cache server. On receipt of a cached or
refreshed message the controller activates the FIX(p) logic: it chooses with probability
p whether to consider the message and configure the rules in the flow table (according
to the active caching policy) or discard the message. In our context this simple caching
policy can be combined with the basic TBF mechanism or joined with other caching
policies (TBFF, DTBF and so on). In the latter case, FIX(p) acts as an implicit cache
coordination policy. For example if we have M cache servers inside a local TBFF do-
main, all the M cache servers in the request path will cache the requested content. The
total number of objects that can be cached in the local domain corresponds to the capac-
ity of the largest cache server in the domain. If all cache servers can contain N objects,
it can happen that the total number of different objects is N , while the maximum ag-
gregated capacity is M ∗N . The combination of FIX(p) and TBFF mitigates this issue
improving the total number of different cached object in the local TBFF domain.

6.6.4 Additional caching policies

The proposed framework can be leveraged to realize additional caching policies, based
on the existing ones or based on different mechanisms. For example, the popularity of
the contents is not included as a variable in the implemented policies. A module that
estimates the popularity of the contents could be implemented, and then this informa-
tion could be used by the algorithms that decide which content is to be cached in a
given cache server. The SDN based approach may allow the algorithms to be based on
a centralized view of the system, improving their effectiveness.
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6.7 Emulation platform

The ICN over SDN v2 PoC can be run over different testbeds, maintaining the same
execution environment. Figure 6.9 illustrates the building blocks that make up the
tools needed to run an experiment using our framework. An experimenter that want
to use our framework should only choose the suitable deployment for the desired type
of testbed, he/she will be able to execute the experiment using the same monitoring
GUI and the same execution environment. The ability to perform experiments using
different testbeds is a considerable extension to the v1 PoC. In particular, as the access
to the OFELIA distributed testbed could be difficult, it is valuable to have the option
to use the local emulation approach provided by Mininet, lowering the “entry barrier”
to perform meaningful experiments. It is possible to execute a given experiment first
on a local setup and then on a distributed testbed with minimal changes, saving a lot of
configuration effort. Hereafter, we report the details of the deployment on the different
testbeds and of the monitoring GUI

Figure 6.9: Emulation building blocks.

6.7.1 ICN over SDN deployment on OFELIA

OFELIA is a European research project that created a large distributed testbed for OF
based SDNs [316]. The OFELIA testbed provides network virtualization and allows
the experimenters to operate in parallel on the same physical resources. The OFELIA
infrastructure consists of OF enabled islands. These islands create a federation all over
Europe that allows the experimenters to access virtual machines and their interconnect-
ing switches through the OFELIA Control Framework. The later is derived from the
Expedient tool developed at Stanford University, using it an experimenter can: i) create
its own slice i.e. virtual topology over the set of physical OF switches; ii) instantiate its
own OF controller(s) and iii) deploy a set of user VMs that may play the role of traffic
sources/sinks. In our previous work [377] the experiments were realized on small OFE-
LIA slice composed of three VMs and two OF switches, in a single island experiment.
In the phase 2 of the OFELIA project the island interconnection has been introduced.
This allows to increase the scale of the experiments, combining resources offered by
different islands, and to test scenarios with higher latencies. Deploying and running a
multi island experiment requires to connect through OpenVPN, via the central hub at
IBBT in Ghent. Then using the control framework GUI (similar to the graphical user
interfaces provided by other Infrastructure as a Services environments) it is possible to
create and configure the experimental slice. A slice consists of a number of end points
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(Xen-based Virtual Machines) and OF access to a set of switches that connect the end
points. This equipment is shared among the other experimenters, using the FlowVisor
tool [401]. The experimenters have to choose the links between the end points and the
switch ports in order to obtain the desired virtual topology (typically containing a subset
of physical links). Then the experimenters have to deploy the SDN controller in one of
the created VMs, as well as to deploy the needed software in the other VMs. The avail-
able facilities are completely independent of the software used, the only requirements
is the compatibility with the OpenFlow 1.0.

The OFELIA deployment can be defined as semi-automatized; in fact, some steps in
the deployment process cannot be fully dynamic. The creation of a slice in the OFELIA
testbed requires the permission of the island administrator; this step must be performed
manually. An important missing feature is the possibility to save/copy/restore the VMs
images. This would enable the user to reduce the effort needed to setup new slices
and new experiments in a considerable way. VMs could be even shared between ex-
perimenters, to replicate / enhance experiments performed by other researchers. In the
current state, only “empty” VMs can be instantiated and the experimenters need to
perform all the VM setup/configuration steps. In order to improve the deployment of
ICN over SDN framework on the OFELIA testbed the v2 PoC introduces the automatic
topology handling (see Section 6.5.1) and provides a set of scripts that help in the se-
tup/execution/analysis of the experiment. The topology in Figure 6.10 describes the
v2 PoC deployment, with four federated islands: Trento, Barcelona, Zurich and Ghent
(which provides inter-island connectivity among the other three islands). Users can
easily run experiments with topologies containing a subset or all nodes of the topology
in Figure 6.10. Note that to add a new host the user only needs to configure a new
VM and provide the hosts setup scripts and configurations files. On the other hand,
adding a new switch or link in the experiment topology requires the authorization of
the administrators of the involved islands.

Figure 6.10: OFELIA testbed scenario.

6.7.2 Mininet deployments

The main reasons for supporting local testbeds with an emulation environment are: i)
distributed testbeds are accessible only for a limited number of users and their usage
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can be limited in time; ii) an experimenter does not have full control over the events
and it is difficult to trace all the problems that can occur during the experiments exe-
cutions; iii) the creation of slice in a distributed testbed often requires the admin per-
mission so the experimenter needs to wait for the grant which makes the process slow.
Extending the ICN over SDN PoC to support local emulation environment makes the
development/deployment process easier and faster. Mininet is one of the best devel-
opment/testing tool for OF based SDN. It allows emulating a network composed of
OF capable nodes on a single host. Based on Linux virtual network features (network
namespaces and virtual Ethernet pairs) it provides an efficient way to emulate network
topologies with reasonable fidelity. Obviously, the experimenter has the full control of
what happens on the links and nodes of the emulated topologies, making the test and
debugging of services easier. The Mininet tool does not provide a fully virtualized en-
vironment for the virtual nodes. On one hand, this allows saving resources of the host
running Mininet; on the other hand, this requires some attention in the porting of the
ICN over SDN execution environment. In particular, we have properly configured our
software tools (CONET ICN software and monitoring tools), creating a logically sepa-
rated execution environment (folders, configurations files and scripts) for every Mininet
node. We have written a python script that extends the Mininet functionality: taking
the topology name as an argument, it automatically prepares and configures the local
testbed. In the Mininet based emulation environment, the ICN over SDN v2 PoC of-
fers the possibility to experiment different (user defined) topologies. The deployment
scripts are topology-independent; an experimenter can input his/her topology. A cat-
alogue of built-in topologies is included in the ICN over SDN v2 PoC. Each of these
topologies includes a number of ICN clients, ICN servers, cache servers, OF capable
switches and a Floodlight controller. The python deployment script also enables to run
the SNMP daemon for collecting traffic measurements and the Multi Router Traffic
Grapher (MRTG [295]) application to draw the graphs of the measurements. By using
the Mininet API, we first spawn the SNMP daemon in all our hosts, and then we prop-
erly configure MRTG in order to collect and generate the monitoring data. Another
key feature of the Mininet deployment scripts is that they compile automatically all the
needed software tools before the execution of the experiment.

6.7.3 Monitoring GUI

A key element for the execution of our experiment is the orchestrator node. This node
provides the overall control of the experiment, it offers a GUI to the experimenter, and
collects the results obtained from the monitoring of the ICN nodes interfaces. The
orchestrator node gathers information both from the Controller node (using its north-
bound interface) and directly from the ICN nodes (using the SNMP protocol). The
northbound interface of the SDN controller is an extended version of the REST API
provided by the Floodlight controller; using this interface the orchestrator node can
select the caching strategy and can receive information about the number of cached
objects and the status of the switches flow tables. SNMP agents running on the ICN
nodes and cache servers provide the statistics about the traffic rate measured on the
network interfaces. The SNMP manager that collects such statistics runs on the or-
chestrator node. The traffic statistics are processed using the MRTG tool, which stores
them using the RRDtool [369]. The extended northbound interface of the SDN con-
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troller exposes the statistics related to the number of cached objects. These statistics
are collected by a python script that saves the data using the RRDtool as well. The
RRDtool provides also a convenient mechanism to produce graphic representation of
all statistics that are presented on the web GUI of the orchestrator node. [405] shows
an example of the performance monitoring GUI for an experiment on ICN caching.
In each row, we represent the amount of the traffic crossing an island for ICN client,
server and cache servers. Each column hosts a different node. In each graph, the blue
line shows the outgoing traffic and the green solid line shows the incoming traffic. The
graphs in the last rows show the number of cached items (a graph for each cache server
and then the total number).

6.7.4 Software framework

In addition to the software modules in the SDN controller and in the orchestrator node,
the ICN over SDN v2 PoC includes several other components. The ICN software that
runs on ICN servers and clients is a modified version of the CCNx suite [69]. We have
patched the ccnd daemon using the CONET CCNx patch available in [99]. This patch
adds the support for CONET carrier packets and transport protocol, leaving untouched
the API offered by the CCNx daemon to the others tools of the CCNx suite. An exper-
imenter can directly use the other components of the CCNx suite (e.g. ccncatchunks
or ccnrepo), or he/she can configure and use the CCNx software using the v2 PoC host
scripts. In our framework, we support both plain OF switches and OF switches paired
with Cache Servers. The latter ones act as in-network caching nodes that can be con-
trolled using our extended southbound interface. In addition to these tools, we provide
also a set of scripts (Host and Measurements scripts) that helps the experimenters dur-
ing the setup and execution of the experiments. As described in the previous sections
we offer two different testbed deployments methods, one for the OFELIA testbed and
another one based on a local Mininet emulator. For the OFELIA testbed, a step-by-step
tutorial is provided at [100]. For the Mininet based emulation, a “ready-to-go” Virtual
Machine with the full ICN over SDN v2 PoC installed is available for download [100].

6.8 Performance evaluation

A performance evaluation of key aspects of our framework is reported in this section.
We show the potential of the SDN paradigm to implement the caching operation inside
an ICN network and we provide a performance analysis of the different caching strate-
gies we have implemented in our ICN over SDN v2 PoC. The topology represented in
Figure 6.10 has been used in the experiments. Note that ICN clients can communicate
with “local” cache servers and ICN servers (i.e. in the same island) or with “remote”
cache servers and ICN servers (i.e. in a different island). This configuration is rather
typical; therefore, the experiments results will be of general validity and not restricted
to the specific topology. Table 6.1 reports the definition of the variables governing our
tests, which will be used in the following sections.

In each experiment, a synthetic ICN traffic (interest and data packets) is generated
using a set of ICN client and server applications. This synthetic ICN traffic is then
processed by the ICN/SDN network under test and we are able to collect the measure-
ments of interest using our monitoring tools. The emulation tools described in Section
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Notation Definition
N Number of contents
NA Number of active contents
M Number of chunks composing a content
S Size of a content, equals to M ∗ chunksize
Nr Number of requests (N ∗M )

MaxItems Max number of items handled by an OF switch
Tc Request cycle [s]
To Expiration time of the flow entries
Ta K ∗ Tc [s]
Cr Cached requests
p Caching probability

Table 6.1: Definition of the variables

6.7 allows running the experiments both on the OFELIA testbed and on a local Mininet
deployment. From the experiments run on the OFELIA testbed we have been able to
verify the functionality of our implemented solution over real hardware switches (see
the issues described in Section 6.5.3) and we have evaluated the flow size limitations
of the hardware switches (see Section 6.8.2). The experiments reported in this section
have been performed on the OFELIA testbed, but the ones in Section 6.8.4 have been
performed on Mininet. Anyway, we have checked that the results on both testbeds
are the same if we set a limitation on the switch flow table size in the local Mininet
experiments corresponding to the one in the hardware switches.

6.8.1 IP forwarding and static in-network caching

The purpose of this experiment is to verify the functionality of the TBF (Tag Based For-
warding) in-network caching mechanism by measuring the traffic loads on ICN servers
and ICN cache server and comparing then with the case in which no TBF caching is
used. In this experiment, we have considered a “static” input traffic pattern. It foresees
a continuous repetition of a set of content requests (cycling requests), which is only
characterized by the number N of contents in the set. A given ICN client (we recall
that an ICN Client in the testbed represents a potentially large set of end users) requests
a set of N different content objects, each one composed by M chunks (the size S of
each object will be M ∗ chunksize). Note that our basic unit of storage is the chunk.
Therefore, each client will periodically generates a number of requests Nr = N ∗M
for different content chunks. We denote as cycle time Tc the duration of the period [s]
in which the ICN client requests the Nr objects. The chunks of the requested objects
are stored in the cache server and the following requests for the same contents will be
forwarded to it instead of the origin server. We define To the expiration time [s] of the
flows in the switches. If we assume that To is longer than the cycle time Tc, the entries
in the switch flow table will not expire in our experiment.

We have used as baseline for our evaluation a traditional forwarding (NO-TBF),
which does not use in-network caching and only uses MAC learning forwarding with
RPF check (as described in Section 6.5.2). In this first evaluation scenario, we have
simply assumed that the cache resources can cache all the set of requested contents
and the number of chunks is not greater than the number of flow entries the switches
are able to manage. Each client requests contents to a remote origin server with a
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(a) No-TBF. (b) TBF caching policy.

Figure 6.11: No-TBF vs TBF.

requests cycle Tc of about 110 seconds, the communication mapping is the following:
CLI-CNET to SER-ETHZ, CLI-ETHZ to SER-i2C and CLI-i2C to SER-CNET. If No-
TBF is used, the interest requests and the data keep flowing on the inter-islands links.
Figure 6.11a shows the traffic captured on the interface of SER-ETHZ (top) and on the
interface of the cache server CAC-CNET (bottom) near the client CLI-CNET. The ICN
server interface is loaded, while the cache server is unloaded (note that the y-scale of
the graph is dynamically adapted, for the ICN server (top) it is set to 50 kb/s while for
cache Server (bottom) the scale is set to 1 kb/s.

In Figure 6.11b, we show the effects of introducing the simple TBF (Tag Based
Forwarding) strategy for in-network caching. The same Tc of about 110 seconds is used
in the clients. Initially, the set ofN different contents are requested and provided by the
SER-ETHZ. During the data transfer, the packets are copied to the cache server, that
caches the content and notifies the controller (the number of cached items increases).
After Tc, the ICN clients start requesting again the same set of content: the load of
the ICN server and on the inter-island links goes to zero, while the CAC-CNET starts
serving requests and the traffic on the cache server increases.

6.8.2 Policy based in-network caching

In the previous experiment, we have assumed that the resources of the cache servers
(storage capacity) and of the OF switches (table entries) do not constitute a constraint
for our caching strategy. However, this is not a realistic assumption because the re-
sources are limited. In particular, during our experiments on the OFELIA testbed, we
have encountered resource limitations in the OF switches: once the entries of the OF
tables are exhausted it is not possible to use the proposed caching mechanism for new
contents. Therefore, we have analyzed the dimensions of the OF tables of the different
switches deployed in our testbeds. We have executed experiments where an ICN client
requested a set of big sized contents, each one made of a very large number of chunks
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(in our solution we need a different flow entry for each chunk). The objective has been
to saturate the OF tables, to receive the OF_TABLE_FULL error from the switch and to
register the maximum number of entries in the table. Table 6.2 reports our findings: the
limits of the available OF tables are 1518 entries. Actually, the number of rules that can
be inserted is lower because the ingress ports are “wildcarded”, and this is equivalent to
insert one rule for each port. The rightmost column of Table 6.2 reports the maximum
number of items that can be redirected to the cache server for the switches used in our
testbed (NEC AX-3640-24T2XW-L). Note that in these conditions, the bottleneck will
not be the storage capacity in the cache server, but the number of items that can be
redirected by configuring the OF switch tables.

Switch Entries Ports Max Items
CN-03 1518 2 755
i2C-01 1518 3 503
ETH-01 1518 2 755

Table 6.2: Max number of available flow table entries and items that can be handled

Taking into account the fact that the resources are constrained, in the second ex-
periment we have enhanced the static in-network caching solution by using the TBFF
strategy defined in Section 6.6.1. The TBFF strategy selectively caches content on a
cache server to maximize the gain obtained by caching. This avoids the caching of
contents originated from the local server. The purpose of this second experiment is to
verify the functionality of the TBFF caching mechanism by measuring the traffic load
on the local and remote ICN servers. We assume that an ICN client located in Creat-
eNet island is periodically making a set of requests to three different ICN servers, one
located in CreateNet island and the other two in the remote islands (i2Cat and ETHZ).
We use the same “static” pattern of requests described for the first experiment, but now
the number of requested item Nr is more than 1K, thus exceeding the Max Items. We
have performed a run of the experiment with the static TBF caching policy and we
have observed that in the steady state the items exceeding Max Items have been equally
splitted among the three ICN servers and that the requests for these items have been
caused traffic load on the ICN servers (results not shown for space reasons). On the
other hand, when using the TBFF policy, the CAC-CNET cache server does not cache
all the contents coming from the local ICN server SER-CNET. The number of items
requested from the remote ICN servers is less than Max Items, therefore all “remote”
items will be cached in the CAC-CNET cache server.

In Figure 6.12, the steady state of the experiment with TBFF is reported, after the
first cycle (of duration Tc) of the requests has been performed. The ICN client continues
to request the same set of contents. The local ICN server in CreateNet (top left in
Figure 6.12) is still loaded, as the contents that it provides has not been cached. On
the other hand, the load on the remote ICN servers in ETHZ and i2Cat island has been
reduced to zero (the two bottom diagrams in Figure 6.12, in which there is only 1-2 kb/s
background traffic, note again the different scale of the graphs). We have verified that
the number of cached items Cr in the cache is around 700, below the limit imposed by
the maximum number of entries in the OF switch flow table, showing the effectiveness
of the TBFF strategy.
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Figure 6.12: Advanced TBFF caching policy.

6.8.3 Dynamic in-network caching

D-TBF and D-TBFF (defined in Section 6.6.2) introduce a dynamic entry expiration
mechanism that makes room to new entries when the old ones are not used. The purpose
of the third experiment is to validate the dynamic mechanism and show how it can
accommodate a set of different requests larger than the capacity of the OF tables.

Figure 6.13: D-TBF caching policies.

We have defined a “dynamic” request pattern in which the “active set” of content
requests changes over time. NA is the number of different contents in the active set.
The client periodically (with cycle time Tc) requests a set of NA contents. At a given
time Ta = K ∗ Tc (i.e. after K cycles of requests) it will start requesting a different
set of NA contents such that total number of different requests Nr > MaxItems.
In the experiment, the table entries resources are not enough to deal with all the Nr
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contents, but are capable to deal with the contents in the “active” set of requests (NA).
Therefore, we need to make room to new contents and remove the entries related to old
unused contents. Using D-TBF or D-TBFF, after the time-out time To, the entries for
the first set of content will expire, making room for the new content requests. The ICN
client in CreateNet island starts performing a set of requests towards the ICN server
in ETHZ island (at time t = 0) for Nr <= MaxItems, these requests are performed
periodically with a period Tc of about 70 seconds. Figure 6.13 reports the results of
this third experiment. The requests are initially served by the remote ICN server (SER-
ETHZ); meanwhile they are cached by the local cache server as it can be seen from the
increasing number of cached items. The ICN client repeats the same set of requests for
K = 3, so after the first Tc (first and third red vertical red lines) the requests are served
by the cache server and the ICN server load goes to zero. Then at time Ta (second and
fourth vertical red lines), the ICN client starts requesting a different set of requests, i.e.
the active set of requests is changing. The new contents are requested to the remote
ICN server SER-ETHZ, as they are not in the CAC-CNET cache server. The cache
server starts caching the new contents and the cached item number increases. After a
short while, the entries related to the old contents start to expire, reducing the number
of cached items. After a transient phase, the number of cached items is the same as
before (because in our request pattern the second active set has an identical size to the
first active set). The requests are now forwarded to the local cache server and the load
on the remote ICN server goes again to zero as desired.

6.8.4 Validation of the FIX(p) strategy

The FIX(p) mechanism (Section 6.6.3) introduces a probability in the decision whether
to cache or not a content. This policy provides a simple “implicit” cache coordina-
tion mechanism, which actually does not require any explicit cooperation among the
in-network caches. One of the most evident advantage is the improved cache diversity
in the network; other benefits of the cache coordination have been widely discussed
in [252]. The goal of the experiment presented in this section is to validate the FIX(p)
policy. FIX(p) can be combined with the basic TBF caching mechanisms or with other
caching policies implemented in the ICN over SDN v2 PoC. In the experiment de-
scribed hereafter, it is combined with the basic TBF mechanism. For this experiment,
we have used a subset of the topology depicted in Figure 6.10, only including the i2C
and ETHZ islands. The ICN client 1 (i2C island) requests contents uploaded on ICN
server 2 (ETHZ island).

We execute the experiment with four different values of the caching probability p in
FIX(p) [1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4], ranging from 1 to 0.4 in steps of 0.2. When p is equal to 1 it
corresponds exactly to the basic TBF case (this means that each content will be always
cached). Figure 6.14 reports the number of cached items in the i2C cache server as
function of the time. The number of cached items grows from zero and continuously
increases until it reaches the maximum threshold (in this case 380 items, which is the
number of different chunks requested in the experiment). When we repeat the exper-
iment decreasing the caching probability, showing the influence of the probability on
the caching strategy: the grow rate of the cached items decreases proportionally. With
p = 1, we are able to cache the maximum number of cached items in 5 minutes. Look-
ing at Figure 6.14, we observe that after 5 minutes the fraction of the items that has
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Figure 6.14: FIX(p) cached items vs time for different p.

been cached directly depends on p. For example, comparing p = 0.8 and p = 0.4, we
can clearly show that after 5 minutes the number of the items for p = 0.4 is exactly the
half of the items for p = 0.8.

6.8.5 Discussion on the scalability limitations

The most important outcome of the tests on the OFELIA testbed is that the scalability
of the solution is limited by the number of entries in the flow table. This number is very
low in the specific testbed environment (see Table 6.2) for a number of reasons: i) the
switch used in the testbed are the first generation of OF switches; ii) only a fraction of
the flow table of a physical switch is assigned to a testbed user; iii) the virtualization
mechanism transforms a wildcard rule “all ports” in a set of rules, one for each port. In
a modern and not virtualized switch, we can expect a number of entries in the order of
tens of thousands.

Nevertheless, there can be scenarios in which we want to support hundreds of thou-
sands of different active chunks in a domain, cached in a specific cache server. In
such cases, we may need to enhance the scalability of the proposed Tag based solutions
(assuming that the cache server storage space will not become a bottleneck). A first
solution could be to consider chunks with variable size. In fact, if the size of chunk is
kept constant, very large files will generate a very large number of chunks; therefore a
large number of different forwarding rules will be needed. An improvement could be to
have a chuck size that increases if the file is longer. Another mitigation to this problem
is a proper use of the caching policies, which can reduce the average number of chunks
cached in cache servers and consequently the number of Tag based forwarding rules.
In this respect, the Tag semantic could be extended to transport additional information
useful to assist the decision of the caching policies.
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6.9 Related work

The basic ideas about the ICN paradigm have been proposed in [226]) and [201], which
in turn find their root in [82]. Several recent projects have been dealing with ICN re-
search ( [303], [69], [346], [373], [102] and [98], to list a few). Surveys on ICN con-
cepts and research issues can be found in [5] and [464]. [430] provides a survey on the
existing ICN literature and software tools, with a cross comparison between ICN simu-
lators. Instead, [3] presents a survey on caching approach in ICN. The paper points out
the main issues related to caching and relative challenges and efforts by researchers.
Several ICN architectures are analyzed with their relative caching frameworks. Look-
ing to these, authors identifies two different types of caching (In-network and Off-path),
then describe different caching deployment scenarios and caching algorithms. Finally
they analyze for each project the open research issues in their caching framework.
In [317], the authors provides a detailed view and discuss about OF based technologies
and their availability for experimenter. Moreover, they present research initiatives re-
garding the use of SDN for future internet research and experimentation facilities avail-
able for the experiments. A survey on CCN and SDN is presented in [209], the paper
first presents the main principles of SDN (OF mainly) and CCN, then illustrates some
of the most prominent solutions combining the aforementioned architectures. A sur-
vey on recent works implementing NDN functionalities over SDN is reported in [365].
Authors identify mainly four approaches: i) methods requiring changes in hardware
switches; ii) software solutions leveraging transit proxies; iii) methods taking advan-
tage of unused header fields of the TCP/IP protocols; and finally iv) solutions hashing
content names in IP addresses. The pros and cons of these methods and their possible
applications for routing, virtualization, traffic management, data centers, and heteroge-
neous networks are also highlighted. Instead, [294] presents an interesting study on the
integration of ICN and SDN paradigms highlighting challenges and key areas where
more research effort is needed. The work analyzes also the architectural modifications
which should facilitate these integrations. As regards the challenges, Mougy points out
as main problems: i) the implementation of a scalable, distributed and resilient control
plane and ii) the adoption of a naming scheme able to provide the necessary expres-
siveness. Moreover, the paper for the aforementioned challenges surveys key research
efforts that address these and highlights most promising solutions and open research
problems therein. ICN and SDN have evolved separately; a relatively recent research
trend is considering their combination. Finally, [379] proposes a generalized solution
for enabling Service Centric Networking and Network Function Virtualization. Work
presented in this chapter builds upon the results of early works related and support-
ing ICN functionalities in SDN, which can be found in [439] and [284]. Hereafter we
provide an overview on research related to our works with major details on the one
proposing the combination of ICN and SDN.

The proposed architecture in [351] shares some common points with our approach
especially in the operations performed at the edge which closely resembles to the oper-
ations we perform at the border of the ICN domain. The edge node acts as the domain
controller and is responsible to achieve internal or edge delivery. The recent works
in [123] and [124] design an ICN architecture by leveraging the various benefits of
SDN. In particular their aim is to federate networks using an ICN solution and with spe-
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cial attention to the compatibility issues: i) how to deploy an ICN architecture within
the framework of SDN with the least modification of the both architectures; and ii) how
to support legacy devices that may run on this ecosystem. From an architectural point
of view, the work is aligned with the approach we have proposed in this chapter, major
difference can be found in the packet formats: this work proposes a solution which
carries ICN identifiers in the UDP header and UDP payload, while we propose also a
solution which can leverage IP option in the IP header. The authors in [419] exploit
the SDN support to implement the forwarding of their specific ICN solution ( [346]
and [433]) which is rather different from our ICN approach based on the CCN/NDN
architectures. In particular, authors combines the implementation of their nodes that is
based on the Click modular router [224] with OF forwarding. Key insight of their work
is the “alignment” of the notion of forwarding identifier defined in their ICN architec-
ture with the flow concept considered fundamental in OF. Based on this, they realized
the replacement of the Click forwarding with one using directly the SDN capabilities
of the devices. Our approach is slight different, since we do not aim to replace the for-
warding of the ICN nodes using SDN rather implementing functionality like in-network
caching or optimizing the forwarding through the SDN controller.

ContentFlow [76] bases its operation on the SDN/OF architecture described in [73]
and [75]. In particular, authors in [73] propose the introduction of storage primitive
and of a new network element under control of the SDN controller which can perform
this operation. Together with this, they design a content based handling primitives
which seamlessly extend the SDN/OF forwarding. In ContenFlow [76], a TCP proxy
is used to realize the content routing by mapping content to a TCP flow, if the content
is already stored somewhere the flow is redirected towards the nearest cache, otherwise
the request is forwarded towards the origin server. Controller informs the in-network
caching to whether or not cache the content and uses a SDN approach to route the
flow. This architecture closely resembles to our approach, the main difference with
the architecture proposed by us is that the clients and servers just use legacy HTTP
without using any ICN protocol, as we do. [74] builds upon the results of the previous
works and it extends ContentFlow architecture with: i) a TE application for ICN; ii) the
realization of a Content based Firewall service; iii) Caching strategies based on size of
content and its popularity. In [223], a data-center architecture based on SDN and ICN
principles has been proposed. The control plane is decoupled from the data-plane and
logically centralized. Packet forwarding is decoupled from the data consumption: the
data are produced and consumed leveraging the names, while the packet forwarding is
based only on the location of the data and the network topology. In particular, fixed
length labels are used by the network devices to forward the traffic with an approach
that is very similar to our “tagging”. Authors of [223] leverage 64-bit labels while we
use 32-bit identifiers in the ICN packets. Moreover, their solution can leverage multi-
path routing. Similarly to our work, the routing of the packets can take into account the
in-network caching. However, as far as we know an open source implementation is not
available.

In [308] and [309], the authors propose the Wrapper architecture which aims to de-
ploy CCNx stack over OF switches. It pairs a switch interface to a CCNx interface,
decodes and hashes content names in CCN messages into fields that an OF switch can
process (e.g. IP address and port number). Wrapper acts as middleware layer between
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CCNx and OF devices: it receives from the OF switch the packets, tags the TOS value
with the ingress physical interface and then send to the appropriate CCNx interface,
on the other direction the OF switch looks into the TOS value to output the packet on
the corresponding incoming interface (in this way they can guarantee same path for in-
terests and data). In the network the packets are forwarded hashing the content names
in the IP addresses. SDN controller, using OF statistics, monitors the popularity of
the contents and programs accordingly the deflections towards the network caches. In
contrast to our work, they did not provide any platform and real testbed scenarios. A
very simple deployment has been realized by the authors, which includes a node for
content generation, a node for requesting the content and an OpenFlow switch, no GUI
for monitoring and experiment evaluation is provided. Instead, [17] applies Wrapper
to SDN based data-center and evaluates its performance in different data-center topolo-
gies. In [434], the authors propose a mechanism to deploy ICN in a network domain
using SDN paradigm. Similarly to our approach, authors envisage an SDN controlled
network where ICN nodes are attached. When a flow miss is detected, the interest
packets are forwarded to the control plane. At this point the controller sets up the path
rules for transferring an interest packet and its returning data packet (rules include also
header rewriting at egress). Differently by us, the scenario assumes that any ICN re-
quest is served by a cache node internal to the network domain. Conversely, we also
consider the cases in which ICN packets traverse the SDN network domain since the
related content is not (yet) available in the internal cache. It is not clear which kind
of caching strategies are used by the author nor if an open-source implementation is
available. [152] proposes a scalable area-based hierarchical architecture for controllers
deployment in a SDN-ICN architecture, organized in two levels: i) global level and ii)
area level. In such architecture, the root-controller at top layer has global abstracted
view and area controllers at bottom layer only know local area view. ICN routing and
forwarding are implemented thanks the cooperation among root-controller and area
controllers. As far as we know practical implementation is not available, which makes
harder further comparisons. [26] leverages ICN concepts of Named Networking Ob-
jects, routing by ICN id and ICN database to realize a scalable OF network. Supports
the distribution and the replication of the network state between networks managed by
different controllers. Main objective is the reduction of the number packet exchanges
between switches and controllers. Even if the approach can improve the scalability of a
single controller, the high number of interactions introduced by the east-west interface
seem not suitable for WAN scenarios.

Similarly to our work, C-Flow [77] proposes a SDN based ICN framework that
supports name-based routing and caching without disrupting production traffic in the
legacy IP network. For that purpose, the contents are mapped to IP addresses by the
SDN controller and the flow matching is performed on these mapped IP addresses. The
framework supports also in-network caching, which can be distributed among switches
(in-memory) and specialized servers (non-volatile). Moreover, the route for the content
delivery is dynamically chosen/modified by the SDN controller according to the net-
work events,multiple content sources are supported and finally the cached contents can
be managed in a centralized or decentralized way. An open-source implementation is
available and it is based on software switches. Although the results of this paper are
interesting, major concerns regarding this work come from the modification requested
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in the switches which could not be feasible with real devices. [254] describes another
approach aiming to support ICN over SDN. Like our work, authors rely on OF proto-
col for their implementation. OVS has been used as SDN device and its multiple-table
functionality has been leveraged to realize the ICN FIB, Pending Interest Table, cache
tables. Respect to our work, this approach envisage a proactive forwarding. In partic-
ular, ICN servers advertise their content in the network and these messages are then
forwarded to the control plane. In this way, the SDN controller can properly program
in a proactive way the tables of the devices. OF protocol has been extended adding
the support for new actions related to the caching which can be programmed from the
SDN controller. Cache storage is deployed in the SDN devices. A prototype has been
implemented, but as far as we know is not open source, thus a deeper analysis is not
possible. Moreover, they use a modified version of OVS and these modifications could
not be applicable in the hardware devices. Ooka et al [322] proposes an OF based im-
plementation of CCN architecture. Like in other works, the content name is mapped
in IP fields leveraging hashing functions. A software cache is introduced inside the
SDN devices and only a simple caching-everything strategy is used by them. The paper
just presents the high level design of the architecture, as far we know an open source
implementation is not currently available.

[70] addresses the problem of the variable length content names typical of a NDN
over SDN architecture proposing a dual name for content similarly to our tagging ap-
proach, this to overcome the lack of support of variable length matches in OF. Main
difference between our approach and the one described in [70] is the use of an IPv6
infrastructure and the use of hashes that map the name in a IPv6 address, thus using a
space of 128 bits. An experimental implementation has been realized using Mininet, OF
switches and RYU controller augmented with a NDN routing module. [462] proposes a
SD-WAN solution for ICN service model, the so called SD-ICN solution. Key insight
of the solution is to separate the operation of the edge and core transmission networks.
The SDN technology is employed in the former in order to implement intelligent data
routing and caching, while the core network leverages traditional IP technique. On top
of this a distributed name resolution system based on the cooperation of different con-
trollers is realized. In particular, the SDN controllers implement a Distributed Hash
Table for realizing the name resolution service. Each SDN domain is equipped with a
content store where the cached items can be saved for future usages, it interacts also
with the control plane in order to provide a view of the resources already served by the
domain. A prototype implementation has been realized by the authors and it is based
on OF and POX OF controller. Experiment results confirm the benefits of such solution
and, leveraging the fact that SDN is employed only at the edge, SD-ICN provides also
a feasible migration strategy. In [269], SDN and Community division are integrated
for building a novel routing mechanism for ICN. Key insights are the division of ICN
overlay topology into different communities based on maximal tree approach (a clus-
ter analysis method) in order to speedup the content retrieval inside the communities.
Secondly, FIBs and contents information are stored into a logically centralized manage-
ment center and the routing mechanism is architected in a hierarchical way consisting
in a intra-community routing and inter-community routing. The latter is based on rela-
tions between the communities. Each community has its separated SDN control plane
and information center, the SDN controller establishes peer-sessions with the SDN con-
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trollers belonging to related communities and SDN devices are equipped with caches
for storing contents. Inside a community, the forwarding mechanism is very similar
to our approach. If available in the caches, the content is immediately returned other-
wise the routing mechanism, co-assisted by the SDN controller, is activated. Firstly,
the search scope is restricted to the current community. If the content is not found,
the inter-community routing mechanism is activated. Simulation results shows that the
SDN-ICN architecture outperforms existing solutions, however an implementation is
not available for a deeper evaluation.

A very simple solution of ICN over SDN is described in [287]. Key idea of the
architecture is to relay all the CCN messages through Packet-In to the SDN controller
and creates the necessary state in the control plane. Then, the controller using this
state properly programs the FIB and creates Packet-Out to rely the packets towards
the destination. The implementation is very simple and it is not clear if it can support
whatever type of topologies. Moreover, a lot of implementation details are not properly
described, making harder further comparisons. While in [352], authors propose a SDN
based ICN architecture, where ICN services run as virtualized network functions in the
context of the Edge-Cloud data centers. [408] presents an approach similar to the pre-
vious solutions, moreover implementation details are not provided and only simulation
results are available. OFAM-CCN [208] is another ICN over SDN architecture. Data-
plane comprises OF and CCN software; the hybrid devices are controlled by a modified
version of the Floodlight controller. The network is divided in OF domains and each
OF controller manages a single domain; the whole architecture is maintained by a super
controller, the so called network supervisor. Respect to our work, the cache is off-path
and directly connected to the OF controller while we envisage an in-network caching
directly connected to the data-plane and the SDN controller deflecting the requests to-
wards the cache if the contents are already available in the network. As regards the
caching strategy, the authors implements a caching based on the popularity of the con-
tents. A performance evaluation has been realized over Mininet. Moreover, the authors
do a performance comparison with similar solution and show that the OFAM-CCN ar-
chitecture can outperform compared solutions. CoLoR [266] has been proposed as fu-
ture Internet architecture and it is based on coupling service location and inter-domain
routing while decoupling them from forwarding. In each domain of the CoLoR frame-
work, there is a logical resource manager, which maintains the reachability information
of contents and works in similar way as the controller in SDN. The network is organized
in domains and the resource managers exchanges contents reachability information be-
tween them. At the bootstrap, the SDN controller programs the FIB of the nodes to
redirect all the pending requests to the resource manager of the domain and for each
destination domain programs a path starting from the resource manager. Moreover,
paths towards the caches are established. In this way a pending request is first served
from the resource manager, if a copy exists the request is forwarded towards the first
available cache, otherwise, using the inter-domain information, the resource manager
sends the request to the next domain. According to the authors, this integration can
introduce several benefits: i) shorter flow setup delay; ii) less flow setup requests and
iii) significantly less flow entries that a switch needs to store. However only numerical
results are available and an implementation is not available.

NDNFlow [4] is an open source implementation of NDN over an OF controlled soft-
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ware defined network. It assumes that part of the OF devices are also capable of ICN
processing. Respect to our scenario NDNFlow considers also intermediate ICN nodes
that needs to be properly programmed while we completely remove the ICN process-
ing in the network and we move the ICN nodes at the border of the OF domain. The
control plane is composed by the ICN module that controls the ICN devices in the net-
work and by the SDN controller which controls the intermediate (between ICN nodes)
switches. The ICN module establishes a connection with all ICN devices and they talk
using a custom protocol working over JSON-RPC. The communication between nodes
is established in two steps: let us consider an interest packet in the network, this is redi-
rected towards the nearest ICN node, it is stored in the PIT table and then redirected
towards the ICN module. The latter computes the path and install the rules in the ICN
nodes necessary to forward the interest in the network. Then, the ICN module asks to
the SDN controller to programs the transit rules in the intermediate OF switches. Data
in the network are advertised by the ICN nodes sending special advertisement mes-
sages to the ICN module. SRSC [19] proposes a new routing scheme for CCN based
on SDN paradigm and source routing scheme. Controller and network nodes talk just
using interest and data-packets, no others protocol is used. The mechanism is very sim-
ple: if a node receive an interest for a data, firstly check if the content is available in
the cache then verify if a FIB entry is already available. In the negative case, it sends
an interest packet to the controller asking for a path towards the data. Controller has
a global network view of its domain and an high level view of the neighbour domains
and it is able to calculate the shortest path respectively for the data or for a border node
along the inter-domain shortest path. Controller replies with a data packet containing
the shortest path information. At this point the node installs a FIB entry and sends the
interest packet together with the shortest path to the next hop. An implementation in-
side NS-3 tool has been realized by the authors, simulation results show the efficiency
of the solution respect to a flooding approach. However an open source implementation
is not available.

[370] proposes an adaptation layer for the management of the network resources
of a ICN-SDN architecture. This adaptation layer for the resources management is
distributed between forwarding nodes and resource adaption manager. The forward-
ing nodes contain also cache storage and receive forwarding rules and cache policies
from the resource manager. The communication between data plane and control plane
is supported by an extended OF interface. The adaptation layer, running in the nodes,
constantly retrieve information related to link properties, cache usage and power con-
sumption. The link properties like bandwidth and queues length are used to establish
optimal path. The cache information are leveraged for choosing the proper location
where to store the content. The resource manager takes over the typical tasks of the
SDN controller and run the P-Path algorithm which calculates an optimal path for each
content request leveraging the network status sent by the nodes. Moreover, according to
the cache status decide where to store the content. Simulation results show the benefits
of the approach, and an implementation has been realized using the CLICK modular
router. As far we know an open source implementation is not available. [418] proposes
an autonomic network management system based on SDN principles. It is built on
top of NDN by using SDN/OpenFlow controller. Network layer implements a multi-
protocol architecture where protocols-independent SDN switches and CCN routers co-
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exist in the same network. According to the authors, this scheme can deliver the ad-
vantages of CCN for the content delivery and the advantages of SDN as regards the
fine-grained network control, thus extremely improving the efficiency and flexibility
for the traffic management. A hierarchical control plane for the autonomic manage-
ment of the network is presented. Implementation is barely discussed and evaluation of
the solution is left for future works. CRoS-NDN [429] designs a novel controller-based
routing strategy for NDN. Nodes proactively register network information on controller
and in reacting way (upon consumer interests) they request new routes to controller to
locally unknown name prefixes. Paper presents a performance evaluation of the so-
lution and a comparison with 4 state-of-the-art approaches: OSPF like, NLSR like,
ARP like and flooding. The simulation results show improvement up to 75% signalling
efficiency and faster convergence times respect to the considered approaches.

SDAR [264] is a NDN software defined control platform for intra-domain routing of
the contents which combines SDN and NDN ideas to implement adaptive forwarding
via intra-domain multipath routing algorithms. It designs an efficient communication
model between routers and controller using a ICN based communication driven by the
nodes: the network devices originate communication via interests/data and the con-
troller as consequence of this it will pull the information from the devices via interest-
s/data. Moreover, the platform is able to react to different types of network dynamics,
such as link failures and cost changes; it provides also an extensible framework where
several routing algorithms have been ported. Currently, the data plane runs only in-
side ndnSIM simulation tool [304]. A performance comparison of different routing
strategies is presented in the paper. SDICN [463] is another ICN over OF architec-
ture. Respect to our scenario, authors consider a SDN network which interconnects
user and distributed data-centers. Then, authors borrow our approach of deploying
IWE elements at the border of the network taking over of mapping and reversing the
mapping functions. On top of the SDN controller 3 different policies have been im-
plemented. Content locating policy can redirect users to the costing least data-center.
Optimal allocation can move ICN contents trying to optimize the overall performance
of the network. Path optimizing “can balance the network traffic in both spatial and
temporal dimensions”. A performance evaluation of the solution is reported in the pa-
per, CCNx has been used as ICN framework and NOX as SDN controller. However,
an open-source implementation is not available to the best of our knowledge. [93] is
a recent effort focusing on the implementation of the CCN architecture (CCNx 1.0)
leveraging VPP framework. The project provides CCN packet processing implementa-
tion for Linux based packet processors as well as networking socket APIs. The latter
has been meant to enable end-to-end chains testing, supporting end devices that do
not support VPP. In the framework implemented by CICN library, CCNx 1.0 pack-
ets are transported using IPv4 encapsulation. This encapsulation constitutes the main
approach while the socket-based forwarder could also support Ethernet encapsulation
as an additional transport example in future. The work just focuses on the data-plane
aspects while we concentrate also on the control plane aspects. In any case, project
results are promising and it could represent an interesting addition to our framework as
substitution of the OF based data plane.

The more general aspects of caching in ICN has been studied quite extensively in
the literature, hereafter we provide a selection of some references, In [71], authors
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study problems related to in-network caching and demonstrate that caching content
everywhere is not the best solution. Random selection is used to investigate the pos-
sibility of caching less in order to achieve higher performance gain and determine the
effectiveness of the schemes. Authors demonstrate that even a “random caching at one
intermediate node within the delivery path can achieve similar and, under certain condi-
tions, even better caching gain”. Finally, they propose a betweenness centrality-driven
caching scheme to improve the simple random caching. Authors of [348] propose a
centralized architecture for ICN without using OF protocol. The Reconfigurable Cen-
tral Controller is responsible for calculating the network routing tables and control-
ling optimal selection of cache coding schemes. The proposed architecture combines
Content-Centric Networking and Network Coding to face the packet loss in content
networking. Authors consider multi-level caches operating under several different cod-
ing situations which can be changed at run time according to the product of packet
loss rate and the chunks number. Moreover they assume that the LRU algorithm runs
in all caches and the LCD is incorporated in the intermediate nodes. In [362], the
authors present a simulation study of CCN using a realistic catalog to emphasize on
caching performance. They have considered several aspects including sizing of cache
catalog, popularity, caching replacement and decision policies, topology and single vs
multi-path routing strategies. The result of their work shows that the cache catalog and
popularity has the most important factor that affects the cache-hit performance. More-
over, how it has been highlighted in other works multi-path routing can have a negative
impact on the performances and simple caching strategies like the random one “per-
form almost as well as more complex ones”. [113] analyzes the problem of the faking
contents in the cache, for this reason it investigates different combinations of naming
and digital signature schemes evaluating speed, overhead and their impact on caching
performance. Authors demonstrate that LRU cache performances (cache hit) results to
be improved by the slower verification time of the contents. In [147], the authors pro-
vide a numerical analysis of the impact of traffic mix on the caching performance of a
two level caching hierarchy, namely access and core. Their model considers four main
types of content (Web, file sharing, user generated content and video on demand), dif-
ferent level of popularity and a simple approximation of the LRU behavior. Their result
shows that the caching performance increases if VoD content is stored towards the edge
of the network in small caches, to leave core with large caches for other type of con-
tent. [298] focuses on the performance evaluation of the ICN paradigm and develops
a performance characterization through analytic model of the bandwidth and storage
sharing under general assumptions on total demand, topology, content popularity, cache
behavior (LRU is assumed in place) and stringent network resources. Moreover, they
provide also a closed form characterization of the average content delivery time and
present potential application of their work like the optimal dimension and localization
of the caches.

[211] and [212] propose a new SDN based cache replacement strategy where SDN
switches maintain state related to the contents which is used then to perform the sta-
tistical analysis about popularity. From architectural point of view, the work envisages
a set of SDN devices which manage a cache, a table related to the pending Interests
and a FIB which is populated by the global SDN controller. Switches periodically per-
form discovery procedure through which can obtain information about local topology
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(neighbours) and send report to the control plane. Using this information, the con-
troller can build the global network view, update properly switches table and realizes
the cache replacement strategy. The latter is based on the popularity of the data, use of
the topology information and cooperation between SDN switches. For some aspects the
work results are very interesting, unfortunately only numerical results are provided and
an open-source implementation is not available at the time of writing. A performance
evaluation of different solutions of in-network caching in ICN over SDN networks is
reported in [185]. Authors analyze the performance of three caching mechanisms: i)
non-cooperative caches; ii) path-cooperative solutions where only edge nodes collabo-
rates in the caching of the contents and can interact with the SDN controller; iii) and
finally global cooperative in-network caching where the controller has the ability to see
locations of all contents in the network and to decide where to cache data packet in
any nodes inside the network. Emulation results show that global in-network caching
deliver better performance in terms of reduced number of hops to reach the content
and reduced number of requests hitting the server. [262] proposes deep-learning based
prediction of the content popularity. The artificial neural network distributes its func-
tions into switches, routers and ICN nodes. In particular, leveraging the ICN over SDN
architecture it uses the node’s computing resources and links to build a distributed and
reconfigurable deep learning network. Since the neural network distributes its neuron
in the network, they need to communicate, so the SDN controller is responsible for not
only its normal job but also the deployment and maintenance of the neural network.
The prediction output of the neural network is then sent to the controller which can
activate the caching procedure instructing nodes on the content to be cached. The work
results are very interesting and the simulation results confirm the solution is promising.
However, besides a lot of simulation results, authors just addresses part of the design
of the ICN-SDN architecture and it is not clear how it can be built in reality.

[23] presents another SDN based architecture supporting NDN. Firstly, controller is
used to properly route the Interest towards the origin server, then authors leverage it to
build a proactive caching solution. In particular, they assume an application layer able
to know in advance the popularity of the contents. Leveraging such knowledge the SDN
controller can proactively cache the content in the network and program properly the
SDN devices and improve the dissemination of the contents before they become popu-
lar. Numerical results show the benefits of this approach, however only the high level
design is discussed while practical problems have not been analyzed in the paper. [83]
proposes an extended SDN based caching architecture which includes cache controller,
cache nodes and DPI capable switches. The network comprises also an OF controller
managing SDN switches. According to the design, for each SDN device a DPI capa-
ble switch is deployed and the SDN controller instructs the SDN devices to redirect
content requests to the related DPI switch. These augmented switches are controlled
by the cache controller through an extended OF protocol. Cache controller and cache
nodes interact using JSON-RPC based protocol. Key insight is to redirect the request
packets to the DPI switches, which are able to match on the HTTP header. According
to the rules they have, the DPI switches are able to redirect the request towards the
origin server or the caches in the network. A performance comparison between the sys-
tem and other caching system is presented in the paper, however only numerical results
are provided and implementation seems not available at the time being. Icarus [374]
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is an open source discrete event simulator specific for ICN caching simulation written
in Python. At the time of writing it supports several caching strategies like centrality
based caching, probabilistic caching and so on. Moreover, different eviction algorithms
can be used. This simulator, designed to be extensible and scalable, provides an easy
interface to implement and test new caching policies. This approach is similar to ours,
but Icarus is a simulator, while in this chapter we have presented an approach based on
the emulation.

Following works are based on the use of programmable SDN switches and exten-
sible packet processing, which makes them more suitable to realize ICN forwarding
inside the network, instead of using complex mapping or abusing protocol fields to
transport information useful for packet processing. For example [78] presents an ICN
architecture that uses a SDN approach for routing and caching programmability. While
our architecture uses OpenFlow, the architecture in [78] uses the Protocol-Oblivious
Forwarding protocol for which the switches can apply powerful match conditions over
customizable and variable length fields of the packet header eliminating the need for
mappings between content names and identifiers. Switches contain also a caching table
to define the content to be stored (for implementing different caching strategies in the
control plane) and a caching store. A Pending Interest Table is also added to switches
to group Interest requests that have not received a corresponding content. Authors pro-
vide also a prototyping environment based on Mininet eliminating the access barrier to
their work similarly to what we have done with our prototype. [271] is another work
proposing the implementation of the NDN architecture through SDN. In particular, au-
thors combine stateful SDN and NDN stack for realizing a novel network node, which
has attached a local cache and implements NDN operation through stateful SDN. With
this approach in place, switches autonomously provide the required content without
interacting with the SDN controller. Indeed, the NDN control logic is embedded di-
rectly in the network device. Moreover, using stateful SDN authors implement also the
caching logic. An open source implementation and a Mininet playground is available to
allow the testing of the solution. The results of this work are promising since with this
implementation a lot optimizations can be achieved: most of the interactions device-to-
controller can be avoided. However, from the paper is not clear, the role of the SDN
controller and how it can be used together with the state in the switches to achieve a
better optimization due to its globally centralized network view.

[482] presents an interesting work which combines OF and eBPF to build powerful
matcher in the OF devices able to match directly field of the ICN packets without the
need of complex hashes and mapping. Firstly, authors implement with eBPF matching
filters capable to match on an arbitrary part of a datagram of any protocol. Then, they
have extend the OF protocol to configure switches with these match filters and improve
OF switches to understand these extensions and act accordingly. OF controller based
on RYU SDN controller performs not only routing but configures also the switches with
the corresponding match filters. In particular, they have augmented the SDN controller
to be able to transport eBPF matching programs through OF vendor extensions, and
they have modified the SDN OFSoftswitch to be able to use the introduced OpenFlow
extensions and execute the compiled eBPF program. Additionally, the SDN controller
is able to detect NDN domains and sets up IP tunnels between them. The work results
to be very interesting and we plan to try out the solution (since all the code has been
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made freely available) in order to provide a better analysis of the capabilities of the
solution. [404] presents an interesting implementation of the NDN forwarding using
P4 language. NDN header has been described in P4, some assumptions (mainly to
cope with P4 limitations) have been made. In this way, a proper parser has been im-
plemented. The processing pipeline is composed by six-tables. Firstly, the packets go
through a counter table which mainly counts the number of the name components the
packet is made of. Second step of the pipeline is the hash-name table which computes
the hashes related to the name and its components. The full name is used in the PIT
table, while the prefixes are used to perform longest prefix matches in the FIB table. A
register of the PIT table is used to maintain the interfaces where the data is expected. In
this way, the data on the way back can reach all the interested clients. Tables are pop-
ulated using a remote control API. Since P4 natively does not support longest prefix
matches, the authors have introduces name components which are basically progres-
sive pieces of the name: imagine that the full name is a/b/c/d, its components will be
a, a/b, a/b/c, and a/b/c/d. An open-source implementation has been realized and all the
instruction to reproduce the experiments are available. [270] proposes source routing
approach to overcome the lack of support for NDN and its routing schema. In partic-
ular, authors implement a source routing solution over protocol-oblivious forwarding.
The latter shares a lot of design principle with P4, for example it allows to define novel
packet processors and it is able to directly support NDN over IP because it can be used
to implement an “adaptable and programmable forwarding plane by defining a generic
flow instruction set”. On top of this architecture, authors deploy a centralized manage-
ment solution which can react quickly to network events and redirect requests towards
the best cache. Similarly to our scenario, network devices can be attached to a cache
node. The processing pipeline for the interest packets envisage 4 tables. The first is
related to the cached contents, the second table implements PIT processing. The third
one mainly implements the removal of a source routing instruction from the instructions
set. The final table implements FIB table. As regards the data, processing consists just
in two table: caching store and PIT processing. A performance evaluation has been re-
alized over Mininet, however it is not clear if an open-source implementation has been
realized.

ICN and SDN have been applied also in other contexts, for example Youssef et
al [473] propose an innovative smart grid architecture which mixes CCN principles
and SDN capabilities to deliver quality of service aware connectivity. Since different
applications with various QoS requirements run inside a smart grid, it is a key feature
deliver connectivity services with QoS guarantees. Authors provides an open-source
implementation based on Mininet emulator. [301] presents an ICN architecture which
stores the contents through private clouds and leverages SDN architecture to enable
the programmability of the network and to modify the format of how the data is trans-
ported. In particular, authors integrate in an unique solution ICN architecture, POX
SDN controller and OpenStack [325] based private Clouds. Even if they are not di-
rectly related, [371] and [16] use an ICN architecture to improve the management of
software defined infrastructure. In particular, authors propose a Function-Centric Ser-
vice Chaining to enhance SDN with a service-name layer based on ICN principles.
In [331], authors implement a SDN controller which is able to distributed ICN content
in an efficient way. It is able to track the location of the copies of contents and redirect
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requests for the contents in the catalog to the most appropriate source, based on some
proximity and/or cost metric. The implementation is based on OF and more specifi-
cally authors have leveraged the POX SDN controller to implement the location-aware
“Oracle”. For the redirection of the requests, authors propose two implementations
respectively based on DNS resolution and on HTTP redirection. Results of their test
show that the DNS approach is more efficient but it requires partially awareness in the
clients. Instead, the HTTP solution is completely transparent, but it introduces addi-
tional delays. A prototypal implementation has been implemented over Mininet but it
is not clear if it has been made freely available and can be used for further experiments.

[467] proposes the integration of ICN and SDN in C-RAN architecture in the con-
text of the heterogeneous networks. According to the authors there are two main rea-
sons for such integration: i) ICN over SDN approach in C-RAN architecture allows to
offload the traffic between users directly to the RAN without the need to cross also the
core network; ii) contents can be stored in the resources of the BBU pool and be served
directly by these caches avoiding the access to the origin servers. The integration of
the above technologies is not something of new since same benefits are brought by
ICN over SDN also in other contexts. Moreover, authors propose only their vision and
an implementation is not available at the time of writing. A performance evaluation of
content caching in SDN enabled RAN architecture has been also proposed in [263]. Re-
sults verify the gain of such approach and candidate it as promising solution to enhance
the future mobile networks. [336] realizes an OF compliant framework for topology
management of SDN enabled ICN networks. In particular, authors leverage the OF
protocol to allow the dynamic growth and shrink of the network. It is possible to add
not only new SDN devices but also new ICN nodes. Indeed, the latter send periodically
join messages which are transported as Packet-In to the control plane and then passed
to the ICN topology manager which can update its global network view. Finally, it up-
dates the FIB of the SDN devices through the SDN control plane. This approach closely
resembles to our automatic topology discovery. An open-source implementation based
on Mininet and OpenDayLight controller is available. Ahmed et al [7] combines NDN
networking with SDN to realize advanced vehicular networks supporting also heteroge-
neous interfaces. In particular, they use SDN functionalities within vehicular networks
to retrieve the required content using NDN approach. Instead, [25] describes a SDN
based solution that enables the Service Centric Network in the Cloudlets scenario. Key
insight is to have the SDN controller interacting with services load balancer/orches-
trator, SDN switches intercepting services requests and the Cloudlet having the role
of services container (similarly to our cache server). When a request is received from
the data plane, the SDN controller interacts with the services manager that decides the
service allocation (basically the Cloudlet where the service will reside). At this point
the service is moved towards the designed Cloudlet and the user requests redirected
towards it.

[477] proposes an high level design where SDN and ICN are integrated into the
satellite-terrestrial networks in a 5G network scenario. According to the authors, ICN
principle of decoupling naming from the location represent a perfect fit for the afore-
mentioned scenario (inherently support for mobility). Moreover, a routing controlled
by a centralized software allows to adapt and to optimize dynamically the delivery of
the traffic according to the demands. It allows to obtain also a better usage of the
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in-network caches. The paper just proposes the high level design of ICN over SDN ar-
chitecture and it illustrates main challenges that still need to be solved. [97] combines
SDN and NFV technologies to realize an IT infrastructure comprising also a network
security layer. The platform, the so called DOCTOR, has been designed to support
NDN use case, in particular for deploying ICN-based VNF. Moreover, the DOCTOR
architecture allows to detect, assess and remediate attacks. Security monitoring is per-
formed at two levels: i) host-level monitoring which uses an attack graph approach
based on network topology knowledge. It can suggest remediations to cut attack paths;
ii) application-level monitoring which monitors NDN-specific metrics from inside the
VNFs. The latter includes also a central component able to detect attack patterns cor-
responding to known flaws of the NDN protocol. The work results very interesting, but
architectural details are not provided and from the paper is not clear how the SDN/NFV
infrastructure works to provide the functionality needed by the NDN paradigm. [221]
addresses the general problem of introducing caching system in the LTE architecture.
Authors design a solution integrating SDN technology in the Evolved Packet Core of
the LTE. In its turn, SDN is used to realize dynamic caching functionality in the LTE
networks and to improve caching system performance. Authors propose also an of-
fline heuristic to define the optimal location of each content. Simulation results show
promising results, however the architecture is just mentioned and the implementation is
described in approximate way. [437] is another work applying ICN and SDN principle
to cellular networks. In particular, authors design the request resolution function and
the content routing function, according to the ICN paradigm in the SDN controllers that
operate at both Radio Access Network and Evolved Packet Core network. Simulation
results show the advantages of such approach against an host centric solution like the
current LTE architecture.

[220] deploys ICN content management system over a software defined Wireless
Mesh Network. In this architecture, each node can utilize its memory as storage and act
as cache. Moreover, cache servers are also used as high-capacity storage. Forwarding
mechanisms of the contents are in-line with our approach and with other solutions we
have analyzed above. Main difference is how the SDN paradigm is leveraged. Indeed, it
is used also to realize a location aware caching strategy able to consider the features of
wireless communication and constraints of the hardware capacity. In this way, the cache
is efficiently distributed and can be also dynamically migrated. An experimental testbed
has been realized and evaluated through several experiments. However, as far we know
an open source implementation is not available nor emulation experiments are possible
through a wireless emulator like CORE. [409] designs a solution where SDN is used to
support both CCN and Floating Content by coordinating distributed caching strategies
and by optimizing the packet forwarding process in VANET scenarios. In particular,
authors envisages a scenario where SDN controller is used to build dynamic forwarding
tree, guarantee QoS for each flow and to realize multi-path communication over het-
erogeneous interfaces. As regards the caching strategies, SDN is leveraged to realize
popularity based caching solutions. In this work, authors just discuss the high level
design of their solution and implementation seems not available. ContentSDN [431]
proposes an architecture that integrates ICN, SDN, and NFV technologies to provide
transparent in-network caching for HTTP content delivery. Key idea is to deploy inside
the network content proxies and content caches leveraging NFV and micro-services
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principles. Another important point is that proxies and caches are divided in caching
islands where only one proxy is the master. SDN network is flat and cover the entire
network (crossing potentially several caching islands) and SDN forwarding is used to
redirect content requests towards the proxies. The latter in their turn transparently de-
flect the requests towards a cache. Redirection rules are driven by manageable policies
which can be adjusted according to the operator needs. Proxies are interconnected by
the means of a Distributed Hash Table. Our approach is totally different since we pro-
pose a solution which aims at support ICN architecture in its totality, while authors
focus only on the HTTP protocol as content delivery platform. Another difference is
represented by the forwarding architecture. We do believe that NFV and micro-services
architecture can represent a nice to have addition for our ICN over SDN architecture
since we are statically deploying the caches in the network. However, it is not clear
if an open source implementation is available, performance evaluation has been per-
formed only over Mininet. The authors of [171] provide an experimental environment
based on virtual networks called Future Internet Testbed with Security. The latter al-
lows the creation of multiple virtual networks in parallel, based on virtualization tools
Xen and OF Flowvisor. The experimenting platform divides physical network in vir-
tual networks, each containing its own protocol stack, routing rules and management.
They use the testbeds to experiment with CCN and compare the CCNx stack [69] with
the conventional TCP/IP protocol stack. The results show that CCN presents an high
overhead when compared with the standard TCP/IP stack. However, CCN outperforms
TCP as the number of consumers increases and CCN download time is significantly
smaller than classic TCP protocols stack.

The approach of having a centralized routing engine per autonomous system has also
been considered for regular IP routing. For example, [55] first proposed the so-called
Routing Control Platforms; it is a logically-centralized platform (like SDN architecture)
separated from the IP forwarding plane, which is in-charge to perform route selection
on behalf of routers and communicate selected routes to the routers using the iBGP
protocol. Interesting also the proposal of revisiting Routing Control Platforms in light
of the advance of SDN architecture [364]. Also the BGP “Route reflector” solution [28]
can be seen as a form of centralization of RIBs. Instead, in [228] authors propose a
routing model based on outsourcing and logically centralizing the routing control plane
to an external third part. Their idea aims to centralize the RIB avoiding to run BGP at
the edges of an autonomous system and exploiting a SDN based backbone, the SDN
controller is considered as the central point where routing decision can be taken, policy
conflicts can detected and routing problem can be easily troubleshooted. As regards
the inter-domain name-based routing, the use of a BGP-like approach has been already
proposed in [168]. In particular, authors propose a content routing design based on
name-based routing aiming to route client requests to a nearby replica of the content
which can be the origin server, a CDN or another in-network caching. Design envisages
the introduction of the Content Routers and the Internet Name Resolution Protocol.
Moreover, recently, it has been proposed to extend BGP to disseminate advertisement
information about content objects in the form of URIs [300].
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CHAPTER7
Bringing SDN to production

7.1 Introduction

Since the demand for more bandwidth, agile infrastructures and services grows, it be-
comes challenging for service providers to manage the proprietary underlay, while
keeping costs low. In such a scenario, SDN, open hardware and open source software
prove to be key components to address those challenges. They can be seen as a part
of an even wider trend towards the softwarization of networks [150] and [222], which
implies a complete rethinking of how service provider networks are now structured. It
is expected that this process will greatly increase the flexibility and efficiency of net-
works, reducing equipment and operational costs. However, the migration of service
providers’ wide area IP networks towards SDN is a challenging task. Prototypes of new
generation services have to exhibit “carrier grade” characteristics, meet the high level
expectations and specialized needs of ISP customers. In this chapter, we provide the
concrete experience in the design and the implementation of SDN-based IP and layer
2 services in the GÉANT service provider network, this activity started two years ago
and it is still on-going. Currently GÉANT is evaluating the outputs of this work on its
operational network.

We start from the analysis of current services offered by GÉANT (Section 7.2), the
500Gbps pan-European network interconnecting 38 National Research and Educational
Networks (NRENs), for a total of 50 million users and we consider its critical require-
ments. We refer to the NRENs as the customers/users of GÉANT. We identify the
GÉANT needs and requirements towards the upgrading of its infrastructure (Section
7.3.2). A long term evolution path towards the softwarization of GÉANT is discussed
in Section 7.3.1, consisting of several steps to be realized in the future years, from
providing SDN-based connectivity services to the so-called Software Defined Infras-
tructure (SDI) [273] and [292], which is also able to dynamically offer a wide range
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of computing / storage / network resources. The first step of the GÉANT migration
process consists of the SDNization of some operational services. In particular, we con-
sider GÉANT IP, that is the basic service providing Internet connectivity to the NRENs,
and two Layer-2 connectivity services called GÉANT plus and GÉANT open. These
services are currently delivered through 26 Point of Presences (POP) located in Europe
and 2 Open eXchange Points (OXP) in London and Paris (see Section 7.2 for further
details). The OXPs are similar to the standard IXPs, allowing NRENs to exchange traf-
fic with external (non-GÉANT) networks. The introduction of SDN technologies in an
IXP is referred to as SDX (Software Defined Internet eXchange) [333]. In this chap-
ter, we give a wider meaning to the SDX concept (Section 7.4), extending its potential
applicability not only to the exchange points (IXPs or OXPs) but also to the GÉANT
PoPs. We have designed and developed two SDN-based services called L3-SDX and
L2-SDX (respectively Layer 3 and Layer 2). These services represent the fundamen-
tal building blocks of the augmented SDX mentioned above and have been developed
using ONOS. The L3-SDX service has been developed on top of an existing ONOS ap-
plication, called SDN-IP. SDN-IP allows the interconnection between SDN and legacy
networks through BGP. The L2-SDX service has been realized as a new ONOS appli-
cation (Section 7.5). In this chapter, we will mainly concentrate on the last one, we
refer to [440] for further details about L3-SDX.

A first prototype of L2-SDX is presented in Section 7.6, it has been evaluated on
the GÉANT Cambridge Lab, where we have performed an initial evaluation of the re-
alized functionalities. Subsequently, a larger deployment has been realized using the
GTS, a continental facility realized by GÉANT, offering geographical virtual testbeds
to the research community. Section 7.6 describes this worldwide deployment. In this
phase, functional testing has been completed and initial evaluation of non-functional
requirements has been performed. Experience gained from this experimental deploy-
ment has been used to drive the next phase of the development (Section 7.7.1), where
the objective has been to bring to the Pilot status what we have realized during the
first year of development. The work done during this transition phase is discussed in
Section 7.8. After a second evaluation in the Cambridge Lab, which has been updated
with the definitive SDN devices, finally the L2-SDX has been brought to the pilot status
(Section 7.9). Related works of this chapter are presented in the Section 7.10

7.2 GÉANT network and services

As one of the largest and most complex Research and Education Networks in the world,
GÉANT needs to support different services, such as standard IP transit connectivity
or ultra-high capacity data center interconnections. The GÉANT infrastructure offers
extensive links to networks in other world regions. External peers (other NRENs and
external Autonomous Systems) are interconnected through 26 POPs, located all over
Europe, and two OXPs (Figure 7.1). GÉANT offers a wide range of connectivity and
network management services as described in [155]. We focus on a subset of them,
called GÉANT IP, GÉANT plus and GÉANT Open.

GÉANT IP provides IP transit services to interconnect participating NRENs to-
gether and with other approved research organizations and providers. It provides a peer-
ing service for IP traffic, isolated from general-use Internet access. GÉANT plus offers
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the NRENs point-to-point Layer 2 (Ethernet) circuits among end points at GÉANT
PoPs [155]. The PoPs constitute the backbone of the dual (optical transmission and
packet) layer network through which GÉANT supplies connectivity to its customers.
From the GÉANT perspective, the PoPs are the end-points of GÉANT IP and GÉANT
plus. Finally, with the GÉANT Open service, NRENs can connect with external (non-
GÉANT) networks through the OXPs. Inside an OXP, the customers (NRENs or ex-
ternal participants) request the establishment of Layer 2 circuits between end-points,
which are manually provisioned through VLAN tunnels. The customers can use the
Layer 2 circuits for whatever reason, including private BGP peering. Therefore, OXPs
are different from traditional IXPs, which provide a switched layer 2 infrastructure used
by multiple participants to exchange traffic through public BGP peering.

Figure 7.1: GÉANT IP topology and GÉANT OXPs

7.3 Toward a new service development and provisioning approach

The current connectivity and network management services of GÉANT are mostly
based on traditional control plane architectures (IP/MPLS) running on top of complex
and expensive, proprietary equipment. In most case, the services rely on proprietary
software and specific vendor solutions making it hard to innovate and offer new ser-
vices. The management of large-scale network like GÉANT is largely based on pro-
prietary (and expensive) tools, which, again, constitute a barrier to the innovation. A
second issue is that the service provisioning phase often includes manual operations
resulting in provisioning times in the order of days. In such scenario, the introduction
of SDN and in general of the softwarization can bring substantial benefits: i) provi-
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sioning procedures can be drastically simplified; ii) cheaper hardware could replace
current equipment; iii) the openness of the SDN approach avoids the need for complex
distributed control plane architectures and reduces the number of running protocols; iv)
proprietary implementations can also be avoided or reduced, mitigating interoperability
problems and migration issues. The softwarization facilitates the development and the
introduction of new services of strong interest by GÉANT but difficult to implement
using the current technologies, such as: application specific peering, inbound traffic
engineering, load balancing, and steering of traffic for service function chaining [174].

7.3.1 GÉANT softwarization path

The migration of GÉANT network and its services towards a Software Defined Infras-
tructure is a challenging task, which cannot happen overnight. We have decomposed
the transition of GÉANT to the SDN paradigm in incremental steps as shown in Figure
7.2. Each step enhances GÉANT infrastructure making it more sustainable, manage-
able, less expensive and introduces new services/functionalities to the portfolio. The
transition path also takes into account the operational requirements of a production net-
work. This migration strategy rationalizes and extends some ideas already presented
by Monga in [292]. The idea behind the strategy is to initially introduce the concept
of SDX, replacing the current architecture based on PoPs and OXPs, and then to pro-
gressively enhance its functionality. The first step of the path is the realization of the
L3–SDX and L2–SDX, referred to as pure connectivity SDX [292] and [88]. L3-SDX
supports GÉANT IP, while L2-SDX represents the SDNization of GÉANT plus and
GÉANT Open. With this first step, there is no full migration to SDN technology, be-
cause NRENs can run legacy technologies without direct interaction with the GÉANT
SDX operations.

Figure 7.2: GÉANT softwarization path

Assuming that the NRENs will setup their own SDN infrastructure, the next step,
called SDN–SDX consists in the interconnection and harmonization of the SDN infras-
tructures between GÉANT and the NRENs. To understand the advantages of this step,
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consider that the NRENs have their customers (research organizations) which requires
connectivity towards other research organization in the same NRENs, or in remote
NRENs or outside the GÉANT’s NRENs. Thanks to the SDN–SDX, the NRENs and
the research organizations could fully exploit the advantages of SDN paradigm, lever-
aging end-to-end SDN based services spanning the GÉANT backbone and the NRENs.
The next step, denoted as SDI–SDX refers to a GÉANT SDN infrastructure augmented
with cloud resources: a NREN can request not only networking services but also com-
pute and storage resources, outsourcing part of its computations to the SDX cloud. The
final step is referred to as G-SDI, which stands for Global SDI. It foresees a wider adop-
tion of the full softwarization (SDN augmented with storage and computing resources)
by all NRENs. Following this approach, an end-user (research organization) can ob-
tain compute and storage resources from other NRENs or from GÉANT leveraging the
resources offered through a logically global GÉANT SDX. At this step, considering
GÉANT’s position in the European scenario, it will be possible to exploit the Buyya
vision of a market-oriented cloud computing [54]. GÉANT’s role fits well as a “super
party” that manages the market. This evolution of the GÉANT infrastructure encom-
passes an economic model, useful for the auto–sustainability of the GÉANT project
and its participants (the NRENs themselves).

7.3.2 GÉANT Requirements for SDN-based IP and Layer 2 services

L3-SDX and L2-SDX have been identified as the first step of the GÉANT softwariza-
tion path. We have carried out a thorough analysis of the requirements on these services
from the perspective of the GÉANT service provider, summarized in Table 7.1. The re-
quirements are classified as Functional, non-functional (i.e. referring to performance
or reliability), or Operational (e.g. related to monitoring or logging). Based on this
requirement analysis, we have selected ONOS as the SDN controller platform. In par-
ticular, the existing SDN-IP application provided a very good fit with the functional
requirement of L3-SDX, and the ONOS resilience and distribution features guaranteed
a good starting point with the identified non-functional requirements.

As regards the requirements related to MPLS and QinQ encapsulation, they repre-
sent a functional requirement but their support needs to be verified against the hardware
switches since they are not fully supported in all SDN devices. Currently, the control
of BGP attributes and application of BGP policies has been identified as not needed
features since in the first phase of development, the idea is to leverage the functionality
of the BGP peer. The support for up to 100K routes has been planned as future work,
at the time of writing SDN-IP and ONOS have been tested up to 15K routes. Finally,
we are working on the export of network statistics to NMS based on IPFIX.

7.4 High level architecture for GÉANT SDX

The proposed SDX architecture is based on SDN enabled networking equipment, con-
trolled by a cluster of ONOS controllers. The ISP services, such as L3-SDX and L2-
SDX, are designed as northBound applications running simultaneously on top of the
NOS, offering both Layer 2 and Layer 3 connectivity services. Coexistence of dif-
ferent services in the data plane is enforced through slicing mechanisms (e.g. VLAN
tagging), this approach is rather typical and it demonstrated its effectiveness as coex-
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Requirement Service Type Priority Status
L2 VC between two edge ports or VLANs L2-SDX Functional Must Completed
MPLS encapsulation of L2-SDX circuits L2-SDX Functional Must Completed*
VLAN and QinQ (802.3ad) encapsulation L2-SDX Functional Must Completed*

IP transport between BGP peers L3-SDX Functional Must Completed
Custom route selection process L3-SDX Functional Desirable Planned

IPv6 support Both Functional Must Completed
Control plane resiliency Both Non-func. Must Completed

Control plane failure recovery Both Non-func. Must Completed
Network status after control plane failure Both Non-func. Must Completed

BGP control plane resiliency L3-SDX Non-func. Must Completed
Traffic rerouting after data plane failures Both Functional Must Completed

Control BGP attributes for each BGP peer L3-SDX Functional Desirable Not Needed*
Apply separate policies for each BGP peer L3-SDX Functional Desirable Not Needed*

Modify BGP peers without impacts L3-SDX Functional Must Completed
Scale up to 100 BGP peers L3-SDX Non-func. Desirable Planned

Scale up to 100K routes L3-SDX Non-func. Must Planned*
Data plane statistic collection Both Operational Desirable Completed

Export of statistics to standard NMSs Both Operational Desirable Ongoing*
Logging facilities Both Operational Must Completed

Table 7.1: GÉANT SDX requirements

istence mechanism in the OSHI architecture. As for the networking equipment, their
integration is possible through open APIs, like OpenFlow, or by vendor-specific APIs
implemented in ONOS in the form of pluggable drivers. The use of the so-called white
box devices has been investigated as they could replace traditional equipment to achieve
relevant cost savings. In the first phase, during the development of the solution, very
simple OF devices have been used in order to facilitate the fulfilling of the functional
requirements. Instead, the white box devices have been integrated during the second
phase of the development approaching the Pilot phase.

L3-SDX design proposes an hybrid architecture, since it combines traditional IP
control plane with a standard SDN control logic. In particular, in the SDN network
BGP speakers are deployed to enable the connectivity with other domains. This choice
has been influenced by the results brought OSHI architecture where combining IP/SDN
and envisaging their coexistence in the network demonstrated to be an optimal migra-
tion strategy for IP-WAN network. While L3-SDX has been meant to substitute IP
connectivity service, L2-SDX is in charge on providing the implementation of layer 2
circuits implemented by means of VLAN or MPLS tunnels. Everything has been de-
signed to improve the level of automation and guarantee better provisioning times. This
has been obtained in several ways: providing user with high level APIs and guarantee-
ing run time policies checking. The idea of providing high level policies to the SDN
controller has been borrowed by our previous works on this field like the design of the
VLLPusher application written for OSHI and the ICONA network policies (based on
the ONOS Intent framework). In the L2-SDX case, the services creation has been im-
plemented as internal application of the NOS (similarly to ICONA), while VLLPusher
by design is a off-platform application which interacts with the REST APIs of the NOS.

From an infrastructure point of view, a SDX can span a single location replacing an
OXP or PoP with a SDN fabric controlled by ONOS, or multiple locations federating
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PoPs in a single logical PoP or creating a distributed OXP. The lessons learnt by ICONA
work provided a lot of useful information, for example we know that is rather hard to
control the entire GÉANT network from a single location or distributing the instances
over the PoPs. This issue is further discussed in the Section 7.7.1 where we elaborate
on the practical experience gained from the first year of the development. Coming back
to the services realized, they have been implemented as ONOS internal application: the
L3-SDX service has been developed on top of an existing ONOS application, called
SDN-IP [257], while L2-SDX service has been realized as a new ONOS application.
L3-SDX and SDN-IP are briefly introduced in Section 7.4.1, major details about its
design can be found in [443]. Instead the rest of Chapter elaborates on L2-SDX and its
evolution over these years of development and testing up to the present where GÉANT
is evaluating L2-SDX through a field-trial in its infrastructure.

7.4.1 SDN-IP and L3-SDX

The ONOS SDN-IP application interconnects an SDN island with external networks
leveraging the BGP protocol, thus SDN-enabled networks can interoperate with tradi-
tional networks on the Internet. Key idea is that BGP control plane is not removed from
the network, internal BGP peers and external peers are connected through ONOS which
programs the SDN network. Once an internal peer learns a new route, communicates
it to SDN-IP application which programs the network to support the user traffic. L3-
SDX extends SDN-IP adding the support for new deployment scenarios and providing
facilities to monitor the BGP and transit traffic in the network. SDN-IP solution allows:
a) external ASs to exchange routes and transit traffic through an SDN network; b) the
SDN network to advertise routes to the external networks; c) a Service Provider to scale
its SDN control plane by segmenting an AS into multiple SDN domains, which com-
municate through BGP. Besides the technical advantages, the Service Providers also
gain benefits in reduced CAPEX and OPEX, since they can use a single set of devices
to manage (possibly L0/L1), Layer 2 and Layer 3 connectivity. L3-SDX improves the
flexibility of SDN-IP, making it is possible to deploy multiple peers belonging to the
same AS and interconnected through different connection points controlled by ONOS.
The application supports the typical IXP scenario where all the BGP routers as well as
the Route Server belong to the same subnet [333]. An integration with ONOS IPFIX
application allows exporting the counters related to the BGP sessions and to the L3
tunnels using the standardized IPFIX protocol. This can be used to realize advanced
monitoring tools. L3-SDX and SDN-IP are both available under a liberal open source
license.

7.5 L2-SDX service in GÉANT

L2-SDX is an ONOS application that allows the automated provisioning of layer 2
tunnels between endpoints, which can be physical Ethernet interfaces or VLANs. The
offered layer 2 services belong to the class of IP Virtual Leased Line services (IP VLL)
or Virtual Private LAN services (VPLS), which are a fundamental part of the service
portfolio offered by large-scale ISPs. At the time of writing, only IP VLL has been in-
tegrated in the L2-SDX application, but VPLS can be provided with a straightforward
extension of the current implementation. From a customer perspective, the L2-SDX
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appears as a black box that transports his/her traffic from the source to the destination
end-point, as if they were in the same Ethernet LAN (see Figure 7.3). Inside the SDX
infrastructure, the L2-SDX application provides the necessary mechanisms for the ser-
vice provisioning and monitoring. The human operators can manage and monitor the
application through a CLI and a GUI, which accepts high-level customer’s requests
and translates them into ONOS point-to-point intents. The application is fully inte-
grated in ONOS and implemented as callable service. In a next release, its services will
be exposed through a REST API, allowing the integration with orchestration platforms.
External monitoring is achieved through the ONOS IPFIX application. L2-SDX can
run over a single ONOS instance or on a cluster of ONOS instances that share a com-
mon state information. The multi-instance deployment is useful to control large-scale
SDXs made up of many SDN devices. L2-SDX leverages the high availability mech-
anisms provided by ONOS in order to maintain a consistent state both in the control
and data planes. Failures in the control plane are managed through the redundancy
of the ONOS cluster. Instead, data plane failures are automatically resolved, through
transparent re-routing mechanisms provided by ONOS.

Figure 7.3: L2-SDX applications and its abstractions

7.5.1 Policy based networking

L2-SDX provides users with powerful APIs and abstractions as shown in Figure 7.3.
The application builds upon the API provided by ONOS Intent framework and extends
it to provide users with conversational APIs able to simplify network operations re-
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lated to L2-SDX and automate as much as possible the configuration steps. The Intent
Framework is a subsystem that allows applications to specify their network control de-
sires in form of policy rather than mechanisms, Figure 7.4 shows the high level idea
of Intent networking in ONOS. User does not have to configure the network or pro-
vide forwarding constructs, they just have to provide their desires. Imagine you have to
reach a place and you need to use a turn by turn navigator. The high level idea is very
similar: you just insert the starting point and destination, then the navigator will “imple-
ment” the path for you. In literature, researchers refer to these policy-based directives
as Intents and the entire paradigm as Intent based networking. It is can be considered
a recent trend for networking which aims to automate the network operations through
abstractions and reduce as much as possible operator interaction with the network con-
trol plane. Many vendors embraced this approach and are proposing production ready
solutions ( [94], [195] and [53]).

Figure 7.4: L2-SDX applications and its abstractions

Using the Intent framework APIs, application can submit their policies, the ONOS
core accepts the Intent specifications and translates them, via Intent compilation, into
installable Intents, which are essentially low level instructions applied on the network
environment. Installation process takes care of the transmission at the ONOS south-
bound which results in changes into the network environment, such as OF flows being
installed on a switch. The Intent framework has been designed to be extensible and it
allows additional Intents and their compilers or installers to be added to ONOS dynam-
ically at run-time.

An Intent describes an application’s request to the ONOS core which aims to al-
ter the network’s behavior. At the lowest levels, it is possible to describe an Intent in
the form of: i) set of ingress points; ii) for each ingress point a set of criteria can be
associated, which identify packet header fields or patterns describing a slice of traf-
fic; iii) set of egress points; iv) for each egress point a set of criteria which describe
how the traffic will looks like at exit of the network; v) a list of actions to be applied
to the entire traffic. Intent is a directed policy, since it has at least an ingress point
and an egress point. Different type Intents exist in ONOS to cover separated use cases;
host-to-host and point-to-point Intents have been designed to support unicast communi-
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cations. Single-point-to-multi-point and multi-point-to-single-point have been realized
to support many-to-many communication.

ONOS Intent framework provided a good starting point for L2-SDX implementa-
tion, however it did not provide all the functionalities needed by GÉANT [344]. Firstly,
we have streamlined and optimized the compilation process for all the Intents. Figure
7.5 shows the changes we have realized in the compilation steps. At the beginning each
top-level Intent respectively produced a PathIntent or a LinkCollectionIntent. Then
they were further compiled by specific compiler in FlowRuleIntent which is one of
the installable Intents in ONOS. Since, the PathIntentCompiler and LinkCollection-
Compiler share a lot of code, before to add further functionalities in the Intent frame-
work, we have realized this merging which aims to simplify the code and make easier
its management. Thus, we have modified the existing top-level compilers to produce
LinkCollectionIntents.

Figure 7.5: Changes in the ONOS Intents compilation

Second modification we have realized is the support for the FlowObjectiveIntents,
which were not fully supported by the Intent framework. Through this type of instal-
lable Intents, the Intent installers are able to generate as actionable directives not only
FlowRules but also FlowObjectives. This was a mandatory requirement for GÉANT,
since FlowRule abstraction assumes single table pipelines in the network devices while
FlowObjectives have been meant to support OF TTP framework and OF Group tables.
Finally, we have added the support for the Encapsulation constraint, in this way the
traffic is further encapsulated in the core of the SDN network with VLAN ids or MPLS
labels. The type of the encapsulation can be specified by the user at the time of the
Intent creation. In particular, we have properly extended the LinkCollectionCompiler
with a mechanism that reserves inside ONOS the labels for a given path and then real-
izes with actionable directives the hop-by-hop label swapping.

Using this framework, we have realized new policies and high level abstractions
inside L2-SDX application in order to simplify the management of the SDX. Firstly,
network operators see the abstraction of managing virtual SDXs (a slice of the SDN
network); a virtual SDX (e.g. MID-EU, LON-UK in the Figure 7.3) contains a number
of end-points modeled as edge connectors (L2SDXConnectPoint) , which can be physi-
cal or virtual Ethernet interfaces (VLAN based). An edge connector basically describes
a slice of traffic, and it can be interconnected to another connector through a Virtual-
Circuit. The latter is a new abstraction which builds upon the ONOS Intents: respect to
them is a bidirectional construct and can encapsulate the user traffic with MPLS labels
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or VLAN ids inside the SDN network. Moreover, they can be of different grain: i)
single data flow (physical port or single VLAN); multiple data flows (multiple VLAN
ids). Based on corresponding L2 tunnel configuration, L2-SDX application creates cor-
responding ONOS Intents, which are submitted to ONOS and then translated into flows
rules and installed on the SDN/OpenFlow switches. To simplify network management
and troubleshooting, customers manage only the edges of the SDN network controlled
by ONOS. The L2-SDX application eases service management and provisioning, e.g.
enforcing isolation and avoiding several types of conflicts: i) the resources (ports or
VLAN tags) associated with a connector cannot be reused (L2SDXConnectPoints can-
not collide), ii) an edge connector can only be used in a single circuit and iii) a connector
in a virtual SDX instance cannot be interconnected with a connector in another virtual
SDX.

L2-SDX is available under a liberal open source license, tutorials are available on-
line in the ONOS wiki [321], and the application can be downloaded by the onos-app-
sample repository [319].

Figure 7.6: L2-SDX architectural details

7.5.2 Application architecture

The application is fully integrated in ONOS and in its application framework. Figure
7.6 shows its architectural details. L2SDXService interface exposes as service all the
functionalities realized by L2-SDX application. It implements the aforementioned ser-
vices interacting with L2SDXStore, L2SDXVCService, L2SDXARPNDPHandler and
L2SDXMonitoringService sub-modules. The first implements the distributed storage
of the application through which different instances of L2-SDX running in a ONOS
cluster can coordinate and exchange data. It basically maintains information related to
the virtual SDXs, edge connectors and virtual circuits deployed in the SDN network.
Internally, these data are stored respectively in a DistributedSet and ConsistentMaps
which can guarantee strong consistency to L2-SDX application: both primitives are im-
plemented using a partitioned RAFT protocol where the state is always divided in shard
composed by three nodes, each one maintaing a replica of the state. L2SDXStore is also
used to perform the policies checking mentioned in Section 7.5.1. L2SDXVCService
is in charge of managing the creation of virtual circuits and their translation in ONOS
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Intents. L2SDXARPNDPHandler manages the ARP and NDP traffic, and does proper
relay according to the virtual circuit created in the SDXs. In the current implemen-
tation, ARP and NDP traffic is not forwarded in the data-plane to facilitate the inter-
working with the MPLS based circuits, which cannot transport more than protocol since
the MPLS header does not carry information about the encapsulated protocol. Finally,
L2SDXMonitoringService is the sub-module in charge of tracking the operation of the
system. It provides the status of the edge connectors and the operational status of the
virtual circuits. In this way, the network operator can manage and track with fine grain
the most important abstraction of L2-SDX.

7.6 L2-SDX PoC v1

A first PoC [440] has been deployed in the GÉANT Cambridge Lab and it uses white-
box switches, hardware routers and VMs. Figure 7.7 shows the PoC infrastructure.
This deployment has been used mainly during the development of the application and
to validate the SDX functional requirements in a synthetic environment. As regards the
data plane, 4 Pica8 OpenFlow switches (P3922) constitute the SDX infrastructure, 4 Ju-
niper MX series routers act as external peers and 4 VMs represent the sources/sinks of
traffic. As for the control plane, 3 VMs compose the ONOS cluster where L2-SDX and
L3-SDX execute, 1 VM runs the Quagga software acting as internal BGP speaker and
finally an out-of-band VM is used as IPFIX collector. The latter is used to collect IPFIX
updates generated by the IPFIX application and shows a Weather map of the infrastruc-
ture. The 4 MX routers and the Quagga VM constitute the L3-SDX infrastructure, a
VLAN has been reserved in the SDX network to enable their communication. The re-
maining VLAN ids are available to L2-SDX which can use them to create VLAN based
circuits inside the network and establish communication between the VMs. Pica8 de-
vices are based on the single-table pipeline framework (OF 1.0), so we resort to use
FlowRule instead of the FlowObjectives. In order to make a realistic experiment, some
scientific routes (NREN specific prefixes) have been injected in Juniper routers and
have been actively exchanged between SDX participants.

7.7 L2-SDX PoC v2 and worldwide experimental deployment

We have realized a second PoC in a continental testbed running over the GTS, while
the first PoC has been deployed in a laboratory environment. The GTS delivers virtual
testbeds powered by several facilities, co-located with GÉANT PoPs, offering different
type of resources like VMs, SDN devices, virtual circuits. This deployment has been
used to validate SDX functionalities over a continental environment, and to start an
initial evaluation of the non-functional properties of the infrastructure. Using GTS, we
have built a large-scale PoC with 7 HP OpenFlow switches deployed in 7 PoPs (Figure
7.8). The data plane is controlled by a cluster of 3 ONOS instances located in Amster-
dam (AMS), Bratislava (BRA) and Milan (MIL) that run the SDX software. Two VMs
(BRA and LJU) worked as external BGP peers and behind them two stub networks with
perfSONAR [334] hosts have been deployed. PerfSONAR is a performance measure-
ment and troubleshooting tool for multi-domain scenarios. LON and AMS VMs act as
internal BGP peer and is interconnected to the ONOS instances through the GTS man-
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Figure 7.7: L2-SDX Poc v1 setup

agement plane. They have been used to test the resiliency of the internal BGP control
plane, and the addition, removal and modification of the internal BGP deployment. The
SDX PoC on GTS has been integrated in a worldwide demo [441] hosted at the Open
Networking Summit 2016, where ON.Lab has successfully deployed ONOS, SDN-IP
and SDX software creating a global network facility entirely based on SDN. The net-
work spans over 5 continents, interconnecting 9 RENs and more than 30 universities
and research centers.

7.7.1 Deployment experience and benefits for GÉANT

Overall the SDX PoC on GTS worked according to our expectation, L2-SDX and L3-
SDX passed all the functional tests that we have performed. Status column in Table
7.1 reports the coverage assessment of the input requirements. The scalability and
efficiency of L2-SDX and L3-SDX are tightly related to ONOS performances, and it
has been demonstrated in [320] that the platform can meet carrier grade requirements
in specific deployment conditions. L3-SDX and SDN-IP can scale up to 15K routes,
achieving the current GÉANT requirement of 12K announced routes. For this reason,
at this point of work we have not focused our attention on the performance aspects of
the SDX rather on the functional requirements and specific requests coming from the
network engineers.

The SDX deployed in the GTS represents a single geographically distributed SDX,
spanning 7 PoPs, with three ONOS instances running in different countries. During
the execution of the functional tests, we gained feedback (e.g. the mastership election
duration) that drove us not to further stress the SDX under critical events like controller
instance failure or data plane failures. Therefore, we believe that having single-location
SDXs, spanning a single OXP or PoP, is a safer approach to start the migration towards
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SDN. OXPs are good candidates for early deployment of SDX due to the complexity
of the services that are offered and making the introduction of the SDN-based approach
attractive. Moreover, with single-location SDXs, the devices can keep their indepen-
dence and troubleshooting capabilities. In the current GÉANT network, each PoP is
seen as a “hop” by the IP traffic, while in a geographically distributed L3-SDX simple
troubleshooting tools like traceroute would be no longer useful. Incidentally, we ob-
serve that there is a gap to be filled with troubleshooting tools for SDN based networks,
because layer 3 tools based on ICMP (ping, traceroute) do not work hop-by-hop in a
network of SDN controlled switches.

The transition towards geographically distributed SDX could start with federations
of nodes controlled by the same NOS instance. We have made some preliminary work
on this issue with ICONA (Chapter 4) an extension to interconnect multiple ONOS
clusters seamlessly through an “East-West” interface. Initially, OXPs could be inter-
connected creating a geographically distributed Layer 2 fabric controlled by ONOS.
Likewise, geographically close PoPs could be federated in small clusters. From the
point of view of the development costs, it has been possible to release the L2-SDX and
L3-SDX in the PoCs with a relatively small effort (in the order of three man months)
thanks to the possibility of relying on the ONOS codebase and documentation.

Figure 7.8: L2-SDX Poc v2 setup

Let us now provide a high-level analysis of the benefits achievable by GÉANT with
the softwarization of the infrastructures, in terms of operational costs, services pro-
visioning and services management. The deployment of a SDX in place of an OXP
will automate most of the configuration operations reducing the efforts of the human
operators. Currently, in order to set-up a GÉANT Open service between two access
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points (ports or VLANs) inside an OXP, the customer has to contact the operators who
manually configure the connection [155]. These operations (creation of virtual inter-
faces, VLAN id selection on both endpoints, VLAN id rewriting) are error prone and
require coordination between the interested parties. Any arising issue requires further
manual intervention of the operators. A typical target for the provisioning time of these
services is 5 days. Using the L2-SDX, it will last minutes instead [196]. Moreover,
most failure cases are automatically resolved by L3-SDX/L2-SDX using ONOS built-
in mechanisms (e.g, a failure of a controller is solved using redundancy of controller
instances, a switch failure is solved by ONOS with re-computation of data plane paths
around the faulty switch). As regards GÉANT IP and GÉANT Plus, similar improve-
ments in the services provisioning and management are an affordable objective with
single-location SDX. They represent a tangible result when compared to the current
procedures (5 days to obtain IP connectivity or to set-up a layer 2 circuit).

When considering geographically distributed SDXs, having a centralized view of
the network potentially brings further benefits like a more efficient traffic management,
but the challenges for a wide area SDN deployment need still to be solved. In particular,
a first issue is the impact of the latency and unreliability of the control plane connec-
tions between controllers and remote network nodes. A second issue arises when the
controller instances are distributed in a geographical way, proper solutions are neces-
sary in order to reduce the latency towards the controlled nodes. The mechanisms used
to achieve a consistent view across all the distributed controllers works well in local
area networks, where the latency is low and the capacity is high. The performance of
these consistency mechanisms can become critical in geographically distributed wide
area networks; a careful assessment of these aspects is still needed.

Finally, let us consider an NREN that would like to establish a layer 2 connectivity
with a third party (not-GÉANT). Different configurations have to be in place in order to
have the connectivity operational: i) layer 2 configuration of the PoP where the NREN
is located; ii) layer 2 configuration of the PoP where the target OXP is located; iii)
steering of the NREN flow into a LSP, provided by MPLS/BGP, towards the destina-
tion PoP; iv) establishment of layer 2 connectivity inside the OXP. Despite the services
being logically similar, the provisioning procedure can require up to 10 days, because
they are managed in two completely separated infrastructures, with specific hardware,
different policies and configuration mechanism. Moreover, coordination is needed be-
tween all the operators (GÉANT, NREN and the third party). Instead, within an SDX
environment, the separation is blurred and these services can be managed through a sin-
gle platform, reducing coordination efforts, manual intervention of the network opera-
tors and complexity of the procedures. SDX allows a network engineer to provision a
layer 2 circuit without prior technical coordination with the other network teams [196].
Moreover, they are delivered using a unique infrastructure, with reductions in term of
OPEX and in future hardware investments.

In order to bring the L2-SDX and L3-SDX services to production, additional testings
and deployment over production segments of the infrastructure are needed. Moreover,
some additional concerns related for example to security and integration with manage-
ment systems needs to be addressed.
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7.8 Moving towards the Pilot

After one year of development, further improvements have been introduced in L2-
SDX and in ONOS with the objective to bring the service towards the Pilot evaluation.
Firstly, we have added the support in ONOS for the new SDN devices that have been
deployed in GÉANT infrastructure. In particular, the Corsa’s DP2000 family [103] has
been installed in 6 PoPs of the GÉANT infrastructure. This family offers three prod-
uct variants, each providing a variety of 1/10G SFP+ and 100G QSFP28 interfaces as
well as scalability through stacking up to 2.4T. The platform supports full virtualization
of the hardware and the devices’ resources can be used to build up to 256 virtual SDN
switches or routers, the so-called Virtual Forwarding Contextss (VFCs). The logical in-
terfaces of the VFCs can correspond to a physical interface or an encapsulated VLAN
tunnel. Leveraging such constructs we are able to run L2-SDX and L3-SDX services
on the same infrastructure achieving improved bandwidth management and better traf-
fic isolation with respect of other virtualization technologies. OpenFlow 1.3 is used
as southbound interface. Specific drivers for ONOS have been developed to map the
device-agnostic forwarding instructions provided by the FlowObjectives of the applica-
tions to specific match-action in the available OpenFlow tables of the Corsa pipelines.
These drivers leverage additional features of the Corsa products which guarantee even
more efficiency and data-plane scale.

ONOS Intent framework have been further extended in order to improve the en-
capsulation behavior inside the SDN network. In the first implementation, the virtual
circuits “swapped” hop by hop the labels and the labels were chosen randomly between
the available ones. Even if this mechanism is desirable from a scalability point of view,
since more VCs can be installed in the network. However, it does not facilitate the
work done by the NOC and makes harder the troubleshooting sessions. For this reason,
GÉANT NOC asked to implement specific mechanisms to enforce the same label along
the path. To fulfill this requirement, we have implemented three optimization strategies
and two selection behavior that can be changed at run time using ONOS CFG compo-
nent. As regards the selection strategies, the labels can be chosen randomly or through
a first fit behavior. If no optimization behaviors are selected, the Intent compiler defines
a candidate set at each hop and then will pick a label according to selection strategy.
Then we have implemented a second optimization behavior, which enforces same la-
bel along the path building a common set of candidates and selecting a common label
according to the selection strategy. Finally, the compiler, using the third optimization
behavior, can minimize the label swapping along the Intent path reusing if possible the
same label of the previous hop.

As further requirement, we have designed the introduction of multi-point services in
the SDX architecture. In particular we have participated to the development of VPLS,
a new ONOS application which allows to provision multi-point broadcast L2 circuits
between multiple end-points in an OF based network. In order to facilitate the integra-
tion of VPLS inside the SDX architecture we have introduced L2SDXVPLSService a
new sub-module inside L2-SDX which interacts with the VPLSService exposed by the
VPLS application. Our sub-module requests the establishment of multi-point layer 2
networks inside the SDX fabric. Then, VPLS are stored as multi-points circuits inside
the L2SDXStore.
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7.9 L2-SDX PoC v3 and Pilot deployment

The GÉANT Cambridge Lab has been updated with the Corsa devices and a new cam-
paign of tests have been performed in order to validate the modification described in
7.8. The application has been extensively tested. Tests include functionality tests to val-
idate the correctness of the data plane, of the control plane, and their integration with
the underlying hardware. For example, data plane tests verify that the layer 2 circuits
are correctly set up using any combination of tagged and untagged endpoints; hardware
integration tests check that the operating systems works as expected together with the
underlying devices, both during normal operations and in case of failures. Moreover, in
this transition phase, we have paid much attention to the non-functional requirements.
In particular, we have done extensive tests to verify the proper operations of the failure
recovery procedures both in the data plane and the control plane. In particular, we have
tested the control plane resiliency in face of instances failure and reconciliation after
control plane recovery. Finally, we have verified that failures in the control plane do
not impact the services already deployed in the network. Testing of the data plane re-
covery procedure has been performed creating different type of failures. In particular,
the link failure has been emulated disabling administratively the ports from ONOS con-
troller, while switch failures has been emulated stopping the OF agent in the switches
or putting drop rules in the controllers’ firewall.

Figure 7.9: L2-SDX Pilot setup

After a first testing period, the software has been deployed in the GÉANT back-
bone network for further tests and field trials. The deployment takes advantage of
programmable switches providing hardware virtualization functionalities. This allows
GÉANT to concurrently run isolated layer 2 network slices. The same hardware has
been used to deploy the new version of the GTS without interfering with the rest of
the traffic. At the time of writing GÉANT is evaluating the outcome in its operational
network [442].

Figure 7.9 shows the Pilot setup. It extends over 2 PoPs of the GÉANT infrastruc-
ture. In particular, L2-SDX uses 4 VFC instances which are distributed over Milan and
Paris creating a redundant distributed fabric. The virtual switches are connected using
redundant links at 10G provided on top of GÉANT’s DWDM. Juniper MX switches
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connect the Pilot to GÉANT’s legacy network as well as some clients, at least one per
PoP. The clients are connected using 1G links and they are dual-homed. Additionally,
Juniper MX routers can be used to redirect on Pilot slice production traffic. Instead,
Madrid hosts the control plane. For L2-SDX, a cluster of 3 ONOS instances controls
the SDN fabric.

7.10 Related work

SDXs have received a lot of attention as witnessed by the enormous research effort
from 2013 to the present ( [273], [292], [417], [174], [88], [423], [425], [12], [13]
just to report some examples) and by the collaborative initiative as the “Workshop
on Prototyping and Deploying Experimental Software Defined Exchanges (SDXs)”.
However, at time of writing there have been only few real deployments in produc-
tion networks, where the most notable are the Cardigan project, Three House project,
StarLight SDX, GÉANT Testbed Service, Internet2 and ESnet Advanced Layer 2 Ser-
vice and On-demand Secure Circuits and Advance Reservation System; NOISE lab’s
SDX at Southern Crossroads, Mid-Atlantic Crossroads, TouIX, AmLight, in some ex-
tent Google’s B4, Google’s peering fabric Espresso, and Facebook’s Edge Fabric. SDX
concept has been proposed the first time in [128] as migration strategy for SDN, since
the global adoption of SDN faced a lot of problems at that time. While authors believed
that the IXPs were a possible place where introduce SDN to bring new features to the
inter-domain routing. In [128] authors propose a single site deployment where the SDN
controller enhances the already deployed Route Servers and a multi-site deployment
“where SDN controllers across multiple exchange points coordinate to enable more
sophisticated wide-area policies”. [84] advocate the introduction of SDN technology
in the IXP architecture since it offers the possibility to improve the existing architec-
ture and paves the introduction of emerging trends. Authors provide also a compre-
hensive overview of the use cases for SDN at IXPs, these include traffic engineering
application and advanced black-holing solutions. Moreover, benefits for operators are
presented and emerging new services which can benefit from the SDX architecture are
illustrated. [89] presents a survey of the most relevant SDX studies from various re-
search areas, focusing on their architectures. The paper defines a taxonomy for the
SDX, which closely matches to the softwarization path described in Section 7.3.1, pro-
vides a generalized architecture of different SDX types and a comparison between them
and analyzes potential use cases for SDX. Finally, it reports an evaluation of three L3-
SDX solutions, described hereafter: Cardigan ( [417] and [416]), SDX ( [174]) and
SDN-IP ( [257]).

Considering the different projects that aims to introduce the SDXs in the current
Internet architecture, we foresee a taxonomy which classifies the projects in four major
categories: L3-SDX, L2-SDX, SDI-SDX and SDN-SDX. This taxonomy recalls four
of the five steps of the GÉANT softwarization path we have described in Section 7.3.1.
As we have already explained, each group is completely separated by the others and
introduces different functionalities in the IXP infrastructure. Figure 7.10 represents this
taxonomy. Using this classification, we elaborate on the related works in this section.
Analyzing the research efforts and the real deployments, it comes out that the most
common classes are the pure connectivity one. These results are not unexpected, as
it makes sense for an ISP to migrate in a gradual way its infrastructure. This means
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“upgrade” the services already offered and then build on top of these other types of
functionalities.

Figure 7.10: SDX taxonomy

Let us start with works related to the L3-SDX class. In general this kind of SDN
services interconnect at IP level several entities using an SDN infrastructure. BGP
protocol runs on top of the SDN controlled infrastructure or out-of-band. The SDN
controller install flows in the data-plane according the information provided by BGP
and the peers can exchange traffic. L3-SDX [443] improves SDN-IP introducing the
support for IXP scenario. SDN-IP [257] envisages the complete migration to SDN
of a transit AS, it is an ONOS application that allows to interconnect an SDN island
with external networks leveraging BGP protocol. Compared to other projects, SDN–IP
is not meant to provide an implementation of an SDN based router, neither instanti-
ate virtual routers to simulate the exchange of intra-domain routing protocols, rather
centralizes the routing logic. It foresee the deployment of a number of internal BGP
speakers in the transit SDN network where the external BGP peers are also connected.
The SDN controller enables the communication between peers, it receives the learned
routes from the internal speaker (they establish iBGP sessions with ONOS instances)
and eventually program the SDN network according to the learnt routes for the transit
traffic. In particular, SDN-IP leverages the Intent framework for programming the SDN
fabric. The application is totally independent from internal BGP deployments support-
ing a large variety of scenarios that span from a single BGP speaker to BGP – based
confederations. Recently, FIU and AmLight [394] have deployed ONOS and SDN–IP
on the American Lightpaths, creating a distributed SDX facility entirely based on OF
without the need of routers in the core.

VANDERVECKEN [435] is a SDN based router, which has been used in Three
House project [423] and in several public demonstrations like in the inter-continental
peering with Atrium project [18]. VANDERVECKEN has been developed by Google,
its code is based on RouteFlow project [302] and OpenLSR project [217]. It provides an
open source implementation of OF controlled LSR/Router that leverages on hardware
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switch (white box device) for the forwarding of the packets and can speak traditional
routing protocol like BGP, IS-IS and LDP. It uses RYU SDN framework in order to con-
trol the OF capable switch. It provides a peering fabric based on SDN policies, which
has been designed to be multi-vendor. The Cardigan project [417] and [416] is based
on the VANDERVECKEN project, which is in its turn a fork of RouteFlow. Cardi-
gan realizes a distributed router based on RouteFlow concepts (IP control plane runs
in the SDN controller). In particular, the dataplane is powered by a distributed SDN
fabric acting outside as single BGP Peer with Route Server. Data-plane forwarding is
programmed in a proactive way by the fabric controller, and it leverages longest prefix
matching and blocking traffic by default for table misses. Allowed traffic is redirected
to the controller for further processing. Cardigan has been deployed initially in a public
IXP that connected research and education network of New Zeeland and the Welling-
ton Internet Exchange, showing the applicability of hybrid IP SDN/OF solution in a
production context. In [416], an evolution of the platform is described, enhancements
include better abstraction for the routing of an AS, definition of MPLS packet circuits
for transport inside the AS and the introduction of the FPM in the RouteFlow architec-
ture breaking the RouteFlow dependency on the Linux kernel FIB, FPM allows hooking
into the Quagga RIB to access the full set of routes obtained by its routing protocols.
Three house project [423] has extended the previous infrastructure with a playground
that exchanges data through three ASs (ESnet joins to the project). Three house project
realizes a multi–domain research network leveraging on BGP stack, SDN controllers
and scalable OF data plane like Corsa white box devices. The project demonstrates also
the feasibility of full Internet scale deployments. Above works share a lot of design
principle with SDN-IP and L3-SDX. Similarly to our solution, they leverages Quagga
to compute the routing of the SDN network. With respect to our work, they create a
simulated network, copy of the physical one, in the OF controller machine, and ex-
ploits distributed protocols, such as OSPF, BGP, IS-IS between the virtual routers of
the simulated network. Like in our solution, the controller uses the BGP protocol to
interact with routers of neighbor domains, but it injects the BGP information inside the
simulated network of the virtual routers. Then traditional IP routing engines (Quagga)
computes the routing tables that are eventually installed into the physical nodes via the
OF protocol.

Atrium [18] is composed by two projects: i) a standalone (single-switch) BGP
speaking router (like VANDERVECKEN) and ii) a data-center leaf-spine fabric. Both
solutions are based on ONOS controller (actually Atrium router has been ported also on
top of OpenDayLight) and have been merged to create a distributed router, where the
data-center leaf-spine fabric is projected as a single router to the outside world ( [432]).
In particular, Trellis vRouter [450] component shares a lot of design principles with
Cardigan project. Although the name refers to virtual router, it performs only control-
plane functionality in software. It uses a routing protocol stack (e.g. Quagga) to speak
BGP or OSPF with the external router. The data plane functionality of vRouter is per-
formed by the Trellis leaf-spine fabric itself. In other words, the entire leaf-spine fabric
behaves as a single (distributed) router data-plane and is viewed as such by the external
world (like Cardigan project). The high level idea of the aforementioned projects is
very similar, like in SDN-IP the BGP stack is connected to the SDN data plane and it is
not emulated in a virtual networking running inside the control plane. The internal BGP
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peer is able to interact with the external ones, to receive routes and then it forwards the
RIB through the FPM to ONOS. The latter programs the OpenFlow controlled switches
leveraging ONOS FlowObjectives. [261] proposes a solution similar to Trellis vRouter:
a BGP virtual entity is deployed in the control plane which receives the BGP messages
thanks to relay mechanisms in the ONOS controller. The latter install proper punt-
to-controller rules in the SDN devices in order to receive BGP messages as packet-in.
Main difference respect to the Trellis solution is that the internal BGP speaker is not at-
tached to the data plane and the SDN control plane uses a reactive approach to program
properly the SDN network.

[51] and [240] (Umbrella project) report the work that has been done to migrate
the TouIX IXP located in Toulouse from a traditional to a full OpenFlow IXP. Pica8
switches have been selected due to their support to Open vSwitch, which allows to
reduce the transition from software switches emulation to real deployments. In the ex-
isting route server, RYU controller has been deployed to control the Pica8 based fabric.
From an operational perspective, data plane uses basic layer 2 forwarding to move the
traffic inside the network, programming in proactive way the fabric and using the MAC
addresses as segment routing labels. On top of the new infrastructure, solutions to re-
solve ARP and NDP requests have been implemented in order to fix the ARP and NDP
storms issues. In particular, the TouSIX Manager has been introduced in the infras-
tructure; it maintains in a internal database the static resolution of the IP addresses and
translate them in forwarding rules which redirects the ARP and NDP requests directly
to the receiver. Researchers improves the manager with a set of management tools
meant to simplify the maintenance and make easy the deployment of new services in-
side the infrastructure. An initial performance evaluation is reported in the papers. The
work introduces a very simple OF based solution, while seems more interesting the
management tools developed by the authors, which automatically generates the BGP
configuration, the OF rules according to the Members database and reports also on the
statistics of the network.

SDX project [174] implements an SDX controller based on Pyretic runtime [347]
running on RYU controller (early version ran on top of POX controller). It relies for the
data plane on SDN-capable devices supporting multi-tables pipelines. SDX provides
a powerful abstraction to their users simplifying the details of the IXP: each ASs sees
the abstraction of managing only its virtual switch which is connected with a single
link to their specified peers. Main features comprise also the creation of new com-
pelling services for an IXP: inbound traffic engineering, WAN load balancing, etc. The
framework is able to ensure the compatibility with BGP peers and isolation between
policies: SDX supports default forwarding of packets between member routers based
on the BGP routing decisions, similarly to what happens in the IXPs. More sophisti-
cated policies can be submitted through the policy framework. SDX is able to ensure
compatibility composing sequentially them. Finally it installs OF rules on the SDX
switches. An open source implementation is available for evaluation and production
deployment have been performed over the past years allowing the evaluation of the
new functionalities in realistic environments. Our SDX project share a lot of design
principle with SDX project, however we believe that our solution, even if it does not
provide most of the “compelling” services of SDX, it takes care of the non-functional
requirements which are mandatory for an ISP. As regards the functionalities provided
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by SDX, most of them are interesting but should be evaluated in settings of interest for
GÉANT and see how they scale in these scenarios. T. Benson et al. in [13] present
Slick a control plane for middleboxes and propose in [33] an integration with the SDX
project to leverage its capabilities of traffic steering. Author objectives are to introduce
middlebox deployment in a software defined IXP. Slick platform is deployed in tan-
dem with SDX control plane and the middleboxes deployment is automated and fully
integrated with the SDX software stack and its policy framework.

iSDX [175] is the recent evolution of the SDX project which aims at resolve ma-
jor scalability drawbacks of the previous version. iSDX targets production deployment
providing an SDX architecture able to operate at the scale of the largest IXPs. Two ma-
jor drawbacks limit the applicability scope of first SDX project: i) inability to efficiently
compile and translated into forwarding entries the policies provided by BGP peers; ii)
lack of scalability of the data plane; the number of forwarding entries can grow quickly
and does not scale with the number of participants. In the new control plane design,
each participant can compile its SDN policies independently. This allows a reduction of
the forwarding tables with the respect to policies expressed all together. It allows also
the compilation in parallel of the policies. For the forwarding of the packets, the authors
introduce an opaque tag in the packet’s destination MAC address. This prevents routing
updates from triggering the re-compilation of policies. This tag encodes both the nex-
thop and the ASes advertising routes for the destination inside the packet. This means
that authors do need anymore to set explicit matches in the switches tables. Moreover,
authors are able to the reduce size of the forwarding tables by grouping tags with com-
mon bitmasks thanks to the support of matching on fields with arbitrary bitmasks in
OpenFlow 1.3. As regards the switch pipeline, authors use 4 tables: two tables are used
for the outbound policies and two for the inbound policies. As further optimization,
iSDX forwards control traffic like ARP and NDP using unicast forwarding without the
need of broadcasting: each participant sends in the network gratuitous ARPs advertis-
ing a virtual IP address as nexthop. iSDX captures this traffic and set proper rules in the
fabric. An extensive evaluation shows that iSDX can support also largest IXPs, an open
source implementation is available for an evaluation. SWIFT [190] is a fast reroute
framework that has been integrated in the SDX project [276]. It allows BGP routers
to restore connectivity quickly thanks the combination of inference mechanisms in the
control plane with data plane updates. SDX uses the destination MAC as data plane
tag to optimize the forwarding in the infrastructure, SWIFT uses similar functionali-
ties to fast reroute the packets. Both functionalities have been integrated sharing the
data plane tag of the SDX forwarding. This has been possible because both uses a two
stage pipeline where the first table groups packet using the tag, and the second table
forwards the packet using the entire tag. Even if each project has less bits, according to
the authors, the integrated framework can still maintain same convergence properties
and ability to express a lot of SDX policies.

The AMS–IX is an IXP situated in Amsterdam that has developed through internal
project an IXP augmented with SDN functionalities. In particular in [44], the authors
provide their experience in the implementation of an ARP sponge, that aims at mini-
mizing the ARP traffic in the IXP infrastructure. The peering LAN connects more than
600 routers which use ARP in order to establish connectivity between each other. In
any instant, there could be ARP requests for for IP addresses no longer in use. Au-
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thors develop a tool able to reduce the amount of broadcast traffic on the peering LAN
by replying to ARP requests. They realized a PoC leveraging SDN principles and the
OF protocol. Instead, [188] analyzes recently the feasibility of converting the current
AMS-IX infrastructure to a SDX based architecture. Authors take into consideration
the iSDX software and its deployment over the current switching platform. Several
experiments have been performed to validate the scalability of the solution. According
to the authors currently employed Brocade switching platform is incapable of support-
ing iSDX due to the lack of sufficient flow tables. Moreover, iSDX does not scale to
the size of AMS-IX. Finally, a migration path is designed, which foresees an hybrid
architecture: key insight is performing iSDX forwarding decisions on the edge of the
network and leveraging both the OF and normal traffic pipeline of the switches.

ENDEAVOUR ( [12] and [114]) is a SDX fabric which builds upon the results of
iSDX [175] and Umbrella ( [51] and [240]). In particular, iSDX represents the main
building block in the control plane and on top of it have been integrated the member
database and ARP sponge described in [51] and [240]. As regards the data plane, the
operations at edge are borrowed both from iSDX (the selection of egress ports accord-
ing to SDX policies) and from Umbrella (selection of core path, through classification).
Core forwarding is based on the source routing schema defined by Umbrella which
leverages MAC addresses as data plane tag. ENDEAVOUR design has been meant to
be highly flexible and able to support multi-hop IXP topologies as well. In order to do
that, several mechanisms have been realized to optimize the fabric: data-plane forward-
ing installs BGP outbound policies at ingress switches (where the member is connected
to). Inbound policies are installed in every edge switch. Black-holing policies are repli-
cated in each egress switch. Source routing forwarding is used the fabric. Load balanc-
ing mechanism does not rely on any internal mechanism of the device rather a custom
mechanism which leverages IP source and destination addresses. Finally, three solu-
tions are proposed for fast failover recovery mechanism. The evaluation with real data
from one of the largest IXPs showed the effectiveness of the solution. [114] showcases
a traffic engineering application and black-holing use case leveraging ENDEVAOUR
infrastructure. In addition, the solution has been made available as open source, and we
plan to perform a deeper evaluation with a field trial in the next future.

Kotronis et al in [151], [228], and [231] propose a routing model based on outsourc-
ing and logically centralizing the routing control plane to an external third part. Their
idea aims to centralize the RIB avoiding to run BGP at the edges of an autonomous
system and exploiting a SDN based backbone, which is considered as the central point
where routing decision can be taken, policy conflicts can detected and routing problem
can be easily troubleshooted. Legacy devices are partially replaced by SDN enable
devices while a logically centralized BGP layer is still needed to relay BGP routing
decision to the SDN controller. Griffioen et al. [167] propose a coin-operated SDX for
IXPs that ties routing policies to economic relationships of cost and benefit between
peers. They uses the concept of a “coins” for authentication and charge of flow rule
requests between IXP peers. Key insight is to extend typical SDN northbound with the
concept of “coin”. The “coin” is a cryptographically-signed certification attesting that
the provider approves the rules being inserted. It is also used as unit of accounting.
An initial prototype has been realized using software switches. Major concerns derive
from the implementation of the coin itself which is not deepening in the paper: if not
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implemented correctly, many issues related to digital currencies, e.g., double spending,
loss of transactions and so on can degrade the service delivered of the platform itself.

Espresso [469] is the Google’s SDN-based Internet peering infrastructure. Espresso
adopts inexpensive switches and high-end host based routing/packet processor to im-
plement fine-grain traffic steering functionality. The key insight behind Espresso is
“externalizing most network control from the peering devices, and leaving only a sim-
ple data-plane on the devices”. The infrastructure is composed by a Global controller
which implements TE solutions on the entire infrastructure. In particular, the global
TE system is able to realize application-aware routing at Internet scale. The directives
coming from the high are implemented by the peering infrastructure controller the so
called Local controller. The data plane of the peering infrastructure is composed by
simple data plane switches and high-speed packet processors. The former are very sim-
ple commodity switch able to do at high speed few operations like MPLS pop, GRE
decapsulation and forward to the next hop. These switches are also called as Peer-
ing Fabric and they are controlled by the Peering Fabric controller which in its turn
receives directives by the Local controller. The most important packet processing in-
cluding routing and ACLs, is moved to high performance software packet processors
running on the large-scale server infrastructure. Finally, they use a BGP custom stack
running on servers. The infrastructure supports “fail static for high availability”: the
data plane can work in headless mode without impacting packet forwarding. Finally,
testability and verifiability are key design principles for Espresso, and it supports fully
automated configuration and upgrades through an intent-based software stack.

Edge Fabric [389], is the SDN-based edge peering system built and deployed by
Facebook. It is a system implementing an optimized routing for the egress traffic.
It operates on a per-PoP basis where Facebook deploys peering routers, aggregation
switches, servers, and private WAN connections to data-centers and other PoPs. Edge
Fabric assigns traffic flow to egress routes and flows egress at the same PoP at which
they ingress. A global TE procedure maps an user request to a particular PoP and redi-
rects it using DNS: only a single PoP announces each most-specific Facebook prefix,
in this way the decision depends only on the destination IP address. This character-
istic allows each Edge Fabric to work in isolation without impacting the rest of the
infrastructure. Hybrid IP/SDN approach is used inside Edge Fabric in which a central-
ized controller receives network state and then programs network routing decisions: the
BGP paths Facebook receives are continuously streamed to the controller. Another im-
portant point is the continuously performance monitoring to influence routing and for-
warding decisions. The controller receives measurements multiple times per minute.
Authors added the ability to measure performance of multiple paths to a destination
prefix by using alternate routing tables and redirecting fraction of the production traffic
on them. Every peering router deployed in a PoP makes local BGP route decisions
and exchanges routes in an iBGP mesh. The Edge Fabric controller intervenes when
it wants to override default BGP decisions. The overriding is done by standard means
setting preferred routes to have high local_pref and announcing it via BGP sessions. As
regards the data plane, key insight is to leverage existing vendor software and hardware
avoiding the need for custom hardware or clean slate design. Finally, peering router are
configured to leverage BGP multipath to distribute traffic across the equivalent routes
using ECMP forwarding.
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Let us analyze projects related to L2-SDX, in general with this term we refer to a
general service able to create multi-domain Ethernet circuits between endpoints which
can be physical Ethernet interfaces or VLANs. In general, the offered layer 2 services
belong to the class of IP Virtual Leased Line services or Virtual Private Lan services.
Compared to the L3–SDX there is a lower research effort around the L2–SDX, we can
attribute this to their usage. These services meet the specialized needs of the research
and education communities and they are not commercial like the layer 3 services.

Internet2’s Advanced Layer2 Service [11] provides the capability of create VLAN
based circuits on the Internet 2 network between the participants. These circuits can
be static or dynamic and they can connect multiple endpoints. Moreover, the users
can control also the backbone VLANs. Internet2 backbone with AL2S act as single
national layer 2 IXP based on SDN infrastructure, where the different logical domains
(universities and research center) can create their multi-domain circuits. The brain of
the infrastructure is Open Exchange Software Suite [315], the software used to con-
figure and control dynamically the provisioning of the L2 circuits. OESS provides
also automatic fail-over, automatic per-VLAN statistics and a simple and user friendly
web interface. OSCARS [327] work in tandem with OESS and provides the capability
of creating multi-domain circuits in other OSCARS/OESS domains. OESS learns the
topology for its domain automatically through LLDP and then generates a topology file
for its domain and uploads it to the OSCARS topology service. Then, the latter pushes
the domain’s topology to a global distributed service which makes it available to the
other OSCARS domains. When a new L2 provisioning request arrives, it is submit-
ted to OSCARS, which in its turn performs path selection with call admission control
within its own domain to determine if the SLA can be met. If successful, OSCARS
creates the circuit through OESS in its domain and then forwards the request to the
next domain, according to the path computation. The procedure is repeated for each
transit domain until the OSCARS of the last domain on the end-to-end path is reached.
In [196] authors report their experience in the transition of the layer 2 infrastructure of
the AmLight project to SDN. AmLight is a distributed switching fabric that provides
connectivity to some Universities of U.S and Latin America. It is based on Brocade
switches and controlled by OESS software that has been integrated with OSCARS sys-
tem for the creation of inter-domain circuits. Moreover, FlowSpace firewall has been
deployed adding the possibility of creating network “slices” where network engineers
can experiments with new services without disrupting production environment. Ac-
cording to the authors, SDN design introduces a lot of benefits since it can lower the
operations costs by automating most of the network operations and it can reduce co-
operation efforts between network operators. All the aforementioned projects are very
similar to our GÉANT L2-SDX both in the design and in the functionalities. Major
difference is the lack of the support for multi-domain services in our L2-SDX, which
have not been considered in this phase of the project.

GÉANT BoD provides layer 2 multi-domain connectivity circuits with bandwidth
guarantees for a specified duration to the users. The inter-domain coordination is
achieved through the Network Service Interface (NSI) Connection Service. SDN-
BoD [286] is intended to evolve the current GÉANT’s BoD, based on Juniper equip-
ment and Junos Space NMS, into an SDN-enabled service. The DynPaC framework is
responsible for scheduling services over time and computing the paths to dynamically
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allocate the resources in the network enforcing the requested service. DynPaC runs
on top of ONOS providing users with CLI, GUI and REST interfaces. Through the
latter, the system is able to speak with the Inter-Domain Manager (IDM) and with the
AutoBAHN web portal. The first understands the NSI protocol enabling multi-domain
services. While the second is the interface for the legacy GÉANT’s BoD service. There-
fore, BoD enables the coexistence of SDN islands with legacy service. VLAN tagging
is used to stitch different technological domains. The SDN service also provides link
failure recovery capabilities transparently and automatically managed by the ONOS
application.

In literature, the introduction of SDN technologies in an IXP infrastructure is re-
ferred to as SDX. We have defined SDI–SDX an SDX able to provision to its exchange
point peers not only connectivity services but also hosts, computation and storage re-
sources. MAX [425] is a regional network deployed in Washington D.C. providing
connectivity services to NREN infrastructures like Internet2 and ESnet. The network
integrates also the Washington IXP (WIX). Starting from 2014, the MAX researchers
are investigating how SDN can be integrated in the MAX infrastructure. In [425], T.
Lehman provides the prototype architecture of an SDI–SDX deployed in the MAX
infrastructure. This kind of SDI-SDX is able to provide, besides connectivity ser-
vices, compute in the form of VMs and high performance storage. Moreover, au-
thors design proper signaling services to outsource the computing requests to exter-
nal providers, for example VMs and storage resources can be outsourced to external
domains like the Amazon Web Services or Microsoft AZURE cloud. In this cate-
gory we can include many of the remote testbeds, which de-facto works as a SDI-SDX
( [316], [393], [126], [156], and many others)). Moreover, the underlay network in some
cases (see OFELIA [316] and GTS [126] for example) is composed by SDN based de-
vices, which can be controlled also by the experimenters. GENI [156], OFELIA [316]
and ToMato [393] provide a unique experimental facilities that allows researchers not
only to experiment novelties on network applications but to control and to extend the
network itself. Moreover, they were the first testbeds entirely based on SDN princi-
ples, they provided also the first mechanisms to interconnect multiple SDN islands in a
multi–domain scenario. For example, OFELIA gave the possibility to reserve network
slices from 4 SDN islands using Flowvisor [401] and then to use a SDN controller to
control all the data plane resources.

The GÉANT Testbed Service (GTS) ( [155], [126], [407], [200], and [183]) is the
new GÉANT service which delivers virtual testbed powered by several facilities co-
located with GÉANT PoPs. In these virtual testbeds, the researchers can set up their
own experimental environment and test designs in networking or the deployment of
new applications. GTS provides users with different type of resources like VMs, SDN
hardware devices, SDN Virtual devices, virtual circuits and the underlay Cloud infras-
tructure is powered by OpenStack [325]. Testbeds can be created in a programmatic
way and their deployment can be integrated in orchestrated frameworks thanks to the
use of a DSL language through which researchers can specify resources using object-
oriented constructs like: classes, objects, iterators, and so on. Leveraging such capa-
bilities, the virtual testbeds offer reproducibility and can be composed in a hierarchical
way. With the introduction of the External Domain Ports [407] and the support for
multi-domain, GTS is able to act as a complete SDI–SDX solution, providing a wide
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range of different resources and services which include: computational facilities, data
transport circuits, switching/forwarding elements, storage, and so on. Moreover, by
design it supports SDN control principles. In [200], authors provides an update on the
status of the project and presents an overview of the recent added features, which in-
cludes the support for new SDN devices (Corsa DP2100 family) and baremetal servers.
From the services point of view, the new version of GTS allows the creation of vir-
tual circuits with bandwidth guarantees, and makes available monitoring services, new
storage resources, federation with other testbeds; finally optical/photonic resources and
radio based resources.

OF@TEIN ( [356], [358], [359] and [357]) is a WAN connecting several R&N sites
(different administrative domains) offering overlay Cloud/SDN resources which can be
used for experimentation in networking and Cloud scenarios. The design closely re-
sembles the GTS, infrastructure is realized on top of OpenStack, it offers different type
of resources that spans from VMs to OF hardware devices. In [356], the infrastructure
has been used to experiment SDN-IP solution over a WAN scenario. [358] demonstrates
SDN-IP solution in a multi-domain scenario where several testbeds have been federated
leveraging the transport network realized by SDN-IP. Authors in [359] showcase an en-
hanced implementation of SDN-IP which allows the federation of different instances.
In particular the paper shows the coupling of two SDN-IP deployments managed by dif-
ferent administrative domains. Solution described in [359] has been further enhanced
in [357] with the introduction of layer 2 tunnels realized with Overlay Virtual Network-
ing [329] which can be leveraged for realizing private interconnections between peers.
Overlay Virtual Networking envisages an external controller not directly connected to
ONOS and can control only OVS software switches.

MetroSDX [118] is a SDI-SDX architecture that have been proposed in the context
of the smart cities and smart communities. The MetroSDX builds upon the SDX [174]
concept, it is “a neutral network design that increases the resiliency of edge networks
and global and local services, improves isolation of network functions” and preserves
data of the edge devices when disconnections happen deploying caches in the network.
Edge devices are connected through redundant paths, opportunistically connecting to
many networks as possible. MetroSDX has storage and computation resources at net-
work nodes for both edge devices computation and MetroSDX-specific services. Slic-
ing mechanisms are used to provide multi-tenancy on the infrastructure. Kumori [146]
is a SDN-based overlay architecture designed to provide Cloud Providers control on
their inter-datacenter connectivity. While, existing solutions establish overlays between
edge servers belonging to the same provider. Authors of Kumori propose an extended
solutions where overlay nodes are placed also at the IXPs leveraging emerging SDX
solutions. The entire overlay is then controlled by the logically centralized SDN con-
troller under the control of the Cloud Provider. According to the authors having also
few internal nodes it is possible reach a high level of path diversity respect to exter-
nal relays. This is why they propose as natural solutions to leverage the vantage point
provided by the IXPs, and in future other benefits delivered by a SDX platform.

ExoGENI [468] is the recent iteration of the GENI project, which enables network-
ing experiments by building virtual networks at the link layer (L2) and offering also
compute and storage at GENI racks (OpenStack sites). A new feature is described [468]
allows to interconnect different virtual networks (including links to slices owned by
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other tenants) through the deployment of the so called virtual SDXs, like other re-
sources these virtual SDXs are dynamic and programmatically controlled. Users can
adapt the network topologies of their slices and their interconnections with other slices
over time. [468] presents an use case: a network transit service that runs within a virtual
SDX, and manages a shared circuit where the traffic of different users is tunneled and
routed over.

Assuming that the exchange peers will deploy their own SDN based infrastructure,
we have envisaged as natural step the SDN–SDX. It consists in the interconnection and
harmonization of the SDN infrastructures. We enumerate in this class all the projects
that aim at introduce mechanisms to fully exploit the advantages of SDN paradigm end-
to-end. B4 [202] is the private WAN that inter-connects Google’s data centers around
the planet, using the OF protocol to control the forwarding devices. The latter are in-
expensive devices built from merchant silicon. The large geographical dimension is
addressed through a hierarchical architecture in which multiple sites are considered as
logical AS. Within each site, the switch hardware layer primarily forwards traffic and
it is managed by a control layer hosting both OF controllers and network applications.
The control plane runs a modified version of the ONIX platform and on top of this an
architecture which closely resembles RouteFlow is deployed. Each site’s controller is
managed by a gateway. The different gateways communicate with a logically central-
ized TE service to decide inter-site path computations. BGP is used between border
network elements to exchange routes, possibly with external service providers or op-
erators. Proprietary interfaces and protocols are used between all the software pieces
(gateways, controller, TE engine).

Mambretti et al. ( [273] and [274] implement and deploy an infrastructure at StarLight
exchange point that closely resembles to an SDN–SDX based solution, StarLight is an
international exchange facility with the direct access to over one hundred private net-
works, including also experimental facilities and international testbeds. The project is
also known with the name of iSDX, it aims at provide interoperability mechanisms en-
abling federated controllers in different domains to manage resources end-to-end and
to enable interoperability among SDN and non–SDN islands. The StarlightSDX en-
ables federated controllers to exchange signaling information and the provisioning of
services, this is achieved through the NSI/NSA interface [360]. Moreover, it offers also
storage and computation resources to its users [273]. iSDX supports a wide range of
services: L2 services, OpenFlow services and hybrid L2/OpenFlow services. As re-
gards the control plane, SDX software is based in part on GENI software, in particular,
researchers deployed the Flowvisor OpenFlow Aggregate Manager (FOAM) [401]. The
control plane is a simple controller that support the iSDX services and provides facility
for the reservation of SDX resources to the other domains. iSDX functionalities has
been demonstrated in several national and international demos [273], [480] and [34].
Recently, authors presents the so called BioSDX [275], an experimental facility based
on iSDX which has been designed to support bio-informatics. BioSDX is an open sci-
ence cloud, composed by multiple distributed data resources and facilities around the
world available for the scientists and supporting bio-informatics experiments. The At-
lanticWave–SDX ( [88] and [87]) project designs a distributed multi–domain SDX able
to guarantee the advantages brought by SDN end–to–end. The architecture extends
through three academic exchange points interconnected with the AtlanticWave 100G
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network. The project aims at satisfy the science’s specialized needs. In particular, the
project has been designed to support the operation of the Large Synoptic Survey Tele-
scope. Three designs have been proposed by the authors: i) single OpenFlow controller
that manages the resources deployed in the three exchange points; ii) a slice manager is
introduced in the second option and the multi-domain controller interacts with different
manager deployed in the three IXPs; iii) a hierarchy of distributed controllers substi-
tutes the multi-domain controller. The second option has been chosen as near term
solution and the SDX project [174] has been used for the control plane. Authors have
been extended SDX project to introduce low layer services, QoS concepts, resources
reservation, calendaring. Least but not last, to make it production ready. In [87], authors
focus on improving the interfaces provided by the AtlanticWave-SDX infrastructure. In
particular, they propose high level interfaces to support Big Data research where scien-
tists have to deal just with the reservation of the connection they need without focusing
on the low level details of the SDX infrastructure.

West-East Bridge ( [259], [457] and [258]) designs a mechanism to enable the co-
operation of different SDN islands in a multi–domain environment. The project is
compatible with several third party SDN controllers and introduces a peer–to–peer ar-
chitecture for the control plane. The cooperation layer founds its operations on three
main components: i) network view learning mechanism; ii) network view representa-
tion; iii) east-west interface to exchange network information. The learning mechanism
uses an extension of the Link Layer Discovery Protocol to discover the border switches
and to have a coarse view of the topology. In this way, the peer relationships are also
established. Network view component stores the physical network with all components
and provides this information to the applications. An important element of the above
component is the network virtualization that allows to expose the network topology at
different levels of detail. For example, to share only parts of the domain rather that the
entire network view due to policy and scalability concerns. As regards the east-west in-
terface, it provides the means for the exchange of topological information by using the
JSON as representation language. The authors realize on top of the platform two use
cases: i) source address based multi-path routing; ii) inter–domain path computation.
The platform has been validated by building an international testbed which involved
four SDN networks.

SP–SDN [218] envisages an extended SDN architecture with the introduction of a
new layer called “Services layer”. A service orchestration layer runs at this level and
spans several administrative domains supporting both network and cloud services. On
top of the service layer, the multi-domain applications run. The SP–SDN architecture
does not make any assumption on the SDN controllers that run in the domains. Each
domain can have its own controller. The only requirement is the exposure at services
layer of well document Web accessible APIs. These APIs abstract network details,
suppressing those irrelevant for the service layer, and expose network functionalities at
the service layer for the creation, deployment and management of network services. In
turn, the orchestration layer provides multi–domain application with APIs for service
creation and management including also the service composition. Several application
examples are showed in [218], among which authors include: elastic WAN, network
slices on demand and VPN circuits on demand. Similarly, LSO from MEF [283] pro-
poses an orchestration layer on top of the SDN control layer, which spans different
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administrative domains. Compared to SP–SDN, LSO envisages for a hierarchical or-
chestration layer. The lower layer has narrow scope, in fact the LSO components run
on top of the single SDN controllers in the different domains. On top of this layer there
is a global LSO that orchestrates the intra–domain LSOs. LSO has not been designed
only for the inter–domain use case but it can be applied also to the single domain sce-
nario. In general, LSO targets all the use cases that require end–to–end management
and control of connectivity services. Within the domains, each provider can run the
own SDN architecture. Moreover, in [283], the authors shows the application of LSO
architecture to three use cases: i) LSO for wholesale providers; ii) LSO for enterprises;
iii) LSO for cloud providers.

In [229] a hierarchical architecture is proposed. Control Exchange Point is an exter-
nal entity to the ISPs, which orchestrates the brokering of the end-to-end paths inside
the ISPs networks. It operate on slices of ISP networks built on SDN principles. A slice
is defined by a flows-space (associated with a specific service) and a virtual topology.
Control Exchange Point main goal is to provide services with QoS constraints across
domains. This is achieved stitching the so called pathlets which are partial paths ad-
vertised by the domains. An ISP abstracts its network as a set of pathlets connecting
the network edges and then advertises these on the northbound. More specifically, this
abstraction could be realized with tunnels instantiated with OpenFlow, MPLS, optical
path and so on. Slices are connected via inter-domain links e.g., over SDXs/IXPs, to
other ISP domains to form an inter-domain virtual topology. The pathlet abstraction is
bundled with properties that the ISP provides like latency, costs, available bandwidth
and so on. An application of CXP architecture over ISPs connected through IXPs is
showcased in [230]. [232] presents algorithms which can be integrated in the broker to
efficiently compute the inter-domains paths. Authors propose an online algorithm and
an hybrid online-offline solution. The algorithms can maximize the number of the em-
bedded connections guaranteeing bandwidth and latency constraints. They have been
designed to achieve different trade-offs between optimal acceptance ratios and fast on-
line computation. Zebra [474] provides a general framework for enabling cooperation
between different SDN islands. Zebra does not make any assumption on the under-
line control plane which can be composed also by heterogeneous and uncooperative
controllers. Its applicability covers both the intra–domain and inter–domain scenario.
Zebra design a four–layer architecture for SDN with the introduction of decision layer
between the control plane and the application. At this level, Zebra framework runs
and establishes a standard communication framework between the controllers (east-
west interface). Zebra is composed by two main modules: i) Heterogeneous Controller
Management; ii) Domain Relationships Management. The former collects network
information from a set of not–collaborative controllers with no connections and gen-
erates a wide network view. The latter exchanges the network information with other
domains and provides applications with a global network view. Heterogeneous Con-
troller Management supports different SDN controllers, like Floodlight, Maestro and
can be extended to support many others. Finally, it is responsible for routing decision
inside an SDN island, Domain Relationships Management controls the routing between
various domains.

ICONA (4, with its design, enables the coupling of ONOS clusters, even if it has
been tested only in intra-domain scenarios, it can be easily extended to consider inter-
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domain use cases. The MultiDomainShakedown project [296] performed, across multi-
ple GENI testbeds, a number of experiments testing multi–domain functionalities of an
extended OpenFlow network. Researchers designed and implemented a multi–domain
control frameworks enabling the communication between OpenFlow controllers. In
particular, they propose a WE interface and an architecture broker–controller. The for-
mer founds its operation on the Inter–Domain Protocol, a request/reply mechanism
which uses TCP as transport protocol. The latter envisages a broker function as top
level controller of the architecture, and it spans across multiple domains. Running on
each domain, there is a logically centralized OF controller which acts as the second
level controller of the framework. A broker–to–controller protocol is used to enable
the communication between broker and the controllers. Unlike the IDP, this protocol is
based on 4 kinds of messages. For the experimentation, they make use of open source
components like POX platform for the control layer and OVS for the data plane.

DISCO ( [339], [340] and [313]) has been specifically designed to control a WAN
environment, composed of different geographical controllers each one managing a SDN
domain separated by the others. Inside a domain the Extended Database stores all the
intra-domain and inter-domain knowledge on network topology, monitoring and ongo-
ing flows. Then, the controller keeps tacks of variations inside the domain and updates
accordingly the database and notifies leveraging the Inter-domain modules the neigh-
bour domains. Finally, a path computation module computes routes for flows from
source to destination using a variation of the Dijkstra algorithm, which is QoS and
reservations aware. A DISCO controller exchanges summary information about the
local network topology and events. This results possible thanks two key elements: a
messenger module implemented through RabbitMQ [350] which discovers neighboring
controllers and maintain a distributed publish/subscribe communication channel and
then different agents that use this channel to exchange network wide information with
the neighbor domains like event related to the inter-links, reachability information of
neighbor domains and so on. DISCO design closely resembles our approach, however
current implementation does not provide local redundancy since it is based on Flood-
light controller [134]. In the case of a controller failure, a remote instance takes control
of the switches, increasing the latency between the devices and their primary controller.
FELIX [68] is an architecture that integrates several SDN testbeds. FELIX uses a hi-
erarchical model for the inter-domain management and the resource orchestration. In
FELIX there is a resource manager which acts a SDN-SDX controller. Similarly to
other solutions analyzed above, The architecture uses the Network-Service Interface
(NSI) protocol to exchange inter-domain topology information and to establish the in-
terconnections between the islands.

tSDX [255] uses optical connections at IXPs to realize pass-through solutions. Ac-
cording to the authors, this approach can deliver a lot of benefits when deployed at
IXPs: better performance, save of energy and cost, improved security respect to a so-
lution passing through routers and switches in the IXP. Authors implement an orches-
trator using ONOS, which works as top-level controller. RYU is used locally to control
the optical devices in each domain. The OF protocol is extended for the operational
control of optical network devices, and authors also design and implement the Cross-
Domain Control Protocol (CDCP) for inter-domain negotiations and for end-to-end
path computation for a traffic request, which is executed collaboratively by the local
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controllers. 5GEx [36] builds on SDN and NFV concepts, and has been designed to fa-
cilitate the provisioning of the 5G services in multi-operators environment. It envisages
an inter-operator management and orchestration layer to build multi-domain 5G slices
composed by a virtualized network, compute and storage resources. This multi-domain
layer constitutes exactly the 5GEx framework where the multi-domain orchestrators of
each operator run and establish business connections and exchange signaling protocol
to request the deployment of the resources inside the controlled infrastructure.

CASToR [236] is an hybrid L2/L3 SDX solution built on top of ONOS which allows
the provisioning of public inter-connections at the SDX leveraging its L3 functionalities
(which are pretty similar to our L3-SDX) or private inter-connections thanks to the
establishment of l2 circuits between peers. Its approach can be seen as an integration
of L3-SDX and L2-SDX services. Architecture envisages a GUI interface and a No-
SQL DB on top of the SDN controller which leverages the REST APIs offered by the
CASToR application running in ONOS to provide SDX operator with high level APIs.
Through these he/she can add/delete/change a connection at the SDX, the operator
is also able to switch in real-time from private peering to public peering and vice-
versa. Like our SDX, CASTor application leverages Intent framework to program the
network. An interesting use case of flexible hybrid peering at the SDX is demonstrated,
the performance evaluation showcases the benefits of this approach. We do believe the
same benefits can be delivered by our platform. The GUI implemented by the project is
very interesting and we plan to investigate for the future how it can be integrated in our
SDX platform. In [237], authors design a mechanism for geo-blocking and IP spoofing
protection on top of the CASToR application. Specifically, authors implement a new
application which allows to specify security policies (GeoBlock Intents). Then, these
are compiled and transformed in ONOS Intents and pushed as flow rules in the devices.

Virtual networks interconnection is addressed by [421] and [14]. SEP [421] has been
designed to allow the federation of heterogeneous network virtualization platforms.
SEP enables the inter-domain resources to be managed by the single domain. Slice-
operation commands are propagated to other domains through SEP by using a common
east-west interface. HyperExchange [14] is a protocol-agnostic exchange fabric for
peering of virtual networks. HyperExchange is designed to provide exchange services
between autonomous IaaS providers and their hosted virtual tenant networks. Archi-
tecture envisages a top level manager which has southbound plugin for RYU REST
APIs and OpenStack REST APIs, in this way the architecture can deploy the necessary
mechanisms to interconnect the virtual networks.

Following works focus on security aspects of IXPs/SDXs, [101] proposes an effi-
cient method to block DoS attacks leveraging Software Defined IXP. The approach is
based on three tenets: i) random host-ip mutation; ii) DoS detection and mitigation.
The first solution assigns a real IP and a number of virtual IP to each host in the safe
network, when communication happens inside the safe network hosts use real IP while
the virtual ones are used for external communications. SDX fabric acts as network bor-
der which filters all the communications not allowed: for each virtual IP a rule exists
in the fabric which translates the IP to the real one and forwards the traffic to the host.
The detection is based on statistical analysis of the traffic and the mitigation overrides
the forwarding rules with a simple drop for each violating flow. Experimental results
show the effectiveness of the solution. [24] improves Cardigan project with validation
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mechanisms of the prefix announced at the IXPs/SDXs (Resource Public Key Infras-
tructure based routing). In particular Quagga route server, running in the controller, is
modified to validate prefixes against an external database. If the prefixes result to be not
valid the controller does not program any rule in the switches. FLANC [176] comple-
ments iSDX project introducing authorization mechanisms in the SDX infrastructure.
Key insight is the introduction of a monitor entity which takes as input network “alter-
ations” and credentials and attempts to prove that the entity issuing the commands is
authorized to do that. Moreover, participants can delegate the modification of the for-
warding actions to a trusted third party. The check is performed both on the credential
and network modification, as regards the latter FLANC verify that the entity “is autho-
rized to perform actions on a network flowspace (i.e., groups of traffic flows that have
header values in common)”. A federated auditing framework for SDX configurations
verification is proposed in [90]. FAS allows to reveal just the necessary information to
an SDX central controller. This kind of mechanism is desirable since network operator
needs to verify if the policies are honored by other participants. On the other hand the
other domains want to prove that the requested policies are correctly deployed without
revealing to much details of the internal topology. An initial PoC is presented in the pa-
per with a preliminary evaluation. SIDR [41] is an extension of the SDX project [174]
which enables SDX controller to verify the end-to-end correctness (i.e. loop free) of a
policy submitted through the SDX framework. This is realized without disclosing de-
tails about the flowspace affected by the policies, minimizing the exchange of the state
and finally preserving the high level of scalability of the SDX solution. A complete
open source implementation of SIDR is available to the users and run on the existing
SDX platform. Performance evaluation of SIDR shows that it can activate 91% of all
policies and it can perform correctness checks in about one second.
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Conclusions

IN Chapter 2 I have presented OSHI a novel architecture and implementation of a
hybrid IP/SDN (OSHI) node which targets Service Providers networks and WAN
scenarios. The OSHI data plane supports the coexistence of best effort IP forward-

ing and SDN based forwarding using MPLS labels. The traditional distributed MPLS
control plane is completely removed from the network, as all MPLS circuits (Label
Switched Paths, now termed SDN Based Paths) are established by means of the SDN
controller; and, other control plane functionalities can be implemented by the SDN
controller which provides a vantage point from the network perspective. I have shown
the implementation of IP VLL and Layer 2 Pseudo Wire (PW) services. On top of the
L2 PW service I have also built a layer 2 Virtual Switch Service (VSS), closely re-
sembling the layer 2 VPLS solution over MPLS. Results of performance tests executed
both in single-host emulators (Mininet) and in distributed SDN testbeds have shown
that OSHI is suitable for large-scale experimentation settings. Further improvements
of the architecture go into the direction of implementing OSHI in devices that can per-
form switching and routing at line speed over production networks, closing the gap
between SDN research and real world networks.

I have described Mantoo in Chapter 3; a suite of supporting tools for experiments
with SDN based services. It has been recently integrated in the RDCL3D which al-
lows to run NFV based experiments as well. Mantoo includes an extensible web GUI
framework for designing and validating a topology, called Topology3D. The topology
is automatically deployed either on Mininet or on distributed testbeds. Execution and
Measurement tools simplify running the experiments and collecting performance mea-
surements. When used over distributed testbeds it allows to easily configure VMs as
SDN nodes and build links using overlay L2 tunnels. Performance evaluation shows the
improvements brought by VXLAN based tunnels with respect of userspace OpenVPN
tunnels. Future works on the platform aim at extending it to accommodate even more
use cases while improving the existing functionality.

Developed according to an open source model, the OSHI prototype and the Mantoo
suite are valuable tools that enable further research and experimentation on novel ser-
vices and architecture in the emerging hybrid IP/SDN networks. The source code of all
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the components of the OSHI node prototypes and of the Mantoo suite is freely avail-
able at [328]. To facilitate the initial environment setup, the whole OSHI and Mantoo
environments have been packaged in a ready-to-go virtual machine, with pre-designed
example topologies up to 60 nodes. To the best of my knowledge, there is no such
hybrid IP/SDN node available as open source software, nor an emulation platform with
a set of management tools as rich as the Mantoo suite.

In Chapter 4 I have presented ICONA (Inter Cluster ONOS Network Application)
an ONOS southbound extension, which has the objective to enable coupling of ONOS
clusters across different locations and administrative domains. ICONA has been de-
signed with a clear design: maintaining all ONOS features and characteristics while
improving its performances in WAN scenarios upon network events like link/node fail-
ures or congested links that impose the rerouting of large set of traffic flows. The initial
performance evaluation of ICONA shows the effectiveness of the solution. ICONA
code is made available as open source software and it has been integrated in ONOS
network controller from the 1.7 release. Future improvements of ICONA will focus on
enhancing the policy mechanism with innovative techniques and on new southbound
solutions to interact with other SDN control planes using the east-west interface.

PMSR is a Segment Routing solution not requiring enhancements to routing proto-
cols (Chapter 5). PMSR is based on the use of global segment identifiers that can be
automatically generated by nodes; it introduces a new type of segment, the so called
Direct Link Segment which replaces the traditional adjacency ones. In the Chapter 5
I have advocated the introduction of PMSR and discussed the advantages of PMSR
(in terms of simplification of management and reduction of node complexity). I have
proposed an algorithm for the SR path allocation, useful for both traditional SR with
Adjacency Segments and for PMSR with Direct-Link Segments. I have proved that
it is optimal in terms of the number of allocated segments and empirically verified
that the execution time is small. I have also presented a Traffic Engineering use case
with Segment Routing, based on MPLS forwarding. The solution is based on a known
heuristic for TE and on the proposed SR path assignment algorithm. The initial perfor-
mance analysis provides encouraging results concerning the feasibility of the approach.
PMSR has been implemented as an extension of OSHI architecture. The solution has
been implemented and tested on Mininet emulator and over distributed testbeds; the
code is available as open source at [328]

Chapter 6 presents a solution to support ICN by exploiting SDN, implemented by
means of open source components and offered as a platform for further experiments
and developments: the ICNoSDN architecture. The solution supports arbitrary topolo-
gies and, in general, performance evaluation shows it scales linearly with the number
of different active chunks that are cached in an in-network cache. I have implemented
a set of basic caching policies using the SDN-based approach and have provided their
performance analysis thanks to a set of testbed management and monitoring tools that
I have developed. I have shown that it is possible to deploy the different policies by
changing the logic residing in controller modules. I have provided a reference environ-
ment to deploy and test the proposed ICN over SDN infrastructure over local (Mininet
emulator) and distributed testbeds. The framework and the tools are open source and
available at [100]. As far I know, there are no other similar solutions available in open
source, nor similar emulation platforms, including also a comprehensive set of moni-
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toring tools.
Chapter 7 describes the effort related to GÉANT SDX, its architecture, the PoCs

realized and finally the Pilot deployment. I have first considered the long-term soft-
warization path of a service provider network like GÉANT. Then I have described the
prototypes of two services, called L3-SDX and L2-SDX. The development has been
based on the open source ONOS controller platform for SDN. I have performed a func-
tional evaluation of the PoC and an analysis of the potential benefits, which have been
very satisfactory. The developed services can bring considerable savings in the opera-
tional costs and can dramatically reduce the service provisioning time, as they automate
many tasks that are manually performed. From the point of view of performance, the
SDX solution is ready for a “local” deployment, that is, considering a single location
(even if composed of a large number of nodes). It has to be further assessed if ge-
ographically distributed locations can be combined in single logical instances of the
SDX. The activity is still ongoing and at the time of writing GÉANT is evaluating on
its infrastructure the outcome of this activity. GÉANT SDX code is made available as
open source software and it has been integrated in ONOS network controller from the
1.6 release. It can be download from the ONOS application samples repository at [319].
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